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ABSTRACT
Wireless networks are going through a fundamental change. User-deployed and self-
organizing networks are becoming key technologies to meet the exponentially increas-
ing requirements for capacity. This implies a shift from carefully planned networks,
for which basic feedback control techniques suffice for maintaining stability and good
performance, towards deployment and analysis of more complex spatio-temporal net-
worked dynamical systems. Further, techniques such as dynamic spectrum access will
potentially couple the dynamics of multiple heterogeneous wireless systems together in a
manner not present in current networks. There is accordingly an urgent need to develop
the necessary theoretical foundations for reasoning about and developing optimization
and control solutions for such systems.
The work reported in this thesis comprises a first attempt at developing such founda-
tions applying techniques developed in spatial statistics, theoretical physics and dynam-
ical systems communities. The approach taken consists of both laying out the theoretical
fundamentals of the methods that appear as most promising in dealing with the above
mentioned challenges, and specifically applying them for a number of problems in the
wireless communications domain. In several cases the presented applications yield first
quantitative results on structure and dynamics of networked systems beyond simple
mean value analyses.
The obtained results can be divided into three categories, focusing on node locations,
spectrum usage, and applications of dynamical systems techniques, respectively. First,
we give detailed characterization of the correlation structures in network node locations
for a number of different communication systems. We show how these can be modeled ac-
curately using so-called Gibbs point process models originating from statistical physics
and spatial statistics, and explore the performance implications of the derived models.
Second, we develop an extensive quantitative understanding of usage of radio spectrum
in both spatial and temporal domains, and use these models to arrive at alternative
methods for estimating and reasoning about radio coverage for both off-line network
planning applications as well as for online use. Third, we apply state space techniques
frommodern dynamical systems theory for characterization of complexity of network dy-
namics as well as for developing systematic techniques for evaluation of the performance
impact and sensitivity of probabilistic models.
For each of these three focus areas there is a strong emphasis on working with actual
network data, obtained from different sources including some measurement campaigns
to which the author has participated in. Synthetic models used in the literature are
analyzed as well, but mainly by way of contrast. We have also attempted to cover as
wide range of data sets as possible, usually obtained from completely different types of
systems, in order to assess the true range of applicability for the methods utilized and
developed.
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KURZFASSUNG
Drahtlose Netzwerke befinden sich in einem fundamentalen Umbruch. Von Nutzern
eingerichtete und selbstorganisierende Netzwerke gelten zunehmend als Schlüsseltech-
nologien um den exponentiell wachsenden Kapazitätsbedarf zu decken. Dieser Wan-
del geht einher mit einem übergang von sorgfältig geplanten Netzwerken, die einfache
Rückkopplungtechniken zur Sicherstellung von Stabilität und zur Leistungsverbesse-
rung einsetzen, zum Einsatz und zur Analyse von komplexeren zeitlich und räumlich
dynamischen Systemen. Darüber hinaus werden in Zukunft Methoden wie die des dyna-
mischen Spektrumszugriffs die dynamischen Komponenten verschiedener heterogener
Netzwerke in einer bisher unbekannten Weise miteinander verbinden. Es ist offensicht-
lich, dass hierdurch ein dringender Bedarf entstanden ist, theoretische Grundlagen zur
Bewertung und Entwicklung von Optimierungs- und Kontrolllösungen für solche Syste-
me zu entwickeln.
Die in dieser Arbeit dargestellten Studien stellen einen ersten Versuch dar, solche
Grundlagen mit Hilfe von Verfahren der räumlichen Statistik, der theoretischen Phy-
sik und der Theorie dynamischer Systeme zu entwickeln. Der von uns gewählte Ansatz
besteht darin, zuerst die theoretischen Grundlagen der erfolgsversprechensten Metho-
den darzulegen und sie im Folgenden auf eine Vielzahl von spezifischen Problemen der
drahtlosen Kommunikation anzuwenden. In diversen Fällen bieten die vorgestellten An-
wendungen zum ersten Mal quantitative Ergebnisse zu Struktur und Dynamik von ver-
netzten Systemen jenseits einfacher Mittelwertanalysen.
Die gewonnenen Erkenntnisse können schwerpunktmäßig in die Kategorien „Kno-
tenpositionen“, „Spektrumsnutzung“ und „Anwendung dynamischer Systemtechniken“
eingeteilt werden. Für erstere erarbeiten wir eine detaillierte Charakterisierung der
Korrelationsstrukturen von Knotenpositionen für einige unterschiedliche Kommunika-
tionssysteme, zeigen, wie diese mittels sogenannter Gibbs-Punktprozesse akkurat mo-
delliert werden können, und untersuchen die Leistungsimplikationen der hergeleiteten
Modelle. Im weiteren Verlauf wird ein umfassendes quantitatives Verständnis für die
zeitliche und räumliche Nutzung von Funkspektrum entwickelt. Wir nutzen diese Mo-
delle um alternative Methoden zur Bestimmung und Bewertung der Funkabdeckung für
Netzplanungsanwendungen und Echtzeitanwendungen herzuleiten. Abschließend wen-
den wir Zustandsraumtechniken der modernen dynamischen Systemtheorie zur Cha-
rakterisierung der Komplexität von Netzwerkdynamiken an und entwickeln darüber
hinaus systematische Methoden zur Evaluierung des Leistungseinflusses und der Sen-
sitivität probabilistischer Modelle.
Für jedes der drei Kerngebiete dieser Arbeit wurde ein starker Fokus auf die Ver-
wendung echter Netzwerkdaten unterschiedlicher Quellen gelegt, die zum Teil durch
Messkampagnen erhoben wurden an denen der Autor beteiligt war. Synthetische Mo-
delle wie sie in der Literatur Verwendung finden wurden auch analysiert, allerdings
hauptsächlich im Rahmen einer Gegenüberstellung. Ein große Vielfalt von Datensät-
zen von gewöhnlich sehr unterschiedlichen Kommunikationssystemen wurden von uns
herangezogen um die wahren Grenzen der Anwendbarkeit der eingesetzten und entwi-
ckelten Methoden zu eruieren.
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PART I
INTRODUCTION AND
BACKGROUND MATERIAL
1
1INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication systems are undergoing a fundamental change. User-deployed
and self-organizing networks are becoming key technologies to meet the exponentially
increasing requirements for capacity. This implies a shift from either sparsely deployed
or carefully planned networks, for which basic feedback control techniques suffice for
maintaining stability and good performance, towardsmuchmore complex spatio-temporal
networked dynamical systems. Further, techniques such as dynamic spectrum access
will potentially couple the dynamics of different heterogenous wireless systems together
in a manner not present in current networks. There is accordingly an urgent need for the
necessary theoretical foundations for reasoning about and developing optimization and
control solutions for such systems. In this thesis we report on our work towards devel-
oping such foundations utilizing techniques from spatial statistics, theoretical physics,
and dynamical systems. We give both a detailed description of the methods that appear
to us as most promising for analyzing future wireless communication systems, as well
as a collection of applications and case studies in which these techniques are used to
characterize the structure and dynamics of various networks.
The rest of this introduction is structured as follows. In Section 1.1 we provide a more
detailed overview of the ongoing evolution of wireless communication systems, especially
focussing on the issues highlighted above. We shall then in Section 1.2 discuss the im-
plications of the shortcomings of existing the theoretical frameworks used to model and
reason about wireless communication systems. Finally, in Section 1.3 we give an over-
view of the contributions made in this thesis towards addressing these shortcomings,
and give an outline of the structure of the rest of the thesis.
1.1 EVOLUTION OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Currently used wireless communication systems can be roughly divided into three dis-
tinct categories. First of these consists of various cable replacement solutions, target-
ing very high data rates for communications over short distances. Typical applications
for such technologies include communications between terminals and peripherals, syn-
chronisation of large datasets, and transport of multimedia streams between nearby
devices. Second category is that of wireless local area networks, primarily used to
offer Internet connectivity to wireless terminals in relatively small regions and typically
targeting a rather sparse user population. Mobility is rarely a true consideration for
these technologies, most of the users being stationary during use. Third category con-
sists of cellular networks andwide area networks offering wireless connectivity and
services on large scales, often for mobile users. In this thesis, we shall primarily consider
the latter two categories. Cable replacement technologies are by nature local, and have
little large-scale spatial or temporal structure in terms of usage or deployment beyond
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that imposed by the distribution and activity of the user population and market penet-
ration of the particular technology in question. Additionally, the trend of using higher
and higher radio frequencies for such technologies reduces the need for network-wide
optimization solutions due to their inherent locality induced by the higher and higher
propagation losses.
Currently the main differences between wireless local area networks and cellular
systems relate to planning, management and coexistence. Most of the wireless local
area networks operate on unlicensed frequency bands, such as the 2.4GHz and 5GHz
industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands. In these frequencies anyone is allowed
to operate a radio transceiver provided that certain regulatory constraints are followed,
usually expressed in terms of allowed transmit powers, modulation techniques, and so
on. This creates inherent coexistence problems, as several devices often belonging to
different users or stakeholders might partially overlap in terms of used frequencies.
Another key characteristic of these technologies is that deployments are typically un-
planned, and little or no coordination takes place between different nodes and networks.
Thus probabilistic and distributed techniques are typically used for resource manage-
ment and coexistence, yielding simplicity at a cost of performance, especially as deploy-
ments become denser. Cellular technologies on the other hand are operated on licensed
frequencies, each network operator being guaranteed an exclusive right to operate on
a given frequency band. Additionally, placement of cellular base stations and selection
of the frequencies used by them is carefully planned using various propagation and us-
age modeling tools. Because of this, the network is guaranteed to have rather benign
dynamics close to a stable operating point, and simple feedback control techniques are
therefore sufficient to maintain stability and good performance in presence of environ-
mental dynamics.
The main challenge for current cellular technologies is being able to cater for the
rapidly increasing demand for mobile data services as reported in, for example, [1]. The
increase in the number of smartphones and other terminal equipment specifically de-
signed for Internet use has forced networks operators throughout the world to increase
capacities of their networks by reducing cell sizes and deploying more base stations.
However, this process does not at present seem scalable in the long term. This has
generated significant interest in user-deployed network infrastructure, usually called
femtocells, akin to Wi-Fi access points except for the air interface used. Designing such
solutions is extremely challenging, as careful off-line network planning is no longer feas-
ible, and more extensive on-line adaptation is needed. Such networks are also expected
to experience much higher level of dynamics, due to the smaller cells involved and the
correspondingly more bursty nature of spectrum use.
One of the most promising enabling technologies for such small cell networks is cog-
nitive radio (CR). Usually CRs are understood either as self-optimizing adaptive radios
(original vision of Joe Mitola who coined the term [2]) or, simply, frequency agile radios
capable of dynamic spectrum access. The cognitive radio of the first kind can be seen
as centered around an intelligent control agent, often called a cognitive engine, that
is trying to maximise user perceived quality of the communications link. Background
setting of the author’s work is provided by the Cognitive Resource Manager archi-
tecture [3] developed at RWTH Aachen University, but several other cognitive engine
architecture proposals have also appeared in the literature. For an overview on recent
advances and research questions in cognitive radio research, see [4–9].
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Cognitive networks and, as a subset, cognitive wireless networks extend the adapt-
ive communications optimization approach to networks as opposed to individual links or
service areas of an access point or a base station. Some of the first design requirements
towards such networks were given by Clark et al. in their seminal work on the know-
ledge plane [10]. Another area of inspiration has been the autonomic computing
initiative launched by IBM [11]. Common theme in all these approaches is the improve-
ment of rather rudimentary management mechanisms in use in the current Internet.
Enabling technologies for cognitive networks include various inference mechanisms for
understanding and classifying network dynamics, models to help in these reasoning pro-
cesses, and optimization problems derived from application requirements and network
operator goals. Work towards “true” cognitive networks is still in its infancy, and the
field is still a long way away from a systems level understanding of the issues involved.
Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) systems, given their relative simplicity compared
to “true” cognitive radios, have received significant attention amongst the research com-
munity and policy makers [12–14]. In classical DSA a frequency band currently not used
by the licensee, usually called the primary user, can be accessed by secondary users
in an opportunistic manner, provided sufficient care is taken not to harm the primary
user. Several approaches to DSA have emerged, differing usually in the way secondary
users determine whether the primary user is present or not. Currently, the most com-
monly discussed ones are backend-assisted solutions based on common spectrum use
databases, and approaches based on spectrum sensing. There has been significant pro-
gress in understanding theoretical foundations of the individual technologies involved,
as well as studying different application scenarios for DSA (see, for example, [15–18]).
However, the performance properties of dynamic spectrum access networks remain re-
latively poorly understood, especially when the primary user is not a TV broadcasting
network. This is in part due to the problems outlined in the beginning of the present
chapter. From the practical point of view, most significant results have probably been es-
timates on available spectrum for DSA use in the context of IEEE 802.22, the first stand-
ardised wireless communication system to employ DSA on licensed frequency bands to
provide Wi-Fi like connectivity [19–22]. Some more general asymptotic capacity results
have also been presented in the literature, but these are usually derived assuming either
very large-scale multihop networks, or uniformly random deployment of nodes in both
primary and secondary networks [23–25]. Thus they have been of limited use in estim-
ating the expected performance of, for example, the possible Wi-Fi type deployments of
DSA based networks within various frequency bands.
Finally, it should be noted that mechanisms developed for DSA can be applied in a
much more diverse set of scenarios than the classical primary/secondary user one dis-
cussed above. For example, they could be employed in femtocells to increase the spectral
efficiency of cellular systems, or in Wireless LAN type of technologies to improve coexist-
ence properties. Common theme arising from these diverse application scenarios is the
construction of radio environmentmaps (REMs) [26,27] for environmental awareness
in the involved networks, describing statistics and models of usage of spectrum, prevail-
ing propagation conditions, traffic dynamics, and so on. It is precisely within REMs that
the models and techniques developed in this thesis are expected to be most relevant to
cognitive wireless networks and systems based on dynamic spectrum access.
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1.2 REVISITING THE FUNDAMENTALS
In this section we briefly discuss the role of proper theoretical fundamentals in wireless
systems design, provide an overview of recent research activities in this domain, and ar-
gue that these activities largely ignore the emerging issues regarding spatial structure
and dynamics of the systems discussed above. During the development of both wireless
local area networks as well as cellular systems, there has been of course a strong focus
on laying out such solid theoretical foundations for the individual technological compon-
ents. For example, queuing theory and information theory of single active and multiuser
links has been used to analyze and optimize the performance of physical and medium
access control layer solutions for both network types. Very different assumptions have
been made in relation to the structure of the said networks. Wireless local area networks
have been traditionallymodeled as being completely random in structure, whereas cellu-
lar systems have been typically modeled as completely ordered lattices. In certain sense
these models represent two extreme cases (properly characterized as having maximal
and minimal entropy among suitably defined family of such models), whereas actual
systems would reside somewhere in between. Similarly, other network dynamics, such
as related to traffic, channels and mobility have been traditionally modeled as highly
random processes (again characterized by a maximum entropy property). Figure 1.1 il-
lustrates this further. Such models have been sufficient for developing present-day net-
works, but due to the trends discussed above, we strongly believe that new approaches
will be required in the imminent future. Especially the emerging cognitive wireless net-
works and systems based on dynamic spectrum access will exhibit complicated dynamics
over space, time and frequency domains due to the coupling of individual network dy-
namics as discussed above. There is thus a clear need for more accurate models for both
design and performance evaluation of such systems, as well as for online control and
adaptation within them.
Before discussing the approach taken in the present work in more detail, we shall
briefly discuss some of the related ongoing developments within the networking research
community. A particularly visible one has been the emergence of network science as
a common term for theoretical framework attempting to find unifying foundations for
describing and modeling variety of networks (understood in a general sense), such as
collaboration networks, social structures, chemical reaction graphs, and biological pro-
cesses. Given that such diverse phenomena appear to have some kind of network struc-
ture embedded in them, a natural question to ask is if some common theoretical found-
ation can be found. First attempt at such a theoretical foundation has been to abstract
each involved network structure as a graph, and then to study the structure of these
graphs using tools of graph theory, statistical physics and applied mathematics. An
overview of this direction of work is given in [28]. The apparent commonalities found in
the structures of the graphs thus obtained was taken to form the foundation of a first-
generation network science, that is, of a common theoretical framework for networked
phenomena.
While the objective of network science has been recognised as valuable and interest-
ing one, the initial random graph approach has been found insufficient in a number of
application areas. Ignoring domain-specific information turned out to result in models
that bear superficial structural similarity to actual systems, but on a closer look failed a
number of key validation tests. This has resulted in a widespread discussion on the role,
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FIGURE 1.1: Illustration of the range of models for structure and dynamics of wireless
communication systems in terms of their entropic properties. Rows correspond to differ-
ent classes of models, namely node locations (top), arrival processes (middle) and spatial
random fields used to model, for example, interference power or shadow fading (bottom).
Leftmost column corresponds to deterministic models, whereas models illustrated on the
right are maximally random in terms of entropy. Realistic systems and models for them
would lie somewhere between the two extremes.
potential and possible alternative foundations of network science [29]. Inclusion of some
domain specific information and considering the dynamics of the systems being studied
in addition to their static relational structures appear to be key research issues to be
tackled.
In communication networks there has, of course, been a long history of domain-
specific modelling activities. Some of the early results were on call arrivals in telephone
networks (resulting in the introduction of Poisson arrival processes) [30] and distribu-
tions of errors in transmission line (first examples of self-similar phenomena) [31]. In
the 1990s much of the focus moved on to packet and session level dynamics of local net-
works and later the Internet. For a comprehensive account of these results we refer
reader to [32, 33]. More recently, the focus of modelling activities has moved on to the
structure and formation of networks. Topological structure of the Internet starts to
be relatively well understood [34–36], and we are also gaining understanding on the
dynamics of its large-scale structure [37–39]. However, for wireless networks similar
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results are few and far between. Individual components, such as protocols and point-to-
point wireless channels have been studied in depth, but the large-scale structure of these
networks has remained almost completely unexplored. Also, in the study of network dy-
namics there is significant room for additional work. Classical time series analysis has
been applied extensively to various network characteristics, but these methods repres-
ent hardly the state of the art in dynamics systems research.
Another major trend has been to view the whole communication task the network
is attempting to accomplish as one large optimization problem, and then to decompose
that problem into diverse subproblems using techniques from calculus of variations, dy-
namic programming, and other fields of applied mathematics. This optimisation-driven
viewpoint has been in particular used to understand the emergence of different architec-
tural designs. Traditionally, the role of architecture is to assist in managing complexity
in systems design by decomposing the solution of the relevant problems into more man-
ageable subproblems. Such a decomposition can be vertical, leading into layered archi-
tectures, or horizontal, further decomposing the responsibilities of the various layers
across different domain boundaries. Interfaces and more general constraints have
crucial roles in any architecture, enabling the integration of the entities arising from
the various decompositions. Of the different vertical decompositions presented in the
literature variants and subsets of the seven-layer OSI model [40] are the most prevalent
in communication systems. While originally devised in somewhat ad hoc manner, sev-
eral deconstructions of the original layering have been provided in the literature from
the optimisation point of view. Common themes are decompositions based on common
packet formats and interfaces, as well as decomposition of the overall network optim-
ization and control problem into more manageable end-to-end control loops. For a very
readable survey on these activities we refer the reader to [41].
The character of horizontal decompositions is very different from vertical ones, re-
flecting boundaries between individual nodes, domains of controllers of various kinds,
and organizations on a larger scale. They can also be functional in nature, related into
use of specialised vertical decompositions (“protocol stacks”) in different domains. Such
decompositions are especially relevant to the study of current wireless networks, since
they often appear as individual components of the decomposition of the large scale in-
ternets. However, these wireless components are usually fundamentally different in
their structure and dynamics from their fixed network counterparts, a phenomena en-
countered repeatedly in the following. Main research activities in this domain have
focused on understanding the differences in the structures of the various components,
as well as dynamics on those. Especially dynamics of traffic and applications have been
studied, together with the structure of the physical interconnections between networks.
However, much of this work has considered fixed networks only. Wireless networks
introduce additional dynamics caused by wireless channels, mobility and the environ-
ment. Also, because of the influence of the environment on radio propagation wireless
networks are inherently spatial structures, with locations of the nodes playing a crucial
role. Techniques used for studying the structure of fixed networks can be applied only
after suitable protocols have been used to form a connectivity structure on the wireless
network.
We have seen that despite the development of highly interestingmathematical frame-
works for analysing networked systems, neither the current network science approach
nor the optimization decomposition approach are sufficient alone in tackling the prob-
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lems highlighted in the previous section. Without the detailed understanding of the
structure and dynamics of the networks involved, neither of these frameworks can be
expected to alone yield accurate results in realistic systems. This observation is funda-
mental to the work carried out here, as will be discussed in more detail below.
1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS AND STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS
The key contribution of this thesis is to establish the methodologies and obtain first
results for characterising and modeling the structure and dynamics of wireless commu-
nication systems in the sense of above discussion. More precisely, we make the following
individual contributions:
1. We collect, study and present in detail a selection of state of the art methods from
spatial statistics, theoretical physics, and the modern theory of dynamical systems
that we believe to yield the most promising foundation for such studies of network
structure and dynamics. Most of the methods selected are applied here and in the
associated publications by the author on wireless networks for the first time, and
in several instances are also quite new in the specific research domains in which
they were originally developed in.
2. Based on these methods we study in detail the structure and dynamics of a large
number of actual wireless network deployments, ranging from modern cellular
systems to wireless local area networks and broadcast networks. These studies
form a first comprehensive and quantitative collection of results on the deployment
structure of wireless networks. The results in particular show that many of the
commonly made assumptions on network structure are highly unrealistic, and do
not seem to correspond well to any actual deployment.
3. Using this detailed characterization of network structure, we develop and validate
new improved models for wireless networks that can be readily used within the
community for a variety of purposes. The developed models are tractable analytic-
ally, and lightweight to reason about using numerical techniques.
4. We carry out a similar research program on quantifying spectrum use based on
unique spatio-temporal measurement data sets collected within our Institute. These
results form the first collection of statistics and models going beyond simple long-
term averages reported in the literature before the appearance of the present work.
5. Finally, drawing on modern dynamical system techniques, we develop first meth-
ods published in the networking literature for quantitatively estimating and reas-
oning about the complexity of the dynamics taking place in the network. Example
outcomes of this work are new and highly effective techniques for classifying net-
work traffic and spectrum use in the time domain.
The thesis itself is divided into three parts. The first part, in which the present in-
troduction belongs to, is devoted to the necessary background material. The following
chapter covers mathematical foundations not typically covered in curricula of computer
science and engineering, including topology and measure theory, statistical inference,
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modern graph theory, and theory of dynamical systems. Also some notions of measure-
theoretic probability theory are included since they are necessary for the rest of the
thesis. Chapter 3 then concludes the first part with an overview of stochastic processes,
including an introduction to modern time series analysis and its relation to dynam-
ical systems techniques. While the themes of Chapter 3 are well known in the case
of stochastic processes over time, somewhat higher level of generality is used that maps
directly to the case of stochastic processes over rather arbitrary spaces, needed in later
chapters.
The second part of the thesis consists of selected topics on theories of spatial stat-
istics of points processes (Chapters 4 and 5) and of random fields (Chapter 6). While
most of the material covered in the second part can in principle be found in the existing
literature, it is at present rather hopelessly scattered into numerous articles, research
monographs and textbooks originating from several diverse fields, such as theoretical
and applied statistics, stochastic geometry, astrophysics and cosmology, dynamical sys-
tems, econometrics, epidemiology and geostatistics. The key contribution of the second
part is in organising this material, and selecting methods that the author and his col-
laborators have found as most promising for networking applications. Focus is thus on
techniques facilitating robust statistical characterisation of empirical data, construction
of verifiable models of spatial and temporal network structure, enabling probabilistic
reasoning about the encountered phenomena, and on enabling system applications. For
the selected methods rather complete account is given, ranging from proper theoretical
foundations to practical considerations.
The third part of the thesis consists of a number of case studies using a diverse collec-
tion of data sets pertaining to wireless networks, carried out using the methods given in
the second part. These include statistical characterisation of node locations for diverse
network types (Chapter 7), stochastic and optimization-driven models of node locations
(Chapter 8), statistical characterisation and modelling of dynamics of spectrum use over
space and time (Chapter 9), and applications of the developed models and methods to
performance evaluation of different types of wireless networks (Chapter 10). Finally, an
outlook on possible avenues for future work is given in Chapter 11, concluding the core
material of the thesis.
Much of the presented material has been also published in the literature by the
present authors together with collaborators. Applications of spatial statistics of node loc-
ations are discussed in [42–50], while characterisation of spatial structure of spectrum
use is the topic of [51–57]. Using spatial models and statistics for estimating network
properties is discussed in [50,51,58,59]. Time-domain models of spectrum use are given
in [60, 61] and applied in [62–65]. A collection of results on network structures induced
by the different node location models is given in [66–69], and approximation of spatial
models with labeled geometric graphs is studied together with applications in [70, 71].
The introduction of dynamical systems techniques to characterising network dynamics
was done in [72–75], while architectural implications of applying the developed tech-
niques in networks, and in particular cognitive wireless networks are discussed extens-
ively in [3, 26, 76–80]. The core future application area of these methods is in network
optimization, using the utility-driven framework developed in [81–87]. Finally, the au-
thor has worked on a number of enabling technologies related to the subject matter, but
not reported here in detail. These include interface design [88–101], work on localization
and tracking for collecting spatial data [102–108], wireless sensing problems related to
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spatial statistics [109–111], influence of topology on search on networks [112], methods
for frequency allocation [113–117], and tool development [118].
2MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS
In this chapter we review the mathematical foundations necessary for the development
of the subsequent content of the thesis. The main objective is to recall the necessary
facts outside the domain of basic mathematics, such as linear algebra and arithmetic,
and to set up conventions and notation. Accordingly, we shall be very brief.
2.1 MEASURE THEORY AND POINT-SET TOPOLOGY
2.1.1 Topological Preliminaries
Let M be an abstract set. A topology of M is a collection T of subsets of M, called open
sets, such that:
1. ;∈ T and M ∈T.
2. If Ui ∈T, and i ∈ I for finite I, then
⋂
i∈IUi ∈T.
3. If Ui ∈T, and i ∈ I for any I, then
⋃
i∈IUi ∈T.
The pair (M,T) is called a topological space. We shall assume the usual shorthand
of denoting the topological space (M,T) only by the set M if no confusion can occur.
Cartesian product of topological spaces has a natural topology with open sets consisting
of Cartesian products of open sets of the constituent topological spaces. A collection
{Bi} of open sets is called a basis if every open set U can be expressed as a union U =
∪i∈IBi of basis sets. A topological space is called second countable if it has a countable
basis. Given topological spaces M and N, a map f : M → N is called continuous if
f −1(U) is open for every open U . A group or a vector space V equipped with a topology
that makes the canonical operations in V continuous is called a topological group or
topological vector space, respectively. Given a topological vector space V , the space
V∗ of continuous linear maps from V to its base field is called the continuous dual of
V .
A complement of an open set is a closed set. A closure E¯ of a set E is the smallest
closed set containing E. A set E is dense in M if E¯ = M. A topological space with a
countable dense subset is called separable. A set is compact if its every cover by open
sets admits a finite subcover. A neighbourhood of x is any open set containing x. A se-
quence {xi} converges to x if for any neighbourhoodU of x, xi is inU for large enough i.
A topological space M is Hausdorff if for all x 6= y of M there exists disjoint neighbour-
hoods. Support of f :M→R is the closure of the set {x ∈M | f (x) 6= 0}. Finally, a space is
locally compact if its every point has a neighbourhood whose closure is compact. Most
of the topological spaces encountered in the following will be Hausdorff, locally compact
and second countable. We shall call such topological spaces well-behaved.
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A metric space is a pair (M,d), where d is a non-negative symmetric function d :
M ×M → R such that d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y, and that d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y)+ d(y, z)
for all x, y and z ∈ M. The last condition is called the triangle inequality. Given
two metric spaces (M,dM) and (N,dN) a map f : M → N is distance preserving if
dN( f (x), f (y))= dM(x, y) for all x, y∈M. A bijective distance preserving map is called an
isometry. A sequence {a i} is called a Cauchy sequence if for each ε> 0 there is N ∈N
such that n,m≥N implies d(an,am)< ε. If every Cauchy sequence converges, the metric
space is called complete.
Every metric space can be given a topology by forming arbitrary unions of open balls
B(y)= {x ∈M | d(x, y)< r}. If the converse is true (a metric can be given that induces the
given topology), a space is called metrizable. If the corresponding metric is complete
and the space is separable, it is called a Polish space. The most familiar example with
all these properties is the real line R equipped with the usual metric d(x, y) = |y− x|.
Given a vector space V , a norm is a non-negative map ‖ ·‖ : V → R such that ‖v‖ = 0 if
and only if v= 0, ‖av‖= |a|‖v‖ for all a ∈R, and ‖v+w‖ ≤ ‖v‖+‖w‖. If only the latter two
conditions are satisfied, the map is called a semi-norm. Every norm induces a metric by
d(v,w)≡ ‖w−v‖. If this metric is complete, V is called a Banach space. A vector space
V with inner product 〈 · , · 〉 is called a Hilbert space if the norm ‖v‖≡ 〈v,v〉 induced by
the inner product makes V a Banach space.
2.1.2 Measure Theory
A σ-algebra of M is a collection S of subsets of M, calledmeasurable sets, such that:
1. M ∈S .
2. If U ∈S thenU∁ ∈S .
3. If Ui ∈S , and i ∈ I for countable I, then
⋃
i∈IUi ∈S .
The pair (M,S ) is called a measurable space. The intersection S ∩U of a σ-algebra
S with U ∈ S is called the trace of S on U . The Cartesian product of two measur-
able spaces (M,S ) and (M′,S ′) has a natural σ-algebra denoted S ⊗S ′, consisting of
Cartesian products of the elements of the constituent σ-algebras. Given a topological
space N, and a measurable space M, a map f :M→N ismeasurable if f −1(V ) is meas-
urable for every open V . It follows that continuous functions of continuous functions
are continuous, and that continuous functions of measurable functions are measurable.
We shall denote by σ( f ) the smallest σ-algebra for which f is measurable. The char-
acteristic function χE of a measurable set E, defined by χE(x) = 1 iff. x ∈ E and zero
otherwise, is also measurable. Using the Iverson bracket notation [119]
[proposition]≡
{
1 if proposition is true, and
0 otherwise
(2.1)
we can write this definition as χE(x) ≡ [x ∈ E]. The smallest σ-algebra that contains
all open sets of a topological space is said to consist of Borel sets. Every continuous
mapping of such a measure space is Borel measurable.
A positive measure µ is a countably additive function on a sigma algebra S with
range in [0,∞]. In particular, a measure on Borel sets is called a Borel measure. Given
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a measurable space (M,S ) and a positive measure µ, the triplet (M,S ,µ) is called a
measure space. A measure is called σ-finite ifM can be covered by countable collection
of measurable sets, each of finite measure. A function f is essentially bounded with
respect to a given measure if the set {| f | >C}≡ {x | | f (x)| >C } is of measure zero for some
constant C. A simple function s on a measure space M is a function whose range
consists of finitely many points αi. If we put A i = {x | s(x)=αi} we can write
s=
∑
i
αiχA i . (2.2)
Given a measurable set E ∈S we define the integral of s with respect to µ over E by∫
E
s dµ≡
∑
i
αiµ(A i∩E). (2.3)
We assume the convention that 0·∞= 0 to ensure that the integral of a zero function over
infinite space yields zero in the above definition. The integral of a measurable function
f :M→ [0,∞] is then defined by
µ( f )≡
∫
E
f dµ≡ sup
∫
E
s dµ, (2.4)
where the supremum is taken over simple measurable functions such that 0 ≤ s ≤ f
(s ≤ f iff. s(x) ≤ f (x) for all x). If this integral is finite f is said to be integrable on
E. The above definitions are extended for functions f with negative values by writing
f = f ++ f −, where f + and f − are the positive and negative parts of f , respectively. The
integral of f − is then defined as ∫
E
f −dµ≡−
∫
E
| f −|dµ, (2.5)
after which f can be integrated by linearity. By convention, if the set over which integra-
tion is taken over is not given, whole space is implied. Theorem of monotone conver-
gence states that the pointwise limit of a sequence of increasing non-negative measur-
able functions is measurable, and that taking the limit commutes with integration. The
theorem of dominated convergence states that the monotonicity of the sequence can
be replaced by having the sequence being dominated by an integrable function.
We shall conclude this section by introducing specific types of measures on topolo-
gical spaces encountered later in the thesis. The point mass at x or Dirac measure
εx(E) of E equals one if x ∈ E and is zero otherwise. A measure taking values on non-
negative integers is a point or counting measure, and is further called simple if
µ({x}) ≤ 1 for all x. If µ({x}) = 0 for all x, µ is called diffuse. On every suitably regular
(locally compact and Hausdorff) topological groupG there exists a unique (up to normal-
ization) Haar measure µ that is invariant under multiplication from left: µ(aE)=µ(E)
(here aE ≡ {a ·b |b ∈E,a ∈G }). In case of Rn this is called the Lebesguemeasure, adop-
tion of which yields the “traditional” theory of integration and coincides with the usual
definition of volume for suitably regular sets (for example, µ([a,b]n) = (b− a)n). The
notation
∫
f (x)dx implies integration with respect to Lebesgue measure (occasionally∫
f (dx) is used as well). This can be generalised into the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integ-
ral by choosing a suitable regular function F, and taking the integral with respect to
the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure defined by µF ((a,b]) ≡ F(b)−F(a). In this case the
notation
∫
f dF is typically used.
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A Borel measure that is finite for every compact set is called a Radon measure.
In particular, the Lebesgue measure is an example of a Radon measure. Every Radon
measure can be decomposed into a sum of a diffuse measure and a weighted sum of
point masses at distinct points. If the diffuse component of this decomposition is zero,
the measure is called purely atomic. Finally, a measure µ is absolutely continuous
with respect to measure ν (denoted µ≪ ν) if ν(B)= 0 implies µ(B)= 0. If, in addition, ν
is σ-finite there exists a measurable density function ρ such that for each Borel set B
we have
µ(B)=
∫
B
ρ dν. (2.6)
The density function ρ (or density for short) is called the Radon-Nikodym derivative
of µ with respect to ν, and is often written as ρ = dµ/dν.
2.1.3 Basic Morphology in Euclidean Spaces
The most important set operations on Euclidean spaces (i.e., Rn equipped with the Euc-
lidean metric and inner product) are the following:
1. Multiplication by real numbers: cA = { cx |x ∈ A }, where c ∈R, and A ⊂Rn.
2. Translation: Ax = A+ x= { y+ x | y ∈ A }, where x ∈Rn.
3. Minkowski-addition: A⊕B= { x+ y | x ∈ A, y∈B }, where B⊂Rn.
4. Minkowski-subtraction: A⊖B=∩y∈BA y.
5. Reflection: Bˇ≡ (−1)B
6. Dilation: A 7→ A⊕ Bˇ.
7. Erosion: A 7→ A⊖ Bˇ.
8. Opening: A 7→ AB = (A⊖ Bˇ)⊕B.
9. Closing: A 7→ AB = (A⊕ Bˇ)⊖B.
Examples of these operations are given in Figure 2.1.
Recall that a set K is convex if cx+ (1− c)y ∈ K for all x, y ∈ K , and c ∈ (0,1). A
function is convex if its epigraph is convex. A convex body is a compact convex set.
The collection of all convex bodies of K is denoted by C(K ). The smallest convex set
containing A is called the convex hull of A.
Let now B(a, r)≡ { x ∈Rn |‖x−a‖≤ r } denote the (closed) ball of radius r, centered
on a. The support function of K ∈ C(K ) is a map s(K , . ) : ∂B(0,1)→ R defined by
s(K ,u)= supx∈K 〈u, x〉, where 〈·, ·〉 is the Euclidean inner product. A convex body func-
tional is a map h :C(K )→R defined for all elements of C(K ). Typically, the functionals
we shall encounter have the following properties:
1. Isometry invariance: h(ψK )= h(K ) for all isometries ψ.
2. Monotonicity: if K1 ⊂K2, then h(K1)≤ h(K2).
3. C-additivity: h(K1∪K2)= h(K1)+h(K2)−h(K1∩K2).
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A B
erosion dilation
FIGURE 2.1: Illustration of erosion and dilation of the set A by the structuring ele-
ment B.
2.2 FUNCTION SPACES AND DISTRIBUTIONS
Given an open set E ⊂Rn we shall denote the ring of k times continuously differentiable
complex-valued functions on E by Ck(E), and put C∞(E)≡∩kCk(E). Likewise, we define
Ck0(E) as the subspace of C
k(E) consisting of functions of compact support. Elements of
C∞0 (E) are traditionally called test functions.
Another important collection of function spaces can be defined in terms of the Le-
besgue norms
‖ f ‖p ≡
(∫
E
| f |p dx
)1/p
(2.7)
by
Lp(E)= { f : E→C | ‖ f ‖p <∞}. (2.8)
More precisely, these Lebesgue spaces consist of equivalence classes of functions, two
functions belonging to the same class if their difference is of measure zero. Additionally,
L∞(E) is taken to consist of all essentially bounded (with respect to the Lebesgue meas-
ure) complex functions on E, and L1loc of locally integrable functions (finite when
integrated over compact sets).
It can be shown that (L2(E),‖ ·‖2) is a Banach space. We shall in addition form the
canonically associated Hilbert space (L2(E), ( · , · )) by defining the inner product
( f , g)≡
∫
X
f ∗(x)g(x)dx, (2.9)
where f ∗ denotes the complex conjugate of f . This inner product is finite for all functions
in L2(E). Given a collection { f i} of orthonormal functions (that is, ( f i, f j) = [i = j]), we
say that the { f i} form a complete orthonormal basis if for any g ∈ L2(E) there exists
a sequence {a i} such that
lim
n→∞
∥∥∥g− n∑
i=1
a i f i
∥∥∥
2
= 0. (2.10)
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We often abuse the notation slightly, and write g=∑i a i f i even though the convergence
is not necessarily pointwise. The coefficients a i of the expansion of g in terms of f i
are determined by the inner products a i = ( f i, g), and are unique. The Fourier series is
perhaps the best known example of this kind of expansion.
To use Fourier transforms in the necessary generality we must augment our collec-
tion of function spaces by including the tools of distribution theory. We equip C∞0 (E) with
a suitable topology as follows (see [120] on defining topology by means of convergence).
For each sequence {φk} of elements of C
∞
0 (E) we say that {φk} converges to φ if all the
supports of {φk} are contained in a compact set, and ∂
αφk, where α is a multi-index,
converge uniformly to ∂αφ. Now a distribution u in E is an element of the continuous
dual of C∞0 (E) equipped with this topology. The space of all distributions on E will be
denoted by D(E).
It can be shown that for any distribution u and a compact set K ⊂ E we have con-
stants C and k with
|u(φ)| ≤C
∑
|α|≤k
sup |∂αφ|, φ ∈C∞0 (K ). (2.11)
If k is independent on the choice of K , we shall say that the order of u is ≤ k, and denote
the space of such distributions by Dk(E). The union DF (E)≡∪kDk(E) is then the space
of distributions of finite order. Now each f ∈ L1loc(X ) can be associated to the distribution
φ 7→
∫
fφdx. (2.12)
Further, each distribution inDk(E) can be extended to a linear form on Ck0(E) in a unique
manner, such that the previous continuity condition holds for some constant C. This
shows that measures can be identified with distributions of zeroth order. The most com-
mon distribution arising this way is the Dirac “δ-function”, which is the distribution
equivalent to the Dirac measure.
Differentiation of distributions is defined by
(∂αu)(φ)≡−u(∂αφ), (2.13)
where u ∈D(E) and φ is a test function on E. Since test functions are infinitely differen-
tiable, so are all distributions. For a smooth function f on E we define the multiplication
( f u)(φ)= u( fφ). (2.14)
Convolution of a distribution u and a test function φ is the smooth function defined by
(u⋆φ)(x)= u(φ(x− .)). (2.15)
The convolution of two distributions u1 and u2 can be defined as the distribution u, for
which
u1⋆ (u2⋆φ)= u⋆φ (2.16)
for all φ.
Recall that the Fourier transform of s ∈ L1(Rn) is the bounded function sˆ (also in
R
n) defined by
sˆ( f )=
∫
e−i〈t, f 〉s(t)dt. (2.17)
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Usually n = 1 in the following. If sˆ is also integrable, the Fourier inversion formula
states that
s(t)= 1
(2π)n
∫
ei〈t, f 〉sˆ( f )d f . (2.18)
Fourier transforms behave especially well on functions belonging to the Schwartz space
S (Rn), defined as the subspace of “rapidly decreasing functions” of C∞(Rn), the elements
of which satisfy
sup
x
|xα∂βφ(x)| <∞ (2.19)
for all multi-indices α,β. It can be shown that the Fourier transform together with the
inversion formula defines an isomorphism of S , and that the usual rulesà−i∂kφ= fkφˆ( f )
and x̂kφ= i∂kφˆ always hold.
Further important properties of the Fourier transform that hold for all φ,ψ∈S are∫
φˆψdx=
∫
φψˆdx, (2.20)∫
φψ¯dx= (2π)−nφˆ ¯ˆψdx, (2.21)
φ⋆ψ= φˆψˆ, and (2.22)
φ̂ψ= (2π)−nφˆ⋆ ψˆ. (2.23)
While admittedly powerful, the presented machinery for Fourier transforms is sur-
prisingly inadequate for studying some of the most basic functions. For example, given
the trivial scalar sinusoidal s(t)= sin(t), the Fourier transform does not yield a bounded
function. Thus we are forced to extend our definitions to suitably defined subspace of
D(Rn). Good choice of this subspace turns out to be the set T of tempered distribu-
tions, defined as elements of the dual of S . The Fourier transform is extended to T
simply by putting
uˆ(φ)≡ u(φˆ), ∀φ ∈S . (2.24)
Also uˆ is in T , and the inversion formula ˆˆu = (2π)n uˇ holds for all u ∈ T , where uˇ ≡
u ◦ (x 7→ −x).
2.3 FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIATION
Especially when constructing probabilistic models we often have to find a function ex-
tremising a given functional, subject to some constraints depending on the problem at
hand. General technique to accomplish this is functional differentiation, also known
as the calculus of variations.
Let us first consider the classical case in which the functional is explicitly defined in
an integral form. Specifically, we attempt to find functions φ j ∈C2(E) that extremise the
functional
I ≡
∫
E
L
(
xi,φ j,
∂φ j
∂xi
)
dx1 · · · dxn, (2.25)
where L is also assumed to be twice continuously differentiable. To accomplish this we
form the one-parameter variations φ¯ j ∈C2
(
E× (−ε,ε)
)
, satisfying the conditions
1. φ¯ j(xi, r)|∂E =φ j(xi)|∂E ∀r ∈ (−ε,ε), and
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2. φ¯ j(xi,0)=φ j(xi).
A necessary condition for φ j to give an extremum is
dI
dr
∣∣∣∣
r=0
= 0, (2.26)
leading to the Euler-Lagrange equations or functional derivatives
δL
δφ j
≡ ∂L
∂φ j
−
∑
i
∂
∂xi
∂L
∂(∂φ j/∂xi)
= 0. (2.27)
In the case of further constraints of the type
Jk =
∫
E
gk
(
xi,φ j,
∂φ j
∂xi
)
dx1 · · · dxn, (2.28)
where k= 1, . . . , p, we form a new function
L′ ≡L +
p∑
k=1
λkgk, (2.29)
where λk are called Lagrange multipliers. Now L
′ can be shown to satisfy the Euler-
Lagrange equations, allowing us to solve for the extremum, and then using the con-
straints to eliminate the λk.
These basic techniques suffice for most of our applications. Several generalisations
are, of course possible. For example, we can consider a general continuous functional
F : E→R on a normed vector space E. Then F is called differentiable if the increment
∆F(h)≡ F(y+h)−F(y) can be written as ∆F(h)=φ(h)+ε‖h‖, where φ is a linear func-
tional, and ε→ 0 as ‖h‖ → 0. The linear part φ(h) is the differential or variation of
F, and is usually denoted by δF(h) in line with the classical notation introduced above.
Vanishing of the variation yields a necessary condition for F to have an extremum.
2.4 BASIC PROBABILITY THEORY
2.4.1 Probabilities and Events
Given a set Ω, called the sample space, a probability space is a measure space
(Ω,F ,P) such that P is non-negative and P {Ω} = 1. The measure P defines the prob-
ability of an event A ∈ F ⊂ Ω denoted by P {A}. The conditional probability of A
given an event B of non-zero probability is defined by
P {A |B}= P {A∩B}
P {B}
. (2.30)
We shall see later on that this definition is somewhat restrictive, and requires gener-
alisation towards the case in which the conditioning event has probability zero. This
extension will be discussed in the next chapter in the context of stochastic processes.
The events A and B are independent if
P {A∩B}=P {A}P {B} , (2.31)
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which implies P {A |B} = P {A}. The obvious generalisation of (2.31) for multiple events
is used to define jointly independent events. Two σ-algebras that are subalgebras of
F are said to be independent if (2.31) holds for all of their respective elements. By the
commutativity of the intersection of sets we can derive the Bayes’s rule
P {A |B}= P {B |A}P {A}
P {B}
. (2.32)
Using the law of total probability for a partition {A i} of B into disjoint sets, which
states that
P {B}=
∑
i
P {B |A i}P {A i} , (2.33)
we can also express the Bayes’s rule as
P {A i |B}=
P {B |A i}P {A i}∑
jP
{
B
∣∣A j}P {A j} . (2.34)
Both of these forms are very useful for practical calculations.
2.4.2 Random Variables
A measurable function X :Ω→ R is called a random variable. To each random vari-
able X we associate the (cumulative) distribution function FX : R → [0,1] defined
by FX (x) ≡ P {X ≤ x}. This is often written in terms of the distribution or law of X ,
defined as the pushforward measure X∗P≡PX−1 on R. The functions T1(x)= 1−F(x)
and T2(x) = F(−x) are called the tails of the distribution. In particular, a distribu-
tion is called heavy-tailed if it has asymptotically power-law form T1(x) = kαx−αL(x),
where k ∈ R+ is a normalization constant, and L(x) is a slowly varying function:
limt→∞L(tx)/L(t) = 1. Heavy-tailed distributions have numerous applications in mod-
elling of communication systems, many of which will be encountered throughout the
remainder of the thesis.
Random variables are usually categorised as being discrete, continuous, singu-
lar, ormixtures of the previous three. A random variable is discrete if takes values only
on some countable subset AX ≡ {xi} of R. For a discrete random variable X we define the
mass function PX : R→ [0,1] by PX (xi) = P {X = xi} (the triple (x,AX ,PX ) is occasion-
ally called an ensemble). On the other hand a random variable X is continuous if its
distribution function can be written as
FX (x)=
∫x
−∞
fX (t)dt, (2.35)
for an integrable function fX :R→ [0,∞[. The function fX is called the density function
of X and it is formally given by the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure induced
by X with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the real line. For any Borel set A we have
then
P {X ∈ A}=
∫
A
fX (x)dx. (2.36)
Singular random variables are continuous, but have densities with zero derivatives al-
most everywhere.
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It is often convenient to extend the definition of a density to cover discrete random
variables as well. In this case the density is commonly identified with the distribution
fX ≡
∑
x∈AX
PX (x)δx. (2.37)
Given a collection {Yi}
n
i=1 of n random variables with distribution functions FYi , we
can form the mixture X which is again a random variable with distribution
FX =
n∑
i=1
a iFYi , (2.38)
where a i ∈ [0,1] and a1+ ·· · + an = 1. This definition can be extended to continuous
mixtures by replacing summation by integration, and the weights {a i} by a function
integrating to unity. Geometricallymixtures span an n-dimensional simplex in the space
of distributions with vertices Yi.
2.4.2.1 Multidimensional Random Variables
In the preceding paragraphs we have been discussing situations in which the outcome
of a random variable is given by a single real value. We shall now generalise this to the
theory of random vectors, used to describe either an outcome of an experiment produ-
cing multiple outputs, or repeated trials producing single or multiple real numbers. For
a random vector X= (X1, . . . ,Xn) we denote the joint distribution function by
FX1,...,Xn (x1, . . . , xn)≡P {X1 ≤ x1, . . . ,Xn ≤ xn} . (2.39)
The corresponding joint density function is denoted fX1,...,Xn (x1, . . . , xn), and can be
calculated from the joint distribution by repeated differentiation, as in
fX1,...,Xn (x1, . . ., xn)=
∂
∂x1
· · · ∂
∂xn
FX1,...,Xn (x1, . . . , xn), (2.40)
provided that the derivatives on the right hand side exist. We use the joint distribution
to define independence of random variables. Namely, X i are independent if
FX1,...,Xn (x1, . . . , xn)=FX1 (x1) · · ·FXn (xn). (2.41)
Similar formula holds for the density functions.
2.4.2.2 Moments, Correlations and Covariance
Given a random variable X (possibly a random vector), and a function g we can define a
new random variable Y = g(X ). The distribution function of Y is given, as usual, by
FY (x)=P {Y ≤ x} , (2.42)
the right side of which can be written in terms of g(X ), and evaluated by integration.
We define the expectation value of Y = g(X ) as the linear integral operator
E {Y }≡
∫
R
g(x) fX (x)dx. (2.43)
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If Y = X n we call E {Y } = E {X n} the nth moment of X . The first moment is also called
the mean of X , and is usually denoted by X¯ , 〈X 〉 or µX . The variance of X is defined
by
Var(X )≡ E
{
(X − X¯ )2
}
= E
{
X2
}
−E {X }2 . (2.44)
Note that none of these is guaranteed to exist, as the respective integrals might be
divergent.
More generally, E
{
(X − X¯ )n
}
is the nth central moment of X . The (positive) square
root of the variance of X is called the standard deviation, denoted by σX . Given two
random variables X1 and X2 we define their covariance by
Cov(X1,X2)≡ E
{
(X1− X¯1)(X2− X¯2)
}
(2.45)
and correlation as the normalised covariance given by
Corr(X1,X2)≡
Cov(X1,X2)
σX1σX2
. (2.46)
If the covariance of two random variables vanishes, they are called uncorrelated. In-
dependent random variables are always uncorrelated, but the opposite does not hold in
general.
2.4.2.3 Discrete Random Variables
Let us now discuss certain common discrete random variables that are often encountered
in networking theory. A binary random variable can only take values 0 or 1 with
probabilities p and 1− p, respectively. If we perform n independent trials (or Bernoulli
trials) of a binary experiment, the probability of exactly k zeros is
PX (k)=
n!
k!(n−k)! p
k(1− p)n−k. (2.47)
This is called the binomial distribution. In the limit n→∞ and p→ 0, keeping the
intensity np ≡λ constant, we obtain the Poisson distribution
PX (k)=
λk
k!
e−λ. (2.48)
The mass function of the Poisson distribution is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Another important distribution related to Bernoulli trials is the geometric distri-
bution of waiting time of k units, which is given by
PX (k)= p(1− p)k−1. (2.49)
2.4.2.4 Continuous Random Variables
The simplest continuous random variable corresponds to the uniform distribution,
defined by the density fX (x) = 1/(b− a) when a ≤ x ≤ b, and zero otherwise. Thus X is
equally likely to have its value anywhere on the interval [a,b]. The exponential distri-
bution is defined by the density fX (x)=λe−λx, where λ> 0. Perhaps most fundamental
is the Gaussian or normal random variable, defined by the density
fX (x)=
1p
2πσ2
e−(x−µ)
2/2σ2 , (2.50)
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FIGURE 2.2: The mass function of the Poisson distribution for different values of the
parameter λ.
where the parameters µ and σ2 specify the random variable uniquely. These correspond
to the mean and the variance of the distribution, respectively. The tail of the distribution
function of the standardGaussian variable with µ= 0 and σ2 = 1 is encountered so often
that it is usually assigned its own symbol by
Q(x)=
∫∞
x
1p
2π
e−z
2/2dz. (2.51)
Also the complementary error function erfc(x) is often encountered in the literature,
related to the Q-function by
Q(x)= 1
2
erfc
(
xp
2
)
. (2.52)
Simplest example of a heavy-tailed distribution is the standard Cauchy distribution,
defined by the density
fX (x)=
1
π(1+ x2) . (2.53)
Notice that Cauchy distribution does not have mean or any of the moments.
When discussing wireless channels we shall encounterRayleigh random variable
[121] given by the density
fX (x)=
x
σ2
e−x
2/2σ2[x≥ 0]. (2.54)
This random variable arises from the transformation X =
√
X21 +X22 of two Gaussian
random variables X1 and X2, both with µ= 0 and identical variances σ2. We have
FY (x)=
∫∫
(x21+x22)1/2≤x
1
2πσ2
e−(x
2
1+x22)/2σ2 dx1dx2, (2.55)
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FIGURE 2.3: The density function of the Rayleigh distribution for different values of the
parameter σ.
which is easily integrated in polar co-ordinates, and the Rayleigh distribution in ob-
tained. The density function of Rayleigh distribution is illustrated in Figure 2.3. If µ 6= 0
for one of the Gaussian components we obtain instead the Rician distribution [122]
fX (x)=
x
σ2
I0
(µx
σ2
)
e−(x
2+µ2)/2σ2 , (2.56)
where I0 is the zeroth modified Bessel function (see [123]). Finally, the lognormal
distribution [124] is defined by the density function
fX (x)=
1p
2πσx
e−(lnx−µ)
2/2σ2 . (2.57)
Table 2.1 collects the basic properties of most commonly encountered discrete and
continuous probability distributions.
2.4.2.5 Characteristic Functions
Transformation of great importance is defined by g(X ) = exp(iωX ). The expectation
value of this transform is called the characteristic function of X . Naturally this is
(within constant factors and possible signs) the Fourier transform of the density function
of X . This allows us to use a large body of established theory of complex analysis also in
the setting of probability theory. Useful fact is that two random variables have the same
distribution function if and only if they have the same characteristic function.
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Name Variables Density Mean Variance
Geometric x = 0,1,2, . . .,
0< p < 1
p(1− p)x−1 1/p (1− p)/p2
Binomial x = 0,1, . . .,n,
0< p < 1
(n
x
)
px(1− p)n−x np np(1− p)
Poisson x = 0,1, . . .,n,
G > 0
Gx exp(−G)/x! G G
Normal x,µ∈R, σ> 0 e−(x−µ)2/2σ2 /(
p
2πσ) µ σ2
Exponential x≥α ∈R, β> 0 e−(x−α)/β/β α+β β2
Cauchy x,α∈R, β> 0
(
πβ(1+ ((x−α)/β)2)
)−1
— —
TABLE 2.1: Properties of some of the commonly encountered probability distributions.
One of the key properties of characteristic functions is that they enable the calcula-
tion of moments in a particularly simple way. Namely, we have
E
{
X n
}
= 1
in
dn
dtn
g(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
. (2.58)
The Maclaurin expansion
ln g(t)=
∞∑
n=1
κn
(it)n
n!
(2.59)
of the characteristic function further defines the cumulants κn of a random variable.
From these definitions it is immediate that cumulants for sums of independent random
variables are the sums of the individual cumulants.
2.4.3 Collections of Random Variables
In several applications the precise law of the random variables involved is not known,
but some derived characteristics (such as moments or bounds on them) are available.
Several results have been established governing the behaviour of sequences or maps on
collections of random variables depending only on such characteristics. Most important
of these are different types of central limit theorems and laws of large numbers.
The basic form of the central limit theorem states that the normalized sum
Sn =
(X1+·· ·+Xn)−nµ
σ
p
n
(2.60)
of independent and identically distributed random variables X i with finite mean µ and
variance σ2 converges to Gaussian distribution. The convergence is in distribution,
that is,
lim
n→∞P {Sn < x}= 1−Q(x). (2.61)
The weak law of large numbers states that the sample mean
Mn =
1
n
n∑
i=1
X i (2.62)
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FIGURE 2.4: The density functions of stable laws for different values of the parameter
α, with α= 2 corresponding to the Gaussian distribution.
converges to µ in probability, that is,
lim
n→∞P
{
|Mn−µ| < ε
}
= 1 (2.63)
for any ε> 0. Finally, the strong law of large numbers states that the sample average
in fact converges almost surely, that is,
P
{
lim
n→∞Mn =µ
}
= 1. (2.64)
Both the central limit theorem and laws of large numbers have extensions to the cases in
which the {X i} are not identically distributed or the independence condition is relaxed.
See [125] for a through account on the classical results. Another extension of interest for
applications is to the situation of {X i} having infinite variance. Basic results on stable
distributions [126, 127] state that all suitably normalised sums of i.i.d. random vari-
ables tend all in fact tend to one of the four-parameter family of stable laws. The basic
central limit theorem is a special case of this general result. For the infinite variance
case the relevant stable laws are heavy-tailed, in part explaining the ubiquity of power
laws in engineered systems [127]. Figure 2.4 illustrates how stable laws range from
Gaussian to heavy-tailed distributions depending on the choice of parameters.
Another type of aggregate characteristic for a collection of random variables often
needed in applications is the distribution of the kth largest or smallest value. These are
commonly called order statistics, and are for continuous, independent and identically
distributed random variables {X1, . . . ,Xn} denoted by X(1), . . .,X(n), where X(i) < X(i+1) for
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FIGURE 2.5: The density functions of order statistics of four independent random vari-
ables uniformly distributed on the unit interval.
all i. Thus X(1) =min{X1, . . . ,Xn}, X(n) =max{X1, . . . ,Xn}, and the distribution function
FX(k) of X(k) is given by
FX(k) (x)=
n∑
r=k
(
n
r
)(
FX (x)
)r(
1−FX (x)
)n−r
, (2.65)
where FX (x) is the common distribution function of the X i . Recalling the definition of
the incomplete beta function (see [128]), we can write this as FX(k) (x) = Bk,n+1−k(F(x)).
In the case of random variables X i being uniformly distributed on the unit interval
the arising order statistics have beta distribution (see Figure 2.5 for illustration). In
the large n limit the distributions of X(1) and X(n) approach the generalized extreme
value distribution
F(x)= exp
(
−
(
1+ξ
( x−µ
σ
))−1/ξ)
, (2.66)
where ξ ∈R, σ> 0 and 1+ξ(x−µ)/σ> 0.
2.5 STATISTICAL REASONING
One of the main applications of probability theory is the formalization of statistical reas-
oning. The objective of the theory of statistical estimation is, in general, to determine
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probabilities (or functionals thereof) governing an experiment based on some form of ob-
served data. Another type of statistical reasoning task, hypothesis testing, deals with
likelihoods that a particular model is the one governing the experiment.
We shall briefly illustrate (mostly following [129]) how to formalize the above intu-
ition in the measure-theoretic setting of probability established in the previous section.
Again the sample space (Ω,F ) is set up representing the collection of all possible out-
comes of an experiment. The probabilities on this space are given by an indexed family
of probability measures Pα∈I for some index set I, with one value of α giving the ‘true’
probabilistic description of the experiment. Finally, observations are given by subal-
gebras of F .
For concreteness, we consider a parametric model where I is some open subset of
R
n for some n, and the observations are of the form σ(X1, . . . ,Xm) for i.i.d. random vari-
ables X i. A statistic is now any random variable that is a function of the observations.
Specifically, an estimator is a statistic αˆ meant to estimate the value of α, or some
function f (α) thereof (in which case we use the notation f̂ (α)).
A model Pα is now called regular if there exists a σ-finite dominating measure Q
such that:
1. Pα≪Q for all α.
2. The derivatives p(ω,α)≡ dPα/dQ(ω) are continuous in α.
3. The Fisher information
I(α)≡
∫( |∂p(ω,α)/∂α|
p(ω,α)
)2
Q(dω) (2.67)
is finite for all α.
An estimator f̂ (α) of f (α) is unbiased if Eα{ f̂ (α)}= f (α) for all α, where Eα denotes the
expectation operator of Pα. An unbiased estimator f̂ (α) hasminimum variance if
Eα{( f̂ (α)− f (α))2}≤ Eα{(T− f (α))2} (2.68)
for all unbiased estimators T of f (α). The Cramér-Rao bound on the variance of any
unbiased estimator is
Eα{( f̂ (α)− f (α))2}≥
1
I(α)
. (2.69)
Given observations O , a statistic S is sufficient if for all o ∈O the probability Pα{o |
S} is functionally independent of α. Finally, a statistic S is complete if Eα{ f (S)} is
identically zero in α if and only if f is the zero function. A variance of a complete and
sufficient statistic is finite with respect to all Pα. Given an unbiased estimator f̂ (α) of
f (α) the uniformlyminimum variance unbiased estimator of f (α) is given by E{ f̂ (α) |
S} (the precise definition of the conditional expectation occurring in this expression is
discussed in the next chapter).
Let αˆn denote an estimator based on X1, . . . ,Xn. The sequence (αˆn) is strongly or
weakly consistent if (αˆn) converges in the limit n→∞ to α almost surely or in prob-
ability, respectively. Consistent estimators are asymptotically normal if under each
Pα the error
p
n(αˆn−α) converges in distribution to Gaussian distribution in the large n
limit. By the central limit theorem the sample mean is an example of an asymptotically
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normal estimator. Finally, an asymptotically normal sequence of consistent estimators
is efficient if it has minimal asymptotic variance amongst all such sequences.
Particularly important family of estimators is obtained by method of maximum
likelihood. Assuming the existence of a parameterised density function f (x|α), the
maximum likelihood estimate of α is obtained by maximising the likelihood
L (α|X1, . . . ,Xn)≡
n∏
i=1
f (X i|α). (2.70)
In practise the logarithm of the likelihood is maximised instead of the above product
to avoid numerical instabilities. For several problems relevant to practical applications
maximum likelihood estimators are consistent and asymptotically efficient, and ratios of
likelihoods at their respective maxima can further be used for model selection. However,
care is required to ensure that the problem at hand is amenable to such analysis.
A consistent non-parametric estimator of the distribution function of X1, . . . ,Xn is
the empirical distribution function
FˆX (x)≡
1
n
n∑
i=1
[X i ≤ x]. (2.71)
Different norms can be used to measure the difference between FˆX (x) and other empir-
ical or known distribution functions. The choice of ‖ · ‖∞ results in the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistic, whereas ‖ · ‖2 yields the Cramér-von-Mises statistic.
2.6 INFORMATION THEORY
Besides statistical reasoning the second major application area of the theory of probab-
ility is information theory, the formal basis for theory of communications. Given a
discrete random variable X with the mass function PX , the information content of an
outcome x is defined by
h(x)≡− log2PX (x). (2.72)
The choice of the basis of the logarithm corresponds to the choice of units. The in-
formation entropy or Shannon entropy [130] of a random variable is then the mean
information content, that is,
H(X )≡−
∑
x
PX (x) log2PX (x). (2.73)
Joint entropy H(X ,Y ) of two random variables X and Y is defined simply by replacing
the mass function with the joint mass function. For joint entropy H(X ,Y )=H(X )+H(Y )
holds if and only if X and Y are independent. The conditional entropy of X , given Y ,
is defined by
H(X |Y )≡−
∑
x,y
PX ,Y (x, y) log2PX ,Y (x | y). (2.74)
For the joint entropy the chain rule
H(X ,Y )=H(X )+H(Y | X )=H(Y )+H(X |Y ) (2.75)
holds, which can be proven by using the similar chain rule
h(x, y)= h(x)+h(y | x) (2.76)
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H(X,Y)
H(X)
H(Y)
H(X|Y) I (X;Y) H(Y|X)
FIGURE 2.6: The relationships between entropies and mutual information of two ran-
dom variables X and Y (adapted from [131]).
for the information contents of the given outcomes. The fundamental quantity in math-
ematical theory of communication, mutual information between X and Y , is defined
by
I(X ;Y )≡H(X )−H(X |Y ). (2.77)
Obviously I(X ;Y ) = I(Y ;X ) ≥ 0. The relations between the various entropies and the
mutual information are illustrated in Figure 2.6. Mutual information can be said to
measure the (mean) reduction in uncertainty about X , given that we learn the value Y ,
and vice versa. In communication applications, X is typically the input to a channel,
and Y is the measured output. This setting leads us to define capacity of a channel Q
by
C(Q)≡max
PX
I(X ;Y ). (2.78)
Determining the optimal input distribution PX is the domain of coding theory.
So far we have focussed on the information theory of discrete random variables. Gen-
eralization to the continuous case is not difficult, being effected by the change of sums to
integrals, and mass functions to the corresponding densities. The main fundamental dif-
ference thus arising is that the entropy becomes co-ordinate dependent quantity. Change
from one system of coordinates to another changes the corresponding entropies by the
expectation value of the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation. Nevertheless, dif-
ferences in entropies such as used in the definitions of mutual information and capacity
remain invariant.
2.7 PROBABILISTIC NETWORK MODELS
The main application of graph theory (see, for example, [132] or [133] for comprehens-
ive introduction and standard notation) in communications research has been building
of high-level models of networks and reasoning about and operating on those models.
We shall focus here on probabilistic network models, which we define as ensembles
(G ,G,PG) of graphs in some space of graphs G . The “modelling” comes in via the defini-
tion of the probability measure PG of a given graph to be realised.
Until recently PG was invariably chosen either based on intuition or mathematical
convenience. This led to the introduction of several random graph models which we
shall study in Section 2.7.1. As measurements on network characteristics directly re-
lated to graph topologies were finally conducted these models were found to be a poor
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match in several respects. New models, such as small worlds and scale-free net-
works were designed, trying to match qualitatively some of the features uncovered by
measurements. We shall study these models in Sections 2.7.2 and 2.7.3, respectively.
Recent developments have shown that such random graph approaches can still yield
poor matches for several network characteristics as discussed below. Nevertheless, they
can be of use if applied with care. For constructing models that match observations
quantitatively a systematic approach based on the maximum entropy principle will
be discussed in Section 2.7.4.
Most of these developments have been focussing on fixed networks, as opposed to
wireless ones. In the wireless side, similar evolution has finally started to take place.
Random geometric graphs form a simple class of models that can be studied ana-
lytically while retaining some semblance to characteristics of wireless networks. These
will be discussed in Section 4.8 after the required models for random node locations and
connectivity have been introduced. Last two developments (qualitative and quantitat-
ive matching of measurement results) that have been taking place in modelling of fixed
networks have no established counterpart wireless network models. We shall propose
several models on the basis of our work on spatial structure of wireless networks in
later chapters.
2.7.1 Random Graphs
The random graphs1 of Erdo˝s and Rényi [134] (also studied by Rapoport [135]) are the
original and by far most studied random network model. At present interest in their
use as realistic models has waned, but they are still an excellent vehicle for introducing
several fundamental concepts applicable to more appropriate random network models
as well. Additionally, random graphs still have some modeling power when it becomes
to certain peer-to-peer networks. We shall mainly follow the thorough account on ran-
dom graphs given by Bollobás [136], supplanted by the functional analysis approach of
Durrett [137].
2.7.1.1 Model Definitions
The classical models of Erdo˝s and Rényi will be denoted G (n,M(n)) and G (n; p(n)). Of
these, G (n,M(n)) is the model on the collection of all graphs of order n and size M(n)
with uniform probability distribution, whereas G (n; p(n)) consists of graphs of order n
with each disjoint vertex pair being an edge with probability p(n). In both cases M
and p are (possibly constant) functions of n. Graphs from these models are denoted by
Gn,M(n) ∈G (n,M(n)) and Gn;p(n) ∈G (n; p(n)), respectively. In particular, we have
P
{
Gn;p(n) =G
}
= p|E(G)|(1− p)(n2)−|E(G)|. (2.79)
A subset P ⊂G is called a property, and probability thatG ∈G has property P is simply
P {G ∈ P}. Natural generalisation of G (n; p(n)) is G (G; p), where G is a fixed graph from
which each edge is either removed or retained by probabilities 1− p or p, respectively.
1The nomenclature here is slightly unfortunate due to historical reasons. By usual conventions “ran-
dom graph” should be any measurable mapping from a probability space to a space of graphs, whereas
random graphs as introduced here have significant further constraints on the structure of the probability
distributions involved.
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We shall focus mainly on the model G (n; p(n)), since it has been used more widely in
the context of random network models. It also tends to be easier to operate with, since
the edges are independent of each other (the fixed edge count in G (n,M(n)) introduces
small dependency between the edges). In any case Gn,M tend to be very similar to Gn;p
if M ≈
(n
2
)
p so this focus does little harm in terms of completeness.
2.7.1.2 Basic Properties
We shall begin by considering the statistics of vertex degrees. The average degree
E
{
d(Gn;p)
}
(average taken over the ensemble G (n; p)) is equal to p(n−1) by the inde-
pendence of edges. By the same argument, the degree distribution is given by
P
{
d(v)= k
∣∣v ∈V (Gn;p)}=
(
n−1
k
)
pk(1− p)n−1−k, (2.80)
that is, the degrees are binomially distributed. Thus the degree distribution becomes
Poisson in the large n limit, provided that p(n) is decreased suitably (for example, by
setting λ≡ (n−1)p ≡ constant). Given more information on p(n) additional bounds can be
derived for the distribution of the minimum and maximum degrees δ(Gn;p) and ∆(Gn;p)
as well. For example, if p(n)∼ an−(k+1)/k, where a> 0 and k≥ 2, we have
P
{
∆(Gn;p)= k
}
→ 1− e−ak/k! and P
{
∆(Gn;p)= k−1
}
→ e−ak/k!. (2.81)
Similar bounds exist for several other types of p(n), most of them sharing the char-
acteristics of the above estimate. In particular, ∆(Gn;p) and δ(Gn;p) are very “tightly”
distributed for large n. We shall later see that this is one of the major shortcomings of
G (n; p) as a realistic network model.
2.7.1.3 Emergence of Subgraphs and the Giant Component
The distribution of vertex degrees is one of the key ways of characterising different graph
model types. Nevertheless, it is very local in scope and yields little information on the
large-scale structure of the graphs in question. Accordingly, we shall widen our scope
towards the subgraph and component structure of Gn;p, focussing on the emergence of
structures of various sizes as a function of n and p(n). First, we let X = X (G) be the
random variable indicating the number of subgraphs isomorphic to a fixed graph F of
order k and size l, and set p = cn−k/l, where c >0. With these definitions it can be shown
that X (Gn;p) converges in distribution to a Poisson random variable with intensity c
l/a,
where a is the order of the automorphism group of F. This result holds even if F, k, l,
a and c are functions of n, provided that cl/a ∼ λ and krkl = o(n). See [136] for details.
More detailed results can be defined by fixing the structure of F further. For example,
given a tree F of order k ≥ 3, for almost every Gn;p with p(n) = cn−k/(k−1) (c > 0) every
subgraph that is isomorphic to F is a component of Gn;p. It is also possible to derive
threshold values pc(n) for the almost sure existence of a given subgraph. These turn out
to be of the form pc(n)= cn−k/l.
From the above results it is obvious that for small p the graph Gn;p is typically
fragmented into a large number of small components, whereas for large p arbitrarily
large (compared to n) components are present. This qualitative observation has been
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made much more precise by several authors, definitive account being [138]. The main
results are conveniently expressed in terms of Gn,n(1+µ)/2, from which similar results
can be inferred for Gn;p. The reason for this is that µ = 0 turns out to be a critical
point in the behaviour of the largest component of Gn,n(1+µ)/2. If µ< 0 the components of
Gn,n(1+µ)/2 are, almost surely, trees and unicyclic graphs (i.e., trees with one added edge).
Consistent with the above observations, these components are in addition “small” in the
sense that their maximal order is O(logn). At µ = 0 a drastic change occurs, the order
of the largest component becoming n2/3, and for µ> 0 the order of the largest component
becomes linear in n. In this regime the largest component is fittingly termed the giant
component in the literature. In terms of Gn;p the critical probability for the emergence
of the giant component is accordingly pc = 1/(n−1). The structure of the giant component
has been intensively studied. A result of these studies we need in the following is that for
two randomly chosen vertices i and j of the giant component the shortest path distance
obeys the scaling relation d(i, j)/ logn→ 1/ logλ in probability. This indicates that the
typical path length ofGn;p in the connected regime scales logarithmically as the function
of n.
2.7.2 Small Worlds
Earliest experimental and theoretical studies on “real” networks targeted mainly graphs
modelling social contacts [139]. Most famous studies in this area were the experiments
of Milgram [140, 141] leading to the adoption of the term six degrees of separation
[142] to highlight the observed short average distance between members in “typical”
social network. The key observation here is the very short path length compared to the
number of vertices in the network under study. This property is well captured by the
random graph models, which we have seen above to feature logarithmic dependency of
the path length on the vertex count. Another property soon observed in social networks
was high degree of transitivity. The heuristic meaning of this is the following: if i
is connected to j, which in turn is connected to k, i and k are often connected directly
as well. This behaviour is measured quantitatively by the clustering coefficient of a
graph G defined by
C(G)≡ 6×|{triangles in G}||{paths of length two in G}| . (2.82)
An alternative local definition of the clustering coefficient has been given by Watts and
Strogatz [143]. Denote by γ(i) the graph obtained by retaining only the neighbouring
vertices of i, and deleting all others. Then the clustering coefficient of i is
C′(i)≡ 2|E(γ(i))|
d(i)(d(i)−1). (2.83)
This is simply the empirical probability of two neighbours of i being directly connected.
For the clustering coefficient of the graph itself we simply average over all the vertices:
C′(G)≡ 1|V (G)|
∑
i∈V (G)
C′(i). (2.84)
These two definitions of the clustering coefficient agree on some simple graph types, but
are not in general equivalent. The first definition is often used in analytical calcula-
tions whereas the latter one is more suited for numerical studies since it is very easy to
implement on a computer.
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FIGURE 2.7: Example of the initial state of the Watts-Strogatz process (left) and after
some rewirings have taken place (right).
The high clustering coefficient first observed in social networks and later in commu-
nication networks such as the Internet [144], World-Wide Web [145] and peer-to-peer
networks [146] is not well captured by random graph models. The reason for this is that
we trivially have E
{
C(Gn;p)
}
= p by the independence of the edges. On the other hand,
since the average degree of these networks is usually very low, p should be of the order
n−1, making it, and thereby the clustering coefficient, very low for large graphs. This dis-
crepancy can reach several orders of magnitude for large networks, making adoption of
more refined models clearly necessary. The required combination of logarithmic scaling
of path length and high clustering coefficient is called the small world phenomenon.
The first model of a small-world network was given by Watts and Strogatz in their
seminal paper [143], which is largely responsible for revitalizing topology research in
the original network science sense. As noted by Newman [28] similar model had been
proposed slightly earlier in [147], but due to the chosen publication forum this failed
to attract the attention received by the later (independent) work of Watts and Strogatz.
The model can be described as a graph process (G t), whereG0 is a regular lattice (usually
chosen to be one-dimensional and toroidal) in which each node is connected to k nearest
neighbours. Process then goes on for |E(G0)| time steps, and at each transition different
edge is rewired randomly with fixed probability p so that all the G t are simple. The
process is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
The characteristics of the Watts-Strogatz model are by now well known. The clus-
tering coefficient of the initial state is C(G0) = (3k−3)/(4k−2) (thus converging to 3/4
in the limit of large k) whereas the path length goes to n/4k for large networks. As the
process progresses, for large p the statistics mirror those of random graphs. The utility
of the model lies in the observation that for a wide range of values of p that are “low
enough” the process yields graphs that still have high clustering coefficients but small
path lengths. Namely, we have (see [148]) that
C(G t)≈
3(k−1)
2(2k−1)(1− p)
3, (2.85)
and the average path length ℓ is of the form
ℓ= n
k
f (nkp), (2.86)
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where
f (x)= 1
2
p
x2+2x
tanh−1
√
x
x+2 (2.87)
to the leading order (see [149–151] for derivation and discussion). The degree distribu-
tion of the Watts-Strogatz model is also known (see [148]), and is given by
P {d(v)= j}=
min{ j−k,k}∑
n=0
(
k
n
)
(1− p)npk−n (pk)
j−k−n
( j−k−n)! exp(−pk), (2.88)
provided that j ≥ k, and zero otherwise.
It should be pointed out that it has been known for some time in the graph theory
community that minor rewiring can reduce the average path length very rapidly (see,
for example, [152] for a related result). Additionally, numerous variants of the Watts-
Strogatz model have been proposed [149,153–159], often with the intention to make the
model more tractable analytically. We shall not go into details of these alternatives here
as like the original Watts and Strogatz model they are not particularly relevant for the
applications targeted here.
2.7.3 Scale-Free Networks
The random graphs fail as network models also in terms of their degree distribution.
As highlighted in [160], many networks have been observed to have scale-free char-
acteristics, meaning that their degree distributions either have a power-law tail, or at
least follow a power law over several orders of magnitude. Communication networks
are not an exception to this, as scale-free behaviour has been observed both in the Inter-
net [161–164] and in theWorld-WideWeb [165–167] and also in some application-specific
connection patterns, for example, in email networks [168]. Random graphs, on the other
hand, have by (2.80) very tightly concentrated degrees, as do graphs arising from the
Watts-Strogatz model and its main variants.
It should be noted that recent work has indicated that instead of pure power laws,
other relatively heavy-tailed distributions such as the log-normal one might yield bet-
ter fits to many of the observed degree distributions [169]. Additionally, for networks
such as the Internet accurate measurement of the degree distribution on node level is
extremely challenging, so claims on pure scale-free nature of the underlying topology
have to be evaluated critically [34, 170, 171]. Indeed, there are strong arguments why
the router level topology cannot be scale-free at least in the network core. However, espe-
cially in various overlay networks the use of the models discussed below are potentially
relevant, and scale-free random graphs in any case provide an interesting mathematical
counterpoint to original random graphs.
Several authors have presented results on the structure of graphs with power law
degree distributions. The basic asymptotic degree sequence approach of Molloy and Reed
[172] together with generating function techniques developed by Newman et al. [173]
have been used extensively to understand the behaviour of graphs that are otherwise
random in the maximum entropy sense, but are constrained to have asymptotically pure
power law degree distribution. Further results have also been derived in [174, 175].
Recently the “classical” graph theory community has also become interested in scale-
free random graphs. For example, Bollobás et al. [176, 177] have given a rigorously
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constructed variant of the model of Barabási and Albert, and shown that it features
the properties derived above. In particular, their LCD-model has a degree sequence
following a k−3 power law with path lengths of order lnn/ lnlnn. See also [178] and [179].
Scale-free degree distributions have also been shown to arise from various dynamic
processes on graphs. The original scale-free graph model obtained this was was given
by Barabási and Albert in [160]2. It can be described as a graph process (G t) featuring
growth and preferential attachment. The process starts with an initial graph G0.
Then at each step a new vertex is added with m edges to other vertices, probability of
i being selected as the endpoint given by Π(i)≡ d(i)/∑ j d( j). At time t, the process has
produced a graph of t+|V (G0)| vertices andmt+|E(G0)| edges. A common modification of
the process is to start with a graph with no edges, and make the attachment probability
proportional to d(i)+1 instead of d(i).
While growth with variants of preferential attachment is by far the most studied
combination in dynamic network models, other types of dynamics have been studied as
well. In [181] effects of local events (such as edge rewirings) in combination with growth
were studied. Effects of constraints such as maximum node lifetimes and capacities
have been studied by studied by several authors [182–184]. A model based on growth
and copying has been given in [185, 186] to help to explain the structure of the World-
Wide Web graph. This model has attracted some attention as it can produce scale-free
degree distributions for all values of the power law exponent in [2,∞[. See [187] for
further discussion on models based on copying.
2.7.4 Applications of the Maximum Entropy Principle
We shall now move on to a more general approach for creating probabilistic network
models on a collection of graphs G with probability measure selected with the attempt
to match some collection of observations. Obviously, the finite number of observations
available makes it typically impossible to determine the probability measure uniquely.
Following [188] (see also [189] for a related approach) a common solution for this un-
derdetermination problem is to maximise the entropy of the ensemble (called Gibbs
entropy in the statistical physics community from which many of these techniques ori-
ginate), given by
S =−
∑
G∈G
P {G} lnP {G} , (2.89)
subject to the constraints imposed by the observations. Common choice is to consider
the expectation values 〈xi∈I〉 of the observables xi∈I of interest to be measured. Thus the
constraints are given by the equations
〈xi〉 =
∑
G∈G
xi(G)P {G} (2.90)
for all i ∈ I, together with the normalisation condition∑
G∈G
P {G}= 1. (2.91)
2It should be pointed out that Price gave a very similar model much earlier in [180], but this has
remained practically unknown for the applied graph theory community until recently.
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Considering only the expectation values leads to a beautiful but nevertheless powerful
theory, but it should be noted that inclusion of, for example, higher moments presents
no fundamental difficulty.
2.7.4.1 Hamiltonian and the Partition Function
To find the extremum of the entropy functional, one introduces the Lagrange multipliers
for the constraints and performs functional differentiation obtaining
∂
∂P {G}
(
S+α
(
1−
∑
G∈G
P {G}
)
+
∑
i∈I
βi
(
〈xi〉−
∑
G∈G
xi(G)P {G}
))
= 0, (2.92)
which yields the conditions
lnP {G}+1+α+
∑
i∈I
xi(G)βi = 0 (2.93)
for all graphs G ∈G . Defining the graph Hamiltonian
H(G)≡
∑
i∈I
xi(G)βi (2.94)
and the partition function
Z ≡ eα+1 =
∑
G∈G
e−H(G) (2.95)
we can write the solution to the entropy maximization problem as
P {G}= e−H(G)/Z. (2.96)
This model is often said to be that of exponential random graphs. It was originally
introduced in [190] without the theoretical foundations coming from the maximum en-
tropy principle. Nevertheless exponential random graphs were found to give convenient
models for various situations and have undergone extensive analysis since then (see, for
example, [191–194]). These models also have close formal resemblance to other Gibbsian
models encountered below, and are completely analogous to the so-called exponential
family of random variables, for which similar maximum entropy based derivation can
be given.
2.7.4.2 Example Applications
Let us briefly see how to derive some of the results presented earlier using the maximum
entropy formalism. Random graphs are recovered by choosing the simple Hamiltonian
H(G)= θ|E(G)| = θ∑i< jσi j(G), where σi j(G)≡ [(i, j)∈E(G)] is the adjacency matrix of
G. Thus,
Z =
∑
G∈G
e−H =
∑
σi j∈M
exp
(
−θ
∑
i< j
σi j
)
(2.97)
=
∏
i< j
1∑
σi j=0
e−θσi j =
∏
i< j
(1+ e−θ) (2.98)
= (1+ e−θ)(n2), (2.99)
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where M ⊂ M(n, {0,1}) is the collection of allowable adjacency matrices. Defining free
energy as F ≡− lnZ we have
F =−
(
n
2
)
ln(1+ e−θ). (2.100)
To show that this graph Hamiltonian leads to the usual theory of random graphs, we
calculate the expectation value of the number of edges as follows:
〈|E(G)|〉 = 1
Z
∑
G∈G
|E(G)|e−H =− 1
Z
∂Z
∂θ
= ∂F
∂θ
=
(
n
2
)
1
eθ+1 (2.101)
Defining a new parameter p ≡1/(eθ+1), we get an explicit expression for the probability
measure
P {G}= p|E(G)|(1− p)(
n
2)−|E(G)|, (2.102)
which shows the correspondence to the random graph case as claimed.
A more general model is obtained by choosing the Hamiltonian H = ∑i< jΘi jσi j,
where the parameters Θi j serve as coupling constants to different edges. The cor-
responding partition function becomes Z = ∏i< j(1+ eΘi j ), and the free energy is given
by F = −∑i< j ln(1+ e−Θi j). Connection probabilities are then given by p i j = 〈σi j〉 =
∂F/∂Θi j = 1/(expΘi j +1). The special case of a given degree sequence is covered by put-
ting Θi j = θi +θ j.
If probability measure ρ of the degrees is given instead of concrete choice of coupling
constant sequence the free energy becomes
F =−
(
n
2
)∫∫
ln(1+ e−(θ+θ′))ρ(θ)ρ(θ′)dθdθ′. (2.103)
The contribution of a single vertex with parameter θ to this is
1
n
δF
δρ(θ)
=−(n−1)
∫
ln(1+ e−(θ+θ′))ρ(θ′)dθ′, (2.104)
leading to the expected degree
〈d(i)〉=−(n−1) ∂
∂θ
∫
ln(1+ e−(θ+θ′))ρ(θ′)dθ′
∣∣∣∣
θ=θi
(2.105)
= (n−1)
∫
ρ(θ′)dθ′
exp(θi +θ′)+1
. (2.106)
An example application of this model can be found from [195] where degree correlations
in different networks were studied. To obtain expressions for correlations of degrees we
take derivatives of the partition function yielding the means
〈d(i)d( j) . . .〉 = 1
Z
(
∂
∂θi
∂
∂θ j
· · ·
)
Z (2.107)
which are precisely the degree correlation functions.
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FIGURE 2.8: Illustration of the Wigner’s semicircle law.
2.7.5 Spectral Structure
An alternative method for characterising the structure of a graph G is to apply tech-
niques of standard random matrix theory on its adjacency matrix σi j = [(i, j) ∈ E(G)].
We shall focus on the analysis of the spectrum of σi j , that is, the distribution of its
eigenvalues λi, obtained from the eigenvalue equation
σ · x=λx. (2.108)
The main alternative to the use of the adjacency matrix is to study the structure of the
Laplacian matrix di j−σi j, where di j is a diagonal matrix with dii being the degree of
the vertex i.
We define the spectral density of G as the distribution
ρ = 1
n
n∑
i=1
δλi , (2.109)
which approaches the dual of a continuous function ρ(λ) as n→∞. The relation of the
spectral density to the topology of the graph can be seen from the identity
1
n
n∑
i=1
(λi)
k = 1
n
∑
i1,i2,i3,...,ik
σi1 i2σi2 i3 · · ·σik i1 . (2.110)
The sum on the right obviously enumerates the cyclic walks on the graph.
The earliest example of a result that can be applied to adjacency matrices of random
graphs is the semicircle law due to Wigner [196–198]. It states roughly that for a
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matrix σi j with 〈σi j〉 = 0 and 〈σ2i j〉 = s2 for each i 6= j, with all other moments bounded
as n→∞, the spectral density goes to
ρ(λ)=
{p
4s2−λ2/(2πs2) |λ| < 2s
0 otherwise,
(2.111)
showing that the density of the eigenvalues indeed converges to a semicircle (see Fig-
ure 2.8 for an illustration and, for example, [199, 200] for further discussion). Simple
rescaling of the adjacency matrix σi j of a random graph shows that ρ(λ) converges to a
semicircle in that case as well. For other graph types the situation is rather different.
For small-world and scale-free graph models discussed above the spectrum is distinctly
different [201, 202]. An interesting analytical study of the spectra of wide variety of
graphs with locally tree-like structure was given in [203], while [204] documented re-
cently rather general (if laboursome) techniques for analytically deriving ρ(λ) for several
types of graphs. For discussion on the engineering implications of the differences in the
structure of the spectral densities see, for example, [205].
2.8 DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
The final theoretical framework we consider in this second chapter is that of dynamical
systems. The origins of the theory lie in the study of mechanics, especially in charac-
terising qualitatively and quantitatively the long-term time evolution of a system with
prescribed dynamics. However, the modern versions of the theory have great generality,
and can be applied to a very diverse set of problems. In engineering, the main applic-
ation of this framework has been to serve as a foundation to control theory. However,
as we shall see below, there are numerous other tools that have potential applications
in engineering domains and in particular in characterising communication systems. Es-
pecially promising are the use of various definitions of entropy and other non-linear
characterisations of dynamics as means for system identification, model validation, and
online optimization.
We define a dynamical system as a triple (M,µ,Φt), where (M,µ) is a measure
space, and Φt :M→M is a one-parameter semigroup of automorphisms of M depending
measurably on t [206, 207]. If Φt is measure-preserving, that is, µ(ΦtA)= µ(A) for all
A ⊂M and for all t, the system is called Hamiltonian. Further, if {t} is countable the
system is called discrete, and continuous otherwise. If Φt form a group the system is
reversible. Further subclasses of dynamical systems can be defined by imposing addi-
tional structure on either M or Φt. For example, letting M be a well-behaved topological
space and Φt a group of homeomorphisms leads to the theory of topological dynamics.
A thorough classification and discussion of the various branches of the theory can be
found from [206].
Let us now assume that µ(M) = 1 (that is, M is a probability space). We define the
entropy of a measurable partition A = {A1, . . .,An} of M by
Hµ(A)≡−
∑
i
µ(A i) logµ(A i). (2.112)
The connection to Shannon (information) entropy is obtained by letting A be the preim-
age partition of a discrete random variable X :M→ R. In general there is a close rela-
tion between the theories of stochastic processes, discussed more precisely in the next
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chapter, and dynamical systems. For example, given a measurable function f :M→ R,
the collection {t 7→ f (Φtx)} with x ∈ M is a stochastic process. Also, given a stationary
stochastic process {X i} one can construct in a sense canonically associated dynamical
system by letting M being the space of infinite sequences of points of the space the X i
take their values on (the path space), µ be given by the joint distribution of the X i, and
Φt being the shift operator.
Define now the least common refinement of twomeasurable partitions A = {A1, . . . ,Am}
and B= {B1, . . . ,Bn} by
A∨B≡
{
A i∩B j
∣∣ i= 1, . . . ,m; j =1, . . . ,n} . (2.113)
Then the conditional entropy of A, given B, is defined by
Hµ(A|B)≡Hµ(A∨B)−Hµ(B). (2.114)
Denoting then for an automorphism T :M→M and a measurable partition A
An ≡ A∨T−1(A)∨·· ·∨T−n+1(A), (2.115)
we define the entropy of T with respect to A by
hµ(T,A)≡ lim
n→∞
(
Hµ(A
n+1)−Hµ(An)
)
= lim
n→∞
1
n
Hµ(A
n), (2.116)
and the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy by
hµ(T)≡ sup
A
hµ(T,A). (2.117)
This gives obviously the definition of Kolmogorov-Sinai (KS) entropy for Hamiltonian
dynamical systems for which Φt is given by an iteration of a function T :M→M. The
definition can be restated in terms of conditional entropies as
hµ(T)≡ sup
A
inf
n∈N
H(A|T−1(A)∨·· ·∨T−n+1(A))=H(A|A−), (2.118)
where A− is the σ-field generated by all the partitions T−n(A), often called the past of
the system. The generalisation to continuous systems is given by the time-one map as
hµ(Φt)= |t|hµ(Φ1). (2.119)
Despite its rather abstract appearence, the KS entropy captures the notion of mean rate
of information generation for general systems and is thus an appropriate generalisation
of the information entropy. However, it is not directly usable for experimental work,
for which alternative definitions are needed. Some of these will be based on the K2
entropy [208] defined by
K2(µ,T)≡ sup
A
lim
n→∞
1
n
H2(µ,A
n), (2.120)
where
H2(µ,A)≡− log
n∑
i=1
µ(A i)
2. (2.121)
It can be shown that the K2 entropy is the lower bound on KS entropy, and turns out
to be easier to estimate. We shall return to example cases with closely related entropy
metrics in the domain of time series analysis in the following.
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[213]. The fundamental reference to distribution theory and its applications for partial
differential equations is [214]. For a modern account including Sobolev and Lebesgue
spaces, see [215]. Calculus of variations is covered in accessible form in [216]. Theory of
probability is covered by numerous references, the favourite of the author being [217].
For throughly measure-theoretic approach see also [218]. Basics of information theory,
inference and Bayesian reasoning are covered very clearly in [131]. Basic graph theory is
covered well in [133]. For modern theory of dynamical systems, [206] is a very thorough
reference.
3STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
The theory of stochastic processes forms the mathematical framework for studying ran-
dom phenomena that are in some sense evolving in time or over space. Their applications
in modeling and analysis of communications systems are numerous, ranging from phys-
ical signals to representing user behaviour. Our main application of stochastics will be
in the domain of topology and geometry of wireless network models. These will be en-
countered already in the following chapters, where we formulate the theories of point
processes and random fields which will be used to model and study locations of wireless
nodes and use of spectrum later on. Analysing point processes and random fields related
to wireless networks will then be one the leading themes for the rest of the thesis.
In this chapter we give the necessary theoretical foundations for applying stochastic
processes in these domains. Basic definitions and characterisations of stochastic pro-
cesses will be given in Section 3.1. We shall briefly study examples of stochastic pro-
cesses in Section 3.2.. The statistical analysis of time series data is then discussed in
Section 3.3 and the link to the theory of dynamical systems is established in Section 3.4.
3.1 BASIC DEFINITIONS
A stochastic process X t is an (countably or uncountably) infinite collection of ran-
dom variables indexed by time t ∈T or, more formally, a map (T ×Ω,T ⊗F )→ (E,FE),
where (T,T ) is a measurable time space, and (E,FE) is the (likewise measurable)
state space of the process. Depending on the structure of the index set t takes its values
in (that is, on the structure, or countability, of T) the process is called either discrete or
continuous time process. For any ω ∈Ω the map t 7→ X t(ω) is called the sample path
or realization of X t. Notations X t, X t(ω), X (t) and X (t,ω) are all used to denote either
the values of the stochastic process or its sample paths at a given time. The collection of
all sample paths is also occasionally called an ensemble. If almost all sample paths of a
process are right-continuous, with finite left limits the process is called càdlàg. Finally,
a process is evanescent if X t = 0 for all t with probability one. Evanescent processes
play the role of the equivalence class of the zero function in functional analysis in the
theory below.
3.1.1 Elementary Characterisation
Basic probabilistic concepts are already powerful enough to characterise stochastic pro-
cesses to a certain degree. For example, we can define themean function by
µX (t)≡ E {X (t)} , (3.1)
and functions corresponding to higher moments analogously. By treating (X t1 , . . . ,X tn)
as random vectors for some ti we can form the distributions for these vectors. These are
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called the finite dimensional distributions of X t. Two stochastic processes with same
finite dimensional distributions are called versions of one another. If P {X t =Yt}= 1 for
all t the two processes are calledmodifications of each other. A modification is always a
version, but the opposite does not hold in general. While finite dimensional distributions
certainly carry a great deal of information about X t they do not characterise the process
fully. In particular, several global properties of the process, such as continuity of the
sample paths, cannot be determined from finite dimensional distributions of the process
alone.
A process X t is called continuous in probability at t0 if
lim
t→t0
P
{
ω
∣∣ |X t(ω)−X t0 (ω)| > ε}= 0 (3.2)
for all ε > 0. Since this property is extremely weak, one often requires sample paths to
be continuous with probability one instead, that is, that
P
{
ω
∣∣ t 7→ X t(ω) ∈C0(T)}= 1. (3.3)
While several processes do not satisfy this condition, they often admit modifications
or versions that do. Useful criteria for existence of such modifications is given by the
Kolmogorov’s continuity theorem which requires the existence of positive constants
α, β and K such that
E
{‖X t−Xs‖α}≤K |t− s|1+β (3.4)
for all s, t. See [219,220] for proof and discussion.
Functions without simple probabilistic counterparts are the autocovariance func-
tion
γX (t, t+τ)≡ E
{(
X (t)−µX (t)
)(
X (t+τ)−µX (t+τ)
)}
, (3.5)
and the autocorrelation function
ρX (t, t+τ)≡
γX (t, t+τ)
σX (t)σX (t+τ)
. (3.6)
If these functions are independent of t the process is calledwide-sense or weak-sense
or second-order stationary. Besides these ensemble averages, it is usually of in-
terest to study the time averages
〈X (t,ω)〉T ≡
1
T
∫t+T/2
t−T/2
X (s,ω)ds. (3.7)
There exists a large class of processes for which the time and ensemble averages agree
in the limit T→∞ almost surely. Such processes are called ergodic, and they occupy a
central position in most applications.
Characteristic functions defined for ordinary random variables in Section 2.4.2.5 can
be used to analyse stochastic processes as well. We simply extend the original definition
to include vectors X of random variables X i in a manner completely analogous to Fourier
transforms in real vector spaces, yielding
ΦX (θ)≡ E
{
exp
(
i
∑
k
θkXk
)}
. (3.8)
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As for individual random variables, the characteristic function of a random vector defines
the distribution of the vector uniquely. If X has a density function fX (x) we have simply
ΦX (θ)≡
∫
Rn
fX (x)exp
(
i
∑
k
θkXk
)
dx. (3.9)
If all the X i are mutually independent, the characteristic function factorises as in
ΦX (θ)=
∏
k
ΦXk (θk), (3.10)
where ΦX (θ) is the characteristic function of an ordinary random variable X .
Random vectors and, by extension using finite dimensional distributions, stochastic
processes can be classified by their characteristic functions. A common example isGaus-
sian random vector X for which
ΦX (θ)= exp
(
−1
2
〈θ,Σθ〉
)
exp
(
i〈θ,µ〉
)
, (3.11)
where Σ is a non-negative n× n matrix, 〈 · , · 〉 is the Euclidean inner product, and µ ∈
R
n. This reduces to the classical definition of a multivariate Gaussian distribution by
assuming that Σ is invertible. As can be expected from the case of Gaussian random
variable, a Gaussian process defined in these terms is completely characterised by its
mean and autocorrelation functions.
3.1.2 Conditional Expectation
We often need to apply statistical reasoning on a realisation of a stochastic process X t
that is known to us only until some time t0. Intuitively the technique of choice would be
to apply conditional probabilities defined in Section 2.4 by
P {A |B}= P {A∩B}
P {B}
(3.12)
as the foundation for such reasoning. The problem with this definition is that it makes
sense only when P {B}> 0 which is very restrictive. Accordingly, we shall define condi-
tional expectation which generalises classical conditional probability in terms ideally
suited for statistical reasoning and especially optimal prediction.
We begin by demonstrating an interesting property of conditional probabilities which
will be central in the generalisation to follow. Let Bi be a partition of Ω into disjoint sub-
sets such that P {Bi}> 0 for all Bi. Given X = χA, with A ∈F , we seek to approximate X
by Y =∑n
i=0 biχBi so that ‖Y −X‖2 is minimized (here ‖ · ‖2 is the L2 norm of (Ω,F ,P)).
It can be shown (see [221]) that the minimum is achieved when bi = P {A |Bi}. This in-
dicates that the correct way forward is to think conditional probabilities and their gen-
eralisations as projections in Hilbert spaces (the minimization of ‖Y −X‖2 is equivalent
to the orthogonality condition E {(X −Y )V }= 0 for all V ∈ L2(Ω,σ(Y ),P)).
The logical first attempt would be to define E {X |Y } as the unique random variable in
L2(Ω,σ(Y ),P) satisfying the orthogonality condition (or, equivalently, being the minim-
izer of E
{
(X −Z)2
}
in L2(Ω,σ(Y ),P)). Since E {X |Y } depends on Y only via the σ-algebra
FY ≡ σ(Y ) one often writes E {X |FY } for E {X |Y }. However, we can generalise this fur-
ther for random variables which are in L1(Ω,F ,P) as opposed to being square integrable.
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Namely, we define E {X |G } for a σ-algebra G ⊆F as the random variable on (Ω,G ) such
that
E
{
(X −E {X |G })χA
}
= 0, ∀A ∈G (3.13)
and E {X |Y } ≡ E {X |FY }. This definition includes all of the ones given above as special
cases [221].
Let us record some basic properties of conditional expectation. Given a random vari-
able X and a σ-algebra G that is independent of σ(X ) we have E {X |G }= E {X }. In par-
ticular conditioning by the trivial σ-algebra {;,Ω} never has any effect. Like ordinary
expectation, conditional expectation is an R-linear operator, that is,
E {aX +bY |G }= aE {X |G }+bE {Y |G } (3.14)
for all random variables X and Y and constants a,b ∈ R. If Y is bounded and G -
measurable we have E {XY |G } = YE {X |G }. Conditional expectation also exhibits the
tower property, that is, given σ-algebras H ⊆ G we have E {E {X |G } |H } = E {X |H }.
Conditional expectation also obeys usual convergence theorems (of monotone and dom-
inated convergence) of integral operators.
It is also possible to define conditional probability (as opposed to conditional expect-
ation) in this more general setting. However, this is not entirely straightforward and
requires certain restrictions to be placed on G . Since we shall not be needing these con-
structions in the following, we shall omit the corresponding discussion. The interested
reader can consult [220] for basic discussion and [222] for a thorough account.
3.1.3 Martingales
Recall from Section 2.5 that σ-algebras represent the information available to us of
a given random process. Constant accumulation of information is thus represented
by a filtration which is a non-decreasing (with respect to ordering by ‘⊆’) discrete or
continuous-time family {Ft} of subalgebras of F . A stochastic process X t is adapted to
a filtration {Ft} if σ(X t) ⊆Ft for each t. The canonical filtration Gt ≡ σ(X1, . . .,X t) is
the minimal filtration with respect to which X t is adapted. Given a filtration {Ft}, we
define
Ft+ ≡
∞⋂
n=1
Ft+1/n. (3.15)
Conceptually, Ft+ contains the information accumulated by and “immediately after” the
time t. If Ft+ coincides with Ft, the original filtration is called right continuous. If F0
of a right continuous filtration Ft contains in addition all events of measure zero (with
respect to P) the filtration is said to satisfy the usual conditions. We shall always
assume that this is the case.
A random variable τ on [0,∞] is called a stopping time with respect to Ft if for
every t we have {τ ≤ t} ∈ Ft. A stopping time is finite if τ < ∞ almost surely. For a
stopping time τ we associate the σ-algebra
Fτ ≡ {A ∈F |A∩ {τ≤ t}∈Ft ∀t } . (3.16)
For a stopping time τ we define the stopped process Xτ∧t by
Xτ∧t ≡
{
X t if t< τ,
Xτ otherwise.
(3.17)
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A typical example of a stopping time is the hitting time
h(B)≡ inf{ t≥0 |X t ∈B } . (3.18)
To study the value of a stochastic process at its stopping time, we need to ensure that
the map ω 7→ Xτ(ω)(ω) is measurable. Accordingly, stochastic process is called progress-
ively measurable with respect to Ft if for every t the map (s,ω) 7→ Xs(ω) is meas-
urable with respect to the σ-algebra B([0, t])×Ft. This is satisfied by every adapted,
right-continuous real-valued process. Assuming progressive measurability and a finite
stopping time τ, Xτ becomes an Fτ-measurable random variable.
Now, a stochastic process X t adapted to a filtration Ft is called a martingale if X t
is integrable (that is, E {|X t|} < ∞ for all t) and E {X t+1 |Ft} = X t almost surely for all
t. We define submartingales and supermartingales similarly by replacing the strict
equality condition by E {X t+1 |Ft}≤ X t or E {X t+1 |Ft}≥ X t, respectively. Continuous-time
martingales are defined by replacing t+1 by t+h for a positive time-increment h.
Martingales are an exceedingly important class of stochastic processes. Their power
lies in the generality they allow for results of different types to be proven, and in the fact
that several problems of interest in applications can be written in terms of martingales.
By way of example, let us consider a problem in statistics. Let X1, . . . ,Xn be collection
of random variables with joint density given either by fn(X1, . . . ,Xn) or f
′
n(X1, . . . ,Xn).
As discussed in the previous chapter, deciding between fn and f
′
n can be made based on
likelihood ratios
Yn ≡
fn(X1, . . . ,Xn)
f ′n(X1, . . . ,Xn)
. (3.19)
Suppose that fn is zero whenever f
′
n is. Then Yn can be shown to be a martingale with
respect to X1, . . . ,Xn, and convergence of the likelihood ratio to zero in case f
′
n is the
true density can be proven with respect to the techniques introduced below. In a sense
“typical” results on martingales deal with one of the following (see [129]):
• Convergence behaviour, including bounds on tails;
• Decompositions;
• Inequalities of different types;
• Sampling theorems.
We shall not go into the details here, but will point out in the following whenever mar-
tingale techniques either directly or by analogue occupy a central role in deriving the
stated results, especially related to goodness-of-fit analysis of spatial statistics models.
3.2 EXAMPLES OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
Now that we have established the basic definitions and nomenclature, we shall briefly
present and study specific types of stochastic processes commonly encountered in applic-
ations.
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FIGURE 3.1: Example sample paths of Brownian motion, Brownian bridge and geomet-
ric Brownian motion.
3.2.1 Brownian Motion
The Brownian motion is apparently the first instance of a stochastic process being used
to model a physical system (particle of pollen in water). The original work by Einstein
[223] on the process predates the rigorous mathematical developments used above, but
nevertheless uncovered several key characteristics making Brownian motion of intense
applied and theoretical interest.
We define Brownian motion as a continuous Gaussian processWt with zero mean
and the autocovariance function given by E {WsWt} =min{s, t}. It can be shown to have
independent increments, that is, Wt+h −Wt is independent of Ws for s ∈ [0, t]. For
the mathematically inclined, the existence of Brownian motion is, of course, a fact to
be proven. We shall not do that here, but only remark that the proof can be carried
out simply by constructing a Gaussian process with desired autocorrelation properties,
and then appealing to the Kolmogorov’s continuity theorem (see [222] for details). The
Brownian motion can be defined by numerous other ways as well. Often used is the
result of Lèvy, showing that any continuous martingale X t for which X
2
t − t is also a
martingale must be a Brownian motion.
Brownian motion can be used to define further stochastic processes. Rescalings
Wt 7→ tW1/t and
p
αWt/α for α> 0 yield again Brownian motions. The Brownian bridge
is the process Bt ≡Wt−min{t,1}W1. The Brownian brige plays fundamental role in stat-
istics, measuring, for example, the rate of convergence of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov stat-
istic. The geometric Brownian motion is defined by G t ≡ eWt and the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process is given by the transform Ut ≡ e−t/2Wet . Figure 3.1 illustrates the
behaviour of some of these on the unit interval.
Vast amounts of results have been derived to characterise the behaviour of Wt. It is
well known that the sample paths of Brownian motion are extremely irregular. While by
definition they are continuous, they can be shown to be nowhere differentiable and the
local maxima for the path are dense in [0,∞). Further, the zero set ofWt is an unbounded
closed set of measure zero with no isolated points. Finally, the long term behaviour of
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FIGURE 3.2: The structure of the state transition diagram for birth-and-death processes.
Brownian motion is characterised by the convergence theorem, stating that
limsup
t→∞
Wt(ω)√
2t loglog t
= 1 (3.20)
almost surely. By the rescaling properties this result yields information on the behaviour
of Wt in the small t regime as well. All of these results can be proven using martingale
techniques as presented above, together with standard measure-theoretic arguments.
3.2.2 Birth-and-Death Processes
Throughout this subsection the state space will be that of natural numbers, that is,
E = N. A discrete-time birth-and-death process is a stochastic process N(t) on N
with the constraint
P {|N(t+1)−N(t)| > 1}= 0, (3.21)
with the state transition probabilities only depending on the current state. Accordingly,
discrete-time birth-and-death process models a population the size of which can change
by at most one member at each time step of the process (see Figure 3.2 for an illus-
tration). These processes form the basis of, for example, queuing theory, making their
study important in the applied stochastics domain. The continuous-times extension of
the definition is straightforward. We require that the conditional transition probability
from N(t)= j to N(t+h)= j+1 has the form λ jh+ o(h) as h→ 0, and similarly that the
transition from N(t)= j to N(t+h)= j−1 takes place with probability µ jh+o(h) as h→ 0.
The constants {λ j} and {µ j} are called the birth rates and death rates of the process,
respectively.
Let us define shorthands π j(t)≡P {N(t)= j} to simplify the notation. The dynamics of
a continuous-time birth-and-death process is then governed by the differential-difference
equations
dπ j(t)
dt
=λ j−1π j−1(t)+µ j+1π j+1(t)− (λ j+µ j)π j(t), (3.22)
where λ−1 = µ0 = π−1(t) = 0. To specify the system completely, we also need to fix the
initial conditions
π j(0)=
{
1 if j = i,
0 otherwise.
(3.23)
For derivation of this system of equations, see [224]. An important special case is a pure
birth process (that is, a process with µ j = 0 for all j) with constant birth rate λ j = λ.
Assuming that N(0)= 0 we obtain
dπ j(t)
dt
=λπ j−1(t)−λπ j(t), (3.24)
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with the solution
π j(t)=
(λt) j
j!
e−λt. (3.25)
This process is aptly called the Poisson process and it occupies central role in classical
queuing theory. This is also an example of a renewal process, defined as sequences of
i.i.d. random variables. The partial sums of the sequence define occurrences of jumps,
and the times between jumps are called holding times. We can also consider pairs
(X i ,Yi) of random variables as defining the holding times by X i +Yi . Given that the
pairs are i.i.d. the resulting construction is called an alternating renewal process or
a Semi-Markov ON/OFF process.
We shall conclude by stating the equilibrium distribution of π j(t), that is, the limits
π j ≡ limt→∞π j(t). A sufficient condition for these limits to exist is that the quantity
S = 1+ λ0
µ1
+ λ0λ1
µ1µ2
+·· ·+ λ0 · · ·λ j−1
µ1 · · ·µ j
+·· · (3.26)
exists and is finite. Then
π j =

S−1 j =0,
λ0 · · ·λ j−1
µ1 · · ·µ j
π0 j =1,2, . . . .
(3.27)
For a direct derivation of these results, see again [224]. We shall discuss the necessary
and sufficient conditions for the statistical equilibrium to exist in a more general setting
in the following section.
3.2.3 Markov Processes
Both Brownian motion and birth-and-death processes shared the fundamental charac-
teristic that their future development from time t onwards depended only on their state
at time t. Processes of this type, calledMarkov processes, for which knowledge of the
present (or constant length of the immediate history of the process) is sufficient to pre-
dict the future completely in the probabilistic sense are especially amenable to analysis,
and have been studied in great detail. For applications, a subclass of Markov processes
calledMarkov chains is often sufficient. Accordingly, we shall begin by briefly studying
discrete-time Markov chains (following [225]) before briefly outlining the general theory
of continuous-time Markov processes.
A stochastic process X t taking values on non-negative integers is a (homogeneous)
Markov chain if the probability of moving from state i to a state j depends only on
i, and is independent on the past history of the process. Formally, we can state these
requirements as
P {Xn = j |Xn−1 = i,Xn−2 = k, . . .,X0 = l}=P {Xn = j |Xn−1 = i} . (3.28)
The inhomogeneous case differs from the homogeneous one in that the transition prob-
abilities can be dependent on time. For a homogeneous Markov chain we define the
transition probabilities
πi j ≡P {Xn = j |Xn−1 = i} , (3.29)
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and the n-step transition probabilities
πni j ≡P {Xn+m = j |Xm = i} (3.30)
which can be calculated from the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations
πn+mi j =
∞∑
k=0
πnikπ
m
k j. (3.31)
Evidently, considering πi j as components of a matrix pi, the n-step transition probabilit-
ies are given by the components of pin. A Markov chain is irreducible if for all i and j
there exists n and m such that πn
i j
> 0 and πm
ji
> 0. A state i is called periodic if πm
ii
> 0
precisely when m is a multiple of some positive integer.
Markov chains admit similar statistical equilibrium analysis as birth-and-death pro-
cesses (which are Markov chains themselves). Namely, define
π j ≡ lim
n→∞P {Xn = j |X0 = i} . (3.32)
Now it can be shown that if the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic and all the
π j are positive they define the stationary distribution of the chain, which can also be
written as π j =
∑
iπiπi j . From the latter form we obtain the global balance equations
π j
∞∑
i=0
π ji =
∞∑
i=0
πiπi j . (3.33)
These are implied by the detailed balance equations
π jπ ji =πiπi j , (3.34)
which are a powerful calculational tool whenever they hold. However, detailed balance
equations are not valid for all types of Markov chains.
Markov chains can often be used also to analyse systems that cannot be directly
described as such. To give an example, consider classical queueing theory. While M/M/1
queues, say, can be modeled directly as birth-and-death processes, M/G/1 queues with
general service time are no longer amenable to such a treatment. We can instead define
an embedded Markov chain, the states of which are the numbers Nd
k
of jobs left
behind by the kth departing job. The transition probabilities πi j ≡ P
{
Nd
k+1 = j
∣∣Nd
k
= i
}
are simply the probabilities that j− i+1 jobs arrived as the (k+1)th job was in service.
Since arrivals are Poisson we have
πi j =
∫∞
0
(λt) j−i+1
( j− i+1)! e
−λtdFX (t), (3.35)
where FX (t) is the distribution of the service times X . This Markov chain has (given ρ <
1) a stationary distribution πdn ≡ limk→∞P
{
Nd
k
= n
}
and the corresponding probability
generating function G(x)=∑nπnxn. Letting
H(s)≡
∫∞
0
e−stdFX (t) (3.36)
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be the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the service time distribution it can be shown (see
[224] for details) that
G(x)= (x−1)H(λ−λx)
x−H(λ−λx) (1−ρ). (3.37)
Different moments of the job distribution can now be calculated from G(x) with routine
manipulations. Many other problems in communications systems can be dealt with in a
similar manner, by studying the behaviour of the system at suitably defined moments of
transition.
3.3 TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
We shall conclude this chapter by looking into statistical and modelling applications of
stochastic processes, and their relation to the theory of dynamical systems. Suppose
that as a result of an experiment we have obtained a time series of n numerical meas-
urements {X t}
n
t=1 indexed by time. The focus of time series analysis is the statistical
characterisation of {X t} taking the temporal structure into account, and development
of time series models, that is, finding stochastic processes with sample functions in
some sense statistically similar to {X t}. Note that the structure of the marginal dis-
tribution of a suitably stationary time series, obtained by integrating out the temporal
degrees of freedom, can be studied using the tools of the previous chapter. Since we shall
need a relatively limited subset of the theory later on, this section is far from complete
in coverage. For more details we refer the reader to [226–228].
3.3.1 Basic Characterisation
Let us first assume that {X t} are real-valued. The fundamental first and second order
statistics are the sample mean
X¯ ≡ 1
n
n∑
t=1
X t, (3.38)
and the sample autocovariance function
γˆ(h)≡ 1
n
n−|h|∑
t=1
(X t+|h|− X¯ )(X t− X¯ ). (3.39)
Often instead of autocovariance the sample autocorrelation function
ρˆ(h)≡ γˆ(h)
γˆ(0)
(3.40)
is used. If {X t} are sampled from a stationary stochastic process the above sample func-
tions can be shown to converge to the autocorrelation and autocovariance functions of
the process. However, for processes with varying mean (or trend) this is not necessarily
the case.
One of the common applications of the sample autocorrelation function is to rule out
i.i.d. random variables (“white noise”) as a suitable model for {X t}. It can be shown (see,
for example, [226]) that for collection of n i.i.d. random variables the values γˆ(h) of the
sample autocorrelation function for h>0 are independent and normally distributed with
zero mean and variance of 1/n. Accordingly, the limits ±1.96/pn are used to assess how
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FIGURE 3.3: Sample paths and estimates of the autocorrelation function for white Gaus-
sian noise and white Gaussian noise with an additive sinusoidal component.
appropriate i.i.d. model would be for {X t}. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Also,
for several time series models γ(h) is known in closed form and can be compared to γˆ(h).
For example, for the moving average process of the first order defined by
X t = Zt+θZt−1, (3.41)
where θ is a constant and Zt is a white noise process with zero mean and variance σ
2,
we have
γ(h)=

σ2(1+θ2), h=0,
σ2θ, h=±1, and
0, |h| > 1.
(3.42)
Another often occurring feature of {X t} is that the sample autocorrelation function be-
haves roughly as a power law. This leads us to the domain of self-similarity.
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3.3.2 Self-Similarity in Time Series
Let X t, t ∈ N be our time series model, that is, a discrete-time real- or integer-valued
stochastic process. We can usually distinguish between two broad classes of such pro-
cesses arising in the applications. First class would consist of processes satisfying some
kind of stationarity condition, and would correspond to, for example, traces of interar-
rival times or traffic volumes measured of windows of constant length. The second class
would enumerate cumulative quantities, such as total number of data received, arrival
times of individual packets, and so on. Following [32], we distinguish between these
two cases also in notation, reserving Vt, t ∈N for processes of the cumulative type, and
X t = Vt −Vt−1 for the corresponding increment process. Processes of the cumulat-
ive type clearly cannot be stationary, but the increment processes are often assumed to
be so. The particular form of stationarity usually assumed is that of weak stationar-
ity, meaning that X t is taken to have constant mean, finite variance, and translation-
invariant autocovariance. With these assumptions we can write the autocovariance of
X t as a function of the lag k only, namely as γX (k). Finally, we define the aggregated
or coarse-grained process X (τ) by
X (τ)t ≡
1
τ
τt∑
i=τ(t−1)+1
X i. (3.43)
We use the same notation to distinguish between characteristics of the original time
series X t and the coarse-grained one. For example, the autocovariance function of X
(τ)
t
will be denoted by γ(τ)(k).
There are several flavours of scaling behaviour or self-similarity that we shall now
recall. Classically, a process Vt, t ∈ R is called self-similar with parameter H if Vat
and aHVt have the same finite-dimensional distributions. If, in addition, the increment
process X t ofVt is stationary, Vt is said to be self-similar with stationary increments.
In applications weaker forms of self-similarity usually suffice, most common of these
being different flavours of second-order self-similarity [32]. Given H ∈ (1/2,1), X t is
called exactly second-order self similar if for all k≥ 1
γ(k)= σ
2
2
(
(k+1)2H −2k2H + (k−1)2H
)
, (3.44)
where σ2 is the variance of X t. Similarly, we say that X t is asymptotically second-
order self-similar if the limit limτ→∞γ(τ)(k) has the above form. For a demonstra-
tion how second-order self-similarity arises from the scaling behaviour of the incre-
ment process of a self-similar process with stationary increments, see [32]. Closely
related to second-order self-similarity is long-range dependence, defined by the non-
summability ∑
k
ρ(k)=∞ (3.45)
of the autocorrelation function. Using (3.44) we see that the sum over ρ(k) of a second-
order self-similar process diverges precisely when H ∈ (1/2,1). There are, however, pro-
cesses that feature long-range dependence without being self-similar by the above defin-
itions. Similarly, processes exist that are self-similar but not long-range dependent.
However, since in applications second-order self-similarity has been the most preval-
ent, self-similarity and long-range dependence are often taken to be synonymous in the
literature.
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Another aspect of self-similar behaviour is the so-called fractal dimension [229,
230]. While fractal dimension can be defined for arbitrary sets, we shall focus here on
the case relevant to time-series analysis, namely the fractal dimension of 1-dimensional
curves, such as graphs of functions of a single variable. Let us denote the graph of a
function f by
G f ≡
{(
x, f (x)
)∣∣x ∈ d( f )} , (3.46)
where d( f ) denotes the domain of f . TheMinkowski cover of G f is defined as
G f (ε)≡
{
y ∈R2
∣∣ y ∈B(ε, x), x∈G f } , (3.47)
where B(ε, x) again denotes a disc of radius ε centered on x. Then, denoting by |A| the
area of A ⊂R2, theMinkowski-Bouligand dimension of G f is defined as
D(G f )≡ lim
ε→0
(
2− ln |G f (ε)|
lnε
)
. (3.48)
The fractal dimension can be roughly said to characterise the self-similarity of sample
paths of the process in smaller scales.
Fractal dimension D and the Hurst parameter H are not, of course, entirely unre-
lated. For a large class of processes, called self-affine, they are related by a simple
linear relationship D+H = 2. However, there also exist simple Gaussian processes that
allow D and H to be specified separately [231], as we shall see below.
3.3.3 Models for Time Series
Assuming that statistics of {X t} do not support the simple i.i.d. noise assumption, the
most common alternative studied in the literature is that of autoregressive moving
average models, or ARMA(p, q) models. They are defined by
X t =
p∑
i=1
φiX t−i+
q∑
j=1
θ jZt− j, (3.49)
where φi and θ j are constants, and Zt is again white noise as in above. The special
cases of p =0 and q=0 are of independent interest, and are called themoving average
models and autoregressive models of orders q and p, respectively.
While ARMA-models have seen many applications in communications (see [232–234]
for examples), their applicability becomes limited in case γˆ(k) does not decay relatively
rapidly. Even though ARMA-models can in principle model arbitrary correlations, the
number of parameters and the order of the model can become very large, making fitting
and any interpretation of the parameters difficult. Numerous generalisations of the
basic ARMA have also been proposed in the literature. Most common of these are the
ARCH-models introducing heteroscedasticity and ARIMA-models involving differencing
of the successive terms of the series.
Often in applications we also encounter time series best described categorically, that
is, measurements yielding a time indexed sequence of states. Simplest example of a
model for such a time series is an alternating renewal process specified by the sequence
of on and off times (Yt,Zt). Usually Yt and Zt are assumed to be i.i.d. each, but not
always.
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In order to ascertain whether an alternating renewal process is a good model for
X t ∈ {0,1} we start be forming the empirical processes for Yt and Zt, called run lengths
and burst lengths. These are simply the sequences of the lengths of the time intervals
X t is observed to remain unchanged. Then the sample autocorrelation function can be
used to test whether the i.i.d. assumption is appropriate. If so, standard maximum
likelihood estimates and goodness of fit tests can be used to find the distributions of Yt
and Zt, completing the model.
In case the study of the sample autocorrelation functions indicates substantial cor-
relations more complicated models become necessary. A very general framework capable
of dealing with in principle arbitrary categorical data is that of hidden semi-Markov
models [235, 236]. However, inference and parameter estimation for such models is
relatively involved. Occasionally knowledge of the underlying phenomena can be used
to motivate simpler approaches. For example, non-trivial correlations can arise from a
superposition of alternating renewal processes with heavy-tailed run and burst length
distributions by means of logical OR instead of using arithmetic summation [61].
We shall also discuss at length stochastic processes calledGaussian random fields
in Chapter 6. While our focus there is on stochastic processes on multidimensional
spaces, all of the models discussed there can be applied in the setting of time series
as well. Random field models are often especially useful for self-similar time series,
competing mainly with FARIMA models in popularity [237].
3.4 TIME SERIES AS DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
We shall now treat more detailed examples of applications of dynamical systems tech-
niques to time series analysis, especially focusing on estimation of the entropy of a time
series u(t), t ∈ N treated as a real-valued discrete time dynamical system. In the com-
munications literature the focus has been on the application of the information entropy
for this purpose by treating the time series as a random process, computing the corres-
ponding empirical marginal distribution X of the observed values, and computing then
the information entropy S(X ) ≡ −∑n
i=1 p i log p i, where p i are the point probabilities of
X . In the case of u(t) being real valued the p i are usually obtained from an estimator of
histogram type.
This kind of approach obviously characterises only the entropy of the marginal dis-
tribution of the values of u(t), and does not use the temporal structure possibly present
in the series required to estimate the entropy of the underlying process in the dynamical
systems sense. Fortunately information entropy can easily be extended to characterise
information content in the temporal structure as well by considering the distribution of
sequences of values of u(t). We focus here on the use of approximate entropy statistic
as defined by Pincus [238] extending earlier work by Eckmann and Ruelle on approxim-
ating Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of a time series [239].
Let us begin by introducing some notation. Given a positive constant m ∈N, we form
the vectors x(t)≡
(
u(t), . . .,u(t+m−1)
)
. Each of these vectors has m consecutive values
from our original time series starting from u(t). Between two vectors x(s) and x(t) we
define then a distance d
(
x(s),x(t)
)
, typically taken to be the maximum of the absolute
values of the component-wise differences. We then form the empirical probabilities
Cms (r)≡
1
N−m+1#{t | d
(
x(s),x(t)
)
≤ r}, (3.50)
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where N denotes the length of the original sequence u(t). The parameter r ≥ 0 specifies
the tolerance for two sequences to be considered similar. Next, we denote
Φ
m(r)≡ 1
N−m+1
N−m+1∑
s=1
lnCms (r). (3.51)
Based on these definitions, a number of quantities related to or motivated by the Kolmogorov-
Sinai entropy can be defined. For example, we can consider the limit
βm ≡ lim
r→0
lim
N→∞
1
(N−m+1)ln r
N−m+1∑
s=1
Cms (r), (3.52)
which is related to the so-called correlation dimension of u(t) and has been used
extensively especially as an indicator for “chaotic” behavior. The Eckmann-Ruelle en-
tropy is defined by
SER ≡ lim
r→0
lim
N→∞
lim
m→∞
(
Φ
m(r)−Φm+1(r)
)
. (3.53)
While this yields a useful theoretical tool, the Eckmann-Ruelle entropy has several
shortcomings in statistical applications. For example, it becomes infinite in the pres-
ence of superimposed noise, and the limit m→∞ results in very large samples being
required for reliable estimation. These considerations motivate the definition of ap-
proximate entropy
ApEn(m, r)≡ lim
N→∞
(
Φ
m(r)−Φm+1(r)
)
(3.54)
and the associated statistics
ApEn(m, r,N)≡Φm(r)−Φm+1(r). (3.55)
Notice that the approximate entropy ApEn(m, r) can be interpreted as the mean inform-
ation content of the conditional probability for two subsequences of u(t) that are similar
at m−1 points continue to be similar for all of m points, and the interpretation of the
values of the statistics ApEn(m, r,N) mirrors that of information entropy. Value of zero
indicates complete regularity at the length scale of m observations, whereas higher val-
ues indicate higher complexity.
The values of ApEn are known explicitly for some simple random processes. For
example, for white noise processes consisting of i.i.d. samples of a random variable with
density f , Pincus has shown in [238] that
ApEn(m, r)=−
∫
f (y) ln
(∫y+r
y−r
f (z)dz
)
dy. (3.56)
As the right-hand side is manifestly independent of m, dependency of ApEn on m can be
used to study correlations and dependencies in the data, and to help decide whether such
a simple model suffices, or if a more intricate approach is required. In general compar-
ison of ApEn with different values of m can be used to study the degree of dependency
between successive samples. For example, ApEn(1, r,N) ≈ ApEn(2, r,N) indicates that
the underlying process is (first-order) Markov, a fact that can well be exploited in model-
ing phase. The exact value of ApEn for stationary Markov processes is also known [240].
For example, in the first-order case with state space S we have for r <minx 6=y |x− y|
ApEn(m, r)=−
∑
x∈S
∑
y∈S
f (x)πxy lnπxy, (3.57)
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where πxy are the transition probabilities. Multiscale analysis allows to extend these
considerations to different timescales, possibly indicating need for hierarchical or mod-
ulated models.
Richman and Moorman [241] have shown that ApEn suffers from certain statist-
ical shortcomings, and have proposed an alternative, called the sample entropy1 and
denoted SampEn(m, r,N). They observed that ApEn-statistics are biased since in the
calculation of the Cms (r) self-matches of the template vectors x(t) are included. To cor-
rect for this bias, they instead defined empirical probabilities Am(r) and Bm(r) of m+1
and m matches to the template vector, respectively, excluding self-matches, and defined
the sample entropy statistic as − ln
(
Am(r)/Bm(r)
)
. The interpretation of all the paramet-
ers and values is similar to the ApEn case, but these definitions remove the bias from
ApEn, and yield more consistent estimators especially if only a short sample of u(t) is
available (the improvement is especially significant for time series of length N < 104 or
so).
Varying m in the approximate and sample entropies allows the study of complexity
at different timescales, measured as the number of successive samples considered. Un-
fortunately the amount of data needed to perform such an analysis scales exponentially
as a function of m, making large-m analysis impractical. Entropy analysis on mul-
tiple time scales can, however, be carried out by computing the above statistics for the
coarse-grained time series u(τ)(t). This yields the multiscale entropy analysis of Costa et
al. [242,243].
We shall now apply the above metrics for a variety of processes, together with estim-
ators for the Hurst parameter and the fractal dimension. Our objectives are two-fold.
First, we demonstrate that entropy metrics are indeed distinct from characterisations of
self-similarity and fractal behaviour, and are sensitive to different types of structure in
the process. Second, we hope to give the reader a better intuitive understanding on the
behaviour of the various metrics and parameters via suitably selected examples and to
establish a baseline for further applications discussed in the following chapters.
First of the processes considered is the logistic map defined on [0,1] by the iteration
F : x 7→Rx(1− x), (3.58)
where R ∈ (0,4) is a free parameter. It is a simple exercise to establish the asymptotic
stability of (3.58) around the fixed point p = (R−1)/R when R ∈ (1,3), so we shall focus
on the behaviour of (3.58) when R ∈ (3,4). Recall that x is called a periodic point of F
if F (n)(x) = x for some n > 1 (called simply the period of x). It can be shown that as R
becomes larger than 3, F has an ever-increasing number of periodic points, with more
and more complicated periodic structures. This observation was first made by May [244],
and the corresponding behaviour is illustrated in Figure 3.4
Next, we shall consider various noise distributions. White Gaussian noise is formed
simply of a sequence of i.i.d. realisations of a Gaussian random variable. Fractional
Gaussian noise is simply the Gaussian process with autocorrelation function obtained
from (3.44). Cauchy class is likewise a family of Gaussian processes, but this time with
the correlation function
ρ(k)= (1+|k|α)−β/α, (3.59)
1This term should not be confused with the calculation of information entropy from the empirical dis-
tribution, which is also occasionally called sample entropy in the literature.
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R = 2 - 3 (stable point)
R = 3 - 3.45 (two populations)
R > 3.57 (chaotic regime)
FIGURE 3.4: The bifurcation diagram of the logistic map.
where α∈ (0,2] and β> 0. This will be later seen to be the one-dimensional analog of the
Gaussian random field obtained adopting the Cauchy semivariogrammodel. The realisa-
tions of the Cauchy class can be shown to have fractal dimension of D = 2−α/2 and Hurst
parameter H = 1−β/2, allowing the effects of D and H to be studied separately [231].
Generation of samples from these Gaussian processes can be done by means of circulant
embedding, an exact sampling algorithm introduced in [245, 246] and discussed also in
Chapter 6. For comparison, we also cross-checked our results with fractional Gaussian
noise generated by means of Paxson’s algorithm [247]. Finally, we selected two classical
fractals as examples. The first one is commonly referred to as the Kiesswetter curve and
the second one is based on the Weierstrass-Mandelbrot function. Both were introduced
and used as reference series for the estimation of the fractal dimension in [230].
In terms of estimation parameters the value r =0.15σ
(
u(t)
)
will be used throughout
following the recommendations from the literature, although the results were confirmed
not to be sensitive to small changes in r. For estimation of the Hurst parameter we used
the wavelet-based estimator of Abry and Veitch [248], and for estimating the fractal di-
mension we used the variation method of Dubuc et al. [230]. In all cases the performance
of the different estimators were cross-checked with the analytical results and numerical
results available in the literature to ensure correct operation of the implementations.
For the wavelet estimator of H we used the implementation of Veitch [249].
The results for Shannon entropy, SampEn, Hurst parameter and the fractal dimen-
sion for the considered models are given in Table 3.1. First, for the logistic map we
see that SampEn characterises correctly the reduction in complexity as R is reduced.
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FIGURE 3.5: Multiscale sample entropy computed for the artificial data sets (m = 2,
r =0.15σ).
Especially in the case R = 3.5 the complete predictability of the oscillatory behaviour
reduced the SampEn to zero. As expected, the single-symbol Shannon entropy does not
distinguish between R = 3.9 and R = 3.7, since the distribution of the values is close to
uniform in both cases. The results for the Hurst parameter and fractal dimension are
also consistent with the lack of scaling or self-similarity.
For the white Gaussian noise Shannon entropy continues to give similar values as
for the logistic map, but values of SampEn are significantly higher. This is in accordance
with the lack of structure in Gaussian noise. Fractional Gaussian noise behaves almost
similarly in terms of different entropies (although for higher H SampEn analysis uncov-
ers small amount of structure), but the emergence of scaling as H is increased is now
clearly visible in the estimators for H and D. For the Cauchy class Shannon entropies
continue to be similar for the different values of H and D, but SampEn values follow to
a degree the behaviour of D. The estimators for H and D give results consistent with
the changes in model parameters, although some bias appears to be present.
From the preceding examples it might appear that the SampEn is at least some-
what related to the fractal dimension D. This is quite intuitive since lower D indicates
a smoother short-term behaviour. However, the example results on fractals depicted on
the last rows of the table show that while in certain models SampEn and fractal dimen-
sion exhibit similar behaviour, they are fundamentally distinct. The fractals having a
high amount of regularity lead to vanishing SampEn, while the estimates for H and D
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demonstrate the fractal yet short-range dependent nature of the process.
Results of the multiscale sample entropy analysis for the case m = 2 are shown in
Figure 3.5. We see that the behaviour of SampEn at different length scales is very sens-
itive to the choice of the underlying process, and that no simple connection to H can be
made in general. However, for specific families of processes, such as white and fractional
Gaussian noises, H is indeed related to the scaling behaviour of SampEn as well. Also,
by comparing the multiscale entropies for Cauchy processes with D = 1.05 and D = 1.95
again shows that within the same model behaviour of SampEn on shorter timescales is
most clearly connected to the fractal dimension. For the D = 1.05 low complexities are
seen in shorter timescales, whereas for the D = 1.95 case almost white noise like beha-
viour is seen for smaller scale factors. However, comparison to the results for the Cauchy
class and the fractals again clearly demonstrates that no simple relationship between H,
D and multiscale SampEn can be seen.
These results on synthetic data sets indicate that estimates of dynamical systems
entropies can yield information on the behaviour of time series well beyond the usual
first and second order statistics. We shall accordingly apply these methods extensively
when studying the time domain dynamics of network behaviour in the third part of the
thesis.
PART II
CHARACTERISING AND MODELLING
DYNAMICS OVER SPACE AND TIME
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4ELEMENTS OF STOCHASTIC GEOMETRY
The theory covered in this chapter is that of random point patterns and random geo-
metric objects, collectively called stochastic geometry. The applications of stochastic
geometry in modelling communication systems are manifold. The one concerning us the
most is using it as a theoretical framework for reasoning about node locations, in partic-
ular those of a wireless network. Nevertheless, stochastic geometry has proven to be a
powerful tool in understanding the structure and dynamics of fixed networks as well.
As mentioned, the viewpoint adopted here will be probabilistic. The randomness
underlying our definitions can either be taken as an inherent property of the process
shaping the network geometry, or to characterise the unknown factors in network form-
ation. The latter is, of course, the Bayesian viewpoint. Of the references available we
shall mainly follow [129] and [213], with some elements borrowed from [250], [251],
and [252]. The present chapter is focussed on the probabilistic foundations of the sub-
ject matter, with statistical reasoning problems relevant to applications being treated
in the next chapter. We shall also briefly cover slightly more ‘exotic’ topics in stochastic
geometry, namely theory of random tessellations and random closed sets. Both of these
have found applications in, for example, deriving capacity estimates for networks as well
as solving coverage and spectrum management problems.
4.1 RANDOM MEASURES AND POINT PROCESSES
Let M be the set of Radon measures on a well-behaved topological space E with Borel
σ-algebra E . Denote then by Mp, Ms, Ma and Md the subsets of M consisting of point
measures, simple point measures, purely atomic measures and diffuse measures, re-
spectively. On M we define the canonical σ-algebra
M =σ
{
µ→µ( f )
∣∣ f ∈C0(E),µ∈M } , (4.1)
and denote the traces of this σ-algebra on Mp, Ms, Ma and Md by Mp, Ms, Ma and Md,
respectively. The σ-algebra M is the Borel σ-algebra relative to the vague topology on
M defined by the vague convergence µn( f )→ µ( f ) for all C0(E). In this topology Mp
is closed and is, together with M, a Polish space.
With these preliminaries a random measure on E is a measurable mapping of a
probability space (Ω,F ,P) into (M,M ), and a point process is a random measure with
values in Mp. Given a random measure N, and a set A ∈ E the random variable N(A) is
called themeasure ormass of A. Given a function f , the quantity
N( f )≡
∫
E
f (x)N(dx) (4.2)
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is called the integral of f with respect to N. A random measure N is called simple,
purely atomic or diffuse if P {N ∈Ms} = 1, P {N ∈ Ma} = 1 or P {N ∈Md} = 1, respect-
ively.
The natural interpretation of these definitions if N is a point process is to think of
N as a random distribution of indistinguishable points in E, N(A) being the number of
points lying in A ∈ E . We can always write N =∑n
i=1 εX i , where εx is the point mass at x
(the measure equivalent to Dirac delta distribution), X i is an E-valued random variable
on the probability space (Ω,F ,P), and n is a random variable with values in the set of
extended natural numbers (i.e., in N∪ {+∞}). If N is further simple the points X i are
almost surely distinct. In this representation N( f )=∑n
i=1 f (X i).
In the case E = R+ a point process N has a natural reinterpretation as a stochastic
process, often called the arrival process in this context. The X i are then the arrival
times, their differences the interarrival times Ui ≡ X i −X i−1, and N itself gives the
number of arrivals during a given interval. One often uses the shorthand Nt ≡ N([0, t])
for the number of arrivals until the time t. We shall briefly discuss some of the implic-
ations of this identification below especially as inference techniques for point processes
are presented.
As in Section 2.5 and subsequent material, various observations of N are represented
via different σ-algebras. Complete knowledge over a set A is given by the σ-algebra
FN (A)≡σ {N(B) |B ∈ E ,B⊆ A } . (4.3)
Complete observation of N is typically given the shorthand FN ≡FN (E). Observations
based on the integrals N( f i) correspond to the σ-algebras
FN ( f1, . . . , fk)≡σ{N( f1), . . . ,N( fk)}. (4.4)
4.2 BASIC CHARACTERISATION OF POINT PROCESSES
A point process N can be characterised in terms of other measures derived from N. Basic
examples are the mean measure of N, defined by µN (A) ≡ E {N(A)} for all A ∈ E , the
distribution LN ≡PN−1 and the void probabilities zN(A)≡P{N(A)= 0}. Putting
Nk(dx1, . . .,dxk)≡N(dx1) · · ·N(dxk) (4.5)
we can define the genericmoment measures µk
N
≡ E{Nk}. In particular, µk
N
(A×·· ·×A)
gives the kth moment of the number of points in A. The covariance measure of N is a
measure on E×E defined by ρN (A1×A2)≡µ2N(A1×A2)−µN (A1)µN (A2). The variance
of N(A) is then obviously given by Var(N(A)) = ρN (A× A). Given that N has moment
measure of order k, the cumulant measure of order k is defined by
γk(⊗kj=1 f j)≡
∑
J={Jℓ}
(−)|J |−1(|J |−1)!
∏
ℓ
µ|Jℓ|(⊗ j∈Jℓ f j), (4.6)
where summation is over all partitions of {1, . . .,k}.
In terms of the fundamental representation we can write
Nk =
∑
(i1,...,ik)
ε(X i1 ,...,X ik )
, (4.7)
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where the sum runs over all the k-tuples (i1, . . . , ik). Due to the singularities and other
pathologies caused by the occurrence of same indices at different elements of these k-
tuples it is often easier to work with the measures
N(k) ≡
∑ 6=
(i1,...,ik)
ε(X i1 ,...,X ik )
, (4.8)
where
∑ 6= denotes summation over k-tuples with distinct elements only. The correspond-
ing moment measures µ(k)
N
≡ E {N(k)} are called the factorial moment measures of N.
Factorial cumulant measures are defined similarly.
A fundamental tool in characterising point processes is the Laplace functional
LN( f )≡ E
{
exp
(
−N( f )
)}
(4.9)
defined for non-negative, E -measurable functions f . Also the probability generating
functional GN( f ) ≡ LN(− log f ) is commonly used [253, 254]. All the key properties of
LN can be recovered from LN . For example, we have
µN( f )= −
d
dα
LN (α f )
∣∣∣∣
α=0
, (4.10)
and zN (A) = limt→∞LN (tχA). Higher-order moments can be similarly recovered from
LN . As can be expected, two point processes with identical Laplace functionals are
equivalent in distribution.
All of these measures are of fundamental theoretical importance. However, they
tend to be rather cumbersome to work with as far as applications are concerned due
to their generality. In most applications the space E is equipped with further special
structure (such as a group structure or a metric) which can be exploited in character-
isation and inference. A common theme in the following chapter is to argue based on
absolute continuity that a suitable Radon-Nikodym exists for the above measures, and
use this derivative for further analysis. For example, the mean measure often admits
such derivative, yielding a function that measure the expected number of points for a
given area or volume of E. Another key tool is the definition of a “typical point”, around
which distances between points and other properties of N can be studied.
4.3 COMMON CLASSES AND MODELS
We shall now make the above discussion and definitions more concrete by defining com-
monly encountered classes of point processes.
4.3.1 Poisson and Cox Processes
The most fundamental point process both in theoretical and in practical sense is the
Poisson point process [255]. It is defined by the following two properties:
1. For disjoint A1, . . . ,Ak ∈ E the random variables N(A1), . . . ,N(Ak) are independent.
This is called the independent increments property of N.
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2. For each A ∈ E and k ∈N0, the hitting probabilities for N(A) read
P {N(A)= k}= µ(A)
k
k!
exp
(
−µ(A)
)
, (4.11)
where the (fixed) positive measure µ is called themean measure of N.
The basic statistics of N are easily calculated. We have directly from the definition that
zN(A)= exp
(
−µ(A)
)
, µN (A)=µ(A) and ρN(A×B)=µ(A∩B). The Laplace functional of a
Poisson point process can be shown to be
LN ( f )= exp
(
−
∫
E
(
1−exp(− f )
)
dµ
)
, (4.12)
and the second order moment and factorial moment measures are given by
µ2N ( f )=
∫
f (x, x)µ(dx)+
Ï
f (x, y)µ(dx)µ(dy), and
µ(2)
N
( f )=
Ï
x 6=y
f (x, y)µ(dx)µ(dy).
(4.13)
Almost as fundamental is the Cox process, which essentially is a Poisson point
process with a random mean measure. More precisely, given a random measure M on
E, and a point process N on E, both defined over the same probability space, N is a Cox
process directed by M if the following properties are satisfied:
1. For disjoint A1, . . . ,Ak ∈ E the random variables N(A1), . . . ,N(Ak) are conditionally
independent given M.
2. For each A ∈ E and k ∈N0,
P {N(A)= k |M}= M(A)
k
k!
exp
(
−M(A)
)
. (4.14)
The simplest Cox processes are obviously ones where M is a fixed measure multiplied
by a non-negative random variable (these are occasionally calledmixed Poisson point
processes). If M is deterministic, the Cox process becomes exactly a Poisson point
process.
4.3.2 Empirical Processes
Given n identically and independently distributed E-valued random variables X i, the
point process N =∑n
i=1 εX i is called an empirical process on E. If the count n is made
random, independent of X i , the resulting process is called amixed empirical process.
Again, Poisson point processes are recovered if n is made Poisson with mean µ(E), and
X i are chosen to satisfy P {X i ∈ A} = µ(A)/µ(E). In the case E = R+ a point process N =∑∞
i=1 εX i corresponds to a renewal process if X0 = 0 and the interarrival times Ui are
identically and independently distributed with interarrival distribution F.
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4.3.3 Marked Point Processes
For applications we often need to attach additional characteristics (such as node types
or used frequencies) to the locations obtained as a realization of a point process. The
natural tool for this in the probabilistic setting adopted is to consider marked point
processes, which are in effect point processes on a larger ‘configuration space’. More
precise version of this heuristic description is as follows. Let N =∑εX i be a point process
on E, and let E′ be another well-behaved topological space (called the mark space). A
marked point process on E with underlying process N is any point process
N ′ =
∑
i
ε(X i ,Zi) (4.15)
on E×E′. The random element Zi of E′ is themark at the point X i .
Marked point processes can be classified according to the dependence of the Zi on
the X i. The marked point process N
′ is said to be obtained from N by independent
marking if Zi are independently and identically distributed elements of E
′. Position-
dependent marking is defined similarly, by restricting the form of the mark distribu-
tion probabilities to
P {Zi ∈ A|N}=M(X i ,A). (4.16)
The functionM is called the transition probability from E to E′. Given a process with
position-dependent marking we have
LN′ ( f )= LN
(
− ln
(∫
E′
exp
(
− f (x, z)
)
M(x,dz)
))
(4.17)
for any f on E×E′.
4.3.4 Processes on Spaces with Special Structure
For the remainder of the section we assume that E is given enough structure to define
operations such as translations and rotations. Vector space or affine structure are suit-
able choices. Accordingly, we can take E to be either Rn or Zn depending on the exact
additional structure needed. Denote the translation operator by τx, so τx y = y− x.
For a measure µ on E we then have µτ−1x (A)=µ(A+ x), where the addition for the set A
is defined element-wise (recall the corresponding definitions from Chapter 2). Suppose
further that the underlying probability space is compatible with a family of operators
{θx}x∈E in the following sense:
1. The mapping (x,ω) 7→ θxω is jointly measurable.
2. The operator θ0 is the identity operator on E.
3. For all x, y∈ E, θx+y = θxθy.
With the notation N(x) ≡Nτ−1x we then call a point process N stationary with respect
to {θx} if for all x the map θx is measure-preserving, and N(x) =N ◦θx. In the case E =Rn
by replacing translations with rotations about the origin in the above yields definition
of isotropic point process. A point process that is both stationary and isotropic is called
motion invariant. Sometimes stationarity is an unnecessarily strong condition for
applications, and weaker notions akin to second or higher order stationarity of stochastic
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FIGURE 4.1: A realisation of a marked binomial point process of 100 randomly located
points, each with uniform distribution over the square.
processes suffice. These can be defined in terms of the invariance of the relevant moment
measures under translations.
A stationary Poisson point process conditioned on n is called the binomial point
process, a process of fundamental importance in simulations and analytical calcula-
tions related to wireless networks. An example realization of such a process with random
marking is illustrated in Figure 4.3.4.
4.3.5 Spatial-Temporal Point Processes
With the exception of point processes on R our setting has so far been static. To account
for points moving or appearing and disappearing over time we can simply let our space E
be a space-time T×E′, where E′ is now the ‘space’ indexed by time t ∈T. Letting T be a
discrete space it is easy to define Markov processes of spatial point processes. Important
example of these are the spatial birth-death processes, see [213] for details.
4.3.6 Ergodic Point Processes
Ergodicity plays a major role in statistical analysis of stochastic processes, enabling es-
timation of ensemble averages with large enough individual samples. The formal defin-
itions are as follows for the point process case. An event A is invariant if it remains
fixed under all θx. A point process N is ergodic if P {A} ∈ {0,1} for every invariant A.
The benefits of ergodicity for analysing a point processes are similar to those present for
stochastic processes. Unfortunately, while ergodicity can often be assumed for stochastic
processes, large number of relevant point processes are, in fact, non-ergodic. For ex-
ample, while the stationary Poisson point processes is certainly ergodic, the mixed one
is not. Lack of ergodicity in effect makes complete inference of the behaviour of a point
process from a single realization impossible.
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4.4 OPERATIONS ON POINT PROCESSES
Often the most straightforward method for deriving results for a point process of interest
is to cast it into a modification of a Poisson or binomial process, or some other process for
which analytical results are available. Typical operations used in such modifications are
affine transformations, thinning, superposition, and clustering, some of which
are illustrated in Figure 4.2. We shall discuss each of these in some detail. Additionally,
one can consider mappings of point process under a function f : E→ E′, where E′ is
another well-behaved topological space. One trivially has that for the mapped point
process N f −1 =∑i ε f (X i ) the Laplace functional satisfies LNf −1(g)=LN (g◦ f ). This yields
in many cases the preferred way for calculating moments and other characteristics for
mapped point processes. Affine transformations of point processes arise as a simple
special case in which E′ =E is equipped with linear or affine structure and f is an affine
transformation.
Thinning is an operation of randomly deleting points of a point process N, yielding a
thinned point process N ′ ⊂N. A reasonably general formulation is the following. Let
p i be random variables conditionally independent of N =
∑
i εX i such that P {p i = 1 |N}=
1−P {p i = 0 |N}= p(X i) for a measurable function p : E→ [0,1]. Now, we let N ′ be given
by p-thinning: N ′ = ∑i p iεX i . In this case there are again straightforward relations
between the principal characteristics of N and N ′. For example, we have for the Laplace
functionals the relation
LN′ ( f )= LN
(
− ln(1− p− pe− f )
)
(4.18)
and for the mean measures
µN′ (dx)= p(x)µN (dx) (4.19)
holds. Additional relations can be established between higher moments, reduced mo-
ment functions, and so on. See [213] for further details. Two further generalizations of
p-thinnings are of interest as well. First is obtained by letting the retention probabil-
ities induced by p be random (but still independent of N). The second generalization
is that of dependent thinnings, in which the retention probabilities can depend on N
via, for example, the nearest neighbour distances. We shall encounter processes that can
be thought of as being obtained from Poisson point processes by dependent thinnings in
the next chapter.
Superposition of point processes is intuitively defined by taking the union of the
points resulting from the constituent processes. For a formal definition consider a (pos-
sibly infinite) collection {Ni} of point processes. The superposition of the Ni is then
defined as the point process N satisfying
N(A)=
∑
i
Ni(A) (4.20)
for all A. In the case of an infinite sum, we require that the resulting N is still a point
process, that is, that N(B) remains bounded for all bounded B. If all the Ni are inde-
pendent, we have
LN( f )=
∏
i
LNi ( f ) (4.21)
allowing the moments of N to be determined if the Laplace functionals of the Ni are
easily calculated. If a point process N can be written as a superposition of n independent
and identically distributed point processes for every n, N is called infinitely divisible.
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FIGURE 4.2: Illustration of clustering (middle) and thinning (right) of a point processes
on the left.
An operation closely related to superposition is that of clustering. Informally a usual
clustered point process is obtained from some basic process N by replacing the points of
N by realizations of further point processes {Ni}. The general definition can be stated in
terms of marked point processes. Namely, we consider N as the underlying process with
marks {Ni} on the space of point processes of another well-behaved topological space E
′.
The cluster process is then defined as the superposition of the {Ni}. Notice that the
intuitive picture given in the above is only accurate in the case E = E′. If the {Ni} are
independent we can again study the cluster process using the multiplicative property of
the Laplace functionals. Clustered processes are extremely important modelling tools in
the wireless networking context, and will be studied in depth in the following.
4.5 SIMULATING POINT PROCESSES
We often need to generate realisations for various point processes numerically for sim-
ulation purposes or for Monte Carlo estimation of the corresponding statistics. The the-
oretical foundations of estimating statistical characteristics of random measures from
empirical realisations are discussed in the next chapter, whereas here our focus is on
numerically generating the said realisations.
In order to generate binomial or Poisson processes on E ⊂ Rd , we begin by generat-
ing an uniformly distributed point of E. Both binomial and stationary Poisson processes
can then be constructed by superposition of either deterministic or Poisson-distributed
number of such points. If E is a hypercube [0,1]d or an affine transformation thereof, the
problem is reduced component-wise to the application of classical techniques for gener-
ating random variates. For less regular E several techniques can be used. If exactness
requirements of the simulation are lax enough, the approximation of E by a collection
of transformed hypercubes can be an effective approach. For exact results, the approx-
imation procedure can be refined using rejection sampling, that is, we generate points
uniformly distributed on A, with E ⊂ A, and retain only the first point hitting E. Fi-
nally, for regular regions, such as ellipsoids or surfaces of revolution, transformation
techniques can effectively be applied.
Generation of non-stationary Poisson processes is only slightlymore involved. Simple
solution is to use a method based on thinning of a stationary process as suggested
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in [256]. We assume that the intensity of the Poisson process we seek to generate is
given by ν(x), and that this function attains a maximum (or at least a least upper bound)
νm. We can now generate a realisation of a homogeneous Poisson process with intens-
ity νm, followed by a p(x)-thinning where p(x)= ν(x)/νm. The resulting process has the
desired distribution. Cox processes can also be seen as limits of Poisson processes with
successive thinnings applied, so similar methods can be used to generate realisations of
Cox processes as well. For further details and discussion see [257].
4.6 RANDOM CLOSED SETS
Until now our discussion on stochastic geometry has been almost solely focusing on the
theory of point processes. This is well justified as they still form the core of the subject,
and especially in our context are central to the applications. There are, however, other
aspects of stochastic geometry that can be applied in network modeling. We shall study
three of these, namely theories of random closed sets (the subject of the present section),
random tessellations, and random geometric graphs (topics for the next two sections).
Many of the random closed sets encountered in applications are closely related to point
processes, and can, in fact, be defined as such on a suitable configuration space. Simplest
examples are so-called germ-grain models, in which a prescribed set such as a disc is
attached to each point of a realisation of a point process. Random geometric objects have
a more generic theory as well, but even that admits an interpretation as a point process
in a suitable high-dimensional space.
The general theory of random closed sets is based on the generalization of hitting
probabilities. Namely, let F be the collection of all closed subsets of E. Let F then be
the smallest σ-algebra containing all the hitting sets, that is,
F ≡σ(FK )≡σ {F ∈F |F∩K 6= ; } , . (4.22)
where K is a compact subset of E. For a detailed discussion of the structure and al-
ternative definitions of F the reader is referred to [258]. A random closed set is then
defined as a measurable map Ξ from a probability space to (F,F ). This map induces
a distribution LΞ on (F,F ) by LΞ(A) ≡ P {Ξ ∈ A}, which is completely characterised by
the capacity functional
TΞ(K )=P {Ξ∩K 6= ;}=LΞ(FK ). (4.23)
Independence, stationarity, isotropy and ergodicity are defined for Ξ in term of LΞ in
the usual manner.
A Boolean model Ξ consists of a sequence {Ξi}
∞
i=0 of identically and independently
distributed random compact sets placed at the germs X i ∈ E forming a stationary Pois-
son point process N =∑εX i with intensity ν:
Ξ=
∞⋃
i=1
(X i+Ξi). (4.24)
The set Ξ0 not appearing in the above expression is called the primary grain of the
process, and one typically requires that
E {λ(Ξ0⊕K )}<∞ (4.25)
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Xi
Xi + Ξi
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FIGURE 4.3: An example realisation of a Boolean model on E ⊂ R2 with Ξi being discs
of random radius.
for all compact sets K . This ensures that any compact set K intersects a finite number of
the grains X i+Ξi, ensuring that Ξ yields closed sets. The reader looking for a definition
more in line with the application of randommeasures can alternatively think of Ξ either
as a suitable Poisson point process on the space of all non-empty compact subsets of E, or
as a marked Poisson point process with marks Ξi. A simple Boolean model is illustrated
on Figure 4.3.
Typical problems posed given a Boolean model Ξ are similar to those related to point
processes, namely calculation and estimation of various characteristics and statistics
together with parametric or non-parametric inference. Usually substantial restrictions
are made, such as letting Ξi to be convex and assuming that E =Rd for some d, causing
the statistics of interest mostly coincide with statistics of the convex body functionals
discussed in Section 2.1.3. However, very general Ξi can be studied as well. In the
case of cluster processes, for example, the Ξi are in fact point processes in themselves.
Also, for suitable choices of E and Ξi number of other processes can be recovered. For
example, letting the grains be intervals of the real line, Ξ becomes essentially a model
of an M/G/∞ queueing node.
A fundamental characteristic of a Boolean model is again the capacity functional
TΞ(K )≡P {Ξ∩K 6= ;}= 1−exp
(
−νE
{
λ(Ξˇ0⊕K )
})
(4.26)
defined for arbitrary compact sets K .
The general germ-grain model differs from the Boolean one by allowing the under-
lying point process N =∑i εX i to be arbitrary, as well as letting the Ξi be dependent on
each other and on N. The expression for Ξ itself remains unchanged, still being given
by
Ξ=
∞⋃
i=1
(X i+Ξi). (4.27)
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FIGURE 4.4: The Stienen model on the plane. The dashed lines denote the so-called
Voronoi diagram of N, see the next section for details.
A simple example of a general germ-grain process on a metric space is given by the
Stienen model defined on a stationary Poisson point process, with spherical grains of
radii equal to half of the nearest-neighbour distances of N (see Figure 4.4 for illustra-
tion). The Stienen model is clearly not Boolean, as the grains are deterministic given
N. This is also a simple example of the case of dependent marking if Ξ is viewed as a
marked Poisson point process.
We conclude by illustrating how classical processes of geometric objects, such as line
and plane processes, can be viewed as point processes on a suitably defined space. This
gives further introduction to thinking in terms of configuration spaces in the sense of
dynamical systems. There do exist surface processes for which such a point of view is less
useful, namely those requiring infinite-dimensional configuration spaces. An example of
interest in our present context is that ofmanifold processes [259], which yield random
curved surfaces possibly embedded into a higher-dimensional space.
Let us begin with line processes. These are random and locally finite collections of
one-dimensional affine subspaces of R2. To enable description in terms of a point process
we first need to establish a representation or configuration space for the lines. The obvi-
ous choice is R×S, parameterised in the usual manner by co-ordinates (p,α), with p ∈R
and α ∈ [0,π) or α ∈ [0,2π) should directionality be of interest (see Figure 4.5 for illus-
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FIGURE 4.5: Parameters for two lines on R2. The parameterisation is unique up to the
choice of the dashed line.
FIGURE 4.6: A realisation of a Poisson line process.
tration). Accordingly, line processes can be thought of as a special case of planar point
processes. Figure 4.6 shows a realisation of a homogeneous Poisson line process con-
structed in this manner. This line of thought generalises directly to higher dimensions.
For example, plane processes can be thought of as point processes on the generalised
cylinder R×S2.
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FIGURE 4.7: An example of a degenerate Voronoi diagram.
Since many geometric objects can be described using a finite number of parameters,
this approach is quite generic. However, it rapidly loses utility if the structure of the con-
figuration space becomes too complex. Already relatively simple geometric objects such
as triads of points (orbits of triplets of Rn under rotations and affine transformations)
can have rather involved configuration spaces. For example, in general the configura-
tion space of k-ads of planar points is the complex projective space CPk−2 [260]. (For the
case of triplets k= 3 the projective space CP1 is homeomorphic to S2 and still possible to
visualise.)
4.7 SPATIAL TESSELLATIONS
Spatial tessellations are subdivisions of a space E into regions. The traditional methods,
such as Voronoi diagrams, use a collection points X i ∈ E as the basis for the partition,
leading into formation of regions V (X i) covering E, each containing precisely one of the
“generators” X i . In our applications X i will often be taken as a realisation of a point
process. The regions V (X i) have several interpretations, particularly common one being
a service region for a base station, an access point or a switching centre located at X i .
As the theory of spatial tessellations is vast, we cover only a minor subset necessary
for later applications. Excellent reviews of the complete theory are available [261, 262],
and they serve as the primary references throughout this section.
4.7.1 Basic Definitions
We begin by considering the planar (i.e. R2) case. Let X = {X1, . . . ,Xn} be a collection of
n points, with 2< n<∞. The Voronoi polygon of X i is the closed set
V (X i)≡
{
y ∈R2
∣∣‖y−X i‖≤ ∥∥y−X j∥∥ , j 6= i } . (4.28)
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FIGURE 4.8: An example realisation of a bounded Poisson-Voronoi diagram.
The set V (X ) ≡ {V (X1), . . . ,V (Xn)} is the Voronoi diagram generated by X . Given a
bounded set S, the bounded Voronoi diagram is then defined by V∩S(X ) ≡ {V (X1)∩
S, . . . ,V (Xn)∩S}. The boundary ∂V (X i) of a Voronoi polygon consists of line segments,
half-lines or infinite lines, all called Voronoi edges. We denote by e(X i,X j) ≡ V (X i)∩
V (X j) the Voronoi edge generated by the points X i and X j (which can be empty). The
union ∪i∂V (X i) of Voronoi edges is called the Voronoi network. A point shared by
three or more Voronoi edges is called a Voronoi vertex. If a Voronoi vertex sharing
more than three Voronoi edges exists, V (X ) is called degenerate (see Figure 4.7 for an
example). Otherwise, V (X ) is called non-degenerate. Unless mentioned otherwise, all
Voronoi diagrams are assumed to be non-degenerate. The extension of these definitions
into Rn for n > 2 is not difficult, with only complication arising from the structure of
the boundaries of the Voronoi polygons, which are then of higher dimension and admit
further decompositions into lower-dimensional components.
4.7.2 Poisson-Voronoi Diagrams
In the above we have not taken a stand on how one arrives at the given set of generators
G i. In several applications it is convenient to let these be described by a stochastic
process, such as a point process. The best studied example of such a construction is the
Poisson-Voronoi diagram VP(X ), in which X is taken to be a stationary Poisson point
process (see Figure 4.8 for an illustration). The construction of the Voronoi diagram
generates further point processes from X , such as those of the centroids of the s-faces
(0-faces are the vertices, 1-faces the edges, and so on). By stationarity of X , these point
processes are also stationary, and thus have intensities νs. Since on R
n the intensity of
X is ν= νn from the identity
(
1− (−1)s
)
νs =
s−1∑
t=0
(−1)t
(
m− t+1
s− t
)
νt (4.29)
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we can deduce relations between ν and the νs. These relations can be used to simplify
the expressions for the expected s-dimensional measures of s-faces such as
νtEtVs =
ν(n−s)/n2n−s+1π(n−s)/2
n(t− s)!(n− t+1)!
×
Γ
(
n2− sn+ s+1
2
)
Γ
(n
2
+1
)n−s+s/n
Γ
(
n− s+ s
n
)
Γ
(
n2− sn+ s
2
)
Γ
(
n+1
2
)n−s
Γ
(
s+1
2
) , (4.30)
where 0≤ s ≤ t≤ n. The expectation operator in νtEtVs is the Palm expectation with re-
spect to a ‘typical’ t-face, which we will define precisely in the next chapter. While the ex-
pression as a whole might look daunting, it simplifies substantially for low-dimensional
cases. For example, in R2 the intensity of the Voronoi vertices turns out to be exactly
2ν, the mean cell area E2V2 is just ν
−1 and typical edge length is E1V1 = 2/(3
p
ν). Ana-
lytical expressions for distributions of several measures of Voronoi diagrams are also
known exactly for VP. Unfortunately the distribution of cell areas, the quantity of great
interest to us, is still unknown (although good approximations based on Monte Carlo
simulations exists). The reader is referred to [262] for a comprehensive overview of the
state-of-the-art.
4.8 RANDOM GEOMETRIC GRAPHS
The location distribution of network nodes is already interesting on its own right. How-
ever, when suitable abstraction of connectivity is brought into the picture applications
of point process models become broader still. We devote this last section of the present
chapter to the study of graph models for connectivity of a wireless network, however this
time not as independent objects as was done in Chapter 2, but as constructions depend-
ent on the choice of a location distribution and some mechanism of connecting nodes at
different locations with links. Given probabilistic description of node locations, a point
process, we again arrive at a probabilistic network model, this time that of random
geometric graphs.
We follow the notation of [263] with slight modifications in the spirit of [264]. Let {X i}
be a collection of identically and independently distributed E-valued random variables,
with E typically being chosen as an open subset of Rd . We denote the corresponding
empirical point process of n points by Nn ≡
∑n
i=1 εX i , and by Pλ the Poisson point process
obtained by making n Poisson with mean λ. We define a connector as a function C :
E ×E → {0,1}. Given affine or vector space structure on E we define homogeneous
and isotropic connectors in the obvious manner. Now, given a point process N and a
connector C, we define the random C-geometric graph of N by
G(N,C)≡
(
N, {(X ,Y )∈N×N |C(X ,Y )= 1 }
)
. (4.31)
If C is symmetric, then G(N,C) is obviously isomorphic to an undirected graph, and we
shall treat it as such. Let us now assume that E is equipped with a norm ‖ ·‖. The
arguably simplest nontrivial connector is the one based on the norm-induced distance
between the nodes, given by
C(‖·‖,r)(X ,Y )≡
[
‖Y −X‖ ≤ r
]
. (4.32)
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FIGURE 4.9: An example of a random geometric graph on a plane.
For simplicity, we denote the corresponding random geometric graph by
G(N, r)≡G(N,C(‖·‖,r)), (4.33)
the norm being implicitly given. See Figure 4.9 for an example realisation of a random
geometric graph on R2. A substantially more complex example of a connector definition
is the one yielding the Delaunay graph of N, corresponding to the dual of the Voronoi
tessellation:
C(X ,Y )= [∃(x, r)∈ E×R+ :N∩B(x, r)= {X ,Y }]. (4.34)
We can also consider cases in which the connectors have a degree of randomness in
them. The simplest example would be to study the model G(N, r) with r being a random
variable. Such constructions can be used to study connectivity of wireless networks with
fading channels, for example.
We proceed now to give an overview of the available results on the behaviour of
G(N, r) for N = Nn and N = Pλ. We shall mainly follow [263] (which is the standard, al-
beit highly advanced, reference on these matters), with additional references to specific
results of interest. We begin with the component structure. Let Γ be a connected graph
of order k≥2. We call Γ feasible if there exists r so that G(Nn, r) is isomorphic to Γ with
non-zero probability. We then denote by Gn(Γ) the number of induced subgraphs of
G(Nn, r) isomorphic to Γ, and by G˜n(Γ) the number of subgraphs proper also so iso-
morphic. We further denote by Jn(Γ) the number of components of G(Nn, r) isomorphic
to Γ. Clearly Jn(Γ) ≤Gn(Γ). All of these definitions have equivalents with Nn replaced
by Pn. These quantities will be denoted by G
′
n and J
′
n, respectively.
The basic asymptotic result on mean induced subgraph counts with limn→∞ rn = 0 is
lim
n→∞ r
−d(k−1)
n n
−k
E {Gn(Γ)}= lim
n→∞ r
−d(k−1)
n n
−k
E
{
G′n(Γ)
}
≡µΓ. (4.35)
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The asymptotic mean µΓ can be written explicitly as
µΓ =
1
k!
∫
E
f (x)k dx
∫
Rd×···×Rd
[G({0, x1, . . . , xk−1},1)∼=Γ]d(x1, . . .xk−1), (4.36)
where f (x) is the density of the {X i}. For Jn we have in the sparse limit nr
d
n → 0
similarly
lim
n→∞
1
nkr
d(k−1)
n
E {Jn(Γ)}=µΓ. (4.37)
In the thermodynamic limit nrdn→ ρ ∈ (0,∞) we have
lim
n→∞
1
n
E {Jn(Γ)}= lim
n→∞
1
n
E
{
J′n(Γ)
}
= 1
k
∫
E
pΓ
(
ρ f (x)
)
dx, (4.38)
where pΓ(λ) denotes the probability that for a homogeneous Poisson point process Hλ
of intensity λ the component of G(Hλ∪ {0},1) that contains the origin is isomorphic to
Γ. Like µΓ, also pΓ(λ) can be expressed explicitly in terms of an integral. Defining
V ({xi})≡ |∪i B(xi,1)| we have
pΓ(λ)=
λk−1
(k−1)!
∫
Rd×···×Rd
[G({0, x1, . . . , xn},1)∼=Γ]
×exp
(
−λV ({0, x1, . . . , xn})
)
d(x1, . . .xk−1).
(4.39)
These results on the behaviour of the mean are already useful, but of course still in a
sense very weak. To enable, for example, model fitting with control over the variance of
the results, second order and distributional properties should be established. The latter
take form of convergence in distribution and various laws of large numbers. We shall not
go into details here for space reasons, and instead refer the interested reader to [263] for
a thorough overview.
Let us now focus for a moment on the degree sequence of G(Nn, r) andG(Pλ, r) which
is also closely related together with the subgraph structure to the chromatic structure
of the graph. Both of these are of intense interest in communications applications. The
degree of a node relates directly to the amount of interference one is expected to exper-
ience, as well as performance and behaviour of medium access control protocols. The
chromatic structure on the other hand is of interest in various resource allocation prob-
lems, especially in frequency allocation.
Given a collection N = {X i} of points of Rd, denote by Dk(x,N) the distance to the kth
nearest neighbour of x in N. This is precisely the distance r at which x is of degree k in
G(N, r). To these distances we associate the empirical process
ζ(t)≡
∑
x∈N
[Dk(x,N)≤ t] (4.40)
which will be used to study the basic properties of the degree sequence or degree dis-
tribution of G(N, r) (see Figure 4.10 for an illustration of a typical degree distributions
of random geometric graphs). The basic question studied in the literature has been to
find, given r, the number or proportion of vertices with degree at least k ∈N, a question
directly answered by ζ(r). In general the behaviour of ζ(r) either with r fixed, or with
respect to the entire distribution can again be studied in a number of limiting regimes.
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FIGURE 4.10: Examples of degree distributions for random geometric graphs on Pois-
son and Thomas point processes, latter being an example of a clustered point process
discussed in detail in the following chapter.
Two of the most important of these are two either consider fixed k, or letting k also be a
sequence kn with the limit kn→∞, but suitably slowly by requiring
lim
n→∞n
−2/(d+2)kn = 0. (4.41)
In the first case we define rn(t) by
nrn(t)
d = t, (4.42)
and in the latter case by
nrn(t)
d = s
(
kn+ t
√
kn
)
, (4.43)
where s, t ∈ R+. Denote then by Zn(t) the total number of vertices of G
(
Nn, rn(t)
)
with
degree of at least kn, with Z
′
n defined similarly for the Poisson point process case. Fur-
ther, let πλ denote the mass function of a Poisson random variable with parameter λ,
and let φ(t) denote the density function of the standard normal distribution. Finally, put
θ ≡ |B(0,1)|, and let Φ(t) denote the distribution of φ(t).
With these preparations we can state the basic first-order results on the behaviour
of the vertex degrees. In the case kn = k we have
lim
n→∞
1
n
E {Zn(t)}= lim
n→∞
1
n
E
{
Z′n(t)
}
=
∫
E
πθt f (x)
(
[k,∞)
)
f (x)dx, (4.44)
whereas for the limiting regime (4.41) the right-hand side reads
lim
n→∞
1
n
E {Zn(s, t)}= lim
n→∞
1
n
E
{
Z′n(s, t)
}
= F(L+s ∩E)+Φ(t)F(Ls∩E), (4.45)
where F is the distribution of f and the level set Ls and L
+
s are defined by
Ls ≡
{
x ∈Rd
∣∣∣ sθ f (x)= 1} and L+s ≡ { x ∈Rd ∣∣∣sθ f (x)> 1} , (4.46)
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FIGURE 4.11: The spectra of random geometric graphs on Poisson and Thomas point
processes. Average spectral density over 10000 realisations is shown, with parameters
νppp = 100, c¯ = 20, νth = 5, σ = 0.15 and r = 0.2. Notice the secondary peaks for the
Thomas process case at λ= 0 and λ= 1.
respectively. These results can be turned into strong laws of large numbers by applica-
tion of Azuma’s inequality, see [263] for details.
A common feature across all major random geometric graph types is their distinct
nature from their usual random graph counterparts. For example, the spectral struc-
tures of random geometric graphs behave qualitatively differently from the random
graph case, as shown in [265] and [266]. In the former of these it is shown that the
spectrum is expected to have, in the so-called thermodynamic limit, a singularity at
−1. Further, it is shown that the spectrum is well-behaved in the sense that a limiting
density exists as n→∞. The authors also give a number of simulation results for the
spectrum of G(Nn, r). To have a baseline for comparison we have repeated these avail-
able simulations for G(N, r), and have also extensively studied the spectrum for other
point processes and connectors. Examples of the results for the Poisson and Thomas
process cases are given in Figure 4.11.
CHAPTER SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS
In this chapter we first established the basic foundations of stochastic geometry, with
specific focus on point processes and random closed sets derived from those. While most
of our applications will be on point processes on the plane, somewhat higher level of gen-
erality was used in the definitions to enable definition of more general random closed
sets as point processes on a suitable configuration space. We also introduced selected
random objects built on point processes, such as random tessellations and geometric
graphs. Unlike in majority of telecommunications and wireless networking related in-
troductions to stochastic geometry (see, for example, [267–269]), our focus was not on
the Poisson point process and associated random objects. Instead, as a preparation for
the following chapters, we specifically focused and highlighted the differences expected
between objects based on the Poisson point process andmore general point processes. We
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also introduced the fundamental correlation measures that can be used to characterize
the deviation of a point process from the Poisson case.
5STATISTICS AND MODELS FOR POINT PROCESSES
Now that the basic theory of point processes has been established we proceed by defining
further statistics and models that turn out to be useful when analysing and modelling
wireless communication systems. We begin by definingCampbell measures for a point
process N, which are used to define various conditional probabilities and associated
functionals for. In particular, we define Palm probabilities and Palm expectation,
as well as Gibbs measures and Papangelou kernels all based on Campbell measures.
Each of these carries different type of conditional information on N. The former can
be thought of as yielding information on N conditioned on a point measure or, in the
stationary case, on N having a point at origin, whereas the latter yield information
on the likelihood of there being a point of N at x ∈ E conditioned on an observation of
N∩ (E− x). We then define various statistics, such as n-point correlation functions,
as an alternative method for characterising correlations in point processes, based on the
use of special structure on E. After this, we study various models for point processes that
can be used for experimental work. We conclude the chapter by discussing selected topics
on statistics of random closed sets, and the use of derived geometric constructions such
as Boolean processes and random geometric graphs for characterising point processes.
5.1 CAMPBELL MEASURES AND CONDITIONING
Let N again be a point process on E. Suppose we are given a collection of points
{x1, . . ., xn} ⊂ E and we seek to ascertain the law of N, conditioned on the fact that n
points of N coincide with the given xi. Naively we would write down something like
P
{
N−
∑
i
εxi ∈Γ
∣∣N({xi})= 1} , (5.1)
but it is not immediatelly clear how to interpret such an expression meaningfully as
the conditioning events are of probability zero. The approach currently preferred in
the literature and outlined below is based on establishing a suitable Radon-Nikodym
derivative.
We begin by introducing some notation, closely following the treatment in [129]. Let
us denote the space of simple point measures ofmass k by
Ms(k)≡ {N ∈Ms |N(E)= k } , (5.2)
and let
M∗ ≡
∞∑
k=0
Ms(k) (5.3)
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denote the elements of Ms with finite mass. Now, given a simple point process N, we
define on Ms(k)×Ms the Campbell measure of order k of N by
C
(k)
N
(Λ×Γ)≡ E
{∫
Ek
[ k∑
i=1
εxi ∈Λ
][
N−
k∑
i=1
εxi ∈Γ
]
N(k)(dx)
}
, (5.4)
where N(k) is defined by (4.8). For k = 0 we further put C(0)
N
(Λ×Γ) = [0 ∈ Λ]P {N ∈ Γ}.
Additionally, we define the compound Campbell measure of N on M∗×Mp by
CN(Λ×Γ)≡
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
C(k)(Λ×Γ). (5.5)
Notice that the Campbell measures of order k are in a sense refinements of the factorial
moment measures, since the latter are recovered as Γ→ Ms. This motivates the defini-
tion of the compound factorial moment measure by KN(Λ)≡CN(Λ×Ms).
With the preliminary definitions in place we now define the reduced Palm distri-
butions of N by the transition probability
QN(µ,dν)≡
dCN
(
( · )×dν
)
dCN
(
( · )×Ms
) (µ) (5.6)
from M∗ to Mp. A point process Nµ with µ ∈ M∗ and distribution QN
(
µ, ( · )
)
is called a
reduced Palm process of N. The (unreduced)Palm distributionsQ∗
N
(
µ, (·)
)
of N (and
the corresponding Palm processes) are defined analogously, by replacing [N−∑k
i=1 εxi ∈ Γ]
and N(k) in (5.4) by [N ∈Γ] and Nk, respectively.
As mentioned above the reduced Palm distributions are not the only possible de-
composition of the Campbell measure. The alternative leads to a kernel which has the
interpretation of giving the probability for the existence of a point of N at x provided
that the structure of N is known for all of E− {x}. We first define the Gibbs kernel of N
on M×Mp by
G(µ,dν)≡ QN(µ,dν)
QN(µ, {0})
, (5.7)
and the Gibbs measure by M(Γ) ≡ G(N,Γ). The Gibbs kernel can be further decom-
posed into the sum G(µ,dν)=∑∞
k=0Gn(µ,dν), where each of the summandsGn is restric-
ted to subspaces of mass n. Further, each of the Gn can be expressed in the form
Gn(µ,dν)=
1
n!
Rn
(
µ,
{
(x1, . . . , xn)
∣∣∣∣∣ n∑
k=1
εxk ∈ dν
})
, (5.8)
where the Rn are called the Papangelou kernels of N. See [270–272] for detailed
discussion.
Finally, we note, following [129], that there is a close parallel to the treatment of ran-
dom graphs in terms of the energy function and Gibbs entropy encountered earlier, and
the Gibbs kernel. Suppose that N is a Poisson point process on E with mean measure
µ, and N ′ is a point process such that the likelihood ratio f ≡ dLN′ /dLN exists and is
strictly positive. Further, define the energy function H by
H(ν,ν+η)≡− log
(
f (ν+η)
f (ν)
)
. (5.9)
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Then the Gibbs kernel of N ′ can be written as
G(ν,Γ)=
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
∫
Ek
exp
(
−H
(
ν,ν+
k∑
i=1
εxi
))[
k∑
i=1
εxi ∈ Γ
]
µk(dx). (5.10)
These considerations can also be in a sense reversed, using the above relations to define
point processes by prescribing an energy function with respect to a Poisson point pro-
cess. We shall see in Chapter 8 below that this approach is highly useful in practical
applications of point processes to network modeling problems.
5.2 STATISTICS ON SPACES WITH SPECIAL STRUCTURE
The point process characterisations discussed in Section 4.2 and in the previous section
relied only on measure-theoretic constructs on topological spaces in their definition. Just
as placement of extra structure on E allowed for richer variety of models to be defined,
also several additional statistics become available if E is given, for example, a metric
structure. We shall begin by considering stationary point processes.
5.2.1 Spaces with Group Structure
By definition the first moment measure of a stationary point process N must be invariant
under translations, and must thus be a scalar multiple of the normalized Haar measure
λ on E. The corresponding scalar multiple νN satisfying µN = νNλ is called the intens-
ity of N. Similar reasoning can be applied to higher moments (if they exist), leading to
definition of reduced moment measures µk∗ by
µk( · )=
∫
Ek−1
λz( · )µk∗(dz), (5.11)
where z ∈Ek−1 and λz denotes the image of λ under the map x 7→ (z1+ x, z2+ x, . . . , zk−1+
x, x). Similar definition yields reduced cumulant measures γk∗ in terms of the cumu-
lant measures γk, and their factorial counterparts. We shall see that µk∗ have an intuitive
definition in terms of moment measures with respect to the Palm expectation. The pres-
ence of λ allows us to characterise point processes also with respect to various density
functions, obtained as Radon-Nikodym derivatives of the above-defined measures (such
as moment measures) with respect to λ. Particularly important are the product dens-
ities, defined by
ρ(n)
N
≡
dµ(n)
N
dλ
. (5.12)
In the second-order case, the product density is usually further decomposed into the
form
ρ(2)
N
(x, y)= νN(x)νN (y)
(
1+ξN (x, y)
)
, (5.13)
where ξN is called the pair correlation function. Higher order correlation functions
can be defined in a similar fashion. If N is stationary, ξ will further depend only on the
separation y− x. Stationary also allows definition of Papangelou conditional intens-
ity as family of densities of the Papangelou kernels with respect to the first argument.
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The intensity of a simple point process has a local characterisation as well. Let (K i)
be a bounded sequence of compact sets with λ(K i)> 0 for all i, and limi→∞diam(K i)→ 0.
Then
P {N(K i)= 1}= νNλ(K i)+ o
(
λ(K i)
)
, and
P {N(K i)≥ 2}= o
(
λ(K i)
)
.
(5.14)
For an ergodic point process one has additionally
lim
Ki→Rn
N(K i)
λ(K i)
= νN . (5.15)
Similar characterisations can be given for the product densities leading to expression for
higher order moments for the number of points falling in a given Borel set. See [213] for
examples.
Palm distributions are especially appropriate for studying stationary point processes.
By stationarity it makes sense to define Palm measure of N by P∗{ · } ≡ νNQ∗N
(
ε0, ( · )
)
.
This is actually slight abuse of notation as P∗ is not in general the probability measure
one might expect it to be (for that one needs the Palm distribution P0 ≡ P∗{ · }/P∗{Ω},
where Ω is the underlying probability space). Nevertheless, the integrals of P∗ define
a useful expectation operator, the Palm expectation E∗. In fact, the relation between
Palm probabilities and reduced moment measures alluded to above is precisely µk∗ =
E
∗{Nk−1}.
5.2.2 Metric Spaces
Let us now further assume that E is a metric space with metric dE. We can use this met-
ric to consider statistics measuring ‘typical’ behaviour of the distances di j ≡ dE(X i ,X j)
between points of a realization of a point process. Given a star-shaped compact subset
B ⊂ E of positive measure containing the origin the contact distribution function
with respect to B is defined by HB(r)≡ 1−P {N(rB)= 0} for r ≥ 0. The set B is called the
test set, special case of B = B(0, r) giving the spherical contact distribution func-
tion, often denoted by Hs(r). The latter distribution is often used in conjunction with
the nearest-neighbour distance distribution function
D(r)≡ 1−P0{N(rB)= 1} (5.16)
to define the J-statistic [273]
J(r)≡ 1−D(r)
1−Hs(r)
. (5.17)
The J-statistic has intuitively clear meaning, values J(r) < 1 indicating “clustering”
and J(r) > 1 indicating a “regular” point pattern. For Poisson process D(r) = Hs(r), so
J(r)≡ 1. Figure 5.1 illustrates the estimate of the J-function for a Poisson process with
ν= 100 on a unit square. The deviation from the theoretical value of one for larger r is
due to edge effects, which can be ameliorated using any of the different edge correction
techniques for the statistics of interest (such as methods from survival analysis) [274].
We shall discuss examples of edge correction techniques below.
The second reduced moment function or the Ripley K -function K (r) is defined
by
K (r)≡µ2∗
(
B(0, r)
)
. (5.18)
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FIGURE 5.1: The estimate of the J-function for a Poisson point process with intensity
ν = 100 on the unit square. The shaded area denotes the pointwise confidence interval
of the estimate computed over 1000 realisations of the process.
The interpretation of this statistic is appealing: νNK (r) is the mean number of neigh-
bours within a distance r from a ‘typical point’, again defined precisely in terms of Palm
distributions. The K -function estimate for the Poisson point process on the plane is
shown for illustration in Figure 5.2. The quadratic shape one would expect from the
above interpretation is clearly visible.
Since K (r) tends to grow as a power law as r→∞, in applications the L-function
defined by
L(r)= d
√
K (r)/bd, (5.19)
where bd =
p
πd /Γ(1+ d/2) is the volume of the unit ball of dimension d, is occasion-
ally used instead. The normalization by bd is done to obtain L(r) ≡ r for homogeneous
Poisson processes.
The pair-correlation function for a motion invariant point process on a metric space
is related to the K -function by
ξ(r)≡ 1
dbdr
d−1
dK (r)
dr
−1. (5.20)
We also note that the original definition of the pair correlation function in terms of the
product density is equivalent to a definition through the joint probability density
dP = ν2
(
1+ξ(r)
)
dA1dA2 (5.21)
of finding one point in each of the two area elements dA1 and dA2. This is analog-
ous to the ‘local’ interpretation of the intensity of a point process. Clearly if ξ ≡ 0 no
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FIGURE 5.2: The estimate of the Ripley K -function for the Poisson processes.
obvious correlation is present, as one would expect for, for example, the Poisson point
process. The pair-correlation function or the K -function does not, of course, determine
the distribution of a point process uniquely. An illustrative example is the Baddeley and
Silverman process [275] having the same second-order structure as the Poisson point
processes while being structurally substantially different. Nevertheless, it has been
found extremely powerful tool in a number of applications (especially so in astrophys-
ics) and by the virtue of being straightforward to estimate numerically warrants close
attention.
The definition of the pair-correlation function can, of course, be extended to the case
of n-point correlations formally obtained by decomposing the higher order product dens-
ities. The definition analogous to (5.21) is given by the joint probability density
dP = νn
(
1+ξ(n)(r1,2, r1,3, . . ., rn−1,n)
)
dA1 · · ·dAn, (5.22)
of finding a point in each of the area elements dA i, where r i, j denotes the distance
between area elements dA i and dA j. For example, considering correlations up to the
three-point case yields
dP = ν3
(
1+ξ(3)(r1,2, r1,3, r2,3)
)
dA1dA2, dA3
= ν3
(
1+ξ(r1,2)+ξ(r1,3)+ξ(r2,3)+ζ(r1,2, r1,3, r2,3)
)
dA1dA2, dA3,
(5.23)
where ζ is the reduced three-point correlation function, expressing the residual
three-point correlations that do not arise from the two-point contributions directly.
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A slightly more formal, but nevertheless useful viewpoint to n-point correlations is
given by the use of probability generating functionals
G( f )≡ E
{
exp
(∫
E
log f (x)N(dx)
)}
. (5.24)
Of the several possible expansions of G(h), the one relevant in this context is
logG( f +1)=
∞∑
n=1
νn
n!
∫
En
f (x1) · · · f (xn)ξ(n)(x1, . . . , xn)d(x1, . . . , xn), (5.25)
expressing the complete structure of N in terms of the collection of correlations of all
orders.
We can also study correlations between different point types, for example in a setting
where a marked point process is being studied. Similar definition to the pair correlation
function case can be given for cross-correlation function ξab(r), which measures the sym-
metric excess probability of finding a node of class a at a distance r from a node of class
b:
dP = νaνb
(
1+ξab(r)
)
dA1dA2. (5.26)
This definition can, of course, be extended to the n-point, multiple type case as well.
One can also study correlations ofmarks as opposed to locations of nodes with particular
marks. For position-independent marking elementary theory of probability suffices. The
richest theory arises from the cases with interactions between both the locations and
the marks of the points. For a thorough discussion on these topics, see [276]. See also
[277,278] for tests to determine whether given marking is position-independent or not.
5.2.3 Counts in Cells
Another commonly used measure of n-point properties of a point distribution is that
of various moments of counts in cells [279, 280]. These are defined in terms of the
probability Pn(C) of exactly n points hitting the test set or cell C. For example, for the
Poisson point process we have by definition
Pn(C)=
µ(C)n
n!
exp
(
−µ(C)
)
. (5.27)
The moments of the Pn(C) are directly related to the moment measures of the underlying
point process by
µk(C, . . .,C)=
∞∑
n=0
nkPn(C), (5.28)
and the factorial moments
Fk(C)≡
∞∑
n=0
(n)kPn(C) (5.29)
relate to the factorial moment measures by Fk(C)=µ(k)(C, . . . ,C) (recall that (n)k denotes
the falling factorial defined by (n)k ≡ n(n−1) · · · (n− k+1)). The relation between the
factorial and ordinary moments is given by
〈nk〉 =
k∑
i=0
S(k, i)Fi, (5.30)
where S(k, i) are the Stirling numbers of the second kind (see [281] for a more complete
discussion). These quantities are very useful in practice, as they are simple to estimated
numerically. See [282] for discussion on the related applications and estimation issues.
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5.3 ESTIMATING POINT PROCESS STATISTICS
For applications, estimators of the statistics introduced above are needed. In this section
we shall introduce some of the estimators that have been used extensively in applica-
tions, with well understood properties in terms of bias and variance.
5.3.1 Palm Measures and Distributions
Estimation of Palm distributions and Palm measures has been discussed extensively by
Karr [129]. Supposing that a single realisation of a stationary point process is observed
over a compact and convex subset K ⊂Rd, the foundation of the classic estimator theory
is obtained by estimating the integral
P
∗( f )=
∫
f dP∗ = E
{∫
f (N ◦θx)N(dx)
}
(5.31)
by
Pˆ
∗( f )≡ 1
λ(K )
∫
K
f (Nτ−1x )N(dx). (5.32)
Besides its intrinsic value, estimators for other quantities can be derived from this ex-
pression. The simplest example is given by letting f be the identity function, which
leaves the obvious estimator for the intensity ν. Letting f (N) = N(g) for a positive
g ∈C(E) gives an estimator for the second reduced moment measure by
µˆ2∗(g)=
1
λ(K )
∫
K
N(dx)
∫
g(y− x)N(dy). (5.33)
See [129] for a thorough discussion on the properties of these estimators.
5.3.2 The Case of E ⊆R2
A common special case of the above discussion arising in applications is the estimation
of various statistics for planar point processes, that is, for point processes defined on
some region E ⊆ Rn. Often the process is additionally only partially observed, that is,
only points falling in some windowW ⊆E are recorded.
The simplest statistic to estimate is obviously intensity, for which we can use
νˆN =
N(W)
λ(W)
, (5.34)
where λ(W) is now the area of W. In the large window limit this estimate converges to
the true intensity assuming that N is ergodic. Alternative methods for estimating νN
have also been developed, commonly employed examples being quadrat methods (see,
for example, [283]) and methods based on interpoint distances (see [250, 284–286] and
references therein).
Estimating K (r) can be done in several ways. A simple estimator for the isotropic
case including edge correction is given by
Kˆ(r)= 1
λ(W)νˆ2
N
∑
X i ,X j∈N∩W
[
0<
∥∥X j−X i∥∥≤ r]k(X i,X j), (5.35)
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where
k(X i,X j)=
|∂B(X i,
∥∥X j−X i∥∥)|
|∂B(X i ,
∥∥X j−X i∥∥)∩W| (5.36)
is the weight factor affecting the edge correction [252]. This estimator is unbiased for
short enough distances provided that W is convex. For alternative approaches see, for
example, [287]. Given an estimator Kˆ(r) of K (r), the L-function can simply be estimated
by
Lˆ(r)=
√
Kˆ(r)/π. (5.37)
For the spherical contact distribution function, one can use the estimator
Hˆs(r)=
∫
E
[x ∈W ⊖B(0,d(x))][d(x)∈ [0, r]]
λ(W ⊖B(0,d(x))) dx, (5.38)
where d(x) ≡ minX i∈N d(x,X i). Similar estimator for the distribution of the nearest-
neighbour distances is
Dˆ(r)= 1
C
∑
x∈N
[x ∈W ⊖B(0,d(x))][0< d(x)≤ r]
λ(W⊖B(0,d(x))) , (5.39)
where C is the value of the summand at sup {r > 0 |λ(W⊖B(0, r))> 0 }. See [288] for
discussion.
The behaviour of these estimators has been studied extensively, especially in the
special cases of binomial and Poisson point processes. For example, assuming a circular
window of area a and boundary length l we have
Var Kˆ(r)≈ 2
(a
n
)2 (πr2
a
+0.96 lr
3
a2
+0.13
(n
a
) lr5
a2
)
(5.40)
for a binomial point process with n points inW, and
Var Kˆ(r)≈ 2
ν2
(
πr2
a
+0.96 lr
3
a2
+0.13ν lr
5
a2
)
(5.41)
for stationary Poisson point process with intensity ν [252]. Formulas such as these are
useful as they lend themselves into the estimation of error bars for estimates of K (r).
5.3.3 Estimating N-Point Correlation Functions
To write down estimators for ξ(n)(r) we introduce some additional notation. As most
estimators are based on different forms of radial binning, we define the pair-counting
function [289] by
Φr(x, y)≡ [r ≤ d(x, y)≤ r+∆], (5.42)
where d is the metric on E and ∆ ∈ R+ is the width of the radial bin. Let D denote the
collection of observed point locations with n≡ |D|, and define the normalised observed
pair counts by
DD(r)=
∑
x∈D
∑
y∈D
[x 6= y]Φr(x, y)/(n(n−1)). (5.43)
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Further, let R be a realisation of a binomial point process of m points and define the
normalised cross-pair and random pair counts by
DR(r)=
∑
x∈D
∑
y∈R
Φr(x, y)/(nm) (5.44)
and
RR(r)=
∑
x∈R
∑
y∈R
[x 6= y]Φr(x, y)/(m(m−1)), (5.45)
respectively.
We can now write down the classical pairwise estimators for ξ(r). The natural
estimator, the Davis and Peebles estimator [290] and the Hewett estimator [291]
given by the expressions
ξˆN ≡
DD
RR
−1, ξˆDP ≡
DD
DR
−1 and ξˆHe ≡
DD−DR
RR
, (5.46)
respectively. Notice that the natural estimator is closely related to the estimator for
Ripley’s K -function given by (5.35). More recently new estimators have been suggested
by Hamilton [292] and Landy and Szalay [293], which are given by
ξˆHa ≡
DDRR
DR2
−1 and ξˆLS ≡
DD−2DR+RR
RR
. (5.47)
In addition to the pairwise estimators a number of geometric estimators have been
considered in the literature. Most of these can be written in the form
1+ ξˆ= λ(W)
n(n−1)
∑ 6=
(x,y)
Φr(x, y)
4πr2∆
w(x, y), (5.48)
where W is the observation window, and w(x, y) is the weight function. A survey
of these estimators as well as an experimental evaluation of their accuracy and the
accuracy of the various pairwise estimators introduced above can be found from [289,
294]. There it is concluded that the Landy-Szalay pairwise estimator ξˆLS has by quite
some margin the most satisfactory overall performance. This is further supported by the
theoretical considerations given in [295].
It is possible to generalise the pairwise estimators discussed above to the case of
higher-order correlation functions as well. One extends the definition of the pair-counting
function into a symmetric function of p+ q=N arguments, and introduces the counts of
N-tuples
D pRq ≡C−1
∑ 6=
(x1,...,xp ,y1,...,yq)
Φ, (5.49)
where C is the appropriate constant for normalisation. See [296] for detailed discussion.
As examples of some of the estimators developed in the above notation, for reduced three-
point correlations (with contributions from ξ(r) removed) we have the Jing and Börner
estimator
ζˆJB ≡
27RRR2 ·DDD
DRR3
− 9RRR ·DDR
DRR2
+2, (5.50)
and for four-point correlations the estimator
ξˆ(4) ≡ DDDD−DDDR
RRRR
+3. (5.51)
Additionally, the Landy-Szalay estimator has natural generalisations that can be writ-
ten symbolically in the form ξ(N)LS-Gen ≡ (D−R)N /RN.
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5.4 EXPLICITLY CORRELATED PROCESSES
Uncorrelated point processes are easy enough to generate: the homogeneous Poisson
point process is uniquely characterised by the vanishing of all the correlation meas-
ures discussed above. This is also approximately true for the binomial point process
in the large-n limit. To generate realisations of point processes with correlations, one
either uses a specific model with non-zero correlations of desired type, or specifies the
correlation properties in advance either in terms of n-point correlation functions or, for
example, Gibbs measures, and proceeds from there. Models based on either non-uniform
densities or clustering are prime examples of the first approach. They tend to be easy
to generate, and yield obviously non-zero correlations (albeit, as we shall see, usually of
very specific types). The second approach is perfectly feasible as well, although slightly
more intricate to set up. We shall study both of these methods in what follows.
5.4.1 Processes with Inhomogeneous Densities
The simplest way to induce correlations between locations of points is to make the un-
derlying probability density for node locations non-uniform, that is, to introduce a kind
of fixed background (usually in applications corresponding to the underlying population
density) . By way of example, let us consider an inhomogeneous Poisson point process
on R2 with the intensity given by the normal distribution, that is,
ν(x)= ν0p
2π
exp
(
−‖x‖
2
2
)
. (5.52)
As the points of the process are still independently distributed, the product density is
simply given by
ρ(x, y)=
ν20
2π
exp
(
−‖x‖
2+‖y‖2
2
)
. (5.53)
Normalisation of this with respect to the individual intensities then yields 1+ ξ(x, y).
Since our point process is not stationary its two-point correlation function is not auto-
matically a function of r = ‖y− x‖. Nevertheless, we can average with respect to N over
all pairs separated by the given distance to obtain the expected correlation as a function
of distance only. Alternatively, ξ(r) can be estimated fromMonte Carlo realisations of the
point process using the estimators given in Section 5.3.3. Figure 5.3 shows example res-
ults from such a procedure, together with an illustration of the density of the individual
point locations.
5.4.2 Neyman-Scott Processes
From the theoretical point of view the shortcoming of the approach of the previous
section to generating correlated point distributions is the lack of stationarity. This is
also of concern in applications as there rarely is a fixed background field with respect
to which the clustering should take place. Population density is the main counter-
example, but even in that case there often is the need for creation of node location models
without explicit reference to any physical deployment area. Both of these concerns can
be addressed by clustering models which are particular types of clustered point pro-
cesses. Second reason for considering richer models is obtained from a simple degrees-
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FIGURE 5.3: The location density and corresponding two-point correlation function for
a Poisson point process with normally distributed points on R2.
of-freedom-argument: correlations induced by density fluctuations only are necessarily
of measure zero in the space of all correlation structures.
Recall that a cluster process is specified by the basic process N, and the cluster
processes Ni. For simplicity, we only consider the case E = E′, and let all the Ni be
indentical, commonly denoted by N0. With these choices the simplest family of cluster
processes is that ofNeyman-Scott processes [297], for which N is a stationary Poisson
point processes with a prescribed density ν. One can obviously think of Neyman-Scott
processes as Boolean models, the Ξ0 coinciding with N0. Let us denote for the cluster
point counts the point probabilities by
pn ≡P {N0(E)= n} , (5.54)
the average of these by
c¯≡
∑
n
npn, (5.55)
and let F(r) be the interpoint distance distribution function of the points of N0. Then
the basic second-order statistics are given by
K (r)= bdrd+
1
νc¯
∞∑
n=2
n(n−1)pnF(r) (5.56)
and
ξ(r)= 1
νc¯
∞∑
n=2
n(n−1)pn
f (r)
dbdr
d−1 , (5.57)
where f (r) is the density function of F(r) [213].
As such the Neyman-Scott family of processes is still rather general. Several specific
choices of cluster process N0 have been studied in the literature by analytical means
or by simulations, and we shall cover selected models of interest below. It should also
be noted that Neyman-Scott processes are not entirely unrelated to processes discussed
already above. In fact, theory of Cox processes can also be appealed to if the number of
points of N0 is Poisson distributed.
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2σ contour around cluster center
FIGURE 5.4: A realisation of a Thomas process in unit square with ν = 4, c¯ = 24 and
σ= 0.05.
5.4.3 Thomas and Gauss-Poisson Processes
We shall now discuss two types of Neyman-Scott processes in more detail. The Thomas
process [298] is defined by Poisson distributed point count of N0 together with the
separation of the cluster points from the cluster centres being normally distributed with
variance σ2. An annotated example realisation of such a process is given in Figure 5.4.
The Gaussian structure of N0 simplifies analysis considerably, and a number of statistics
can be explicitly calculated. For example, in dimension two the pair correlation function
is given simply by
ξ(r)= c¯
4πνσ2
exp
(
− r
2
4σ2
)
. (5.58)
Closely related to the Thomas process is the Matérn cluster process [299] for which
the clusters are homogeneous Poisson point processes on discs of constant radius.
Another Neyman-Scott process of considerable practical and theoretical interest is
theGauss-Poisson process. It is defined in terms of a triple (p1, p2, p3) of probabilities
with p1+ p2+ p3 = 1 that the cluster N0 consists of zero, one or two points, respectively.
In the single point case the cluster point is located at the cluster centre. In the case
of two-point cluster, the points are typically taken to be a unit distance apart, with the
cluster centre at the midpoint between the cluster points. However, for our applications
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(see below) it is better to let the inter-point distance be a random variable, preferably
with a density f (r). For a detailed discussion of the properties of the Gauss-Poisson
process, see [300].
Kerscher [253] has given an interesting account on the role of the Gauss-Poisson pro-
cess based on the generating functional expansion (5.25). Notice that the Poisson point
process is recovered by truncating the expansion at n= 1, whereas by including the next
term in the series one in fact arrives at the (generalised form of) Gauss-Poisson process.
In this sense the Gauss-Poisson process is the point process analogue of the normal dis-
tribution, completely defined by its first- and second-order characteristics. This approach
also suggests that suitable Gauss-Poisson process can be used to generate point distri-
butions with almost arbitrary two-point correlation function ξ(r). As Kerscher showed,
this is indeed the case. One simply takes p1 = 0, makes f (r) proportional to the desired
two-point correlation function and chooses the constant of proportionality C, ν and p2 by
C−1 =
∫
E ξ(|x|)dx, ν= νGP
(
1−νGP/(2C)
)
and p2 = 1−νGP/(2C−νGP) to obtain the desired
intensity νGP for the outcome. Finally, Kerscher has also shown that the same reasoning
can be applied to obtain natural generalisations of the Gauss-Poisson process specified
by the subsequent n-point correlations.
5.4.4 Hard-Core Processes
Processes with negative correlations are practical models for situations in which the
points of a realisation of a point process should have a strong tendency of not being too
highly clustered. The extreme case here is, of course, effected by concentrating the law
of the point process on the points of a grid. A less extreme example, with applications
to modelling locations of active nodes in wireless networks utilising CSMA/CA, is that
of Matérn hard-core process [299, 301]. It is defined in terms of a Poisson point pro-
cess N with intensity ν, on which independent marking with U(0,1) is applied. This is
followed by thinning to yield the process
N ′ =
{
X i ∈N
∣∣Zi < Z j ∀X j ∈N ′∩B(X i ,d)− {X i}} , (5.59)
where d ∈ R+ is the diameter of the hard core. The marks Zi can be tought of as ar-
rival times or fitness of the point X i, and the thinning preserves either the points that
“arrived first” or “are the fittest” within every hard core. Earlier process with roughly
similar description is the simple sequential inhibition or SSI process [286]. To con-
struct a realisation of an SSI process, one sequentially adds uniformly distributed points,
rejecting samples that would violate the hard core constraint. Compared to the Matérn
hard-core process there are no guarantees on generation time (or even success), but the
total number of points can be controlled deterministically.
5.4.5 Processes Driven by Multiple Sources of Randomness
We can also consider various combinations of the techniques discussed above. We illus-
trate some of the possibilities by defining a simple toy model for the population distri-
bution of wireless network terminals by means of Voronoi diagrams. Let X = {X i} ⊂ E
model the locations of base stations or access points. The X i can either be deterministic
(determined from measurements, for example), or can be a realisation of a point process.
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FIGURE 5.5: A realisation of a Cox process (small dots) driven by areas of Poisson-
Voronoi regions (generators represented by large dots).
Construct then a Voronoi diagram V (X ), and define
ρ(x)≡ ν0
∑
i
[x ∈V (X i)]w(|V (X i)|). (5.60)
Notice that the value of ρ(x) at x is proportional to the area of the Voronoi polygon x
belongs to weighted by the function w : R+ → R+. We can now use ρ as the intensity
of another point process, and consider the realizations of that process as examples of
random user populations (see Figure 5.5 for an illustration). This model can also be
made analytically tractable by considering sufficiently simple processes as forming the
“driving” point distribution X . By making both the original process and the population
process Poisson, we obtain a Poisson process modulated by the areas of Poisson-Voronoi
polygons. This process is obviously stationary, and can further be analysed as a Cox
process. Large-scale inhomogeneities can also be modelled while retaining the Poisson
character by modulating the original process driving the Voronoi diagram by, for ex-
ample, a Boolean process. See [302] for an example of such a modulation of the Voronoi
diagram.
5.5 GIBBS POINT PROCESSES
We have seen in Chapter 2 that techniques from statistical physics can be used to define
and analyse underdetermined models of complex systems. This continues to hold true
in the case of point processes, for which the related maximum entropy principles yield
important classes of models with practical applications.
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5.5.1 Maximum Entropy Principle Revisited
Let us first consider a process N of n points {X i}, defined on a bounded set E ⊂ Rd of
volume A. Suppose further that the law of N is given by a density function f : Rnd →
[0,∞), that is,
P {X1, . . . ,Xn ∈B}=
∫
B
f (X1, . . . ,Xn)dX1 · · ·dXn. (5.61)
Now, to each configuration of points we assign an energy given by a chosen Hamiltonian
H(X1, . . . ,Xn), and seek to find the law of N maximising the differential entropy
S =−
∫
En
f (X1, . . .,Xn) ln f (X1, . . . ,Xn)dX1 · · ·dXn (5.62)
under the constraint of constant H in expectation. Analogously to derivation of (2.96)
this yields the density
f (X1, . . . ,Xn)= exp
(
−H(X1, . . . ,Xn)
)
/Z, (5.63)
where the partition function Z is given by
Z =
∫
En
exp
(
−H(X1, . . . ,Xn)
)
dX1 · · ·dXn. (5.64)
The point process N defined in terms of the density f is called aGibbs process. It is the
point process analog of the maximum entropy graph model (2.96) and the exponential
family of probability distributions [303]. The homogeneous Poisson point process cor-
responds to the maximum entropy case among such processes, as was first established
in [304].
As such the family of Gibbs models is extremely general. It becomes much more use-
ful by assuming a simplified form for the Hamiltonian H(X1, . . . ,Xn), a common choice
being the pairwise interaction model defined by
H(X1, . . . ,Xn)= a0+
n∑
i=1
ψ(X i)+
∑
1≤i< j≤n
φ(X i ,X j) (5.65)
where ψ : Rd → R and φ : Rd ×Rd → R define the single-particle and pair contributions
to H. Assuming (local) stationarity further gives the restrictions ψ(X i) ≡ a1 ∈ R and
φ(X i,X j) ≡ θ(
∥∥X j−X i∥∥), where θ : [0,∞)→ (−∞,∞] is the pair potential. Common
forms of the pair potential include the hard-core model
θh,b,R (r)=

∞ r ≤ h
−b h< r ≤R
0 r >R
(5.66)
and the Lennard-Jones potential
θα,β,σ,n,m(r)=β
(σ
r
)n
−α
(σ
r
)m
, (5.67)
where α≥ 0, σ> 0 and n>m. The special case of h= 0 and b< 0 of the hard-core model
has been of considerable interest, and is called the Strauss process in the literature.
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We can simplify the notation slightly by putting − lnh≡ θ and di j ≡
∥∥X j −X i∥∥ yield-
ing the density
f (X1, . . . ,Xn)=
1
Zθ
∏
i< j
hθ(di j), (5.68)
where the partition function is now given by
Zθ =
∫
En
∏
i< j
hθ(di j)
∏
i
dX i. (5.69)
Given Zθ, statistical properties of N can again be calculated as in (2.107). Unfortunately
determination of Zθ for a given model can be very involved. A related difficult problem
is estimation of Zθ for a given point process. Both of these problems can be successfully
tackled using statistical physics techniques, as we shall see presently.
5.5.2 Approximation Techniques for Computing Zθ
Ogata and Tanemura [252, 305, 306] have demonstrated that it is possible to develop,
approximations to Zθ based on the Mayer cluster expansion [307, 308]. Putting g ≡
h−1 gives
Zθ =
∫
En
∏
i< j
(
1+ g(di j)
)∏
i
dX i
=
∫
En
(
1+
∑
g(di j)+
∑∑
g(di j)g(dkl)+·· ·
)∏
i
dX i.
(5.70)
Since g(r)→ 0 at large r, the successive “clusters” in this expansion will be smaller
and smaller, allowing for flexible approximations to be made. Equation (5.70) can be
interpreted as a sum over graphs of n vertices, giving the representation
Zθ =
∑
graphs
∫
En
∏
edges
g(di j)
∏
i
dX i. (5.71)
We can factorise this as a sum over connected components of the graphs G, giving
Zθ = An
∑
graphs
∏
components of size ≥ 2
Wcomponent/(A
#component−1), (5.72)
where
WG ≡
1
A
∫
En
∏
E(G)
f (di j)
∏
i
dX i. (5.73)
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Collecting the powers of A, we obtain (see [252])
Zθ = An
(
1+ n(n−1)
2a
W
+ 1
A2
(n(n−1)(n−2)(n−3)
2 ·2 W
2
+ n(n−1)(n−2)
2 ·3 (3W +W
)
+ 1
A3
(n(n−1) · · · (n−5)
2 ·2 ·2 W
3
+ n(n−1) · · ·(n−4)
2 ·2 ·3 W (3W +W )
+ n(n−1)(n−2)(n−3)
4!
× (3W +6W +W +12W +12W )
)
+·· ·
)
,
(5.74)
where first four terms of the expansion are spelled out. This can be simplified by putting
Gk ≡
∫
Rkd
∑
G
∏
E(G)
g(di j)
k∏
i=2
dX i, (5.75)
where the Gk are graphs connecting all the k vertices, yielding
lnZθ = n lnA+n
(λG2
2!
+ λ
2G3
3!
+ λ
3G4
4!
+O(A−5)
)
. (5.76)
Truncating the expansion at k= 2 gives the approximation
lnZθ ≈ n lnA+
n2
2A
∫
Rd
(
h(‖x‖)−1
)
dx, (5.77)
which can be improved by including further terms from the expansion if desired.
5.5.3 Gibbs Processes in Unbounded Spaces and with Variable Point Counts
An important extension to the above discussion is to allow the point count in E to be
random as well. This leads, in statistical physics terms, to the grand canonical en-
semble (as opposed to the canonical ensemble which was the subject of discussion in
the above). The generalisation is in principle straightforward. We only need to prescribe
the law for n, and instead of a fixed density f , consider a family of densities indexed by
n. It is also possible to define the density for the grand canonical case directly via the
Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to the homogeneous Poisson point process of
unit intensity [272,309]. The resulting definition of f coincides then with the likelihood
ratio used in order to obtain explicit expression for the Gibbs measure above. This tech-
nique can also be used to define Gibbs processes for the stationary case on non-compact
spaces.
An interesting example of a Gibbs process with variable total point count and non-
pairwise interaction structure is that of an area-interaction point process [310] with
the geometric formulation given in [311]. The model is defined in terms of a density
f (X)=αβ#(X)γ−λ(X⊕K), (5.78)
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with respect to a unit-rate Poisson point process where α is a normalisation constant,
β controls the intensity of the process, γ controls the type (regularity vs. clustering)
and strength of the interaction, and K is a (fixed) compact set. The special case γ = 1
yields a Poisson point process. We shall encounter further examples of Gibbs processes
in Chapter 8, where we shall demonstrate that they yield very useful location models for
a variety of wireless network types.
5.5.4 Simulation of Gibbs Processes
The generation of realisations of Gibbs processes is obviously of interest. Since Gibbs
processes can be described in terms of a density relative to a Poisson process, rejection
sampling can in principle be applied. Unfortunately this solution is often impractical
due to computational difficulties and resulting low acceptance rates for the individual
samples. A more efficient approach is given by considering suitable spatial birth-death
processes with Gibbs processes as equilibrium limits. Details of this approach can be
found from [213].
Finally, it should be noted that instead of relying on general-purposemethods, power-
ful techniques are sometimes available for specific models. For example, generation
of realisations of the area-interaction point processes can be best accomplished by the
means of Kendall’s algorithm [312,313] utilising techniques developed for Markov chains
by Propp and Wilson [314].
5.5.5 Parametric Inference for Gibbs Processes
The problem of parameter estimation for various Gibbs processes has been studied
widely in the literature. In these problems we are to find “best” estimates (usually taken
to mean maximum likelihood ones) for parameters of a specific family of densities or, as
commonly considered special case, pair potentials given a realisation of a point process
N. For example, assuming the hard-core model θh,b,R(r), Penttinen [315] gives for the
parameter b the estimator
bˆ=− ln
2A
∑
i< j[
∥∥X j −X i∥∥≤R]
πn2(R2−h2) , (5.79)
whereas the direct derivation of the maximum likelihood estimator for the Strauss pro-
cess case (h= 0) yields
bˆ=− ln
2A
∑
i< j[
∥∥X j −X i∥∥≤R]
πn(n−1)R2 . (5.80)
Obviously these estimators agree in the large-n limit. Similar estimators have been
developed for a number of other pair potentials as well. See [305] for further examples.
In the general setting theTakacs-Fiksel method based on the use of Palm probabilities
can succesfully be applied. See [316–319] for details. Finally, especially for experimental
work pseudolikelihood estimates have been found useful [320, 321]. We shall study and
apply these techniques further in Chapter 8.
The area interaction process is interesting also because of the simplicity of the cor-
responding inference procedures. Empty-space statistics and maximum likelihood es-
timates can be performed as usual, although the Takacs-Fiksel method and pseudolike-
lihood estimation appear superior. The former yields in the case of K being a disc the
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identity
νJ(s)=βγ−πr2 (5.81)
valid for s> 2r. Defining
t(y)=λ
(
K − (X − y)⊕K ) (5.82)
the pseudolikelihood estimates for β and γ are, on the other hand, obtained from
n=β
∫
E
γ−t(u)du (5.83)
and ∑
i
t(X i)=β
∫
E
t(u)γ−t(u)du. (5.84)
Parameter inference for marked Gibbs processes have also been studied, but their
applications so far have been limited. Should Gibbs processes turn out to be useful
models in the wireless networking context this is certain to change. Relevant in that case
is the work of Ogata and Tanemura [322], allowing for the estimation of pair potentials
of the form
θ
( ∥∥X j−X i∥∥
w(m(X i),m(X j))
)
, (5.85)
where m(X ) denotes the mark at X , and w is a scaling function. For an applied perspect-
ive on this method, see [323].
5.6 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF POINT PROCESSES
In time series analysis there exists a canonical relation between the autocorrelation
function of the time series and its power spectral density via the Fourier transform.
Given the relation between time series analysis and the theory of point processes it is
hardly surprising that this relation carries over to stationary point processes as well.
The spectral structure of a point process N is defined in terms of a complex measure Z
with orthogonal increments defined by
N(ψ)=
∫
ψˆ(v)Z(dv), (5.86)
where ψ is a test function and ψˆ denotes its Fourier transform. The spectral measure
of N is then defined by F(dv) ≡ E
{
|Z(dv)|2
}
. Putting M(ψ) = N(ψ)−νλ(ψ), we further
define the covariance spectral measure of N by
G(ψˆφˆ)≡ E
{
M(ψ)M(φ)
}
. (5.87)
The spectral measure can now be shown to be related to the second reduced moment
measure by the Parseval relations
µ2∗(ψ)=F(ψˆ) and F(ψ)=µ2∗(ψˆ). (5.88)
Defining the reduced covariance measure
ρ∗(dx)≡µ2∗(dx)−ν2dx (5.89)
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we further have the relations
ρ∗(ψ)=G(ψˆ) and G(ψ)= ρ∗(ψˆ) (5.90)
between ρ∗ and the covariance spectral measure.
Development of estimators for the spectral measure can be based on (5.33) and the
Parseval relations by choosing g = ψˆ to be the density of G. This way we obtain the
estimator
gˆ(v)= 1
2πλ(K )
∫
K
N(dx)
∫
exp(−i〈v, y− x〉)(N−νλ)(dy) (5.91)
which is strongly uniformly consistent as opposed to the commonly used periodogram
gˆp(v)=
1
2πλ(K )
∣∣∣∣∫
K
exp(−i〈v, x〉)N(dx)
∣∣∣∣2 . (5.92)
However, the price paid for this improvement is the quadratic computational complexity,
which is why the periodogram is still often used in practice. In applied fields, such as
physics, spectral structure is also often considered as a dual to the second order structure
measured by estimating the pair correlation function ξ(r). Namely, power spectrum is
defined as the Fourier transform dual of ξ(r).
We can also consider alternative transforms to the Fourier one to arrive at other
characterisations of N. The use of wavelet transforms has attracted interest re-
cently (see, for example, [324]) due to its success in one-dimensional time series analysis
case [325,326].
Another statistic closely related to the spectral structure is the fractal dimension
of a point processes. In Chapter 3 we gave the definition of the fractal dimension for one-
dimensional stochastic processes in terms of a scaling relation of the Minkowski cover of
the realisation of the process. Fractal dimension of a point process can be defined sim-
ilarly, although alternatives based on, for example, correlation integrals exist (see [270]
for discussion). These result precisely in analogies of fractal dimension and Hurst para-
meter as asymptotics of the spectral behaviour.
In practise the fractal dimension D can be estimated from a realisation of a point
process by means of relative dispersion analysis [327]. We shall illustrate the process
by an example considering the realisation of a homogeneous Poisson point process shown
in Figure 5.6. Let us denote by RD(n) the relative dispersion (standard deviation divided
by mean) of the quadrat counts for n quadrats (illustrated for our example data set in
Figure 5.7). Supposing that only single scaling regime is present in the data, we have
the relation
RD(n)
RD(m)
=
( n
m
)1−D
(5.93)
between the scaling of the relative dispersions and the fractal dimension. Theoretically,
for Poisson point process we obtain D = 1.5, which indeed is the case for our data set as
well shown by linear regression in Figure 5.8.
5.7 STATISTICS RELATED TO PERCOLATION AND CONNECTIVITY
For the rest of this chapter we shall study statistics for a point process N obtained by
using N as a generator for further geometric objects. The examples encountered in the
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FIGURE 5.6: A realisation of a homogeneous Poisson point process with 8279 points.
previous chapter included random geometric graphs, Voronoi diagrams, and Boolean
models. We shall consider each of these in turn, beginning with the random geometric
graph case. Most fundamental of the statistics thus obtained are related to percolation,
that is, the connectivity structure of the obtained graph. These can be generalized into
more complex statistics by modifying the definition of the connector involved, leading
into more elaborate characterisation of N in terms closely related to wireless network-
ing concepts, for example. We begin by briefly reviewing some basic concepts of percola-
tion theory on lattices, mainly following [328], and then generalize the discussion to the
Poisson and binomial cases, and finally discuss the case of arbitrary point processes.
5.7.1 Percolation on Lattices
Recall that a d-dimensional integer lattice is a graph Ld with vertex set V (Ld)=Zd and
edge set E(Ld)=
{
(x, y) ∈Zd×Zd
∣∣dL(x, y)= 1} where the lattice metric dL is defined by
dL(x, y)≡
d∑
i=1
|yi − xi|. (5.94)
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FIGURE 5.7: The quadrat counts for the Poisson process shown in Figure 5.6 for various
refinements.
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FIGURE 5.8: The relative disperion of the quadrat counts. Linear regression on the right
tail of the curve gives the estimate D̂ = 1.4997 which is very close to the theoretical value
of D = 1.5.
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Classical percolation theory is concerned with connectivity properties of these lattices
under random deletion of edges or vertices. The former case leads to the theory of bond
percolation, while in the latter case the theory goes under the name of site percola-
tion. Following tradition, we shall focus primarily on the former. For a clear discussion
on the similarities and differences of the two models, see [328]. The retention probab-
ilities of edges and vertices are usually assumed to given by a constant p ∈ [0,1]. This
yields a probability measure Pp together with an expectation operator Ep on the induced
ensemble of subgraphs of Ld. Denote by C(x) the component containing a vertex x of a
graphs in this ensemble. By stationarity we can again take C(0) as the typical com-
ponent, and define the percolation probability by
θ(p)≡Pp{|C(0)| =∞}. (5.95)
In each dimension there exists a critical probability pc defined by
pc(d)≡ sup { p |θ(p)= 0 } . (5.96)
Surprisingly enough the value of the critical probability has proven to be extremely
difficult to determine. In the bond percolation case the only elementary result is that
pc(1) = 1. The value pc(2) = 12 for bond percolation was estimated by the physics com-
munity in the sixties (see, for example, [329]), and was proven rigorously by Kesten as
late as 1980 [330]. See Figure 5.9 for an illustration of the behavour of the lattice around
the critical probability.
The critical probability divides the behaviour of the lattice undergoing percolation
into two limiting regimes. In the subcritical phase p < pc all components are almost
surely finite, and the distribution of the order of C(0) manifests exponential decay by
Pp{|C(0)| = n}→ exp
(
−nf (p)
)
, (5.97)
in the large n limit, where f (p) > 0 when p < pc. In the supercritical phase p >
pc a unique giant component exists almost surely, and the tail behaviour of the order
distribution of C(0) is conjectured to follow
lim
n→∞−n
−(d−1)/d logPp{|C(0)| = n}= const. (5.98)
These two phases meet at the critical point p = pc, at which the knowledge of the beha-
viour of C(0) is still rather incomplete. Statistical physics methods suggest the existence
of critical exponents and corresponding power laws controlling the behaviour of θ(p)
and other quantities as functions of p− pc.
5.7.2 Percolation on Geometric Graphs
Let us now move on from lattices to random geometric graphs based on homogeneous
Poisson point processes. In the physics terminology this generalization is called con-
tinuum percolation, with [263, 264] being the authoritative references we shall also
follow. While continuum percolation is of interest in itself, as a model for network con-
nectivity for example, it can also be applied as a tool to study the behaviour of the largest
component of a random geometric graph, which is obviously of independent interest.
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FIGURE 5.9: Examples of bond percolation on a finite integer lattice with varying values
of p.
Let now Hλ,0 denote the homogeneous Poisson point process of intensity λ with a
point added to the origin. Then, we put
pk(λ)≡P
{
|V
(
C0(G(Hλ,0,1))
)
| = k
}
, (5.99)
where C0(G) denotes the component of G containing the origin. For an expression of
pk(λ) in terms of a (k−1)-fold integral see [263]. The percolation probability is defined
as
p∞(λ)≡ 1−
∞∑
k=1
pk(λ), (5.100)
and the critical value of λ by
λc ≡ inf{λ> 0 | p∞(λ)> 0 } . (5.101)
If d = 2 it is known that p∞(λc)= 0, and this is believed to hold for higher dimensions as
well. Further, it can be shown that if p∞(λ)> 0 the graphG(Hλ,0,1) will have exactly one
infinite component with probability one. The limit limλ→∞ p∞(λ) = 1 is also intuitively
clear, and can be easily proven using void probabilities. The value of λc is not known
analytically for any non-trivial situation, although for dimension two numerically one
has the estimate λc ≈ 2.07.
We also need notation for restriction of G(Hλ, r) into a compact region. Let us put
B(s)≡
[
− s
2
,
s
2
]d
, (5.102)
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and Hλ,s ≡Hλ∩B(s). Denote further by Ok(G) the order of the kth largest component of
G. Analogously to the behaviour of the giant component of the classical random graphs,
in random geometric graphs limit theorems exist for O1 and O2 in suitable regimes.
Assume first the subcritical case λ<λc and define
ζ(λ)≡ lim
n→∞
(
−1
n
log pn(λ)
)
. (5.103)
This limit can be shown to exist and be positive for all 0 < λ < λc (if λ ≥ λc the limit
vanishes). Then
1
log s
O1
(
G(Hλ,s,1)
)
→ d
ζ(λ)
(5.104)
in probability.
Let us now move on to the supercritical case λ> λc. The basic results state that for
d ≥ 2
1
sd
O1
(
G(Hλ,s,1)
)
→ λp∞(λ) (5.105)
in probability as s→∞, and that in the same limit, and also in probability
1
sd
O2
(
G(Hλ,s,1)
)
→ 0. (5.106)
The probability of large deviations from these limits can be shown to decay exponen-
tially in sd−1. It can also be shown that the by above results unique giant component
is crossing for B(s) with probability approaching one, that is, a path exists between all
opposite faces of B(s) that never leaves the union of balls of radius 1/2 centred at the
points of Hλ,s. The largest component is also unique in terms of the metric diameter of
underlying point distribution as well. The growth rate of the second-largest component
can further be bound by constants c1 and c2 by
c1 <
O2
(
G(Hλ,s,1)
)
(log s)d/(d−1)
< c2 (5.107)
with probability approaching one as s→∞. Analogously to lattice percolation, we also
have the supposition that the limit
lim
n→∞
(
n−(d−1)/d log pn(λ)
)
(5.108)
exists, although proof remains to be given.
Structures of the giant components for other types of geometric graphs have been
studied as well. See, for example, [331] for results on nearest neighbour graphs.
5.7.3 Connectivity Metrics and Component Structure
The above discussion has mainly focussed on the large network limit n →∞. While
the results presented are often certainly applicable to large but finite case as well,
we should not omit specific consideration of connectivity and percolation on geometric
graphs defined on finite point sets. A number of metrics related to connectivity can be
studied. Perhaps the most fundamental is that of connectivity threshold or critical
transmission range
min{ r ∈R+ |G(N, r) is connected } . (5.109)
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Penrose made fundamental contributions in the study of the connectivity threshold in
[332] (by studying the length of the longest edge in the minimal spanning tree of G(N, r))
and in the context of wireless networks the problem was explicitly studied by Gupta and
Kumar [333].
In certain spatial distributions complete connectivity might prove too costly because
of a small number of outliers. In that case partial connectivity is of interest. For
example, we could define partial connectivity as a function C(r) yielding the ratio of
nodes in the largest connected components of G(N, r) [69]. Also relevant in that case
is the total number of components and the distribution of the component sizes. In the
dense case on the other hand one might be interested in the critical transmission radius
for making G(N, r) k-connected or k-edge-connected. The obvious applications lie in
improving the fault-tolerance of the network [334]. Of course, k-connectedness of, for
example, the largest component could be studied as well.
To state the known results for these problems we need to introduce some additional
notation. For a finite point set N we denote the threshold for k-connectivity by Tk(N),
and for k-edge-connectivity by T e
k
(N). Suppose f is supported on a product of finite
intervals. Denote then by f j the infimum of f over the (d− j)-dimensional boundaries
of this product space. Let now kn be a sequence of positive integers with kn/n→ 0 and
kn/ logn→ b ∈ [0,∞]. If b=∞, then
nθTkn+1(N)
d
kn
→ max
0≤ j≤d
{
2 j
f j
}
(5.110)
with probability one. If b<∞, introduce new variables a i ∈ [0,1) defined by
a j
H(a j)
= bd
d− j . (5.111)
Then
nθTkn+1(N)
d
logn
→max
{
max
0≤ j≤d−1
{
2 j(d− j)
d f jH(a j)
}
,
2db
fd
}
, (5.112)
again with probability one. These results can be extended to cases in which the boundary
of the support of f does not consist of hyperplanes, but are curved surfaces instead.
Additional results on specific geometries have also been recently derived. For example,
Balister et al. have studied connectivity problems on thin strips R× [0,h] in [335].
The above results can justifiably be considered rather abstract. To make them more
concrete we note some of the key implications of them. For basic connectivity, that is,
(k = 1)-connectivity, the asymptotic result of Gupta and Kumar [333] states that if E is
taken to be a unit disc, the connectivity threshold obeys
πr2 = logn+ c(n)
n
(5.113)
where c(n)→∞. For k-connectivity we have from [336] the approximation
P {G(Nn, r) is k-connected}≈ exp
(
−ν|E|Γ(k,νπr
2)
(k−1)!
)
, (5.114)
argued to be valid in the high probability limit. This expression is actually an approx-
imation to the probability of the minimum degree of a node being equal or higher than
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FIGURE 5.10: Numerical estimates of C(r) for random geometric graphs on Poisson and
Thomas point processes.
k, which according to the above asymptotic results tends to be close to the desired prob-
ability for k-connectivity. Precise result for the k-connectivity threshold was given later
by Wan and Yi [337], namely that
r =
√
logn+ (2k−3)loglogn+ c(n)
πn
(5.115)
where again c(n)→∞ as n →∞. For similar results on k-connectivity on k nearest
neighbours graphs see [338] where the critical threshold for k-connectivity in such graphs
is shown to be very close to that of connectivity.
5.7.4 Percolation on Clustered Point Processes
For clustered placement of nodes much fewer analytical results are available. State-of-
the-art in percolation for stationary point processes can be found from [264]. However,
most of the results obtained by using stationarity alone (or together with ergodicity) are
of very general nature. For specific distributions more powerful results are available,
for example the Gaussian case is treated in detail in [339]. Nevertheless, the results
obtained are typically asymptotic, not leading to concrete numerical predictions on con-
nectivity often needed in applications.
Due to the scarcity of analytical results Monte Carlo techniques are necessary to
derive further, detailed results on the connectivity properties of G(N, r) for clustered or
correlated N. Instead of attacking the connectivity threshold directly it is more interest-
ing to study the function
C(r)≡ O1
(
G(N, r)
)
N(E)
, (5.116)
which yields the fraction of nodes in the largest component of G(N, r) (see [69] for an ad-
ditional discussion). To give an example of the general behaviour that can be expected,
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FIGURE 5.11: Component counts of a random geometric graph on Thomas point process
for various parameter values. (From [69].)
we give in Figure 5.10 an estimate of C(r) for the Thomas point process with two dif-
ferent values of the cluster spread σ contrasted with the Poisson point process with the
same expected total intensity. For small values of r, C(r) of a clustered process grows
faster than that of the Poisson process as the nearby points in the individual clusters
become connected. However, the limit C(r)→ 1 takes longer to reach as large r is needed
to connect the clusters together. For regular processes opposite behaviour is expected.
The extreme case is obviously that of a rectangular lattice in which C(r) is simply the
Heaviside step function with the step located at the lattice edge length.
In addition to the partial connectivity fraction C(r), the total number of components,
Kn, is of interest as it conveys information on the behaviour of the nodes that are not
members of the largest component. Again, by way of example, the behaviour of Kn for
the Thomas process is shown in Figure 5.11 for different values of mean cluster and
cluster member counts with r fixed.
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5.7.5 From Connectivity to Performance
We conclude by briefly commenting on the relation between connectivity and capacity of
the network. To obtain capacity estimates for a network modelled by a routing graph
of G(N, r) we need additional models for traffic and criteria for successful transmission.
The foundations in this domain were laid out in the seminal paper of Gupta and Ku-
mar [340]. They introduced two models for deciding whether two nodes can transmit
concurrently or not. First of these is the protocol model, dictating that for a transmis-
sion from X i to X j to be successful, we must have∥∥Xk−X j∥∥≥ (1+∆)∥∥X i−X j∥∥ (5.117)
for all active transmitters Xk. The main alternative is the physical model with the
criterion
Pi
∥∥X i−X j∥∥−α
N+∑k 6=i Pk ∥∥Xk−X j∥∥−α ≥β, (5.118)
where Pi is the transmission power of X i, N is the noise level, α is the path loss expo-
nent and β is the receiver sensitivity. Using these criteria, several authors have worked
to establish asymptotic results for capacity in various scenarios. See, for example, [341]
for an overview of the known results and extensions into fading channels. The physical
model can be extended further, to yield not only the criteria for connectivity but capacity
as well, by putting
Wi j =B log
(
1+ Pi
∥∥X i−X j∥∥−α
NB+∑k 6=i Pk ∥∥Xk−X j∥∥−α
)
, (5.119)
where B is the channel bandwidth. Both of these models can be generalised further
by introducing additional factors for processing gain in front of the summations in the
respective denominators. See [342] for applications.
5.8 PALM PROBABILITIES FOR VORONOI DIAGRAMS
In Chapter 4 we touched upon the statistics of randomly constructed Voronoi diagrams
V (X ) with generators being an outcome of a point process N. It is intuitively clear that
the structure of V (X ) should depend heavily on that of N. This effect is illustrated in
Figure 5.12 where Voronoi diagrams with Poisson and Thomas generator processes are
contrasted. Visually the clustered structure of the Thomas process would seem to in-
crease the variance of cell sizes (that is, the areas of the Voronoi regions) quite substan-
tially. To quantify such an observation we need to be able to reason about the statistics
of a typical cell of a random Voronoi diagram. This is usually defined for the case of N
being ergodic and stationary using Palm probabilities analogously to the point process
case above. Intuitively, typical cell is one selected at random over all the cells of the
realisation of a random tessellation.
Unfortunately many of the expressions for the characteristics of the typical cell have
defied analysis even in the Poisson-Voronoi case. Monte Carlo studies thus appear un-
avoidable in general, and especially so for determining the statistics of interest for ran-
dom Voronoi diagrams with non-Poisson generators. For this, a numerical method for
sampling typical cells is required. Hinde and Miles have given in [343] an algorithm
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FIGURE 5.12: An example realisations of a random Voronoi diagram with generators
sampled from a Poisson point process (left) and from a Thomas point process (right).
which is still serviceable today. We proceed in the fashion of the estimator (5.32) by
sampling from the point process of the generators, and randomly selecting one point of
the outcome to be the central point. Assuming stationarity, we then translate this cent-
ral point to the centre of the simulation area by applying periodic boundary conditions,
form the Voronoi diagram, and take the Voronoi polygon the central point is the gener-
ator for a realisation of the typical cell. By ergodicity, cells obtained this way over the
course of multiple simulation runs should represent faithfully the statistics of a single
large realisation of the random Voronoi diagram.
The advantage of this approach is the avoidance of edge effects, which could signific-
antly influence the results if averaging would be carried out over all the cells of a simu-
lated instance. Alternative way of selecting the typical cell would be to select the Voronoi
polygon that contains a randomly or deterministically selected point, such as the centre
of the simulation area. However, prescriptions like this bias the results towards those of
the larger cells, as those are more likely to be selected with this method compared to the
approach of Hinde and Miles. For selected processes it is also possible to sample typical
cells directly, without constructing a larger Voronoi diagram than necessary. See [262]
for a discussion in the Poisson-Voronoi case.
For the Poisson-Voronoi case very precise estimates of the quantities of interest are
available from the work of Tanemura [344]. For example, the distribution f (a) of the cell
areas a in the normalised case (ν = 1 for the generator points) follows very closely the
generalised Gamma distribution
f (a)= rs
t/r
Γ(t/r)
at−1exp(−sar), (5.120)
with parameters r = 1.07850, s = 3.03226 and t = 3.31122. Theoretically, E {a} = 1, and
the fitted density indicates an exponential behaviour soon after this point. For clustered
processes much less information on such statistics is available (see [345] and references
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FIGURE 5.13: Estimated probability densities of the normalised areas of typical Voronoi
polygons for Thomas-Voronoi and Poisson-Voronoi diagrams.
therein for the state-of-the-art documented in the literature). Figure 5.13 shows the
comparison of the estimated f (a) between the Poisson and Thomas cases. While much
of the density is now concentrated on small values of a reflecting the clustered nature of
N, a heavy tail falling of approximately as a power law is clearly visible.
5.9 STATISTICS FOR BOOLEAN AND GERM GRAIN MODELS
We shall conclude this chapter by discussing statistics related to various random closed
sets generated by point processes. We begin by considering Boolean models Ξ for a
stationary point process N and with primary grain Ξ0. The key characteristic in this
case is the volume fraction
p ≡ E {λ(Ξ∩B)} , (5.121)
where B is a Boolean set of unit measure. By stationary p =P {0 ∈Ξ}, so (4.26) yields
p = 1−exp
(
−νE {λ(Ξ0)}). (5.122)
The second order characterisation of Ξ is given by the covariance C(r), defined for
general random closed sets as the volume fraction of Ξ∩ (Ξ− r). For the Boolean model
we have
C(r)= 2p−1+ (1− p)2 exp
(
νE {λ(Ξ0∩ (Ξ0− r))}
)
. (5.123)
We can define contact distribution functions for Boolean models by putting
HB(r)≡ 1−
P {Ξ∩ rB=;}
1− p , (5.124)
which reduces to the earlier definition for point processes (for which p = 0). In isolation
the quantity P {K ⊂Ξ} is called the coverage probability.
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Let us now consider Boolean models with isotropic and convex primary grain. We
introduce the notation ψ(K )≡− lnP {Ξ∩K =;} and define theMinkowski functionals
Wk by the Steiner formula
λ
(
K ⊕B(0, r)
)
=
d∑
k=0
(
d
k
)
Wk(K )r
k. (5.125)
Then
ψ(K )= ν
bd
d∑
k=0
(
d
k
)
W¯kWd−k(K ), (5.126)
where
W¯k ≡ E {Wk(Ξ0)} . (5.127)
For example, if E =R2 and Ξ0 is a disc of random radius R we have
ψ(K )= ν
(
A(K )+U(K )E {R}+πE {E2}
)
. (5.128)
The corresponding contact distribution functions become
HB(r)= 1−exp
(
− ν
bd
d∑
k=1
(
d
k
)
W¯kWd−k(B)rk
)
(5.129)
or, in the case d = 2,
HB(r)= 1−exp
(
−ν
(U¯U(B)
2π
r+A(B)r2
))
. (5.130)
For the more general germ grain model the basic definitions for the capacity func-
tional and the volume fraction naturally continue to hold. If Ξ is stationary and
P
{
(Ξi +X i)∩ (Ξ j+X j)=;
}
= 1 (5.131)
for all i 6= j, the volume fraction can also be written as
p =νV¯ , (5.132)
where ν is the intensity of N, and V¯ is the mean measure of Ξ0. Contact distribution
function in the general case reads
HB(r)= 1−
P
{
0 ∈Ξ⊕ rBˇ
}
1− p . (5.133)
With these assumptions expressions for covariance and Minkowski functionals can also
be derived, although they can be rather involved to evaluate. For example, ifΞ is motion-
invariant, we have
E {Wk(Ξ∩W)}=
bk
bdbd−k
k∑
i=0
bd−ibd+i−k
bibk−i
(
k
i
)
wk−iWi(W), (5.134)
where wk is the density ofWk.
Further characterisations of Ξ are given by the random field X (x) ≡ [x ∈ Ξ] (see
Chapter 6 for related statistics), as well as the Steiner formulae encountered above for
the Boolean model case. Further, one can consider convergence and distances of ran-
dom closed sets analogously to the variation and Prohorov distances of point processes,
as well as concepts such as set-valued means of random sets. See [213, 346–348] for
discussion.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS
In this chapter our focus was on how to characterize a point process especially in terms
of empirical location data sets, and in particular how to study and model the differences
between a point process at hand and the corresponding Poisson model. We introduced
modern notions of conditioning for point processes, and in particular showed how Gibbs
and Papangelou kernels carry different types of conditional information about a point
process. To the best of our knowledge, neither of these tools have been applied in the
telecommunications literature before. We then showed how on, for example, Euclidian
spaces the additional structure beyond basic topology can be used to define densities or
correlation functions, carrying same information as correlation measures introduced in
the previous chapter, but being much easier to operate with. We also introduced other
tools from spatial statistics, such as distance distribution functions, and showed how
those can be estimated in robust fashion from data sets. All of the applications of these
methods to wireless networks as presented in the following part of this dissertation are
new. Also the estimators introduced have been developed only recently in statistics com-
munity. For example, the Landy-Szalay types of estimators for the n-point correlation
functions are not given in any of the classical textbooks on stochastic geometry or spatial
statistics.
We also introduced Gibbs point processes as a flexible framework for modeling node
locations and configuration in wireless networks. These will be applied extensively later
on, with the requisite statistical theory for fitting Gibbs point processes to empirical
data being discussed in Chapter 8. Finally, we showed how random objects derived from
point processes can be used to characterize the point process in question. For example,
we showed how characteristics such as connectivity thresholds or area distributions of
random Voronoi tessellations are highly sensitive to the structure of the generator pro-
cess, and how even relatively small deviations from the Poissonian structure can change
the behavior of these statistics both qualitatively and quantitatively.
6RANDOM FIELDS
The theory of random fields is essentially that of stochastic processes on metric spaces
of dimension higher than one. Many of the themes encountered when studying point
processes on Rn and stochastic processes on the real line are revisited here, albeit with
a slight change of emphasis. Our focus will again be on the correlation properties of
such processes, as these are central to the applications envisaged. In particular we shall
later on argue that random fields are the natural tool for characterising and modelling of
properties of radio spectrum, but applications in other areas of networking exist as well.
For example, in [349] random fields are used to create synthetic environmental models
for sensor network applications.
This chapter is structured as follows. We first establish notation and give precise
definitions of random fields and their basic statistics. We shall then specialize our dis-
cussion on second-order statistics, especially focussing on correlation functions and
variograms and on their estimation from data. Fitting of analytical correlation and
variogram models is then discussed, both in terms of classical fitting of least squares
type as well as by maximum likelihood techniques. Applications of the fitted correlation
structures are then discussed both in terms of prediction of field values beyond locations
at which actual values are known, as well as for developing foundations of synthetic
models of the phenomena under study. We conclude the chapter by brief discussion of
spectral techniques as well as applications of the described techniques for random fields
defined on space-time.
6.1 RANDOM FIELDS AND BASIC STATISTICS
Recall that stochastic processes were defined as maps (T ×Ω,T ⊗F )→ (E,FE), where
(T,T ) indexed random variables with underlying probability space (Ω,F ,P) taking val-
ues in (E,FE). The random fields we shall consider in the following are such processes
with the added specialisations T ⊂Rn and E =Rd , with Rn being equipped with its usual
Euclidean structure. We shall primarily be concerned with the case (n,d) = (2,1), and
use the notation Z(s), s ∈Rn accordingly, suppressing the dependency on w ∈Ω through-
out. Formally the probabilistic structure of a random field is again described by the
finite-dimensional distributions
Fs1,...sk (x1, . . . , xk)≡P {Z(s1)≤ x1, . . . ,Z(sk)≤ xk} , (6.1)
although they are rarely used directly in applications. Much more central are themean
µ(s)≡ E {Z(s)} (6.2)
and the covariance function
C(s, t)≡ E {Z(s)Z(t)}−µ(s)µ(t). (6.3)
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The autocorrelation function of the random field is then
ρ(s, t)≡ C(s, t)
σ(s)σ(t)
, (6.4)
where σ2(s) ≡ C(s, s) is the variance of Z at s. Of course, the covariance function of a
random field might not exist, but in the following we assume it does. It can also be shown
that C(s, t) must be positive definite, and that, in fact, any positive definite function is a
valid covariance function of a random field.
By far the most common assumption on the structure of a random field is that the fi-
nite dimensional distributions are all multivariate normal. Such a Z(s) is called aGaus-
sian random field, and its structure is completely defined by the mean and covariance
function. It can also be shown that for given mean and covariance function, Gaussian
random fields form the maximum entropy model analogously to Gibbs point processes
and corresponding random graphs encountered in the previous chapters. Gaussian ran-
dom fields admit density functions having the usual form
ps1,...sk (x1, . . . , xk)=
1p
2πdetΣ
exp
(
−1
2
(x−µ)TΣ−1(x−µ)
)
, (6.5)
where µ≡
(
µ(s1), . . . ,µ(sk)
)
and Σi j =C(si, s j). Usually one further assumes some kind of
stationarity condition. The most restrictive of the common forms of stationarity is strict
sense stationarity, defined as the translation-invariance of the finite-dimensional dis-
tributions. Usually a weaker condition suffices, common choice being second-order sta-
tionarity or weak stationarity characterised by the mean being constant and C(s, t)
depending only on the lag τ= t− s. For second-order stationary random fields we write
the covariance function as C(τ). Further, since the variance of such a random field
must be constant, covariance and correlation functions are equivalent, and no general-
ity is lost by operating with either one alone. A weaker stationarity condition still is
intrinsic stationarity, defined by Var{Z(s)− Z(t)} being dependent on the lag alone.
For intrisically stationary systems one conventionally defines the semivariogram
γ(s− t)= 1
2
Var{Z(s)−Z(t)} (6.6)
which is related for second-order stationary processes to the covariance function by
γ(τ)=C(0)−C(τ). (6.7)
The quantity 2γ(s− t) is usually called the variogram in the literature. If the semivari-
ogram further depends on τ by its norm alone, the random field is called isotropic.
Obviously expecting that all the random fields encountered in applications would be
stationary and isotropic would be an excessive assumption. However, they often serve
as reasonable approximations, and even when they do not, one can often decompose
the random field into two processes, one being simple (deterministic or random) trend
surface and the other being a either intrinsically or weakly stationary random field.
6.2 ESTIMATING THE CORRELATION STRUCTURE
Suppose now that we are given N values {Z(sk)} from a realisation of an intrinsically
stationary random field at different locations sk, and we seek an estimate γˆ for the
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semivariogram. If the process is in addition second-order stationary and isotropic ob-
taining an estimate for the semivariogram also yields an estimate for the covariance
function by Cˆ(τ) = limh→∞ γˆ(h)− γˆ(τ), but this does not necessarily hold with intrinsic
stationarity alone. This is analogous to the observation that stationary increments do
not imply stationarity in time series analysis. Hence the focus on semivariograms in the
following.
The simplest estimator for γ(τ) is obtained by estimating the variance of Z(s)−Z(t)
by the method of moments. This yields the original estimator of Matheron [350]
γˆ(τ)≡ 1
2|N(τ)|
∑
(si ,s j)∈N(τ)
{Z(si)−Z(s j)}2, (6.8)
where N(τ)≡
{
(si, s j)
∣∣si− s j =τ}. In practise similar binning approach to the one used
in the estimation of pair correlation function is applied when forming the sets N(τ).
While simple to implement the method of moments estimator is not robust against the
presence of outliers, and numerous alternatives have been proposed in the literature.
The most important of these is the Cressie-Hawkins robust estimator [351]
γˆ(τ)≡ 1
2
( 1
|N(τ)|
∑
(si ,s j )∈N(τ)
{Z(si)−Z(s j)}1/2
)4/(
0.457+ 0.494|N(τ)|
)
, (6.9)
which can be further modified by replacing the averaging with the taking of the median,
or applying robust estimators of scale [352].
So far only intrinsic stationarity has been assumed. In practice operating with a
semivariogram depending on the lag is still slightly cumbersome, and the simplification
to the isotropic case would be welcome. The estimate γˆ(τ) can be explored especially in
terms of the shape of the level sets γˆ(τ) = constant. If anisotropy is not manifest the
above estimators can be re-applied with new binning induced by |si − s j| = τ instead of
si − s j = τ. Should there be apparent anisotropy but with simple level sets (such as el-
lipsoids) a co-ordinate transformation can be applied in an effort to find new co-ordinates
in which the field is isotropic. Simplest attempt is to use a linear transformation of the
form
γ(τ)= γ′(|Tτ|). (6.10)
More complicated transformations can be considered as well, but usually very large ob-
servation counts are necessary to reliably determine the transformation parameters,
especially if highly complicated transformations are attempted.
Finally, we briefly discuss the estimation of other correlation statistics. Estima-
tion of the covariance function has been already discussed above, and in the stationary
case this suffices to cover the correlation function as well. Two statistics encountered
earlier in the context of time series analysis with relation to second-order properties of a
stochastic process are the fractal dimension and the Hurst parameter. Assuming Gaus-
sianity, second-order stationarity and isotropy for definiteness, the fractal dimension is
related to the local behaviour of the covariance function. Namely, if 1−C(τ)≈ |τ|α in the
limit τ→ 0 the fractal dimension is given by D = n+1−α/2. Similarly, if C(τ) ≈ |τ|β as
τ→∞ the field exhibits long-range dependence with Hurst parameter H = 1−β/2 [231].
For self-affine fields we further have the relationship D +H = n+1, but this does not
hold even for all Gaussian random fields. Both parameters can be estimated from
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data using similar approaches as were given for time series in Chapter 3. See, for ex-
ample, [230,231,353,354] and references therein for details.
Numerous measures for the autocorrelation of the spatial field have been defined
before the above, nowadays prevalent view became dominant. One of the most well
established ones of these is theMoran’s I [355], defined by
I ≡
n
∑
i, jwi j(Zi−µ)(Z j−µ)
(
∑
i, jwi j)
∑
i(Zi−µ)2
, (6.11)
where Zi is the value or Z either measured at a point xi ∈ E, or assigned to a cell Ci in
a tessellation of E, n is the total number of points or cells, and wi j is a weight matrix. A
related spatial autocorrelation index is that of Geary’s C [356], defined by
C ≡
(n−1)∑i, jwi j(Zi−Z j)2
2
∑
i, jwi j(Zi−µ)2
. (6.12)
Notice that the Geary’s C is essentially a general form of the semivariogram, albeit a
normalised one and geared towards lattice data.
For theoretical analysis statistical physics techniques can again be applied. Defining
ε≡ (Z−µ)/µ we have the partition function
P[J]=
∫
DεP {ε}exp
(
i
∫
dxJ(x)ε(x)
)
(6.13)
in the presence of an external field J. The correlation functions can be derived from this
expression by developing lnP[J] into a Taylor series with respect to J, and taking the
limit in order to remove the detailed influence of the external field. See [357, 358] for
examples and related discussion.
6.3 SEMIVARIOGRAMS FROM DATA SETS
From now on we shall assume that our random field is both intrinsically stationary and
isotropic, that is, homogeneous. The estimation of the empirical semivariogram
γˆ(τ) is a useful exploratory device, but usually insufficient for applications such as sim-
ulation and prediction. The reason for this is that the shape of the semivariogram in the
isotropic case has to satisfy a number of conditions (such as being negative semi-definite)
that might not hold for the empirical semivariogram. Because of this we usually seek
to fit a semivariogram model γ(τ;α) depending on some vector of parameters α to the
data. This can roughly be accomplished in two manners. Either we use the empirical
semivariogram as a basis and fit the semivariogram model to it, or use some form of
maximum likelihood estimation to directly fit a semivariogram model to the data. The
latter requires a model for the marginal distribution of the random field as well to enable
computation of the likelihoods, a common choice again being the Gaussian one.
Let us first consider techniques based on the empirical semivariogram. We can dis-
tinguish between three common approaches. Simplest is the fitting by ordinary least
squares, given by the minimisation of
LLS(α)=
(
γˆ−γ(α)
)T(
γˆ−γ(α)
)
, (6.14)
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where the vectors γˆ and γ(α) are introduced to denote the values of the empirical and
model semivariogram at the lags employed. Numerically much more powerful would be
the fit by generalised least squares
LGLS(α)=
(
γˆ−γ(α)
)T
Σ
−1(γˆ−γ(α)), (6.15)
where Σ−1 is now the covariance matrix of γˆ. Since the generalised least squares ap-
proach is often difficult to implement efficiently, some approximation is used instead.
Cressie [359] has proposedweighted least squares scheme of the form
LWLS(α)=
(
γˆ−γ(α)
)T
W−1
(
γˆ−γ(α)
)
, (6.16)
where W is now a diagonal matrix consisting of the variances of the entries of γˆ [359].
After some approximations Cressie obtains the optimization criterion
k∑
i=1
|N(hi)|
( γˆ(hi)
γ(hi;α)
−1
)2
, (6.17)
where γˆ can be obtained from either the Matheron estimator or the Cressie-Hawkins
one. Cressie also shows that utilizing the latter should be statistically more efficient,
and that the weighted least squares estimates can be used as a starting point for an
iterative procedure to obtain generalised least squares estimates.
Let us now record some of the most commonly used semivariogram models. The
classical ones are exponential
γ(τ;α)=α0+α1
(
1−exp
(−τ
α2
))
, (6.18)
spherical (valid in dimensions n ∈ {1,2,3})
γ(τ;α)=
α0+α1
(3
2
τ
α2
− 1
2
( τ
α2
)3)
0< τ≤α2
α0+α1 τ≥α2
, (6.19)
and Gaussian
γ(τ;α)=α0+α1
(
1−exp
(−τ2
α22
))
. (6.20)
All of these definitions are for τ > 0, and are extended to τ= 0 by γ(0;α)= 0. The para-
meter α0 is used to account for the nugget effect limτ→0γ(τ) 6= 0 possibly arising from
measurement inaccuracies, short-range variations, or superimposed noise. The para-
meter α1 controls the sill, that is, the asymptotic value of γ(τ;α) when τ→∞. Finally,
α2 is the range parameter, scaling the correlation distance of the model. Notice that
the range parameters are not directly comparable between models. For example, in Fig-
ure 6.1 illustrating these three semivariogram models significantly different values of
the α2 parameter have been used to obtain similar correlation distances for the mod-
els. Because of this, sometimes effective range is used to characterise semivariogram
model, defines as the distance at which the semivariogram reaches 95% of the sill. We
can also consider power-law correlations in the random field, yielding the semivari-
ogram of the form
γ(τ;α)=α0+α1τα2 , (6.21)
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FIGURE 6.1: Illustration of the exponential (α2 = 0.2), spherical (α2 = 0.6) and Gaussian
(α2 = 0.6/
p
3) semivariogram models with α0 = 0 and α1 = 1.
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FIGURE 6.2: Illustration of the wave model with α0 = 0, α1 = 1 and α2 = 1/16.
where 0 ≤ τ < 2, special case of α2 = 1 yielding the linear model. Notice that for the
power-law semivariogram model the limit τ → ∞ does not exist, so despite assumed
intrinsic stationarity a Gaussian random field with such a covariance structure cannot
be stationary. Another model relevant primarily to certain regular structures (such as
power spectral density from transmitters arranged in a grid) is the wave model
γ(τ;α)=α0+α1
(
1− α2
τ
sin
( τ
α2
))
(6.22)
depicted in Figure 6.2.
Especially the exponential and Gaussianmodels are often unified into a larger family
of models. Two most common of such unified semivariogram models are the stable or
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FIGURE 6.3: Illustration of the power-law exponential semivariogram model with
α0 = 0 and α1 = 1 for κ = 0 (top), κ = 0.1, . . . , κ = 2.0, solid lines corresponding to
κ ∈ {0,1/2,1,3/2,2}.
power-law exponentialmodel
γ(τ;α,κ)=α0+α1
(
1−exp
(
−
( τ
α2
)κ))
, (6.23)
where 0≤κ≤ 2, and theMatérn model
γ(τ;α,κ)=α0+α1
(
1− 1
2κ−1Γ(κ)
(
τ
α2
)κ
Kκ
(
τ
α2
))
, (6.24)
where Γ is the gamma-function and Kα is the modified Bessel function of the second kind
(see [123]). The Matérn model gives the exponential and Gaussian models as special
cases κ = 1/2 and κ→∞, respectively. In both models κ can be shown to essentially
control the differentiability of the semivariogram, and thus that of the random field
itself. The influence of κ on the shape of γ(τ) for the power-law exponential and Matérn
models are illustrated in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, respectively.
Finally, we define a model allowing the fractal dimension and the Hurst parameter
to be tuned separately [231]. The generalised Cauchy model is defined by
γ(τ;α,α,β)=α0+α1
(
1−
(
1+
( τ
α2
)α)− β
α
)
, (6.25)
where 0<α≤ 2 and β> 0. The Hurst parameter and fractal dimension are for this model
given precisely by H = 1−β/2 and D = n+1−α/2. The behaviour of the semivariogram
model for different (α,β)-values is shown in Figure 6.5.
We conclude this section by returning to the issue of fitting a semivariogram model
to data, but this time with techniques of the maximum likelihood nature. We shall
primarily follow [360] and [361], although we incorporate some additions from [252]
for clarification. We assume normally distributed data Z with the mean term given
by a regression of the form Xβ, where X is an N ×Q matrix of regressors, and β is
the vector of Q regression parameters. In applications related to coverage estimation,
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FIGURE 6.4: Illustration of the Matérn semivariogram model with α0 = 0 and α1 = 1
for κ = 0.05 (top), κ = 0.1, κ = 0.2, . . . , κ = 2.0, solid lines corresponding to κ ∈
{1/20,1/2,1,3/2,2}.
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FIGURE 6.5: Illustration of the generalised Cauchy model with α0 = 0 and α1 = 1 for
different values of α and β.
typical covariates would be the locations of transmitters and related propagation model
parameters. The covariance matrix is assumed to be of the form α1V (α), where α1 is
a scale parameter, and V (α) consists of the standardised covariances obtained from the
covariance function using the distances between observations. With these terms the
negative log-likelihood is obtained from the usual Gaussian density and becomes
ℓ(α1,α,β)=
N
2
log(2π)+ N
2
logα1+
1
2
logdetV (α)
+ 1
2α1
(Z−Xβ)TV (α)−1(Z−Xβ).
(6.26)
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FIGURE 6.6: Realisation of a Gaussian random field at 400 measurement locations with
an exponential covariance structure with parameters (α0,α1,α2)= (0,0.4,0.3).
Usually β is replaced by its generalised least squares estimator
βˆ= (XTV (α)−1X)−1XTV (α)−1Z (6.27)
yielding
ℓ(α1,α, βˆ)=
N
2
log(2π)+ N
2
logα1+
1
2
logdetV (α)+ 1
2α1
G2(α), (6.28)
where G2(α) = (Z−Xβˆ)TV (α)−1(Z−Xβˆ). Further, putting αˆ1 =G2(α)/N we obtain for
α the negative log-likelihood
ℓ(αˆ1,α, βˆ)=
N
2
log(2π)+ N
2
log
G2(α)
N
+ 1
2
logdetV (α)+ N
2
(6.29)
which is then to be solved by numerical means. In practise (see [361] for details) this
can be accomplished by, for example, exploiting the Cholesky decomposition of V (α).
Additional advantage in maximum likelihood estimation is that it offers additional
diagnostic tools by which the quality of the fit can be examined, namely profile like-
lihoods. These are graphs of the likelihood function L(α1, . . . ,αk) with the parameter
of interest left free, and the rest replaced by their maximum likelihood estimates. Let
us illustrate by means of an example. Figure 6.6 depicts an example realisation of a
Gaussian random field with exponential covariance structure generated with paramet-
ers α1 = 0.4 and α2 = 0.3 (means of creating such a simulated samples will be discussed
in the next section). The maximum likelihood estimation of the semivariogram paramet-
ers yields αˆ1 = 0.387 and αˆ2 = 0.290. Plotting the profile likelihoods yields the results
shown in Figure 6.7. While the maxima are relatively clear, the profile likelihoods are
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FIGURE 6.7: Profile likelihoods for the maximum likelihood estimates for the paramet-
ers of the exponential semivariogram.
somewhat spread out, indicating that confidence intervals for the fits should be regarded
as being quite large. It is of course also possible to study the likelihood surface by other
means as well, such as contour plots. See [252] for a related discussion, especially on the
possible multimodality of the profile likelihood and its consequences.
6.4 SIMULATION AND PREDICTION
We shall now consider selected applications of the fitted semivariogram models. We
begin by consider simulation, that is, generating numerically realisations of a Gaussian
random field with a covariance structure defined by the fitted semivariogram model.
While several techniques have been introduced in the literature, we shall focus here
on circulant embedding methods [245, 362, 363] providing fast and exact simulation
algorithms for both conditional and non-conditional simulation cases.
Let Ri j be the correlation matrix defined by the fitted semivariogram model sampled
on a grid of (m+1)× (m+1) points. Define a symmetric Toeplitz matrix S of dimension
2m×2m by setting for the first row S0i = R0i and S0(2m−k) = R0k, with rest of the com-
ponents conveniently chosen to make S non-negative definite. It can be shown (see [362]
for details) that with these definitions S is a circulant matrix with decomposition
S = 1
2m
FΛFH, (6.30)
where F is the matrix of the fast Fourier transform and Λ is a diagonal matrix. Once
such a matrix S is found, realisations of the desired random field can be generated by
generating standard normal random variates of dimension 2m, treating these as real
and imaginary parts of a complex vector which is mapped on the sampling grid by mul-
tiplying with F(Λ/2m)1/2. The main challenge is to find S in a numerically efficient way,
for which several algorithms are provided in the cited references.
The second application we shall consider is the prediction problem: given observa-
tions {Z(si)}
n
i=1, a fitted semivariogram model together with the usual normality as-
sumption, what can we say about the value Z(s0) at a location s0 where a measurement
has not been performed? The process of obtaining a solution to such problems has been
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coined kriging by Matheron, following the early work of D. G. Krige in geostatistics.
Several flavours of kriging have been proposed in the literature. The simplest of these
used in applications is ordinary kriging which is essentially the optimal linear un-
biased predictor minimizing the mean-squared prediction error or estimator variance
Var
{
Z(s0)−
n∑
i=1
λiZ(si)
}
(6.31)
assuming an unknown but constant mean. This results in the condition
∑n
i=1λi = 1 for
unbiasedness, and the system of kriging equations
λ1
λ2
...
λn
µ
=

γ(s1− s1) . . . γ(s1− sn) 1
γ(s2− s1) . . . γ(s2− sn) 1
...
. . .
...
γ(sn− s1) . . . γ(sn− sn) 1
1 . . . 1 0

−1
γ(s0− s1)
γ(s0− s2)
...
γ(s0− sn)
1
 (6.32)
from which the weights λ can be solved. These are essentially the equations for con-
ditional expectation for Gaussian processes expressed in terms of the semivariogram.
For Gaussian random fields conditional expectations are easily shown to be linear in the
observed values of Z, showing that the optimal predictor in the minimum variance or
MMSE sense is also necessarily linear. It can also be shown to coincide with the max-
imum entropy estimator. Due to these properties such linear estimators are often used
and found to yield good results even if the underlying random field does not have exactly
Gaussian marginals. We shall see in Chapter 10 that this is the case also in coverage
estimation problems related to wireless communication systems.
The parameter µ in (6.32) is a Lagrange multiplier used in the minimization of es-
timator variance, which turns out to be
Var(Zˆ(s0)−Z(s0))=

λ1
λ2
...
λn
µ

′ 
γ(s0− s1)
γ(s0− s2)
...
γ(s0− sn)
1
 . (6.33)
This is often extended to universal kriging by allowing the regression as in (6.26). The
resulting predictor can be shown to be
Zˆ(s0)= (x0−XTΣ−1γ)T βˆ+γTΣ−1Z, (6.34)
where the notation of the previous section is used, γ≡
(
γ(s0− s1), . . . ,γ(s0− sN)
)
, and x0
is used to denote the vector of covariates at s0. Another common approach to prediction
is the Bayesian one, obtained by noting that the posterior of Z(s0) conditioned on all the
parameters is normal with the mean Zˆ(s0) given above, and with variance σ
2
0−γTΣ−1γ,
where σ20 is the variance of Z(s0). We can then proceed to obtain results not conditional
on the knowledge of the parameters by successively integrating them out, see [364] for
details.
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FIGURE 6.8: Example on the application of Bayesian kriging. Original random field on
the left is sampled to obtain the observations illustrated in themiddle panel. Application
of Bayesian kriging on the subsampled field results in the reconstruction given on the
right panel.
Let us conclude this section by giving a brief example on Bayesian kriging. Figure 6.8
illustrates a simulated Gaussian random field, with initial values at 400 locations. This
is then subsampled to obtain 100 data points, after which Bayesian estimation is used
to obtain optimal solution to the kriging problem. The results shown in the rightmost
panel feature close resemblance to the original field.
6.5 SPECTRAL STRUCTURE
In time series analysis study of the spectral structure is a well-established technique.
It can be extended for spatial processes as well, especially for cases in which a random
field Z is observed on a regular lattice. While application of spectral techniques usually
is taken to require stationarity, it has recently been shown that the key methods, and
especially the definition of the periodogram for spatial processes can be extended to the
non-stationary case as well [365]. We shall give here a brief overview of these recent
developments, mainly following [365].
Let Z be a weakly stationary random field on R2. It can be shown that each such
process admits the Fourier-Stieltjes representation
Z(s)=
∫
R2
exp(is ·ω)dY (ω), (6.35)
where Y defines the spectral function by
F(ω1,ω2)≡ E
{
Y (ω1)Y
∗(ω2)
}
. (6.36)
The spectral function is related to the covariance function by
C(s, t)=
∫
R2
∫
R2
exp{i(s ·ω1− t ·ω2)}d2F(ω1,ω2), (6.37)
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FIGURE 6.9: The spectral density function corresponding to the Matérn semivariogram
with κ= 1/2 (solid line), κ= 1/4 (dashed line) and κ= 2 (dotted line).
which also holds for non-stationary processes. Assuming F has a density f , i.e., a Radon-
Nikodym derivative with respect to the Lebesgue measure of R2, we also have the rep-
resentation
f (ω1,ω2)=
1
(2π)4
∫
R2
∫
R2
exp{−i(s ·ω1− t ·ω2)}C(s, t)dsdt. (6.38)
For example, the spectral density corresponding to the Matérn semivariogram assuming
range and sill of unity becomes
f (ω)= (1+|ω|2)−(1+κ), (6.39)
which is illustrated for different values of κ in Figure 6.9.
Suppose now that we have an N1×N2 regular lattice, with vertices spaced at distance
∆ apart, on which a random field Z is observed. The periodogram of a stationary
random field Z is defined by
I(ω)≡ ∆
2
4π2N1N2
∣∣∣ N1∑
s=1
N2∑
t=1
Z
(
∆(s, t)
)
exp{−i∆(s, t) ·ω}
∣∣∣2, (6.40)
and it serves as an estimator for f . With similar notation, for non-stationary Z Fuentes [365]
has defined the non-stationary periodogram as
I(ω1,ω2)≡
∆
2
4π2N1N2
N1∑
s1=1
N2∑
s2=1
Z
(
∆(s1, s2)
)
exp{−i∆(s1, s2) ·ω1}
×
N1∑
t1=1
N2∑
t2=1
Z
(
∆(t1, t2)
)
exp{i∆(t1, t2) ·ω2}
(6.41)
The motivation of this definition lies in the approximation of Y (ω) by the Fourier trans-
form
∆
2π
p
N1N2
N1∑
s1=1
N2∑
s2=1
Z
(
∆(s1, s2)
)
exp{−i∆(s1, s2) ·ω}. (6.42)
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Another key application of spectral techniques is in derivation of new covariance
functions or semivariogram models. By Bochner’s theorem it suffices to write down a
regular enough spectral function, the Fourier transform of which then automatically
yields a valid covariance function.
6.6 ADDITIONAL TOPICS
6.6.1 Random Fields on Space-Time
In principle all of the above methods can be applied directly on space-time data by treat-
ing time-indexed data {xt} on R
d as Rd+1-dimensional random field Z(x, t). However,
since spatial and temporal behaviour are typically rather distinct, it is customary to re-
flect this distinction also in analysis and modelling. In earlier work simple factorisation
C(τ)=CS(x)CT(t) (6.43)
of the covariance function C(τ) of Z(x, t) into spatial and temporal parts was commonly
used (additive factorisation is also possible, although certain technical complications can
arise in kriging applications). However, as pointed out in [366] such models are very lim-
ited since all proper space-time interactions are absent. The authors of [366] then went
on to derive families on non-separable covariance functions (and thus semivariograms)
for space-time applications while retaining the separation between space and time. Fur-
ther models of this nature were constructed in, for example, [367]. Fitting such models
to data can be carried out applying the techniques given above, that is, by first form-
ing the empirical semivariogram and then applying weighted least-squares method for
parameter estimation.
It is also possible to obtain covariance function designs tailored for space-time applic-
ations starting from the spectral domain. An example is given in [368] where authors
begin from a generalised Matérn-type spectral density
f (ω,τ;α, c,κ)∝
(
c1(a
2
1+|ω|2)α1 + c2(a22+τ2)α2 + c3(a23+|ω|2τ2)α3
)−κ
(6.44)
and study some of its applications. Further extensions tomultivariate case were given
in [369]. Even though most of our applications later on will be for spatial data only,
spatio-temporal and multivariate applications are definitely emerging as larger data
sets on spatio-temporal behaviour in networks are becoming available.
6.6.2 Higher Order Statistics and Excursion Sets
In addition to the second-order characterisation discussed above, we can of course also
consider higher-order statistics for random fields. The starting point would again be
the moments E {Z(t1) · · ·Z(tn)} and their factorial and reduced counterparts. We can also
again consider the normalized field ε= (Z−µ)/µ and its moments, which yield the random
field analogues to the n-point correlation functions of point processes. Estimation of
these correlation functions is also similar to the point process case.
Alternative approach to characterising random fields can be obtained by studying
the behaviour of the level sets Z−1(I), where I is an interval (possibly unbounded) on R.
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Of particular importance are the excursion sets, defined for a random field Z on E over
λ as the random closed set
Aλ(Z,E)≡ { t ∈E |Z(t)≥λ } . (6.45)
Excursion sets appear in a number of applications of random field theory to wireless
communications. For example, they correspond to regions in which secondary spectrum
use based on energy detection is not allowed, or where interference or SNR exceeds a
threshold. They are also closely related to the distribution of the maxima of Z, since
P
{
sup
t∈E
Z(t)≥λ
}
=P {Aλ(Z,E) 6= ;} . (6.46)
For zero-mean Gaussian stochastic processes, that is, for random fields on the real line
evaluating this probability is a classical problem, typical solutions resulting in asymp-
totic bounds of the form
P
{
sup
t∈[0,T]
Z(t)≥λ
}
=
(
C1+C2λ−1+O(λ−2)
)
exp
(−λ2
2σ
)
, (6.47)
where C1 and C2 are constants depending on Z and T. See [370] for further details
and references. In higher dimensions the problem is significantly more complicated, es-
pecially if tight bounds are desired. Many of the best results available are expressed
in terms of the Euler characteristics of the excursion sets, which in the planar case
corresponds to the number of connected components of Aλ minus the number of “holes”.
More formally, the Euler characteristic of sufficiently regular set A ⊂ Rn can be defined
as the unique integer-valued functional φ for which φ(;) = 0, φ(A) = 1 if A is homeo-
morphic to an n-sphere, and
φ(A1∪A2)=φ(A1)+φ(A2)−φ(A1∩A2). (6.48)
The last condition is the equivalent of C-additivity for more general sets. The Euler
characteristic is also closely related, and in fact simply proportional to the highest-order
Minkowski functional.
The reason why Euler characteristic plays such a central role in analysis of excursion
sets lies in the fact that its expectation for large enough λ is very close to the probability
P {Aλ(Z,E) 6= ;}. In fact, it can be shown that under rather general conditions∣∣P {Aλ(Z,E) 6= ;}−E{φ(Aλ(Z,E))}∣∣≤ exp(−(1+a)λ2/2σ2) (6.49)
provided a > 0 is suitably selected. The expected value of φ(Aλ(Z,E)) is known for a
number of cases. For example, putting
ρn(λ)≡
λn/22
(2π)(n+1)/2σn
Hn−1
(
λ
σ
)
exp
(−λ2
2σ
)
,
where Hn is the nth Hermite polynomial, λ2 is the variance of the derivative of Z, one
has for E ⊂R2 under mild regularity conditions that
E
{
φ(Aλ(Z,E))
}
= 1
2
|∂E|ρ1(λ)+|E|ρ2(λ)+φ(E)Q
(
λ
σ
)
, (6.50)
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where Q(x) is the tail of the standard normal distribution. Further, given that E is a
union of convex bodies in Rn one can show that
E
{
φ(Aλ(Z,E))
}
= exp
(−λ2
2σ
)n−1∑
k=0
(n
k
)
λ(n−k)/22 Hn−k−1(λ/σ)Wk(E)
bk(2π)(n−k+1)/2σn−k
+Q
(
λ
σ
)
. (6.51)
It is also possible to characterise the n-point correlation structure of the excursion
sets. The relevant correlation function is the n-point volume fraction
pn(s1, . . . , sn)≡ E {[Z(s1)>λ] · · · [Z(sn)>λ]} , (6.52)
which has been studied extensively in the physics community [371]. The one-point
volume fraction is trivially given by p1 =Ψ(λ), whereas for the two-point case
p2(s1, s2)=
1
2π
∫C(s1,s2)
0
1p
1− t2
exp
(−λ2
1+ t
)
dt+ p21 (6.53)
the dependency on the covariance function becomes apparent. Expressions for three-
point correlations have also been derived in [371].
6.6.3 Sampling Random Fields on Point Processes
We shall conclude this chapter by briefly discussing the problem of estimating the struc-
ture of Z from samples Z(X i), where the X i are points in a realization of a point process
N. The fundamental contributions are again those of Karr [129, 372]. For example,
he has shown that the law of a random field on Rn that is continuous in probability is
uniquely determined by the law of the marked point process N ′ = ∑i ε(X i ,Z(X i )) for the
case of N being Poisson with diffuse mean measure µ for which µ(B)> 0 for any open set
B. For the case of stationary Z the estimation of the mean and covariance function of Z
from Poisson samples with the simple estimators
µˆ≡ 1
ν|K |
∫
K
Z dN (6.54)
and
Cˆ(r)≡ 1
ν2|K |
∫
K
∫
K
wK (r− x1− x2)Z(x1)Z(x2)N(2)(dx1,dx2) (6.55)
can likewise be shown to succeed in consistent manner. Further, by imposing mild ad-
ditional assumptions, the distributional behaviour of these estimates can be established
rather precisely.
State estimation for Z analogous to kriging can also be carried out using point pro-
cess samples. The relevant estimators are of the form
Zˆ(s0)=
∫
D
h(s0, s)Z(s)N(ds), (6.56)
where h is a function on Rn×D. The optimality condition for h can be shown to be
C(s− t)= ν
∫
D
h(s,v)C(t−v)dv+h(s, t)C(0), (6.57)
and the resulting estimation variance is given by
E
{
(Zˆ(s)−Z(s))2
}
= h(s, s)C(0). (6.58)
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CHAPTER SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS
In this chapter we introduced random fields as spatial models for continuous phenom-
ena, such as interference power or signal strength. Our focus was, like in the point
process case, in enabling robust statistical analysis and modeling based on empirical
data set. We focused in particular on correlation metrics, since these can be applied in
the Gaussian random field case to derive simple optimal linear predictors, which res-
ult in good approximations in non-Gaussian cases as well. In particular, we introduced
different correlation-related predictors and showed how different types of prior inform-
ation can be taken into account while making predictions about the state of a random
field. These methods will later on be shown to result in effective and accurate methods
for, e.g., coverage estimation in wireless systems. Finally, we briefly covered selection of
advanced topics on random fields that we believe to be highly promising in relation to
applications to wireless networks, including joint state estimation problems with point
processes and random fields.
While the methods presented here have been widely applied in other fields, prac-
tically no applications in wireless communications systems are given in the literature.
Earlier work on, for example, correlation models for shadow fading [373,374] have used
simple exponential models, which have been fitted to the data with simple linear re-
gression. The methods introduced here enable a systematic modeling approach that is
highly robust to outliers and measurement errors, and can deal with muchmore complex
parametric correlation models.
PART III
FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE
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7SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
In this chapter we shall put the machinery of spatial statistics into use by applying it
to the empirical location distributions related to a number of different types of wireless
networks. We shall mainly focus on the statistical analysis of location distributions,
with applications to modeling discussed in the next chapter. To the best of our know-
ledge these are the first quantitative results published in the literature on the detailed
structure of node location distributions of wireless networks. In particular, these res-
ults show convincingly that the often made assumption on node locations following a
homogeneous Poisson process is practically never valid, except as a very crude approx-
imation. We shall see that user-deployed networks tend to be clustered in a variety of
length scales, whereas planned networks feature strong clustering in the large scale,
and regularity in the small. These results are easy enough to understand qualitatively,
and correspond well to the criticism occasionally made towards the Poisson assumption,
but quantitative analysis has been missing until now.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. We shall first discuss a data set con-
sisting of a large number of user-deployed wireless LAN access point locations obtained
through the efforts of the wardriving community. We perform a rather comprehensive
statistical analysis of the data, involving first-order statistics, distance-based metrics,
percolation structure and higher-order correlations in access point locations. We shall
also study certain coverage-related statistics induced by the access point locations, such
as area and shape distributions of the associated Voronoi tessellations. Finally, to study
the robustness of the results to the regional variability in the data we cross-check them
against regional statistics for selected areas. We shall then move on to analyse location
data sets related to other wireless technologies, such as radio and TV broadcast stations
and cellular basestations. For each of this comprehensive statistical characterisation is
again carried out, and similarities and differences between the data sets highlighted.
7.1 WI-FI ACCESS POINTS IN THE COASTAL USA
We shall first focus on the data set illustrated in Figure 7.1 obtained from the Wigle
database [375] populated by the wardriving community with location data of IEEE
802.11a/b/g/n access points. It consists of 1 636 756 points marked by configuration data,
such as the channel used by the access point at the time of the measurement. The data
set is divided into two distinct parts, the west coast one consisting of 1 002 917 points
with the east coast set containing 633839 distinct locations. As one would expect, the
points are concentrated heavily on the major population centres. We thus expect the em-
pirical process to be strongly clustered, and, when treated as a realisation of a stationary
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FIGURE 7.1: Illustration of the Wigle data set consisting of the locations of approxim-
ately 1.6 million Wi-Fi access point locations.
point process, to feature strong n-point correlations. Both of these expectations turn out
to be correct, as we shall see presently.
Alternative approach for treating this particular process would be to introduce the
underlying population density as a covariate, and study the correlations in the process
after eliminating the possible effects of the background field. The results from such ana-
lysis are of value in, for example, model validation and in trying to understand which
underlying characteristics of the population are significant in adoption of wireless tech-
nologies. We shall illustrate these applications in Chapter 8. For now, we shall treat the
empirical process as a realisation of an unknown, sufficiently stationary point process
as also advocated by Ripley in [252]. This approach eliminates the need to consider the
involved covariates, and is thus especially appropriate for construction and validation of
analytical and simulation models.
7.2 NEAREST-NEIGHBOUR STATISTICS AND PERCOLATION STRUCTURE
We shall begin by estimating different distance-relatedmetrics for theWi-Fi access point
data set. Recall that the contact distribution function of a point process N was defined
as
HB(r)≡ 1−P {N(rB)= 0} , r ≥0 (7.1)
with the special case B=B(0, r) denoted by Hs(r) and called the spherical contact distri-
bution function. Figure 7.2 shows the Kaplan-Meier estimator of Baddeley and Gill [376]
for Hs(r) for the east and west coast parts of the data set. The figure also shows the the-
oretical curves Hs(r) = 1− exp(−νπr2) for the homogeneous Poisson point process with
same overall intensity ν as the reference data set. The figures clearly show that the con-
tact distribution function of the Poisson reference process grows much faster than the
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FIGURE 7.2: The estimate of the spherical contact distribution function Hs(r) for the
west and east USA data sets.
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FIGURE 7.3: The nearest neighbour distance distribution function D(r) for the west and
east coast data sets.
estimate for the data set. This indicates that there are much larger voids or “gaps” in
the data, a first indication of strong spatial clustering. The practical significance of Hs(r)
is that it immediately yields, by definition, the probability that a client at a randomly
selected location is at most at distance r from an access point.
The second major distance-related statistic defined in the above was the nearest-
neighbour distance distribution function D(r). We again give the Kaplan-Meier estimate
of D(r) for the east and west coast data sets contrasted with the Poisson case D(r) =
1−exp(−νπr2) in Figure 7.3. (Recall that for homogeneous Poisson process D(r)≡Hs(r).)
The very rapid growth D(r)→ 1 for both data sets confirms the highly clustered nature
of the data. In fact, most access points have a neighbour at most at a distance of some
tens of meters away. Such as tight clustering of the distribution indicates in turn a
potentially highly congested radio environment, as indeed observed in densely occupied
areas, such as the Manhattan.
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FIGURE 7.4: The Baddeley J-function for the access point data.
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FIGURE 7.5: Percolation statistics resulting in estimate of the mean connected compon-
ent size applied on a random point of both the east and west coast data sets.
For completeness we also give the (Kaplan-Meier) estimates for the J-function
J(r)≡ 1−D(r)
1−Hs(r)
(7.2)
for the east and west coast data sets in Figure 7.4. The Poisson reference is not given
explicitly in the figure, as J(r)≡ 1 identically for the homogeneous Poisson point process.
The rapid decay of the J-function confirms spatial clustering in the length scale of some
tens of meters. To make this more precise, we shall first have a look at the results for
basic percolation analysis, and then study the behaviour of the correlation functions of
the location data.
Figure 7.5 shows the result from an application of percolation analysis, also called
friends-of-friends clustering, on random selected points from the east and west data sets.
In the terms of random geometric graphs the result depicted is that of the size of the
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FIGURE 7.6: The Landy-Szalay estimators for the two-point correlation functions of the
access point location data.
component containing the randomly selected vertex (which can be interpreted rigorously
in terms of Palm probabilities), with the radius of the Euclidean connector being varied.
We see that already a relatively moderate percolation radius of one hundred meters
results in around 10000 nodes in the corresponding typical connected component.
7.3 CORRELATION STRUCTURES IN WI-FI LOCATIONS
We shall now study the correlation structure of the access point locations, starting with
two-point correlations and then moving to higher-order ones. We shall also give for
completeness an illustration of the counts-in-cells statistics for the data.
7.3.1 Two-Point Correlations
We applied the pairwise estimators introduced in Section 5.3.3 to the data set. We only
give results using the Landy-Szalay estimator due to its theoretically superior robust-
ness, although in practice the results given by other estimators turned out to be almost
identical. Figure 7.6 illustrates ξˆ(r) for our data set, showing a clear heavy-tailed be-
haviour. In shorter distances we have approximately ξˆ(r) ∝ r−1, whereas for larger
distances the exponent decreases to approximately −1.4. The scaling behaviour is not
confined to short distances, so it clearly cannot arise through errors in the localisation
of the individual access points (we shall also later see that second-order statistics are
relatively robust to typical errors arising in localization).
In order to study the origins of the scaling behaviour further, we divided the data set
into a number of subsets according to the local densities around the points. Specifically,
we used the number of neighbours within a disc of 500 meter radius centred on each
point as a criteria in the subsetting. Figure 7.7 depicts the two-point correlation func-
tions for those subsets of the location data. While small changes in the shapes of the
curves are visible, it is clear that the overall behaviour of the correlation functions is
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FIGURE 7.8: The estimate of the Ripley K -function for the east and west coast data sets.
very similar. The similarity is most pronounced in large distances, which is consistent
with our way of constructing the subsets of locations.
Finally, let us consider the Ripley K -function of the access point locations. This is,
of course, not a statistic fundamentally independent from the pair correlation one, since
we theoretically have
1+ξ(r)≡ 1
dbdr
d−1
dK (r)
dr
. (7.3)
However, it admits slightly different types of estimators, as we have seen, allowing for
an at least partially independent verification of the scaling phenomena indicated by the
above results. Figure 7.8 depicts the estimates of the K -function for the access point
location data. Recall that for the Poisson process we have K (r)=πr2, that is, a parabola.
We see that the values of the K -function of the data grow much faster for small r, and
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FIGURE 7.9: The three-point correlation functions of the east and west coast data sets
estimated using point configurations forming equilateral triangles.
that the different scaling regions are clearly visible.
7.3.2 Three- and Four-Point Correlations
We have seen that the two-point correlation functions as well as the K -functions indicate
heavy-tailed scaling behaviour characteristic to fractals and other spatial fields with
long-range dependencies. It is naturally of interest to ascertain whether these features
are characteristic to two-point correlations only, or if they extend in one form or another
to higher-order correlations as well. Such analysis is naturally numerically much more
demanding, but with sufficient computational resources still feasible, especially given
parallel computing implementations.
Let us begin with three-point correlations. Since we now need more than one real
number to characterise the configuration of the various point triples occurring in the ex-
pansion of (D−R)3, either surface plots become necessary, or we must restrict ourselves
to a subset of allowable configurations. We first consider the latter approach. Figure 7.9
depicts the (residual) three-point correlation function estimated using equilateral tri-
angles with the side length given in the x-axis. We again see a significant heavy-tailed
behaviour reminiscent to the results obtained for the two-point correlations. In partic-
ular, the residual three-point correlations as so high that they cannot be ignored, indic-
ating that processes of, for example, Gauss-Poisson type might not yield good models for
chaotically deployed Wi-Fi networks without explicit consideration of higher order cor-
relations. Contrasting with Figure 7.10, showing the three-point correlations evaluated
for right-angled triangles with varying side lengths, we see that these conclusions are
not dependent on the special shape of the point configurations used in the estimators.
The highest-order correlations we have studied on the access point data are those of
fourth order. Five-point correlations and higher start to be computationally prohibitive,
and are very difficult to estimate accurately. Additionally, they are rather complicated
the explore, interpret and represent. Thus, limiting the analysis to the fourth order
appears to be well motivated. We shall first give results on point configurations form-
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ated on square point configurations.
ing squares, since those can be represented in a regular graph, given in Figure 7.12. We
again see very high range with a power-law like decay. In the west-USA case the residual
four-point correlation function is almost a pure power-law, with exponent of approxim-
ately −1.96. Figure 7.12 shows the generalisation from squares to rectangles, giving the
four-point correlation for the west USA data as a function of the two side lengths. The
results are obviously somewhat less smooth than in the three-point case. This is, in fact,
most likely a numerical artifact caused by the smaller number of points falling into each
bin, increasing the variance of the estimates.
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7.3.3 Counts in Cells
We have seen that while direct computation of n-point correlations is possible at least
for n ≤ 4, the computational complexity, numerical inaccuracies, and complexity of in-
terpretation increase rapidly with the order of the correlations. In Section 5.2.3 we dis-
cussed counts in cells, defined in terms of the probability Pn(C) of exactly n points hitting
the cell randomly thrown cell C. We saw that these probabilities are closely related to
n-point correlations via their moments. They yield, of course, statistics smoothed over
the cell, but are very straightforward to estimate and interpret. Therefore looking into
these in addition to the correlation functions seems warranted. Figure 7.13 shows the
values of Pn(C) for square cells thrown randomly on the west USA data set. Different
moments can now be calculated from these probabilities with different degrees of accur-
acy. Using the formulae from Section 5.2.3 we can express various (averaged) correlation
functions directly as functions of these moments, yielding an approximation technique
for the n-point correlations. For example, using the results for squares with side length
of 800m can in practice be used to approximate integrals of ζ to the accuracy of 10% or
better, the relevant expression being
ν3
∫
C×C×C
ζ(r1, r2, r3)dr1dr2dr3= 〈n3〉−〈n〉−3〈n〉2−〈n〉3
+3(〈n〉+1)(〈n〉+〈n〉2−〈n2〉).
(7.4)
7.4 REGIONAL STATISTICS
In this section we shall have a closer look at regional statistics by extracting from our
overall data sets point collections for certain subregions. In particular, we selected these
subsets to primarily lie in larger cities in areas well covered by wardrivers at the time
the data set was extracted. The regions studied this way are Manhattan, greater Boston
area, San Francisco, the Bay area as a whole, Seattle, and Los Angeles. Together, these
regions contained approximately half of the points in the entire data set.
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We show in the following one-page summaries of the data sets. In these summar-
ies an illustration of the data set is given, together with plots illustrating the nearest-
neighbour and second-order structures of the data. The nearest-neighbour statistics
shown are those of the spherical contact distribution function Hs(r) and the Baddeley J-
function. The second-order statistics included are the Ripley K -function (together with
the theoretical curve Poisson point process for comparison) and the relative dispersion
plot used to estimate the fractal dimension of the empirical point process. Together
these provide rather comprehensive statistical characterisation of the data sets. Addi-
tional statistics presented for the overall data set above were calculated for these subsets
as well, but are omitted from here for brevity.
We see that in each case the statistics behave in a qualitatively similar fashion. For
each of the regions considered the J-function falls to zero roughly around r = 300m.
The exceptions are the Manhattan data set (with even faster decay) and the whole Bay
area data set (with very slightly slower decay). The results also show that Hs(r) has a
similar shape for each data set, but with rather varying growth rates. This is because
Hs(r) is sensitive to the distributions of the voids in the data, and the structure of the
observation window. The second-order statistics also indicate extreme clustering. In-
terestingly for all the data sets except the overall Bay area one, the relative dispersion
plot has a very similar structure, indicating complicated multiresolution structure in
the point distributions. Finding such generalities in the data sets is useful for a num-
ber of applications. First, they indicate that relatively small number of parameterised
models should suffice to provide good representation of node locations occurring in ac-
tual networks. Second, due to this model identification and various node location based
control strategies would appear to become feasible. However, much work remains before
complete picture of the possible application areas has been formed. Initial approaches
towards selected applications are given in Chapter 10.
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Access points in Manhattan
Illustration of the data set.
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Access points in the Boston area
Illustration of the data set.
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Access points in San Francisco
Illustration of the data set.
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Nearest-neighbour structure: estimates of Hs(r) and J(r).
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Access points in the Bay area
Illustration of the data set.
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Access points in Seattle
Illustration of the data set.
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Access points in Los Angeles
Illustration of the data set.
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Second-order structure: estimates of K (r) and scaling of relative dispersion.
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7.5 THE FCC DATA SETS
The next collection of data sets we shall study has been obtained from the licensing
database of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) of the USA. These data sets
contain snapshots of the tower locations for a number of different wireless transmitter
technologies. We focus here on the five data sets given in Table 7.1, consisting of AM
and FM radio and TV transmitter locations (with the division into NTSC and digital
TV predating the switch-over of summer 2009), together with cellular radiotelephone
service site locations. The results are given in the same format as the regional statistics
for Wireless LAN access points above.
Data set Number of points
AM transmitters 4934
FM transmitters 15535
TV (NTSC) 8922
TV (Digital) 1056
Cellular 21115
TABLE 7.1: The FCC data sets studied.
While the density of the points in different data sets varies inducing differences to
the scales of the nearest neighbour and second order statistics, the results are again
rather similar between technologies. The only clear outliers are the statistics for the
digital TV service. Especially from the J-function we see that the towers for digital TV
stations are clearly more regularly located than for other services. Such results are typ-
ical for deployments that are optimized for coverage, and for which the number of trans-
mitters is small. Being an emerging technology at the time the data set was collected
from the licensing database, digital TV would appear to fit well with such an expecta-
tion. Otherwise, all data sets feature a significant level of clustering, and especially the
relative dispersion graphs have shapes similar to the wireless LAN case studied above.
Not surprisingly, these results indicate that the large scale structure of the networks is
again strongly dictated by the population distribution. We shall quantify the differences
in the small-scale structure using model fitting techniques in the next chapter. It will
turn out that even the small-scale structures of the data sets are relatively similar, and
can be modelled well with a single parameterised family of point processes.
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FM radio station transmitter sites
Illustration of the data set.
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AM radio station transmitter sites
Illustration of the data set.
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NTSC television station transmitter sites
Illustration of the data set.
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Digital television station transmitter sites
Illustration of the data set.
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Cellular radiotelephone service sites
Illustration of the data set.
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Radio access technology
Operator Points UMTS GSM900 GSM1800
Orange 13841 5769 0 8072
Movistar 22840 7844 11530 3465
Vodafone 17175 8978 5745 2451
Yoigo 2702 2702 0 0
TABLE 7.2: Composition of the Spanish cellular network data set.
7.6 SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF CELLULAR NETWORKS
We shall now study in detail the spatial structure of modern cellular networks, in partic-
ular 2G and 3G networks deployed in Europe and (in one case) in the USA. Intuitively
we again expect heavy clustering to occur especially in transmitter locations correspond-
ing to technologies of high penetration rate, combined with local regularity. However, as
was the case above, quantifying these expectations and studying in detail the differences
between the various networks is of considerable interest.
7.6.1 Data Sets Considered
We consider three collections of data sets in this section. First of these consists of
56558 locations in Spain, corresponding to GSM base station and UMTS node-B loca-
tions for the four operators that have deployed networks there. These are illustrated
in Figure 7.14, and an overview of the composition of the data set in terms of different
operators and technologies is given in Table 7.2. The second collection, illustrated in
Figure 7.15, consists of a sample of the cellular network sites of a major operator in
Germany. The total numbers of data points considered are 19624 for the GSM900 base
stations, 1834 for GSM1800 base stations and 13100 for UMTS node-Bs. Finally, as third
collection, we consider the network of T-Mobile USA consisting of 8723 sites, illustrated
in Figure 7.16.
7.6.2 Results for the German Data Sets
We begin by studying the nearest neighbour structure and the spherical contact distribu-
tion function for the German data sets. Estimates for these are illustrated in Figure 7.18.
From the estimate of Hs(r) we see that the GSM900 network is, as can be expected, the
most regularly deployed, with roughly 70% of the locations being at most at distance
of approximately 6km from the nearest base station. The UMTS network coverage is
comparable in the larger distance scales, but does have also larger uncovered regions
that the GSM900 network. The deployment of GSM1800 is clearly significantly more
sparse than either of UMTS or GSM900, with over 50% of the locations being farther
away than 20km from the nearest base station. The estimates of D(r) show further how
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(a) Orange (b) Movistar
(c) Vodafone (d) Yoigo
FIGURE 7.14: The cellular network deployments of four Spanish operators.
highly clustered the UMTS and GSM900 networks are in terms of the nearest neighbour
distances.
Figure 7.17 shows the estimate of the J-function for each of the data sets, again
featuring the expected high level of clustering induced by the underlying clustered pop-
ulation distribution. It is also interesting to note the influence of the deployment model
on the clustering level measured by the J-function. Since the network corresponding
to the GSM900 data set is intended for nation-wide coverage, and the cell sizes can be-
come rather large in rural areas, a more regular deployment is used than for GSM1800
and UMTS cases. Also, due to business reasons the deployments of the latter technolo-
gies are focussed on major population centres, further increasing the level of clustering.
Similar trends can be observed in Figure 7.18, which shows the estimates for the spher-
ical contact distribution function for the cellular network sites in Germany. Especially
for the GSM1800 case the effect of the limitation of the deployment to large population
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FIGURE 7.15: The GSM900, GSM1800 basestation and UMTS node-B sites (from left to
right) for a major German operator.
FIGURE 7.16: The network of T-Mobile in the USA.
centres is clearly seen.
The main second order statistic we study for each of the cellular data sets is again
the pair correlation function ξ(r). Figure 7.19 shows the estimates of ξ(r) for each of
the three German data sets. The high level of clustering expected for the GSM1800
network on the basis of the distance distribution estimates is now clearly visible, as is
the similarity in the large-scale structure of the UMTS and GSM900 networks. The
somewhat fractal scaling also observed in the case of the Wireless LAN data set studied
above is even more clearly visible for these two data sets. Linear regression results in
these cases the rough estimates of −0.86 and −0.87 for the scaling exponents for the
GSM900 and UMTS data sets, respectively.
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FIGURE 7.17: The J-function estimates for the cellular network sites in Germany.
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FIGURE 7.18: The spherical contact distribution function and nearest neighbour distri-
bution function estimates for the cellular network sites in Germany.
7.6.3 Results for the Spanish Data Sets
The deployments of the Spanish networks are qualitatively somewhat different from the
German one considered. First, there is a much stronger emphasis on UMTS coverage,
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FIGURE 7.19: The pair correlation function estimates for the cellular network sites in
Germany.
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FIGURE 7.20: The J-function estimates for theMovistar network (left) and the Vodafone
network (right) for different transmitter technologies.
and, in the case of Yoigo, complete lack of GSM coverage. Only Movistar and Vodafone
have deployments for all the three radio access technologies. The deployments are also
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FIGURE 7.21: The pair correlation function estimates for the UMTS cellular network
sites in Spain for different operators.
more strongly concentrated into the few main population centres, with relatively sparse
coverage in the most rural regions. Nevertheless, the behaviour of distance distributions
as summarized in the estimates of J(r) shown in Figure 7.20 are similar to those of the
German data sets. The GSM900 data sets results in the smallest differences between
the nearest neighbour distance distribution and the spherical contact distribution func-
tions, whereas for both GSM1800 and UMTS very high level of clustering is seen. The
differences between the networks of the two operators are rather small, however, and
the expected overall higher clustering level in Spanish deployments compared to the
German ones is not very well visible in the J-function estimates. Therefore looking into
the second order statistics is again warranted.
Figure 7.21 shows the estimates of the pair correlation functions for the UMTS net-
works of the different operators. The scaling behaviour reminiscent to the Wireless LAN
case is again seen. For the three largest operators the second-order correlation structure
of the node-B locations is almost identical, whereas the Yoigo network has higher level
of clustering at length scales of up to 30km compared to the three others. This is clearly
a result from the sparser overall deployment, not targeting countrywide coverage but
focusing instead on major population centres (closely analogous to the case of GSM1800
in the German data set). Linear regression on the tail indicates scaling with exponent
of −1.46.
All of these results have focused on the large-scale structure of the cellular networks
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(a) Orange (b) Movistar
(c) Vodafone (d) Yoigo
FIGURE 7.22: The cellular network deployments of four Spanish operators in the sub-
urbs around Madrid.
considered. We shall also look into the structure of these networks at smaller length
scales, using the region around Madrid as a case study. Figures 7.22 and 7.23 illustrate
the structure of the cellular data sets in the suburbs around and in downtown of Madrid,
respectively, and the corresponding pair correlation function estimates are given in Fig-
ure 7.25. The small-scale structure of the data set is quite distinct from the large-scale
one also in urban regions. On the suburban level there is still clear clustering taking
place induced by the rather substantial density fluctuations in the underlying popula-
tion distribution. The second-order structure features a similar scaling phenomenon in
the tail of the pair correlation function as was observed above, although this time also
for smaller length scales. The node locations are clearly regular locally, although not
forming an actual hard core process either. The structure in the shortest length scales
also clearly differs between the different operators, mainly reflecting their respective
deployment densities.
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(a) Orange (b) Movistar
(c) Vodafone (d) Yoigo
FIGURE 7.23: The cellular network deployments of four Spanish operators in the down-
town Madrid.
7.6.4 Results for the US Data Set
The last cellular network data set we shall consider is that of T-Mobile network de-
ployed in the USA, depicted in Figure 7.16. The results for the nearest-neighbour and
pair correlation structures of the data set are given in Figure 7.26. From the J-function
estimate we can again infer heavy clustering on the nationwide scale, although the net-
work does appear to be slightly more regular in terms of its large scale structure than
its European counterparts studied above. Nevertheless, the second-order structure as
measured by the pair correlation function is strikingly similar to the ones seen above.
Even the scaling exponent has similar value, estimated to be approximately −1.4 in the
tail.
Clearly such similarity in the second-order structure is most likely to arise from
similarities in the underlying population distribution of the two continents. Existing
models from spatial econometrics and related fields have attempted to study such cor-
relation structures, but relatively few usable results are available. It would be clearly
of significant interest to revisit these issues from a network economics viewpoint, and
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FIGURE 7.24: The J-function estimates for the Vodafone network in suburbs (left) and
downtown Madrid (right) for different transmitter technologies.
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FIGURE 7.25: The pair correlation function estimate for the UMTS cellular network
sites in suburbs (left) and downtown Madrid (right) for different operators.
explore whether there are simple models that reproduce the spatial structure of the con-
sidered cellular networks using the underlying subscriber population as a starting point.
We consider the simplest of such models, based on assumption of uniform penetration
and linear revenue in subscribers below as an alternative large-scale model for network
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FIGURE 7.26: The J-function and pair correlation function estimate for the T-Mobile
network in the USA.
structure. Our results given in the following chapter will show that such models are
promising, but not surprisingly somewhat more refined variations will be necessary to
account for the medium and short scale structures as well. First approaches towards
effecting such refinements will also be presented in the next chapter.
7.7 STATISTICS OF SERVICE AREAS AND INDUCED TESSELLATIONS
The last type of statistic we shall study for selected data sets discussed above is the
shapes and sizes of their approximate service areas. For the cellular network data sets
the actual cell structure is available in terms of shapefiles commonly used in geographic
information systems. For other data sets such information is not directly available, and
we shall accordingly use Voronoi tessellations as rough approximations for these service
areas. Obviously, since different operating frequencies and other characteristics are not
included in the formation of the tessellations, the approximation error can potentially
be quite large. Thus, the presented figures should be considered as another character-
isation of the generating point process rather than “true” service areas. Even for the
cellular data set given figures are at best an approximation since the cell structure is
dynamically tuned at run time through radio resource management decisions. We illus-
trate this distinction by giving results for the Voronoi tessellation approximation for the
German cellular data sets as well.
The results are collected on Table 7.3. First columns give the statistics related to
the area distribution of the approximate service areas. Both the mean cell size and
moments of normalised cell areas are given, together with the standard deviation of the
normalised area and the form factor F = 4πA/P2, where P is the perimeter of the cell.
For Poisson distributed generators we would have E
{
a2
}
≈ 1.2802, E
{
a3
}
≈ 1.9946 and
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σ(a)≈ 0.5294. For all the data sets the figures are substantially higher, which is again
resulting from the high level of clustering in the data. In the Voronoi approximation we
have for the average neighbour count E {n}= 6 ignoring edge effects, which is well in line
with the results. For the actual cellular system cell data there is a clear deviation from
this behaviour. Further, the neighbour count itself has a substantially heavier tail in the
case of actual cells compared to the Voronoi approximation.
7.8 INFLUENCE OF LOCALISATION ERRORS ON THE RESULTS
We shall conclude this chapter by briefly discussing the potential influence of localisa-
tion errors on the statistical results for the Wireless LAN access point locations presen-
ted above. Other data sets are exact in the sense that they are obtained directly from
primary sources instead of being inferred using measurements. Naturally due to inac-
curacies in the building and reporting phases even the FCC and cellular network data
sets will have positioning error, but these should be very small compared to the typical
inter-point distances, and thus can be ignored.
The Wi-Fi location data has been collected by typical wardriving techniques, that
is, by making RSS measurements collaboratively at different approximately known loc-
ations and fusing the results into a localisation estimate. If the measurements were
perfectly accurate, and the propagation environment were equivalent to free space, this
fusion process would be both trivial and accurate. Unfortunately the RSS measurements
are inherently noisy, GPS-based localization is not completely accurate, and shadowing
induces further complications. Since the statistics of shadowing in typical urban envir-
onments are roughly known, maximum likelihood type of estimates can still be made for
localisation purposes. However, some residual error on location estimates is unavoidable
due to inaccuracies in noise and shadowing models.
We have studied the impact of these inaccuracies using simulations. Figure 7.27
illustrates the results for the case of a single mobile node performing the measure-
ments. Localisation algorithm used is Robust Transmission Power and Position Estima-
tion [377] which has been shown to yield good performance under a variety of propaga-
tion environments. The approach is somewhat similar to the weighted least squares
approach for semivariogram estimation in the sense that estimation variance is used
to weigh different measurements in the localisation process. We have additionally used
thresholding to discard weakest measurements to simulate the performance of a com-
modity Wireless LAN card as typically used for wardriving. Clearly the localisation
results for node further away from the node carrying out the measurements are not
very accurate. However, the distribution of the errors is such that robust nearest neigh-
bour and second order statistics are estimated rather accurately. This is illustrated in
Figure 7.28 where J and L function estimates for the localised data set are contrasted
with the ground truth. Clearly some error remains on both summary statistics, but the
residual error is still small enough as to not interfere with conclusions on clustering,
interaction range estimation or modelling applications.
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FIGURE 7.27: An illustration of performance of classical RSS localization in a shadow
fading environment. The node performing the measurements is mobile, moving along
trajectory indicated by the solid line. Circles denote nodes to be localized and crosses
the estimated positions. Thresholding is applied on RSS values limiting the range of
localization. The simulation domain is a unit square.
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FIGURE 7.28: The J and L statistics of true and localised node locations from Fig-
ure 7.27. The theoretical values J(r)≡ 1 and L(r)≡ r for uniformly randomly (Poisson)
distributed locations are also given for reference.
8MODELS OF NODE LOCATIONS
The results of the previous chapter serve as a rather complete statistical character-
isation for node location distributions of different types of wireless networks. In this
chapter we shall extend our discussion tomodels of node locations. We shall do so using a
collection of methods ranging from fitting of point process models to various constructive
techniques. The models thus developed can be used either as a basis for more accurate
simulations of network performance, in analytical calculations, or as basis for sampling
designs when conducting surveys of network structure. Selected applications will also
be studied in more detail in Chapter 10.
8.1 FITTING POINT PROCESSES TO LOCATION DATA
For fitting point process models to location data sets we shall primarily use a parametric
approach. That is, we select a family of point processes {Nα} parameterised by a vector
of parameters α, which we seek to select so that the statistics of Nα in some sense cor-
respond to those of the empirical process obtained from the data. Conceptually simple
technique for accomplishing this is the method of minimum contrast of Diggle and
Gratton [378]. In this approach one selects a suitable summary statistic S, such as
the K -function or (equivalently) the pair correlation function, and a point process model
with adjustable parameters α. Ideally the model should be chosen to yield analytic-
ally tractable, explicit expressions S(α) for the summary statistic as the function of the
adjustable parameters. One then calculates an estimate Sˆ from the data, and determ-
ines the values of α minimizing the difference of Sˆ and S(α) in some reasonable sense.
Waagepetersen has proposed in [379] a criterion of the form
C(α)=
∫r1
r0
(
a
√
Sˆ(r)− a
√
S(α; r)
)b
dr. (8.1)
Unfortunately the applicability of the minimum contrast method appears limited. Usu-
ally one encounters either the problem of the summary statistic being without analyt-
ical form, or the underdetermination problem of the optimization of C(α) ending up on
a pareto frontier instead of a single point, with little further guidance to select the point
corresponding to a “best” fit.
Because of these shortcomings, instead of the method of minimum contrast, we em-
ploy here modern likelihood based approaches, consisting of a model fitting phase fol-
lowed by validation of the fitted model employing both summary statistics as well as
suitably defined residuals [380, 381]. As discussed in Chapter 4 full maximum likeli-
hood estimation is in general cumbersome for point processes, and pseudolikelihoods
are commonly used instead. This will also be the case in the following. We focus on a
Gibbs process N with a density function fα(X) defined on the space of counting meas-
ures, parameterized by the locations of the atoms X . For the density f the Papangelou
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conditional intensity (defined as the natural derivative of the corresponding Papangelou
kernel, see Chapter 5) is given by
λα(x,X)≡
fα(X ∪ x)
fα(X)
(8.2)
for points x ∉ X , and by
λα(x,X)≡
fα(X)
fα(X − x)
(8.3)
otherwise. The log-pseudolikelihood then becomes
logPL(α,X)≡
∑
xi∈X
logλα(xi,X)−
∫
E
λα(x,X)dx. (8.4)
Finding the extremum of logPL(α,X) defines then the fitted model, and the actual max-
imisation of the log-pseudolikelihood can be performed using the numerical techniques
developed by Baddeley and Turner [382].
We shall now motivate and present the modern definitions of point process residuals.
For a stochastic arrival process Nt ≡N([0, t]) interpreted as a point process the definition
of residuals is classical. Define the conditional intensity by
λ(t)≡ E {dNt |Ns,∀s< t} /dt, (8.5)
and the innovation process by
I(t)=Nt−
∫t
0
λ(s)ds. (8.6)
Now I(t) can be shown to be a martingale, and the corresponding powerful convergence
results used to extract information on its asymptotic behaviour. These results can then
be compared against the residual process
R(t)=Nt−
∫t
0
λˆα(s)ds, (8.7)
where λˆα(t) is the conditional density of the fitted model.
The extension of this classical framework to higher-dimensional point processes is
not trivial, and was accomplished only recently by Baddeley et al. [380, 381]. They ob-
served that point process residuals can be effected by employing an integral character-
isation of the Papangelou conditional intensity given by the Georgii-Nguyen-Zessin
(GNZ) formula
E
{ ∑
xi∈X
h(xi,X − x)
}
= E
{∫
E
h(u,X)λ(u,X)du
}
. (8.8)
The natural point process analog of the definition of the innovation process is then the
random signed measure
I(B)≡ #(B∩X)−
∫
B
λ(u,X)du, (8.9)
and applying the GNZ formula for this definitions results in the identities
E {I(B)}= 0, (8.10)
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and
E
{∫
B
h(u,X −u)dI(u)
}
= 0, (8.11)
which are analogous to the martingale property of the innovation process in the purely
temporal case. One can deepen the relation further by considering a sequence (A i)
∞
i=1
of sets, increasing with respect to inclusion, and showing that I(A i) forms a martingale
proper.
Based on the above definition of the innovation process for point processes, the nat-
ural definition of a residual becomes
R(B)≡ #(B∩X)−
∫
B
λˆα(x,X)dx, (8.12)
where λˆα(x,X) is now the Papangelou conditional intensity of the fitted model. While
for most models expressions of the distributions of the residuals are not available ana-
lytically, Monte Carlo estimates can be made. These can in turn be compared to the
empirical distributions obtained from the data set and the model by usual means, such
as quantile-quantile plots.
The GNZ formula can also be used to define further goodness of fit tests based on
the use of summary statistics [383]. In such applications the right side of (8.8) is called
the compensator of the random sum on the left side. If the fitted model is correct, the
corresponding residual should be approximately zero for the various summary statistics
introduced above. We shall use this formalism below with second-order statistics in
order to validate our models.
8.2 GIBBS MODELS FOR WI-FI DEPLOYMENTS
We shall now apply the above techniques for selected Wi-Fi access point location data
sets. We shall first consider the node locations of the Google Mountain View network,
which have been made publicly available [384]. This is a Wi-Fi network consisting of
both regular access points as well as mesh nodes, deployed and operated by Google in
the city of Mountain View. The statistics of the data set are given in Figure 8.1 in the
same manner as used throughout the previous chapter. We see both visually and from
the K and J functions that the locations are regular in length scales below 150m and
clustered at larger distances. This is consistent with the planned nature of the network.
We shall first focus on the small-scale structure of the data and thus seek a fit with a
regular process.
The estimated intensity of the locations depicted in Figure 8.2 shows there is rough
radial structure in the first-order statistics of the data. In order to avoid contamination
of the fit by the trend present, we shall focus on a smaller subset of roughly constant in-
tensity. The selected subset corresponds to a neighbourhood east of downtown Mountain
View, and is depicted in Figure 8.3. The regular structure of the data is clearly visible.
After some experimentation we settled on the Geyer saturation process [385], a
generalisation of the Strauss process, as the Gibbs process to be fitted. Recall that for
Strauss process we have the density
f (X)=αβ#(X)γsr (X), (8.13)
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FIGURE 8.1: Illustration of the structure and statistics of the Google Mountain View
Wi-Fi network.
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FIGURE 8.2: The kernel density estimate for the intensity of the Mountain View data
set.
FIGURE 8.3: The subset of the Mountain View data set used in fitting.
where sr(X) is the number of point pairs of X that are closer than distance r apart.
For the Geyer process an additional saturation threshold ζ is added, bounding the
contribution of the exponent of γ. The case ζ→∞ yields the Strauss process as a limit.
The advantage of the Geyer process is that it removes the integrability condition 0≤ γ<
1 of the Strauss process, enabling both clustered and regular processes to be modelled.
The maximisation of the log-pseudolikelihood for the Geyer process for the data of
Figure 8.3 results in the parameter estimates β≈ 3.329×10−5 and γ≈ 0.4112 indeed cor-
responding to a rather regular network deployment. These results were obtained using
the parameters ζ = 2 and r = 150m, chosen based on the J and K statistics estimated
from the data. (Due to the regularity changing ζ has little impact on results, which was
also confirmed by studying the appropriate profile pseudolikelihoods.)
As discussed above, after obtaining the best fit as measured by the log-pseudolikelihood
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FIGURE 8.4: The estimate of the L function for the data set (solid line) together with the
envelopes from 200 simulations of the Geyer saturation process with β ≈ 3.329×10−5,
γ≈ 0.4112, ζ= 2 and r = 150m.
validation of the obtained model is required. We do this using both the residuals defined
above as well as summary statistics. Unfortunately no closed form solution for these
functions is available for most Gibbs processes, and thus Monte Carlo simulations are
needed for obtaining the results. We have generated 200 instances of the model obtained
above and computed the point-wise envelopes for the L function from these simulations.
The resulting bounds for the L of the model and the estimate Lˆ for the data set are de-
picted in Figure 8.4. The chosen Geyer saturation model clearly fits the data set well.
Figure 8.5 depicts the associated residual K -function plot for the fitted model similarly
obtained, also consistent with the model yielding a good fit.
For validating the model using the residuals defined by (8.12) we again generated
200 realisations of the fitted model, and compute the distribution of the residuals over
a regular tessellation of the observation window. The results of the comparison of the
residuals for the fitted model and for the data sets are shown in the quantile-quantile
plot of Figure 8.6, further confirming the validity of the chosen model.
For chaotic deployments the results expected from the fitting process would be rather
different. Figure 8.7 shows by way of example the locations of 55 Wireless LAN access
points in a randomly selected region in suburbs of Los Angeles. Again the Geyer model
produced a good fit in terms of statistics, although the small number of points makes
conclusive evaluation of the model difficult. The parameters obtained frommaximisation
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FIGURE 8.5: The K -function residual plot of the Geyer fit for the Mountain View data.
of the log-pseudolikelihood are β≈ 1.634×10−3, γ≈ 1.2717 (corresponding to a clustered
distribution) with r =10 and ζ= 8.
Before proceeding further, we note that one potential counterargument to using the
Geyer process as a reference that could be raised is the relatively large number of para-
meters of the model, especially compared against the alternative of using a homogeneous
Poisson point process. We can reason about the tradeoff between the goodness of fit and
the number of parameters formally using information criteria as a guide. For the usual
statistical maximum likelihood analysis the Akaike information criterion (AIC) is
defined as 2k−2logL, where k is the number of model parameters involved in the fit,
and L is the resulting likelihood [386]. Smaller value of the information criterion implies
a better over fit and a more parsimonious resulting model. As discussed above, for point
processes L cannot usually be computed directly, but for the Gibbs point process case
pseudolikelihoods can be used instead. Evaluating the thus obtained information cri-
terion for the Geyer case results in the value of 2380, which is substantially lower than
for alternative models. For example, for the homogeneous Poisson and Strauss processes
the values of 3591 and 2953 were obtained, indicating substantially worse fits than with
the Geyer process even after accounting for the difference in the number of parameters.
Based on these results, we continue using the Geyer saturation model in the following.
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FIGURE 8.6: The Q-Q plot of the Geyer fit for the Mountain View data.
FIGURE 8.7: Wireless LAN access point locations in a randomly selected neighbourhood
of Los Angeles.
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FIGURE 8.8: An excerpt from the TV-station data corresponding to the east coast to-
gether with a realisation of a model fitted with maximum pseudolikelihood technique.
8.3 LARGE-SCALE MODELS
Let us now move on to study the problem of modelling the large-scale structure of wire-
less networks. First approach to consider is simply to continue the use of fitted point
process models for large networks as well. Removal of large-scale non-stationarities is
still key to obtaining good fits, but can be done relatively easily based on density estim-
ates of the data sets as well as judicious use of covariates such as underlying population
density. We shall proceed by carrying out fits to the Geyer saturation process for the
FCC data sets discussed at length in the previous chapter. As an example of the results
obtained, let us have a look at modelling of (NTSC) television transmitter locations in
the east coast of the USA. We obtained a good fit after choosing interaction radius of
10000 (estimated from the J-statistic), resulting in maximum pseudolikelihood estim-
ates β ≈ 2.7496×10−10 and γ ≈ 1.7995. A realisation of the model obtained by means
of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is depicted in the right panel of Figure 8.8. The
similarity in structure is evident.
Table 8.1 lists the results for other data sets as well. While the parameters r and ζ
cannot be readily fitted, we explored the available parameter space rather thoroughly by
means of profile pseudolikelihoods, second-order statistics and Q-Q plots of the residuals,
and list the maximum log-pseudolikelihood fits for β and γ with those parameter values
that lead to closest match with the original data. The final Q-Q plots for the residuals
are shown in Figure 8.9 for the radio transmitter sites, digital television transmitter
mast locations and cellular radiotelephony sites. Also shown are simulation envelopes
obtained from simulation of the models by using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm as
discussed above. Clearly the goodness of the fits is quite high.
We have also applied the presented methodology for fitting Geyer saturation models
to the cellular network data sets analyzed in the previous chapter. Again in the majority
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FIGURE 8.9: The Q-Q plots for the FCC data set fits.
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Parameters Fit
Data set r ζ β γ
AM stations 10000 2 8.8400×10−10 1.7268
FM stations 5000 4 1.5296×10−9 1.6908
NTSC TV stations 10000 2 2.7496×10−10 1.7995
Digital TV stations 50000 3 1.0528×10−10 1.3435
Cellular sites 24000 2 1.6176×10−8 0.5162
TABLE 8.1: Parameters for best Geyer saturation model fits for the FCC data sets.
Parameters Fit
Data set r ζ β γ
Orange UMTS 340 2 4.817×10−5 0.408
Orange GSM1800 480 7 2.187×10−9 3.357
Movistar UMTS 150 1 1.411×10−5 0.0003
Movistar GSM900 300 3 4.325×10−4 0.4041
Movistar GSM1800 150 1 1.411×10−5 0.0004
Vodafone UMTS 330 1 1.965×10−7 26.748
Vodafone GSM900 320 2 4.870×10−5 0.2786
Vodafone GSM1800 240 2 1.578×10−5 0.0004
Yoigo UMTS 380 1 2.641×10−5 0.2399
TABLE 8.2: Parameters for the best Geyer saturation model fits for the Spanish operator
data sets for downtown Madrid.
of the cases fits of very high quality were obtained. All of the results for the Spanish
cellular operator data sets are collected in Table 8.2. We see that in few instances purely
hard-core models were fitted, whereas for most cases similar soft-core interactions to
the cases encountered above were obtained. The sparsest network deployments, namely
the Orange GSM1800 network and the Vodafone UMTS network also feature some clus-
tering as opposed to regularity, a situation similar to the sparser data sets analyzed
above. Figure 8.10 shows representative examples of the Q-Q plots of the residuals for
the obtained fits.
In summary, the Geyer saturation model seems to provide a very powerful frame-
work for modeling node locations in wireless networks. We have obtained high quality
fits for a large variety of network types, which have been validated using a number of
different approaches. The relationships between some of the obtained fits are illustrated
in Figure 8.11, showing the values of the regular parameters of the models for a variety
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FIGURE 8.10: The Q-Q plot of the Geyer fit for the Orange GSM1800 network data set
(left) and the Movistar GSM900 network data set (right).
of network types.
An alternative approach is to dispense with the stochastic modelling without prior
knowledge, and formulate node location models as, for example, solutions to network
planning and optimization problems. Especially commercially operated networks have
nodes deployed in carefully designed manner, optimizing some scenario-dependent func-
tional of coverage, capacity, interference, costs, etc. Such models can become very com-
plex (see [387–391] for examples), although for our purposes relatively simple optimiza-
tion models seem to yield good results, as we shall see in the following.
The simplest optimization-type models are akin to solutions to coverage problems.
We are given a closed subset of the space of possible locations (usually R2 or S 2) that
must be covered by disks of different radii. Typically optimization takes place over the
number, locations and radii of the disks, last corresponding to transmit powers of the
nodes. The objective function usually consists of a measure of overlap between disks,
either considered as interference or wasted resources. Such a simple model is appropri-
ate for, e.g., various broadcast networks or base station placement in regions where cov-
erage requirements dominate the need for capacity. Amore traditional network planning
model (used in, for example, [387]) is already substantially more complex. It is founded
on the concept of a set of candidate sites S = {1, . . .,m} at which installation can be
made at cost c j, j ∈S. Service requirements are measured over test points I = {1, . . . ,n},
each with traffic demand di, i ∈ I, mapping into a number of radio resources required by
ui ≡ φ(di). The propagation environment is given as an n×m matrix g i j between test
points and candidate sites. Given then the decision variables yj and xi j for use of can-
didate site j and association of test site i into candidate site j, respectively, the facility
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FIGURE 8.11: Illustration of the parameter space of the obtained Geyer saturation mod-
els.
location model becomes
minimize
( m∑
j=1
c j yj+λ
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
ui
g i j
xi j
)
(8.14)
so that
m∑
j=1
xi j = 1, xi j ≤ yj and xi j , yj ∈ {0,1}. (8.15)
This is usually further enhanced by adding constraints to the uplink power as well as
SNIR thresholds depending on technology.
Unfortunately the above problem is already too complicated to allow for an exact
solution except for very small problem instances. However, very good approximate solu-
tions can still be obtained by, for example, using metaheuristics such as simulated an-
nealing or genetic algorithms. The problem also simplifies in very large scales provided
some homogeneity is assumed in distribution of candidate sites and their costs. Essen-
tially the solution can be well approximated in large cellular network scales simply by
generating realisations of an inhomogeneous Poisson point process with intensity propor-
tional to the population distribution. The panels in Figure 8.12 compare the structure of
the GSM andUMTS networks in Germany to such a population-drivenmodel. Especially
for the most prevalent GSM900 networks the correspondence is very good. However, the
reader should note that the estimates for the second-order structure shown in the figures
are made for medium to large length scales. Short scale structure for cellular networks
is not approximated well even by the inhomogeneous Poisson model as can be inferred
from the short length scale statistics studied in the previous chapter.
The major drawback in models based on covariates such as the population or income
distribution is the use “fixed” background, causing difficulties in generation of multiple
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FIGURE 8.12: Inhomogeneous PPP models compared to cellular data sets
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realisations with similar statistical structure. For applications in which this is an is-
sue, a two-step approach can be adopted. Random field methods can be used to create
statistical models for the covariates, after which synthetic instances of the background
can be generated for optimization-driven models. Such an approach is computationally
somewhat more expensive than the Gibbs model techniques discussed above, but does
enable study of the influence of the optimization problem on the arising network struc-
ture. We shall see in the following section how such a random field based approach can
be realised.
8.4 LOG-GAUSSIAN COX AND GIBBS MODELS
Based on the results of the previous chapter, we assume that the overall large-scale
intensity of the point process model used for network locations should feature roughly
power-law correlation structures. A promising approach towards realising such correla-
tion structures in an analytically tractable manner is to use Log-Gaussian Cox Pro-
cesses (LGCPs) [392] as the modeling framework. Let Z be a Gaussian random field
with a specified mean µ(s) and covariance function C(s, t). Then a LGCP is defined as a
Cox process driven by a random measure induced by exp(Z). The intensity function of a
LGCP becomes
ν(s)= exp
(
µ(s)+ 1
2
C(s, s)
)
, (8.16)
and the pair correlation function can be shown to be given by
1+ξ(s, t)= exp
(
C(s, t)
)
. (8.17)
A LGCP is stationary and homogeneous precisely when Z is, in which case the mean and
pair correlation function become
ν= exp
(
µ+ 1
2
σ2
)
and 1+ξ(r)= exp
(
C(r)
)
. (8.18)
Approximate fitting of a LGCP to empirical data can be effected by choosing the covari-
ance function to match a given determined pair correlation function, and using the mean
of Z to control the intensity of the process. Further details on the characteristics of these
processes can be found from [392].
Due to the exponential relationship between the covariance function and the pair
correlation function, LGCPs ought to be easily capable of modeling the high large-scale
variability in network densities seen above. This is indeed the case as illustrated in
Figure 8.13. The figure depicts a realisation of a LGCP on a square with 80km side
length with the underlying Gaussian random field having mean µ = −18, and power
covariance function with range of 12.5km, power-law exponent of 1.5, and marginal
variance of 7. Figure 8.14 shows the corresponding pair correlation function estimate,
featuring qualitatively rather similar scaling behaviour as was seen for several large-
scale data sets in the previous chapter.
The main shortcoming of LGCPs as universal models of network node locations is
similar to the inhomogeneous Poisson case discussed above. Since LGCPs are condi-
tionally Poisson, they also do not have similar local structure as actual wireless net-
works, either planned ones or chaotically deployed. However, the LGCP approach can
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FIGURE 8.13: Example realisation of a LGCP with power covariance function.
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FIGURE 8.14: The estimated pair correlation function for the LGCP realisation depicted
in Figure 8.13.
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FIGURE 8.15: Realisation of a Log-Gaussian Gibbs Process with conditional structure
given by the Geyer saturation process.
be extended by letting the conditional distribution to be any Gibbs point process with
intensity function given by the exponential Gaussian random field. Based on our res-
ults above, the natural choice is any of the fitted Geyer saturation models. Figure 8.15
shows an example realisation of such a Log-Gaussian Gibbs Process, with Z chosen
as in the previous example, and conditional structure given by the Geyer saturation pro-
cess fitted to the Google Mountain View data set. The estimates of the pair correlation
function shown in Figure 8.16 confirms that the obtained realisations of such processes
have the distinct global and local structures encountered in the previous chapter. To the
best of our knowledge, these are first proposed models that can take into a account the
“multiscale” structure of actual wireless network deployments in a flexible parametric
fashion.
8.5 ALTERNATIVE MODELLING APPROACHES
We conclude our modeling discussion by briefly presenting some alternative node loca-
tion models which might have applications in special circumstances, but do not appear to
be very promising for general use. For generating client locations the Voronoi-modulated
point process approach illustrated in Figure 5.5 can be used, with the “base station” dis-
tribution being modelled by means discussed above. The accuracy of such a model is an
open question, since it is very difficult to obtain data about locations of mobile clients in
sufficient granularity.
Another alternative is to use dynamical systems models to yield point process real-
isations. Simplest example is the use of mobility models, and taking a snapshot of node
locations after the system has reached steady state. In simple cases one might as well
sample directly from the stationary distribution since they are known for large classes
of models, but especially for structural mobility models such as the intelligent driver
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the Wireless LAN access point locations.
model for vehicular mobility, simulations would be necessary. Similar comments hold
for hierarchical group mobility models. Using sufficiently large number of hierarchies
very complicated stationary distributions can be achieved. For example, as shown in
Figure 8.17, point processes with power law pair correlation functions with tunable ex-
ponents can be simulated in this manner using snapshots obtained from the so-called
Soneira mobility model [393].
9SPECTRUM USE OVER SPACE AND TIME
We shall now move from applications of spatial statistics of point processes to those of
random fields. Although potential applications are again manifold, we shall for concrete-
ness focus on a rather specific one, namely modelling of spectrum use over space [55–57].
As discussed in Section 1.1 dynamic spectrum access by cognitive radios has emerged as
a major research theme in the wireless networking community. One of the major out-
standing research questions in that field is the optimization of the collaborative spec-
trum sensing process. It is precisely this domain we expect spatial statistics of spectrum
use to have a major application in. Modeling and analysis of coverage as well as correl-
ated shadowing are further key application examples, relevant to more general wireless
networks as well.
9.1 SPECTRUM USE AS A RANDOM FIELD
Let N be the point process of transmitter locations in E ⊆ Rd . Supposing isotropic and
continuous transmissions the power received at y ∈Rd is given by
Z(y)=N
(
P( · , y)
)
, (9.1)
where the two-point function P :Rd×Rd defines the propagation environment. This pre-
scription can be extended in an obvious fashion to cases with non-isotropic transmission
patterns, non-continuous senders, and random propagation environments. Clearly, Z
defines a random field characterising jointly the transmitter distribution as well as the
environment. The covariance structure of Z is key characteristic in many of the applic-
ation areas mentioned above, so we shall focus in the following on analysing the effects
of N and P on the semivariogram of Z.
We shall work with both Monte Carlo techniques as well as empirical data sets
obtained through measurements. Analytical solutions appear to be possible for very
simple cases only. For example, supposing N is a Poisson point process on Rd and
that P(x, y) = ‖x− y‖−α the random field Z becomes the process more widely known
as power-law shot noise [394, 395]. In case P is stochastic, defined by i.i.d. random
fading variables Fi, we have from [269] for the case d <α the Laplace transform
L {Z}(s)= exp
(
−νbdE
{
Fd/αi
}
Γ(1−d/α)sd/α
)
. (9.2)
In the case of Fi having the Rayleigh distribution this simplifies further to
L {Z}(s)= exp
(
−νbd
πd/α
sin(πd/α)
sd/α
)
, (9.3)
In the case of α = 2d this shows that Z is Lévy-distributed [396], but in other cases no
closed-form solution for Z is available. The situation is even more difficult in case N is
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not a homogeneous Poisson point process. Some early results towards characterising Z
in this case are available for Neyman-Scott processes in [397], and general asymptotic
results are available, but these are hardly applicable to realistic systems.
Because of these difficulties, we do not pursue here further an attempt at finding
analytically soluble models for spatial characteristics of spectrum use. We shall instead
first carry out numerical simulations to build intuition on how the different characterist-
ics of the transmitter configuration and propagation environment influence the structure
of the arising random fields. Following this, we shift our focus on analysis and modeling
of actual measured spectrum use over space, based on extensive data sets gathered at
our Institute.
9.2 INFLUENCE OF TRANSMITTER CONFIGURATIONS ON Z
We shall begin by a simple simulation-based study on the impact of transmitter con-
figurations on Z. Simulations were realised using a customized toolchain allowing for
separate modelling of the locations and configurations of the transmitters as well as
the propagation environment. The actual estimation of Z was performed using Win-
Prop [398], a commercial state-of-the-art propagation simulator with support for diverse
propagation models. The outcome of an iteration of this process is a single realisation of
Z (measured in dBms) which was then imported into Matlab for analysis.
For the node locations Poisson point process was used as a baseline. The results
obtained for Poisson distributed transmitters was contrasted with clustered and reg-
ular transmitter distributions as discussed in [44] and [43]. For generating clustered
node locations we used the Thomas process, whereas for regular processes both grid and
Matérn hard-core process were used.
The node locations were finally annotated with additional transmitter parameters in
order to make simulations with WinProp possible. Unless stated otherwise the simula-
tions were carried out in a square area of 5km×5km, with transmit power of the nodes
set to 80W, transmitter antenna height of 30m, receiver antenna height of 2m, and op-
erating frequency of 915MHz. These parameters correspond roughly to those of GSM
macrocells. The point process parameters used were as follows. For a grid we used the
regular arrangement of 6×6 nodes, for the Poisson process mean intensity yielding on
average 40 nodes in the simulation area, and for Thomas process the parameter values
of (λ,ν,σ) = (3,13,500m). Results were obtained by using both free space propagation
model, as well as the Okumura-Hata model developed by Hata [399] based on the earlier
work of Okumura et al. [400].
Figure 9.1 shows the impact of node location distributions on the empirical semivari-
ogram of Z. The differences caused by the underlying location models are clearly vis-
ible. For the grid model the wavelike pattern arises from the periodicity in the values
of Z, with inter-transmitter distance of 833m being clearly visible. Poisson distributed
transmitters result in otherwise similar semivariance of the PSD values, except that
the periodicity disappears and the overall values of the semivariance are slightly higher.
This is due to the density fluctuations in the transmitter locations resulting in higher
differences in the PSD values than allowed by the grid model. The density fluctuations
become the highest for the clustered (Thomas) case, resulting in an almost linear in-
crease in semivariance as a function of distances. The results for the Matérn process are
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FIGURE 9.1: Empirical semivariogram of the PSD field for different transmitter location
distributions.
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FIGURE 9.2: Empirical semivariogram of the PSD field for node location distributions
modelling planned and chaotic network deployments.
omitted from the figure as they are almost indistinguishable from the Poisson case.
Comparing the semivariograms in Figure 9.1 to results obtained from spectrum oc-
cupancy measurements on GSM bands [55–57] (discussed in more detail below) shows
that Poisson case seems to approximate surprisingly well actual second-order structure
of spectrum use in the 915MHz band. We also contrasted the results for point pro-
cesses fitted to have identical second order statistics to planned and unplanned Wi-Fi
networks using techniques described in [43]. The resulting semivariograms are shown
in Figure 9.2, again corresponding relatively closely to the results for Poisson distrib-
uted nodes. Accordingly, we shall focus on influence of other scenario parameters on the
semivariograms while keeping the node locations Poisson distributed in the following.
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FIGURE 9.3: Influence of the propagation model on the empirical semivariogram of the
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FIGURE 9.4: Empirical semivariogram of the PSD field for different mean transmitter
counts.
In Figure 9.3 the impact of the propagation model on the semivariogram is illus-
trated. The overall shape of the curve is seen to remain almost the same, but for the
Okumura-Hata case scaled by a constant factor. The increase in semivariance of the
PSD field caused by the change to the Okumura-Hata model is very intuitive, since
compared to the free space case signal strength decays faster over distance from the
transmitter. From now on, unless mentioned otherwise, all results in the figures below
are with Okumura-Hata model.
The impact of changing the (mean) transmitter count is illustrated in Figure 9.4.
Again lower node densities lead to higher fluctuations in the PSD values, and corres-
pondingly to higher values for the semivariance in greater distances. However, as node
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FIGURE 9.6: Influence of terrain features on the semivariogram of the PSD field. In the
legend notation (roughness,maximum height) is used.
count is increased, the semivariogram starts to rapidly converge into the familiar shape,
and the overall correlation length (the range of the semivariogram) of the PSD values
stabilizes as well. This is an interesting result from the radio environment map applic-
ation point of view, as it demonstrates that addition or removal of few transmitters will
not have a major impact on the correlation structure of the PSD values.
We shall next focus on the influence of the transmit power of the nodes on the results.
Theoretically the semivariogram should remain almost unchanged under homogeneous
variations of transmit power provided that the values do not hit the noise floor at any
point. This expectation is indeed confirmed by the results from the simulations, as shown
in Figure 9.5.
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Simulation parameters Best semivariogram model fit
N P Model Nugget Sill Range κ
PPP Free space Cauchy 0.46 16.27 245.19 0.47
PPP Okumura-Hata Cauchy 0.23 83 417.97 1.15
MHC Free space Cauchy 0.45 15.31 237.18 0.49
MHC Okumura-Hata Cauchy 0 80.95 410.83 1.17
Grid Free space Wave 0.64 9.57 134.42 —
Grid Okumura-Hata Wave 0.25 54.24 133.73 —
TCP Free space Linear 0.0 9.32 814.96 —
TCP Okumura-Hata Linear 1.17 32.80 617.21 —
TABLE 9.1: Semivariogram model parameters for transmitter locations sampled from
a Poisson point process (PPP), Matérn hard-core process (MHC), the Thomas process
(TCP) and the grid process.
All of the above figures correspond to the flat terrain case. Figure 9.6 illustrates
the effects of different simulated terrain types, distinguished by their “roughness” and
maximum height. We see that the overall shape of the semivariogram is again dic-
tated solely by the underlying transmitter location distribution, whereas the sill of the
semivariogram is highly dependent on the terrain configuration. Higher roughness as
well as higher elevation differences lead into increased semivariance of the PSD field,
mainly due to the shadowing induced by the terrain shapes. As can be seen from the
scale of the y-axis, free space propagation with terrain-induced fading was used as the
propagation model, since Okumura-Hata would not be an appropriate choice for such a
scenario.
We shall conclude this section by listing the parameters for best-fitting semivari-
ogram models to the results discussed above. The fitting was performed using the
approximate weighted least squares criterion (6.17) on all the semivariogram models
discussed in Chapter 6. The results shown in Table 9.1 include the variogram model
yielding the best fit, as well as the model parameters.
9.3 MEASUREMENTS ON SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF SPECTRUM USE
While informative, the simulation results introduced in the previous section certainly do
not match any realistic scenario in detail. In order to obtain more realistic results, ded-
icated measurements on spatial spectrum use for different technologies are necessary.
Typical spectrum occupancy measurements as discussed, for example, in [401–403] have
typically been performed either at a single or at best few locations, making them unsuit-
able for spatial statistics applications. Such campaigns do, however, provide interesting
data on long-term usage of spectrum, and can also be used as a basis for modeling time
and frequency domain structure and dynamics in spectrum use. We shall return to such
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FIGURE 9.7: Two of the mobile spectrum use measurement platforms at the CeBIT fair
in Hannover.
models at the end of this section.
Due to the lack of suitable data sets, we have designed and implemented mobile
spectrum measurement platforms specifically tailored for gathering measurement data
on spectrum use over space [56]. Figure 9.7 shows two of the platforms in use at the
CeBIT fair in Hannover. Each of the platforms houses as a Rohde & Schwarz FSL6
spectrum analyser connected via Ethernet to a ruggedised laptop controlling the meas-
urement process and storing the data. Accumulators enable stand-alone operation for a
full working day, and possibility for using a number of different antenna configurations
exists. The laptops are additionally connected to a GPS module, providing accurate syn-
chronization and thus enabling various measurements related to collaborative sensing
applications.
Several measurement campaigns have been carried out using these platforms. First
of these were conducted in March of 2008, with two dedicated campaigns taking place
in downtown Aachen, and one at CeBIT industry fair. For each of these measurements
the spectrum analysers were configured to use a 250ms sweep times over 2001 meas-
urement points each corresponding to a frequency bin of 100kHz. A number of fre-
quency bands were swept during the measurements, ranging from the UHF band used
by DVB-T to 2.4GHz ISM band. Average detector was used to reduce the impact of noise
on the measurements. At each location 150–200 individual measurements were taken.
Thus, as an outcome, a measurement at a single location results in a number of aver-
age mean PSD values, one for each 100kHz frequency bin. These were later aggregated
as needed to study statistics for the various technologies with wider bandwidths. Each
measurement campaign lasted for a full working day covering roughly a regular grid of
campaign-dependent size. We shall show in Section 9.6 below that spectrum use at a
given location is stationary over time at such timescales, so each of the measurement
campaigns yields the appropriate empirical sample of the random field Z. The grid sizes
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FIGURE 9.8: Results from spatial spectrum use measurements for the E-Plus GSM1800
network (top), T-Mobile GSM900 network (middle) and the O2 GSM900 network (bot-
tom). Leftmost panels illustrate the spatial structure of the data sets while the right-
most panels show the marginal distributions of the data.
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FIGURE 9.9: The structure of measurement locations for the DVB-T measurement cam-
paign in downtown Aachen, Germany.
used were 70 locations at ≈ 12.5m step size for the CeBIT campaign, 60 locations with
≈ 15m step size for the first Aachen campaign, and, finally, 52 locations with ≈ 250m
step size for the second Aachen campaign.
Further campaigns using the mobile measurement platforms have targeted more
specific frequency bands and technologies. For example, during summer of 2010 an ex-
tensive measurement campaign was conducted again in downtown Aachen to obtain a
more fine-grained data set on the spatial spectrum use for cellular bands. Over 140
locations were covered during these measurements, with varying distances between
the measurement points in order to obtain better estimates of the underlying spatial
structure of the data. The measurement locations, as well as the mean power values
measured for different frequency bands for this campaign are illustrated in Figure 9.8.
Finally, we shall also briefly analyze a data set gathered in Fall of 2011, consisting of
measurements of selected DVB-T frequencies at 96 locations around Aachen shown in
Figure 9.9, with examples of the marginal power distributions measured for different
DVB-T channels given in Figure 9.10.
9.4 SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS IN SPECTRUM USE
We shall begin by exploratory data analysis of the empirical mean PSD fields gathered
in the first three measurement campaigns, following [55–57]. Our initial objective is to
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FIGURE 9.10: The marginal distributions for channels 24 (left), 29 (middle) and 34
(right) from the DVB-T measurement campaign.
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FIGURE 9.11: Geary’s C extracted from the Aachen measurement campaign for selected
frequencies in the DECT and 2.4GHz ISM bands.
establish the existence of quantifiably and statistically significant correlation structures
in the data. For this, we shall mainly use the classical correlation indices for lattice
data. Figure 9.11 depicts the Geary’s C for the Aachen data set for selected frequencies
in the DECT and WLAN bands. Also, for comparison, results for an unused frequency
band (thus containing mainly noise) are shown. The different correlation lengths for the
spectrum use of different technologies are clearly visible in the figure. For the unused
band Geary’s C remains around one, indicating independence, or complete spatial ran-
domness. For both DECT andWLAN the results are highly correlated at short distances,
and the correlations are seen to decay over distance scales of 60–100 meters. The decay
occurs more rapidly for the WLAN frequency band than for the DECT case, as can be
expected from the typical transmission ranges of those technologies.
Figures 9.12 and 9.13 constrast the relation between the mean of Z and the observed
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FIGURE 9.13: Geary’s C computed for the 2.4GHz ISM-band in the Aachen and CeBIT
campaigns.
spatial autocorrelation as measured by Geary’s C over the 2.4GHz ISM band for both
the Aachen and CeBIT campaigns. The three commonly used channels for Wireless
LAN deployments are clearly visible in both. Especially the frequencies corresponding
to the predominant use of channel number six feature significantly higher positive spa-
tial autocorrelations than other frequencies in the CeBIT data set. The lower spatial
autocorrelations in the Aachen measurements are mainly due to increased shadowing
characteristic to outdoor measurements, and the overall lower density and activity of
Wireless LAN access points compared to the CeBIT exhibition halls.
The above examples have been of typical packet radio technologies. We shall now
contrast these with results for a very different type of wireless communications tech-
nology, namely the UMTS downlink band. Due to the use of CDMA combined with
continuous use of at least the broadcast code on the downlink channel, one would ex-
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FIGURE 9.14: Moran’s I computed from the results measured in the UMTS downlink
band in Aachen downtown together with the corresponding measured mean PSD.
pect rather noise-like behaviour in any normalized spatial autocorrelation index. This is
indeed the case as shown in Figure 9.14, showing the Moran’s I for frequencies around
the UMTS downlink band for the Aachen measurements together with the mean PSD
values. Thus, in order to understand the correlation characteristics of the UMTS down-
link, more refined autocorrelation metrics are needed. The most natural alternative is
to consider the semivariogram which retains information about the differences in the
absolute values of the random field and has robustness characteristics not possessed by,
for example, the autocorrelation function. We shall pursue such analysis in the follow-
ing section, together with the derivation of the corresponding models of the correlation
structure.
9.5 MODELING SPATIAL CORRELATIONS
We shall now move from the exploratory style of analysis to more quantitative model
building. Namely, we shall catalogue best fitting semivariogram models and their para-
meters for the frequency bands of the most commonly used wireless technologies based
on our measurements. We begin by considering the wideband measurements originally
conducted in 2008 [55], and then proceed to study the more recent data sets. We shall
again use the approximate weighted least squares criterion (6.17) for the fitting process,
and use the residual value of the objective function to differentiate between semivari-
ogram models. The results for both including and excluding the nugget effect will be
given to cater for different applications.
In addition to giving the results for raw measurements, data with preprocessing will
be used. Due to the behaviour of the measurement setup frequency bands with low util-
ization tend to have substantial amount of measurement noise. Accordingly, we created
an alternative data set by filtering out mean PSD values below a specified threshold δ.
After some experimentation the value of δ=−105dBm/100kHz was chosen and applied
for those frequency bands used by technologies with non-continuous transmissions.
Figure 9.15 illustrates the results for three different technologies in the case of the
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Aachen measurement campaign with a larger grid size. The UMTS downlink graph
corresponds to the semivariogram averaged over the results of the five used channels
each 5MHz wide. The pager service operates at 466MHz with 200kHz bandwidth and,
finally, the DVB-T results correspond to results averaged over three 6MHz channels
at frequencies 490MHz, 498MHz and 514MHz. Obviously the structure of Z is highly
different for each of the technologies. The low operating frequencies and high transmit
power of the pager and DVB-T services results in very large-scale variations in the mean
PSD values, apparently beyond length scales of measurements performed. Accordingly,
from these three technologies reliable fits to semivariogram models could only be made
in the case of UMTS.
Selected results for the measurements with smaller grid step size also gathered
downtown Aachen are illustrated in Figure 9.16, both with and without the prepro-
cessing discussed above. These correspond to the cases of the 2.4GHz ISM-band aver-
aged over the three most commonly used Wireless LAN channels each 20MHz wide, and
for frequencies used by DECT, averaged over ten channels in the frequencies 1880–1900MHz.
The prominent nugget effect in the latter case appears to be a measurement artifact
caused by high estimation variance in the first radial bin. For the Wireless LAN case
the shape of the semivariogram is as expected, and the influence of the preprocessing is
clearly visible.
Finally, the detailed results of the fitting of semivariogram models and parameters
of the marginal distributions are given in Table 9.2. We again see that the Cauchy model
often yields very good fits, as also observed for the simulation results in Section 9.2, but
that results for the classical Matérn and exponential models are often also very good.
This is promising for application of the obtained models due to the versatility of esp. the
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FIGURE 9.16: Illustration on the impact of preprocessing of measurement results on the
resulting semivariograms.
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FIGURE 9.17: Semivariogram fits for the E-Plus (left), T-Mobile (middle) and O2 (right)
data sets.
Matérn model. The technologies listed in the table were chosen to include ones for which
reliable estimates could be made, that is, ones with sufficient utilisation and correlation
lengths compatible with the grid step sizes used in the measurements. The table also
lists the statistics for the mean PSD values {µch} for the individual channels, namely the
overall mean and its standard deviation.
The above results have all been given for the aggregated data over the entire fre-
quency band under study from the first three measurement campaigns conducted. We
shall now move on to the cellular-specific measurements with denser spatial sampling
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FIGURE 9.18: The empirical semivariogram (circles) and the fitted exponential
semivariogram models for channels 24 (left), 29 (middle) and 34 (right).
conducted in Aachen during the summer of 2010, illustrated above in Figure 9.8. In each
case relatively complicated spatial structure can be seen in the data, with also significant
differences between the marginal distributions of the data sets. Figure 9.17 illustrates
the corresponding semivariogram model fits. The parameters for the illustrated fits are
collected in Table 9.3. Again the classical semivariogram models (Matérn, exponential
as a special case, and spherical) fare very well, although in some cases the Cauchy model
again provided better results.
We conclude this section by giving the results for the DVB-T data set obtained from
the measurements in the Fall of 2011. Our analysis focuses specifically on five DVB-T
channels with multiple transmitters within the reception range forming so-called single
frequency networks (SFNs), since these channels should exhibit the most complex and
difficult to model spectrum use patterns. Despite these complications, exponential and
spherical semivariogram models once again resulted in very accurate models of the cor-
relation structure in spatial spectrum use. Figure 9.18 shows by way of example the
empirical semivariograms for three of the channels from the data set, as well as the best
fitting exponential semivariogram models. Clearly the exponential model captures the
correlation structure in the data very accurately in all three cases. The parameters of
the semivariogram model fits for the different channels are gathered in Table 9.4.
9.6 CHARACTERISING AND MODELING TEMPORAL SPECTRUM USE
The results discussed above are strictly spatial in nature, and were obtained under the
assumptions that the spectrum use is well approximated by a stationary process dur-
ing the measurement campaign. In this section we shall briefly discuss the temporal
behaviour of spectrum use. Our objective is to first justify the stationarity assump-
tion implicitly made in the spatial analysis carried out above, and then to discuss first
steps towards creation of space-time models of spectrum use. We begin with a classical
time series analysis approach to characterise spectrum use over time, and then discuss a
more dynamical systems oriented approach utilising multiscale sample entropy analysis
especially suitable for model validation.
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Variogram model Nugget Sill Range
Aachen SFN
Channel 26 Exponential 26.1 139.4 9307.8
Channel 37 Spherical 25.2 6093.9 646943.3
Zuid-Limburg SFN
Channel 24 Exponential 8.76 105.4 748.1
Channel 34 Exponential 5.50 113.6 718.5
Düsseldorf SFN
Channel 29 Exponential 0 36.7 458.6
TABLE 9.4: Semivariogram model parameters for the DVB-T channel measurement
data sets carried out in downtown Aachen.
The data set analysed in this section has been collected as a part of a long-term
spectrum measurement campaign discussed in [60,404,405]. The precise measurement
descriptions can be found from the cited references. For present purposes it suffices
to state that raw data sets consist of time series of mean PSD values sampled at a
variety of frequencies over time periods extending up to two weeks. The measurements
covered frequencies from approximately 25MHz up to 6GHz, with resolution bandwidth
of 200kHz.
Instead of operating on the rawmean PSD values, we model instead the occupancy of
the channel or, more precisely, the time series of energy detector outputs by thresholding
the values. This results in binary traces, one for each frequency band studied. The duty
cycle for the band is simply the empirical marginal probability of ones in the trace. We
call the sequences of successive ones and zeros in the trace bursts and runs, respect-
ively. The lengths of the runs and bursts yield for each binary trace two integer-valued
time series. The autocorrelation functions of these time series are shown in the example
case of the frequency band corresponding to the downlink of an active GSM1800 net-
work in Figure 9.19. The diurnal cycle is clearly visible, as are the relatively stationary
periods within each 24 hour cycle.
Studying the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions of the run and burst
length time series indicates rapid enough decay that for several frequency bands a Semi-
Markov ON/OFF model seems appropriate. The run and burst length distributions yield
directly the holding times for such a model. Classical assumption in the literature has
been to assume exponential (or in the discrete case geometric) distribution, but as shown
in [60] this was not appropriate for all frequency bands. Instead, heavy-tailed behaviour
was observed with best fits given by log-normal distribution. Examples of both types of
behaviour are shown in Figure 9.20.
We briefly mention here two extensions to the basic Semi-Markov modelling that we
have considered in the time series setting. First is to note that time series techniques can
also be applied in the frequency domain, resulting in models for behaviour of duty cycle
over different frequency bands. Example of such an application is given in Figure 9.21,
clearly showing the resulting “clustering” of channels of similar activity levels up to
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FIGURE 9.19: The sample autocorrelation functions of the burst (left) and run lengths
for a frequency band corresponding to the downlink of an active GSM 1800 network.
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results for highly loaded GSM1800 uplink band.
the technology-dependent typically used bandwidths. For more details and validation
results for this approach, see [60]. Second extension tackles the problem of slow decay of
the autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions of run and burst length time series
for some frequency bands. Such a slow decay indicates breakdown of the Semi-Markov
nature of the process, and thus limits the applicability of the above approach. In [61]
we have proposed the use of several aggregated ON/OFF processes as a simple model for
the correlated case, and shown qualitatively that correlations in run and burst lengths
can indeed arise in such a model. Aggregation is a natural result from overhearing
multiple transmitters, and themodel is thus well motivated in the typical DSA scenarios.
However, quantitative validation of the model requires monitoring the activities of the
individual transmitters, which the present energy detector based measurement setup is
incapable of doing in the general case. For small number of transmitters hidden Semi-
Markov model formulation can nevertheless be applied [63].
We have also applied the multiscale approximate and sample entropy analysis in-
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FIGURE 9.21: Time-frequency plot from the artificial spectrummodel constructed using
time series analysis orthogonally in both domains.
troduced in Chapter 3 on the time series related to spectrum use. Results for selected
frequency bands are gathered in Table 9.5, showing the information entropy of the time
series together with the sample entropy for different values of m, and the estimates for
the Hurst parameter and the fractal dimension. Self-similarity is not indicated in the
second-order statistics sense, and the fractal dimension estimates seem uninformative.
However, sample entropy analysis still can clearly distinguish between different types
of spectrum use traces. In particular the pseudorandom nature of the UMTS channels is
clearly seen. The latter is further illustrated in Figure 9.22 showing the entropy analysis
results graphically for UMTS measurement traces.
The results collected in Table 9.5 are also interesting frommodel validation perspect-
ive. We see that in several cases there is no longer major reduction in sample entropy
as the parameter m is inreased. This implies that in short time scales conditional trans-
ition probabilities of Markov or Semi-Markov type should approximate the behavior of
the underlying dynamical system well, and that only limited additional benefits would
be gained by introducing longer timescales into the models.
Multiscale entropy analysis can uncover further information from the temporal be-
haviour of the transmitters. For example, Figure 9.23 shows the results for Pager ser-
vice, whose frequency use has definite temporal pattern as indicated by the waterfall
plot on the left panel. This temporal pattern is clearly visible in the multiscale entropy
curve as lowered complexity on the relevant time scale. Further, we see that the MSE
analysis clearly distinguishes actual signal from strong adjacent-channel interference
experienced at frequency of f = 465.2MHz. However, comparing to Figure 3.5 we see
that spectrum use of the interference-dominated channel in turn has lower complexity
than channel dominated by white noise would have.
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FIGURE 9.22: Comparison of the approximate entropy (left) and multiscale sample en-
tropy (right) computed for 12h of measurement traces taken in parts of the UMTS and an
adjacent band. Results for measurements taken at two different measurement locations
are shown.
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10
APPLICATIONS AND CASE STUDIES
In this chapter we give selected examples and case studies on applications of the models
developed in the previous three chapters. Our focus will be on performance evaluation
and optimization of cognitive wireless networks and systems based on dynamic spectrum
access due to the very reasons discussed in the introduction. We begin by highlighting
in Section 10.1 the impact of the use of the developed node location models for perform-
ance evaluation compared to the simplified models commonly used in the literature. The
results show that significant error can be introduced to the overall system performance
by choice of inappropriate models. We then illustrate how the developed models can be
used in on-line fashion to enable reasoning about the state of the radio environment
in the cognitive radio sense in Section 10.2. Our focus is in particular on the estima-
tion of radio interference fields using spatial statistics techniques. In Section 10.3 we
present three case studies on applications of dynamical systems techniques on wireless
networks, extending the multiscale entropy analysis introduced above, as well as apply-
ing phase space techniques for performance evaluation of wireless systems. Finally, in
Sections 10.4, 10.5 and 10.6 we carry out detailed performance studies for DSA systems,
based on the techniques and models introduces above.
10.1 PERFORMANCE IMPLICATIONS OF NODE LOCATION DISTRIBUTIONS
The developed node location models have a number of direct applications. The most
straightforward one is to use them as parts of system models to describe primary an-
d/or secondary user locations. As discussed generating different distributions with these
models is computationally light-weight, and the required algorithms are readily avail-
able. In the following we highlight some of the differences that are generated by using
realistic user distributions instead of relying on homogeneous Poisson point processmod-
els. We focus on showing the influence of local structure as this is the most interesting
case for most of the current white space scenarios. The more large-scale distributions,
e.g. those shown in Figure 7.15, would naturally produce even more significant and
dramatic differences.
We begin by considering the distribution of SINR and interference power for dif-
ferent point process models illustrated in Figure 10.1. Of these, the Geyer saturation
model fitted to the Google Mountain View access point data set can be considered as a
most realistic reference, whereas Poisson and Thomas processes are chosen as contrast.
Parameters for the latter two models have been selected to yield same intensity for all
the processes, and in the Thomas case to result in only modest amount of clustering.
Figure 10.2 shows the distributions of downlink SINR for a client placed at a distance
of 10m from a randomly chosen node. The figure was obtained assuming transmit power
of 1W, using the Xia-Bertoni propagation model [406] defined for a given frequency f
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FIGURE 10.1: Example realisations of Poisson (left), Thomas (centre) and Geyer (right)
processes used in the text, each having same overall intensity.
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FIGURE 10.2: The SINR distribution at the downlink for a client at 10m distance from
a randomly selected transmitter.
(expressed in GHz) and distance d (in kilometers) by
L(d)=K +A1 log10 ( f )+A2 log10 (d) , (10.1)
where the constants K , A1 and A2 are taken to have values of 131.1dB, 21dB and
37.6dB, respectively (see [407] for detailed discussion on the determination of these coef-
ficients for the chosen propagation model). We see that the Gayer model has significantly
less variability in the SINR distribution, and especially the lowest percentiles are signi-
ficantly higher than for the Poisson and Thomas cases. Figure 10.3 shows analogously
the distribution of interference power at a random location, selected independently on
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FIGURE 10.3: The distribution of interference power at a randomly chosen location.
the structure of the interferer point process. For this case the highest quartile is very
similar for all point processes, but with large differences arising in the lowest quartile.
Finally, in Figure 10.4 the SINR distributions for varying client distances are compared
analogously to Figure 10.2. We see that in each case the Geyer process results in highest
median SINR, with the Thomas process resulting in the lowest median SINR but also
with highest variability. The client distance also plays a major role in the similarity
of the distributions. For larger client distances the approximation error induced by the
Poisson assumption would be significantly lower than for shorter ones.
While there is no simple close form for the aggregate interference in the Geyer model
case, for practical purposes approximations in terms of the order statistics of distances to
kth nearest neighbours can be used. Figure 10.5 shows the estimates of these, obtained
from extensive Monte Carlo simulations. Note that for higher k the behaviour of the
inter-point distances is quite similar to the nearest neighbour case discussed above. The
Poisson approximation results in higher variation and underestimation of the mean for
small k, with approximation error becoming smaller and smaller as k becomes large.
The latter property is formally a consequence of the vanishing of the pair correlation
function at higher distances, which can be proven for very general Gibbs process from
the expression
ρ(x, y)≡ E {λ(x,X)λ(y,X ∪ {x}} (10.2)
for the second-order product density in terms of the Papangelou conditional intensity.
The convergence of kth nearest neighbour distances suggests a simple approximation
scheme for the aggregate interference. Instead of simulating large network instances
from the node location models, we can sample from the (marginal) distance distributions
directly. This ignores the potentially complicated joint component of the distributions,
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FIGURE 10.5: Distribution of the kth nearest-neighbor distances for Poisson (left) and
the fitted Geyer (right) models of the same density.
but would be expected to result in moderately accurate approximation of the leading
order contributions. Further, due to the convergence property of the pair correlation
function, it should suffice to use the more accurate distributions arising from the Geyer
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FIGURE 10.6: Approximating the aggregate interference from eight nearest neighbors
in networks with node locations following Geyer saturation model using order statistics
for kth nearest neighbour distances. The actual interference values are labeled “PPP”
for the Poisson approximation, and “True” for the Geyer case, results for latter obtained
using Monte Carlo simulations. “P8” denotes approximation for the Poisson case us-
ing order statistics of distance distributions only, and “Gk” denotes the approximation
introduced in the text, with order k.
model only for small values of k, and use the analytically soluble Poisson inter-point
distance distributions for higher orders. Figure 10.6 shows the results from such ap-
proximation, indicating that using only 2–3 lowest order distributions from the Geyer
case suffices for good approximations. This process can be made even more light-weight
by approximating the low-k distance distributions by a suitably parameterised function.
Figure 10.7 illustrates the results from using the logistic distribution for k ∈ {1,2,3} for
this purpose.
The above results illustrate that even in the quite regular and homogeneous de-
ployments that are routinely approximated by Poisson models, a non-negligible mod-
eling error would remain. Especially results that are sensitive to the behavior of the
tails of the presented distributions would be significantly affected by modeling errors.
Key examples related specifically to cognitive wireless networks with such characterist-
ics would be spectrum sensing and interference caused by the secondary user towards
the primary. Also within both primary and secondary networks performance estimates
would be influenced by such differences. For example, performance of relays and co-
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FIGURE 10.7: Approximating aggregate interference with logistic fits to distance distri-
bution functions.
operative communications in general would be affected, as would contention relations
between the nodes of the network.
10.2 REASONING ABOUT THE RADIO ENVIRONMENT
Another interesting application for the developed models is to use them in run-time op-
timization tasks within a wireless network. This requires on-line estimation of model
parameters or selection of a model from a collection of earlier fits (essentially result-
ing in a system identification problem, see [47] for discussion), and then extracting the
statistics of interest to the optimization task at hand. We shall illustrate the related
problems and issues with selected examples, first focusing on applications of conditional
simulation as a reasoning tool, followed by discussion of the use of Bayesian approaches
to deal with estimation errors when only small amount of data is available. We also
briefly discuss reasoning problems for very large data sets.
10.2.1 Reasoning with Conditional Simulation
A useful approach to reasoning about the surrounding radio environment is the use of
conditional simulation [408], allowing the generation of realizations of the fitted Gibbs
point process model conditioned on a set of observed node locations. Figure 10.8 illus-
trates this with a Strauss model fitted to the location data of points outside the central
square, with parameter r estimated from the pair correlation function. The figure shows
the estimate of the conditional structure of locations within the central square, obtained
using conditional simulation with the fitted model. The model-based approach clearly
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FIGURE 10.8: Outcomes of 103 conditional simulation runs for the interior region of the
data set using the Strauss model for the node locations. The complex spatial structure
of the conditional distribution is clearly visible.
yields more insight to the possible location structure than what would be obtained by
simple Poisson assumption. Such techniques can be used in online fashion for localiza-
tion purposes, interference estimation, and so on.
10.2.2 Spatial Prediction for Random Fields
Similar on-line reasoning problems can also be posed on random field models related to
wireless communications. In such applications the simplest reasoning tool is to apply
kriging to a set of observations, resulting in the best linear estimates (in the sense of
having minimal variance amongst unbiased linear estimators) of the values of the field
in question at locations for which direct measurements are not available. Figure 10.9
illustrates this process for the E-Plus GSM1800 spatial data set analyzed in the previ-
ous chapter. Using the fitted semivariogram model kriging interpolation was applied to
the data set, resulting in the estimate of the mean PSD surface shown on the left panel
of the figure. As per usual properties of the kriging estimator, the interpolated surface
is faithful to the data in the sense that each data point is also point of the interpolated
surface, and at regions far enough of any data point the interpolated surface plateaus
towards the mean of the estimates. Another useful property of the kriging estimator is
that the variance or standard deviation of the estimates is available theoretically. These
are shown in the right panel of the figure. Near the locations at which measurements
were made the standard deviation approaches zero, whereas far away it asymptotically
approaches the standard deviation of the underlying random field. Both of these are,
of course, very natural properties for any estimator operating on the raw measurement
data directly. More accurate predictions could potentially be made using techniques util-
izing further information about the nature of the problem, such as compressive sensing
motivated techniques. Such approaches are naturally promising, but also do have more
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FIGURE 10.9: Kriged estimates of the mean PSD field (left) and the standard deviations
of the estimator (right) for the E-Plus GSM1800 network in downtown Aachen.
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FIGURE 10.10: The marginal (left) and spatial (right) distributions of the cross-
validation errors for the E-Plus GSM1800 data set. Radius of the symbols in the right
panel is proportional to the error, with circles used for positive and squares for negative
values.
modeling parameters, the estimation errors of which can propagate in unpredictable
manner through the data processing chain. Further work is clearly called for to better
understand the robustness and performance tradeoffs in these two types of estimators.
Another question of interest is how to characterize the performance of such estimat-
ors. The theoretical results on estimator variance do give an indication of the expected
performance, but are ultimately derived under assumptions that might not be valid for
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FIGURE 10.11: The Q-Q plot of the cross-validation error distribution against the the-
oretical estimate of normal distribution.
the data set they are applied on. For example, we have seen in the previous chapter that
the mean PSD fields are rarely completely Gaussian, commonly having a heavier upper
tail. A number of estimator types can be evaluated using cross-validation statistics, or
“leave one out” approach. This is based on estimating the value of the field at a location
where a measurement is available, without using that particular measurement point
in the estimation process (otherwise for, e.g., the kriging estimator would always have
zero error). The process is then repeated for all the measurement points, and estima-
tion errors are put together either into a (marginal) empirical probability distribution,
or treated as samples of another associated random field. Results for this process in the
case of the kriging estimator are shown in Figure 10.10 for the E-Plus data set. The
marginal distribution of the estimation errors follows well the expected normal distri-
bution, as also more carefully shown in Figure 10.11. However, as can be seen from the
spatial structure of the estimation error the use of the marginal distribution alone might
result in too pessimistic estimates, as much of the contribution at the tails is induced by
points at the edge of the measurement areas, which would be expected to be difficult to
estimate accurately in any case. Further insight into the error distribution and other
characteristics of the estimates of the underlying random field can again be obtained by
means of conditional simulation.
We have also applied this spatial coverage prediction methodology for other spa-
tial data sets discussed in the previous chapter. Table 10.1 compares the estimation
errors achieved with spatial interpolation against that of optimal distance-based path
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Distance-based fitting Spatial interpolation Int. w.o. border eff.
Mean
error
[dB]
RMSE
[dB]
Mean
error
[dB]
RMSE
[dB]
Mean
error
[dB]
RMSE
[dB]
Aachen SFN
Channel 26 -0.01 6.23 0.01 5.89 -0.78 5.17
Channel 37 0.01 6.44 0.02 6.06 -0.40 4.93
Zuid-Limburg SFN
Channel 24 0.01 8.03 0.03 6.70 -0.24 5.49
Channel 34 0.04 9.02 0.04 6.75 -0.31 5.50
Düsseldorf SFN
Channel 29 -0.01 5.76 0.03 4.40 -0.20 3.03
TABLE 10.1: Prediction error of distance-based fitting compared to spatial interpolation.
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FIGURE 10.12: Standardised cross-validation errors for the different channels in the
DVB-T data set.
loss model for the DVB-T data set in terms of mean error and root-mean-square-error
(RMSE) for both of these approaches. For the spatial interpolation case we further dis-
tinguish between two subcases in the table. First of these consists of estimated errors
for the whole measurement area, whereas in the second we only consider the central
1.5km× 1.5km square in the measurement region. The latter is of separate interest
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FIGURE 10.13: The spatial interpolation of DVB-T coverage in Aachen, Germany for
channels 24, 26 and 29 (from left to right).
since the errors in any spatial interpolation schemes tend to be dominated by the bor-
ders of the estimation region, as fewer nearby samples are available there for any of the
estimated points. We see that in both cases spatial interpolation always outperforms the
distance-based method, achieving in case of channel 29 RMSE as low as 3dB if border
effects are not considered. Theoretically the prediction errors should further be close to
normally distributed making reasoning about estimation errors rather straightforward.
This is indeed the case for all of the data sets used in our case studies, the DVB-T results
for the channels considered above being shown in Figure 10.12.
These results should, of course, be interpreted carefully. They demonstrate that in
presence of measurement data that covers the region of interest well, spatial interpola-
tion can yield very good estimates for the received powers and thereby the coverage area
of the SFN in question. However, distance-based fitting yields models that can to certain
extent also be used for extrapolating results away from the region as well. Therefore we
see these two approaches as complementary rather than as alternatives. The interpol-
ated random fields used to derive the data in the table are shown in Figure 10.13.
Another key issue to be studied for the spatial interpolation approach is the impact of
the number of available measurement points on the performance of spatial interpolation.
Figure 10.14 shows how the distribution of the prediction error depends on the number
of measurement points used for spatial interpolation for the case of channel 29. Even
with as low as 15 randomly selected measurement points rather good performance can
still be achieved. Should the subset be chosen in a more structured manner to avoid
situations in which all the 15 points end up being concentrated on the edge of the region
the performance could be improved further still. Figure 10.15 illustrates the estimates
obtained with 15 and 45 randomly selected measurement points, and compares to those
for the entire data set. While much of the local detail is lost for the former cases, the
large-scale fluctuations in the received powers are indeed rather well estimated already
from small numbers of samples.
The main challenge for using ordinary kriging or its Bayesian counterparts is its
computational scalability, requiring up to O(n3) operations for a prediction at a single
location, where n is the number of measurement points fromwhich data is available [360].
For country-wide estimation of dynamic spectrum access opportunities or cellular net-
work coverage in an automated fashion, n can be in the order of millions of data points or
even higher. In the cellular network case the adoption of the “minimization of drive tests”
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FIGURE 10.14: The distribution of prediction error for different number of randomly
selected measurement points for channel 29.
FIGURE 10.15: Convergence of estimated received power for different number of meas-
urement samples for channel 29.
(MDT) approach being developed at 3GPP [409] would effectively make every mobile
phone a spectrum measurement device, resulting in unparalleled amounts of data be-
coming available for radio environment map construction. These scalability challenges
can be overcome using fixed rank kriging techniques [410,411]. These utilize fixed rank
approximations for the covariance matrix in the estimation problem, achieving linear
computational complexity, and thereby enabling the processing of millions of measure-
ment points when run on dedicated high performance computing server or in the cloud.
Figure 10.16 illustrates the performance of these methods as a function of the measure-
ment data points as well as the fixed rank selected for the interpolation problem.
Finally, we note that all of the above examples have been void of covariates during
the estimation process. This makes the results highly robust against modeling errors,
but can result in loss of performance especially in scenarios in which accurate prior in-
formation would be available. We shall show one application of such prior information
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FIGURE 10.16: Illustrating reconstruction of a random field from large data sets. Left
panel shows estimated received power for DVB-T channel 27 over Germany, computed
using the Longley-Rice irregular terrain model. Middle and right panels show fixed rank
kriging estimates with approximately 1000 and 5000 basis functions (defining the rank
of the approximation used), and 17000 and 27000 random measurements, respectively.
in the following, and refer the reader also to [58] for some of our recent work in ap-
plying Bayesian kriging in the MDT context for estimating coverage areas in operator
networks, using information about the structure of the cellular network as priors.
10.2.3 Examples on Incorporating Prior Knowledge
In the above examples, the reasoning process relied only on a fitted model obtained based
on measurements of the environment. Such approaches usually work well if relatively
large amount of measurement data is available. However, the resulting estimation er-
rors for small data sets can be large. This is illustrated in Figure 10.17 showing the
evolutions of estimated standard deviations for 50 simulated measurement sets of in-
creasing sizes, with the true standard deviation being σ= 10dB. In selected application
scenarios this can be mitigated by exploiting prior information in a Bayesian fashion in
addition to measurements.
We illustrate the use of prior knowledge with an example related to determining the
shadowing environment for a wireless communication system. More precisely, we shall
consider a scenario in which a set of n measurements D ≡ {X1, . . . ,Xn} of the marginal
distribution of a shadowing random field are made, and these are used to estimate the
marginal distribution pX (x) in Bayesian manner as the posterior pX (x | D). Key as-
sumption here is that the measurements D are independent of each other. In practice
this means that they should be taken sparsely enough so that shadowing correlations do
not induce undue dependencies between the measurements. The considered framework
can be extended towards the case of dependent measurements as well, but at the cost of
the estimation problem becoming significantly more complicated.
We adopt rather general Bayesian framework, allowing both the mean µ and vari-
ance σ2 of pX to be considered unknown, only assuming that the marginal distribution is
known to be normal as supported by extensive experimental studies. If the propagation
model is correctly selected, pX will have zero mean, but we allow this additional level
of generality to enable incorporation of misspecified propagation models into the frame-
work. The canonical choice of the conjugate prior for this case is the normal-inverse-chi-
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FIGURE 10.17: Convergence of the estimated standard deviation of the marginal shad-
owing distribution. Notice the high fluctuations especially for small number of measure-
ment points.
squared distribution [412] with the likelihood function
p(D |µ,σ2)= 1
(2πσ2)n/2
×exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(
n
n∑
i=1
(X i − X¯ )2+n(X¯ −µ)2
))
,
(10.3)
where X¯ is the mean of the data set D. The prior itself is given by
p(µ,σ2)= 1
Zp(µ0,κ0,ν0,σ20)
1
σ(σ2)ν0/2+1
×exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(ν0σ
2
0+κ0(µ0−µ)2)
)
,
(10.4)
where the normalization factor reads
Zp(µ0,κ0,ν0,σ
2
0)=
√
2π
κ0
Γ
(ν0
2
)( 2
ν0σ
2
0
)ν0/2
. (10.5)
In this distribution µ0 and σ
2
0 are the prior mean and variance, and κ0 and ν0 measure
our confidence on these, respectively.
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FIGURE 10.18: Prior distributions for mean and variance used for the example case
studies. The panel on the left illustrates the normal-inverse-chi-squared prior with
parameters µ0 = 0, κ0 = 8, ν0 = 8 and σ20 = 100 corresponding to low confidence on prior
variance, whereas the panel on the right corresponds to scenario with high confidence
on prior variance with parameters µ0 = 0, κ0 = 8, ν0 = 96 and σ20 = 100.
Since we have chosen a conjugate prior for the problem, given the measurement
data set D, the posterior distribution p(µ,σ2 |D) of the mean and variance of pX is also
normal-inverse-chi-squared, but now with parameters
κn = κ0+n,
µn =
κ0µ0+nX¯
κn
,
νn = ν0+n, and
σ2n =
1
νn
(
ν0σ
2
0+
n∑
i=1
(X i− X¯ )2+
nκ0
κ0+n
(µ0− X¯ )2
)
.
(10.6)
Given that pX was assumed to be normal, the estimated marginal distribution of X is
given by
pX (x |D)=
∫∫
p(x |µ,σ2)p(µ,σ2 |D)dµdσ2, (10.7)
which can be shown after some algebra to coincidewith the three-parameter T-distribution
pX (x |D)= tνn
(
µn,
(1+κn)σ2n
κn
)
. (10.8)
In order to illustrate the convergence properties of this approach, we consider a scen-
ario in which a secondary user operating on a DVB-T channel has to choose transmit
power so that the interference at a DVB-T received at distance d does not exceed the
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FIGURE 10.19: Convergence of the estimated shadowing distribution from the prior
with parameters µ0 = 0, κ0 = 8, ν0 = 8 and σ20 = 100 (left) and µ0 = 0, κ0 = 8, ν0 = 96 and
σ20 = 100 (right) towards the true one for varying number of measurement points.
power of thermal noise 95% of the time. We assume that the distance-dependent path
loss between the secondary transmitter and the DVB-T receiver is given by the Xia-
Bertoni propagation model, for which α= 113.2+21log f and β= 37.6logd, where f is
the used frequency measured in GHz, and d is measured in kilometers. Throughout the
following we assume the true pX to have zero mean and standard deviation of 7dB.
We shall begin by illustrating the convergence of the estimated marginal shadow-
ing distribution to the true distribution, and how the convergence rate depends on the
chosen prior distribution parameters. We consider two prior distributions illustrated in
Figure 10.18. Both correspond to zero prior mean (µ0 = 0) with moderate level of con-
fidence (κ0 = 8), and have prior standard deviation of σ0 = 10dB. However, the distribu-
tions differ in the confidence for the prior standard deviation, first corresponding to low
confidence (ν0 = 8) while second corresponding to relatively high confidence (ν0 = 96).
The difference is also clearly visible in the figure in terms of how sharply peaked the
distribution is around the prior standard deviation.
The confidence in the prior standard deviation plays a major role in the rate of con-
vergence of the estimated shadowing distribution from the prior towards the real one.
Left panel of Figure 10.19 illustrates this for the prior with low confidence. We see that
already around 40 samples suffice to have a good estimate of the true shadowing dis-
tribution, although small amount of variability remains between the estimate and the
ground truth. For the high confidence prior the convergence is significantly slower as
can be seen from the right panel of Figure 10.19. Even after 320 samples the posterior
distribution has slightly higher variability compared to the true marginal distribution.
These observations play a key role in selection of the prior distribution to match the
requirements of the considered application. Choosing low confidence will accelerate con-
vergence considerably, but reduces the accuracy of the intermediate estimates. This can
lead to increased interference or degradation of the grade of service of the primary sys-
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FIGURE 10.20: Evolution of the estimated allowable transmit power for the DVB-T
scenario with d = 4.5km using the prior with parameters µ0 = 0, κ0 = 8, ν0 = 8 and
σ20 = 100 (left) and using prior with parameters µ0 = 0, κ0 = 8, ν0 = 96 and σ20 = 100
(right).
tem in dynamic spectrum access scenarios, but would also result in faster convergence
towards the network-wide optimal estimates in scenarios in which small intermediate
degradations can be tolerated. This tradeoff is illustrated in Figure 10.20, where the
allowable transmit powers for the DVB-T scenario described above are shown, corres-
ponding to the two considered prior distributions. In the first figure we see very fast
convergence resulting in good secondary performance. However, for small number of
samples considerably higher intermediate transmit powers are used than would be ap-
propriate if the interference constraint should be strictly maintained. Choosing the high
confidence prior with high prior standard deviation makes the system much more con-
servative as shown in the second figure.
10.3 NETWORK ANALYSIS WITH DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS TECHNIQUES
In this section we shall discuss the applications of techniques and methodology from
dynamical systems into communication networks. While most of our examples come
from the wireless domain, the methods themselves are general, and thus applicable to
studying fixed networks as well.
Recall that the fundamental elements of a dynamical system are the specification
of the state space together with the rules that generate dynamics on that state space.
Typical state spaces M for wireless communications systems have the natural decom-
position
M = (environment)× (network configuration)× (node state)n, (10.9)
where the terms in parenthesis are spaces specifying the states of the environment,
relations between the n nodes, and the nodes themselves (including user behaviour).
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The “physical” state space components are, of course, extremely complex, and approx-
imations are needed. This process of approximation is completely analogous to that of,
say, statistical physics, in which nearly similar configurations of particles are character-
ised by small number of macroscopic state variables, spanning a space of vastly reduced
dimensionality. In wireless networks applications we similarly abstract away environ-
mental details into parameters of propagation models, network configurations into dis-
tances between the nodes or corresponding interference relations, and node states into
simple finite automata. However, care is required to choose the level of this “coarse-
graining” appropriately to ensure that the arising state space model is manageable, but
still reflects the features of the network that are important for the study at hand.
The spectrum use and node location models introduced above can be interpreted as
particular examples of the environmental and network configuration spaces in the above
decomposition. In this section we introduce selected further models, and also discuss the
use of multiscale entropy analysis applied for spectrum use data in the previous chapter
for characterising temporal dynamics on these spaces.
10.3.1 State Spaces for Environments with Correlated Shadowing
Typical assumption in analytical and simulation work is that the propagation environ-
ment is homogeneous and isotropic, with an additional shadowing component used to
model remaining deviations from these properties. For such a system model the state
space of the environment and the network configuration in d dimensions (d ∈ {2,3}) be-
comes
M ≡P ×
(
R
nd/(Rd ×Sd−1)
)
×Cn, (10.10)
where P determines the parameters of the large-scale propagation model, Cn denotes
the space of shadowing correlations for n links, and the remaining terms count the de-
grees of freedom in the configurations between the nodes. For the conventional Gaussian
random field models of shadowing, Cn corresponds to the space of positive-semidefinite
n×n matrices (with any standard shadowing correlation model inducing a random map
R
nd/(Rd ×Sd−1)→Cn). This enables study of the influence of shadowing correlations on
a given network performance criteria (viewed as functionals of the overall system state
and dynamics) by projecting their values on this space.
We have applied this methodology to systematically study how the performance of
dynamic spectrum access schemes is influenced by shadowing correlations. Let us first
consider the simple scenario given in Figure 10.21. The secondary transmitter has to
choose a suitable transmit power so as to not cause excess reduction of the SINR at the
primary receiver. Assuming that no additional nodes are present, the SINR depends on
the power used by the primary transmitter, distances between the nodes, and the cor-
relation between the shadowing components of the links X and Y . We assume that the
power of the primary transmitter is chosen to yield SINR of 7dB with 95% probability
when the secondary is not transmitting, and that the primary receiver is able to toler-
ate 1dB erosion in the SINR due to secondary transmission. Suppose further that the
both links are 1km long, and that the large-scale propagation loss is again given by the
Xia-Bertoni model (10.1). The corresponding allowable transmit power for the second-
ary node can now be estimated numerically for the different points of C2, with results
shown in Figure 10.22. We see that especially for shadowing models with marginal dis-
tributions of higher variance correlations have very strong influence on the results. For
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FIGURE 10.21: Simple two-link dynamic spectrum access scenario.
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FIGURE 10.22: Influence of the state in C2 on the allowed transmit power for the sec-
ondary transmitter in the scenario of Figure 10.21.
example, given shadowing standard deviation of 7dB, the variation in the allowed power
as a function of the correlation coefficient is over 20dB. If the secondary receiver would
be operating in the high SINR regime, this would correspond to over 6bit/s/Hz variation
in achievable capacity.
This two-link example is admittedly highly simplified, especially since the second-
ary transmitter was implicitly assumed to have complete knowledge of the interference
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Secondary transmitterPrimary transmitter
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X Y
Z
FIGURE 10.23: Three-link dynamic spectrum access scenario in which the secondary
transmitter chooses transmit power based on measurements of primary transmitter
activity so as to bound the harmful interference at the secondary receiver.
FIGURE 10.24: The structure of the correlation state space C3 for a fixed value of the
variance of the marginal distribution, with colors corresponding to the generalized vari-
ance of the resulting random vector of correlation coefficients.
relationships between the nodes in order to be able to estimate the allowable transmit
power. We shall now demonstrate that extreme variations in the allowable transmit
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FIGURE 10.25: Allowable transmit power in dBW as a function on C3 for fixed shadow-
ing standard deviation of 7dB. The three columns correspond to measured path losses
of 121dB, 127dB and 133dB over link Z of Figure 10.23 , whereas the three rows cor-
respond to the SINR thresholds of of the modulation and coding rate combinations of
(QPSK, 1/8), (QPSK, 1/2) and (16QAM, 1/2).
power also occur in more realistic scenarios. Figure 10.23 shows a configuration of three
links, where the link Z will now be used by the secondary node to infer the distribution
of the SINR at the primary receiver, supposing that the primary receiver is located at
the closest point of the primary coverage area to the secondary transmitter. The cor-
responding correlation state in C3 now has a more complex structure, illustrated for a
fixed value of the variance of the marginal distribution in Figure 10.24. We have given
the probabilistic formulation of the problem in detail in [72], but omit the theoretical
details here since the computations involved are standard albeit somewhat complicated
due to the number of correlated random variables involved. Instead we shall focus on
the results for allowable transmit power as the function of the correlation state in C3.
We assume that the primary system uses a bandwidth of 180kHz, has a noise fig-
ure of 9dB, and that the primary transmitter utilizes transmit power of 29dBm in a
cell with radius of 500m. Instead of a fixed allowable drop in SINR, we focus here on
fixed thresholds corresponding to different modulation schemes and coding rates for an
LTE system. Further, we assume that the secondary transmitter will only transmit if
the allowable transmit power is over 20dBm or -10dBW, a value typical of Wi-Fi access
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points and other small cell base stations. Assuming first that the secondary transmitter
knows the correlation state in C3, Figure 10.25 illustrates the results on the allowable
transmit power. As was the case with the simple two-link example above, the differences
in allowable transmit powers as a function of the point of C3 are clearly very high. Fur-
ther analysis of the results also yields interesting insights. For example, the minimum
allowable transmit power always occurs at a fixed point of C3, whereas the maximum
further depends on other system parameters such as the measured path loss over the
link Z. See [72] for a further discussion and analysis.
10.3.2 From State Spaces towards Model Robustness
We shall now resume our discussion on the properties that a probabilistic network model
should satisfy for a given application. Classically the model parameters such as the
density function in the point process case have been selected to match empirical values
of the corresponding parameters determined from a data set of interest. However, these
parameters often have little or no connection to the actual properties of interest that
we seek to compute from the models. For example, in case of communication systems
we are typically interested in the performance of that system in terms of how rapidly,
reliably, and in how large quantities information can be delivered from one location
to another. For social networks, networks of human contacts, and for certain types of
communication networks as well, we might be interested in how the structure of the
network affects spreading of information, infections, and other elements depending on
the local interactions between neighboring or nearby nodes. In each of these cases, we
have some utility function U that we wish to evaluate on the realizations of our network
model, and would like to relate this explicitly to the modeling process.
Unfortunately given the typically scalar nature of the utility U , we cannot use it
directly for the modeling process. The arising problem of choosing our random network
model N and the underlying probability measure P to yield correct distribution for U
would simply be too underdetermined. Natural alternative, which we have also used
in [46] and subsequent work, is to perform the actual fitting of the model using tech-
niques of maximum likelihood nature, but use the values of U as an additional measure
for the validity of the model. While improvement on the common practice, this approach
still does not consider the inherent uncertainty in the determined parameters and there-
fore in the model itself.
Based on this discussion, it seems prudent to use the robustness of the obtained
results in terms of the utility as another metric for the reliability of the model. By
robustness, we mean the evaluation of a norm of the form
sup
Pα′∈B(Pα)
‖Eα′ {U }−Eα{U }‖ , (10.11)
where Pα is the fitted probability measure, Pα′ is some perturbation thereof, and Eα′ and
Eα are the corresponding expectation operators. We can, of course, generalize (10.11) to
consider, for example, higher order contributions beyond simple expectations. Note also
that for several simple cases of interest (10.11) is directly related to the derivative of the
expectation of the utility in case it can be solved for analytically, making it a practical
measure also for analytical computations.
We shall now illustrate how the concept of model robustness introduced above can
be used as part of the model validation process. We consider examples from both the
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FIGURE 10.26: The derivative ∂T(α,β)/∂α of the epidemic threshold, evaluated for dif-
ferent values of β given in the legend.
random graph models, as well as spatial network models, especially focusing on wireless
networking examples in the latter case.
Let us first consider random graphmodels with the power law degree distribution, as
discussed in Section 2.7, together with the exponential cutoff. We consider as our utility
the epidemic threshold of the graph. This is defined in fashion of percolation theory as
the critical probability of passing a message from one node to another with respect to
global reachability of the message. In social contact networks such models are used for
studying the behavior of epidemics, with the epidemic threshold denoting the probability
of an infected person infecting upon contact a healthy individual. In communication
systems epidemic threshold would correspond to, for example, the minimum gossiping
probability needed for a message to reach all the nodes in the network almost surely.
The epidemic threshold for the power law model with exponential cutoff can be ana-
lytically computed using the generating function techniques introduced in [173], yielding
T(α,β)= Liα−1(e
−1/β)
Liα−2(e−1/β)−Liα−1(e−1/β)
, (10.12)
where Liα(x) denotes the polylogarithm. Usually the degree distribution of a random
graph model is fitted to empirical data by regression on the exponent α with rough es-
timates being used for the value of the cutoff β. Therefore the relevant robustness metric
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FIGURE 10.27: The degree distributions of 104 realisations of the preferential attach-
ment model, each realisation having 103 nodes. The solid and dashed lines correspond
to extremal and median distributions, respectively.
is the sensitivity of T to changes in α, which in this case can be directly mapped to the
derivative ∂T(α,β)/∂α.
Figure 10.26 shows the derivative of the epidemic threshold as the function α for
selected values of the cutoff parameter β. We see that the results are highly robust
against small changes in α for high values of α, and also moderately so as α becomes
small. However, we note that the results are also highly sensitive to small errors in
the region around α ≈ 3, which is interestingly also in the range of typical values of
the power law coefficient reported in the literature for a wide variety of network types.
Typical error bars for α range from ±0.1 to ±0.3, and especially in the latter case we see
that for, say, a fit with α= 3 wildly incorrect conclusions on the epidemic behavior of the
graph can be drawn unless robustness of the results is considered.
In order to illustrate this sensitivity further, Figure 10.27 shows the degree distri-
butions of 104 realisations of the preferential attachment model, each realisation condi-
tioned to have 103 nodes. The variability in the degree distributions is indeed significant.
This is further highlighted in Figure 10.28 showing the distribution of the inferred decay
exponent of the degree distribution, and the corresponding inferred epidemic threshold.
Similar results can, of course, be obtained for numerous utility functions of interest
that exhibit similar critical behavior as the epidemic threshold does. For example, con-
nectivity of random graph models as a function of the average degree exhibits such be-
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FIGURE 10.29: The relative size of the largest cluster for a random geometric graph for
the Geyer saturation model for different values of γ.
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FIGURE 10.30: The statistics of the distribution of SINR values for a typical client in a
network modeled using the Geyer saturation process.
havior, as does path length of randomly rewired regular graphs with small rewiring
probabilities. Therefore, we believe these concerns to be critical for a wide variety of
problems featuring a sensitive utility function behavior on a random network model.
Another group of examples we shall now consider are related to typical problems
in performance evaluation of wireless networks using probabilistic models. We shall
first consider a simple utility function related to connectivity of the network, in terms
of percolation on the corresponding random geometric graph. Figure 10.29 shows the
distribution of the relative size of the largest cluster of G, that is, the fraction of nodes
of G in the largest connected component for the case of W being a square of 2.5km side
length, and R set to 300m. Other parameters of N have been chosen based on the results
from Chapter 8. We see that the distribution of the largest cluster size remains almost
constant for small values of γ, indicating high robustness of connectivity related met-
rics for regular network types. The fit obtained for an actual mesh network deployment
in [46] resulted in the value of γ ≈ 0.4 with error bars of less than ±0.1. Our analysis
therefore indicates that the models of Chapter 8 should be reasonably robust for study-
ing, for example, the influence of the connectivity range R on the global connectivity of
the wireless network in question.
Suppose now that our utility is instead the SINR for a client device connected to a
node i ∈ N, where N is the point process model of transmitter locations. Figure 10.30
shows the median and the 5th percentile of the SINR distribution for the client node,
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evaluated for different values of the parameter γ of the Geyer model of transmitter loc-
ations. We see that the median especially around γ = 0.4 varies very little, indicating
that the typical capacity of a client node in our model is highly robust against small er-
rors in the fit of γ. However, we also see that the 5th percentile is much more sensitive.
The latter type of utility is commonly used as an optimization criteria for planned net-
works, since especially for commercial deployments it is critical to offer certain quality
of service for most of the user population. Therefore, any conclusions made on system
performance with such an utility should be considered much more carefully than for the
median SINR case.
10.3.3 Graph-Based State-Space Models for Contention
We shall now illustrate the simultaneous coarse-graining of the environmental and net-
work configuration state by approximating the joint realizations of propagation and node
location models as labeled graphs. The motivation for developing such approximations
is the fact that while wireless networks are indeed inherently spatial objects, their per-
formance is not always tightly coupled to the distances between the nodes. For example,
many earlier measurements on Wi-Fi and cellular networks have shown that for small
networks there are rather sharp phase transitions in performance as a function of dis-
tances between the nodes. There often exists clear regime of high performance for a
wide range of distances, followed by a “gray zone” with fluctuating performance, and
finally a large region in which communication is no longer possible but nodes still can
sense transmissions. This is illustrated in Figure 10.31, showing the throughput of a
UDP stream over a IEEE 802.11b Wi-Fi link obtained from earlier measurements in an
indoor testbed [413]. Similar results have been obtained for outdoor scenarios and for
other Wi-Fi technologies as well, see, e.g., [414]. For both of the packet sizes considered
in the measurements performance is practically independent of the distance until sep-
aration of the two nodes exceeds roughly 28m, after which the quality of the connection
degrades rapidly. The nodes do continue to interact over much wider range of distances
however, due to the listen-before-talk or carrier sense mechanism used in Wi-Fi. These
results indicate that instead of full spatial modeling of node locations, one can in certain
scenarios model the network as a graph with multiple edge types used to encode differ-
ent types of potential interactions. In the above example, first type would correspond
to the high performance regime, the second to the gray zone, and third to the sensing
range.
Our work is closely related to two parallel lines of research that have emerged in re-
cent years. First is the use of random geometric graphs (discussed in detail in Chapter 5)
to study especially the connectivity properties of networks. The main shortcomings of
this approach have been that node locations are still usually assumed to be a realization
of binomial or Poisson point process and thus uniformly random, and the relationships
between the nodes has been assumed to be purely binary (node pairs are connected if and
only if they closer than some threshold distance rth apart). However, to capture the vari-
ous interactions taking place in actual wireless networks multiple edge types are needed
as argued above. The second line of work has been the study the study of performance of
specific wireless networking protocols on specific instances of such graphs [415–418]. In
particular, it has been shown that performance metrics of interest are highly sensitive to
the structure of small neighborhood of the node and the corresponding edge types. Based
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FIGURE 10.31: Throughput of a UDP connection over a IEEE 802.11b Wi-Fi link as a
function of distance between the transmitter and the receiver for two different frame
sizes (adapted from [413]).
on these observations, we focus on studying which kinds of neighborhood structures, in-
cluding edge types, typically arise as outcomes of different spatial network models. Our
results thus directly yield graph approximations for spatial network models which can
be directly used for similar applications as the full spatial models, but with significantly
reduced complexity or, equivalently, reduced dimensionality of the state space.
We formalize the coarse-graining procedure described above by defining a graph ap-
proximation GN of a point process N as follows. The vertex set of GN is taken to coincide
with the points in the realization of N. The edge between two vertices xi and x j is then
assigned integer type (n+1)−∑n
k=1
[∥∥xi− x j∥∥≤ dk], where ∥∥xi− x j∥∥ denotes the distance
between xi and x j, the {dk}
n
k=1 are the threshold distances, and type of n+1 indicates
that xi and x j are not adjacent in the arising graph. This is clearly a direct generaliz-
ation of the usual definition of a random geometric graph for which only one threshold
distance would be used. The inherent assumption in this definition is that there are
no significant anisotropies in either radio propagation conditions, or the antennae. For
scenarios in which these assumptions do not hold with sufficient accuracy, more general
approximation scheme is needed. This can be easily achieved by considering the statist-
ics of the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver for each potential transmitter-receiver pair,
obtained by incorporating models of as many environmental characteristics as required.
We shall now study the structure of graph approximations for the spatial wireless
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Scenario Model Parameters
Outdoor Wi-Fi Poisson ν= 1.35×10−5
SSI ν= 1.35×10−5, r = 100
Geyer β= 3.3×10−5, γ= 0.4, ζ= 2, r = 150
Indoor Wi-Fi Poisson ν= 2.7×10−4
SSI ν= 2.7×10−4, r = 30
Geyer β= 6.8×10−4, γ= 0.65, ζ= 2, r = 80
TABLE 10.2: The considered scenarios and corresponding models and parameter values.
network models. Our objectives are twofold. First, we illustrate the typical structures
of the graph approximations, focusing on graph characteristics that are known to have
major impact on the performance of the network being modeled. Second, we use these
graph approximations as means to highlight the difference made by the choice of the
underlying spatial model. We consider two distinct scenarios to highlight the impact of
the choice of the models and the parameters. First of these is an Outdoor Wi-Fi scenario,
corresponding in structure to the Google Mountain View Wi-Fi network studied above
in terms of the Geyer saturation model. Second corresponds to a denser network de-
ployment, which we shall call the Indoor Wi-Fi scenario. In both cases we focus on the
placement and interactions between the Wi-Fi access points only. As a comparison point,
we also introduce Poisson and SSI models of the networks considered, with the paramet-
ers for the Poisson, SSI and Geyer models for these two scenarios collected in Table 10.2.
The parameters for the Geyer model for the Outdoor Wi-Fi scenario are an outcome of a
careful fitting procedure as discussed in [46] and also in more detail above, whereas the
parameters for other models have been chosen to yield the same overall network density
and otherwise similar spatial structure. The parameters for the Indoor Wi-Fi scenario
have also been constructed on the basis of the Outdoor Wi-Fi scenario by increasing the
density of the network and reducing the interaction radius for the SSI and Geyer mod-
els. Due to space reasons we shall focus on the case of graph approximations with two
edge types, ignoring the gray zone, with threshold distances of (d1,d2) = (200m,400m)
for the Outdoor Wi-Fi scenario, and (d1,d2)= (50m,100m) for the Indoor Wi-Fi scenario.
All of the results reported on below were obtained through 104 Monte Carlo simulation
runs, conditioned to have a node in the middle of the simulation area to avoid edge ef-
fects. Results are reported with respect to this “typical node”, formally corresponding to
estimates of functionals of the Palm distribution of the underlying point process.
We shall first look at the degree distributions of the arising graph approximations.
Figure 10.32 shows the three degree distributions for the Outdoor Wi-Fi scenario1. The
difference between the three underlying choices of spatial models is significant, with
the Geyer model resulting in the most concentrated distribution, and Poisson model
resulting in the highest variation in the degrees. These differences continue to persist
in the individual degree distributions of types one and two, although the SSI model
1Strictly speaking the degree distribution is, of course, only defined on the integers. We show here
smoothed kernel density estimates to make it easier to visualize the differences between the degree distri-
butions arising from the three different models.
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FIGURE 10.32: The overall degree distribution (top) and the distributions of type one
(bottom left) and two (bottom right) degrees for the Outdoor Wi-Fi scenario.
becomes quite close in terms of behavior to the Geyer one.
The degree distribution of the arising graph approximation is an important statistic
for several types of performance characteristics. For example, type two degree in Wi-Fi
networks has a direct relation to the amount of contention experienced by the node, and
thus indicates for a given traffic load how likely the node is to be able to access the chan-
nel. Thus, from these results one might infer that the SSI model and the corresponding
graph approximations would yield similar results as for the Geyer model case, and at
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FIGURE 10.33: Distribution of type one degrees for the Indoor Wi-Fi scenario.
least be closer to reality than the Poisson model and its approximations. Interestingly,
this conclusion becomes false as the density of the network is increased. Figure 10.33
shows the distribution of type one degrees for the Indoor Wi-Fi scenario. Despite a care-
ful choice of parameters, the results for the SSI case are significantly different from the
both Poisson and Geyer alternatives.
While the degree distribution often provides good first-order approximation of per-
formance characteristics of a wireless network, it does not carry information on the in-
teractions between the neighboring nodes. Especially when the network becomes denser,
these interactions start to dominate the performance characteristics, and more refined
graph statistics are needed. In [415–418] it has been shown that especially in the case
of Wi-Fi networks, accurate results can often be achieved by studying the structure and
occurrence of small subgraphs in the neighborhood of a node. This is similar to the ob-
servation in many other communities that such small subgraphs, usually called network
motifs [419], often play a key role in the arising dynamics.
Based on these observations, we have studied the occurrence of different three- and
four-node connected subgraphs or network motifs the typical node belongs to. For the
Poisson case these occurrence rates are formally analytically soluble as was discussed in
Chapter 5, but for more complicated point processes Monte Carlo estimates are unavoid-
able. We used the nauty toolkit [420] to classify these into their respective isomorphism
classes, since only those have impact on the network dynamics. Figure 10.34 shows
the rank-frequency plot for the occurrence of the different three-node subgraphs for the
Geyer and Poisson models for the Outdoor Wi-Fi scenario. We see that out of the seven
possible subgraphs only six actually occur in the results, and that the probabilities of
occurrence are both highly non-uniform and significantly different between the two un-
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for the occurrence of three-node network motifs for the Outdoor Wi-Fi scenario. See
Figure 10.35 for illustration of the motifs.
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FIGURE 10.35: The three-node network motifs occurring in the Outdoor Wi-Fi scenario.
Solid lines denote edges of type one, and dashed lines edges of type two.
derlying spatial models. The occurring six motifs are illustrated in Figure 10.35.
Figure 10.36 shows similar results but for the case of four-node subgraphs. Also in
this case only 35 of the possible subgraphs actually occurred, a bit more than half of all
the possible ones [418], and the corresponding probability distribution continued to be
highly non-uniform. Also the differences between Poisson and Geyer cases continue to
be quite clear. These results strongly indicate that for many types of wireless network
deployments, the performance of the corresponding protocols and networking technolo-
gies depends heavily on how they behave in a small subset of the theoretically possible
network configurations.
These results have a number of applications. For example, the use of graph approx-
imations is an effective way to decouple the performance evaluation of a protocol design
for a wireless network from the underlying spatial model. One can study separately the
influence of the occurrence of small subgraphs in the neighborhood of the typical node on
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FIGURE 10.36: The rank-frequency plots for the Geyer model (top) and for PPP (bottom)
for the occurrence of four-node network motifs for the Outdoor Wi-Fi scenario.
network performance from the probability of the given subgraph to actually occur. This
allows especially the separation of analytical or simulation work from the underlying
point process model, significantly reducing the complexity of carrying out performance
evaluation for non-trivial spatial wireless network models.
10.3.4 Multiscale Entropy Analysis for Network Traffic
We shall conclude this section by illustrating how dynamical systems techniques, and in
particular multiscale entropy analysis (MSE) can be used to study and classify temporal
dynamics of different networked systems. We shall consider three network traffic data
sets in the following. First of these consists of backscatter traffic [421] captured by the
UCSD network telescope [422]. The second is a trace [423] taken in Tokyo, Japan as a
part of the Day in the Life of the Internet (DITL) inititiative [424]. The third trace con-
sists of the wireless LAN traffic at SIGCOMM’01 [425]. Finally, we shall contrast these
to the output of a commonly used self-similar traffic generator based on aggregating
outputs of a number of Semi-Markov ON/OFF processes with Pareto-distributed holding
times [426]. For each packet trace time series of inter-arrival times (“iat”), source (“src”)
and destination (“dst”) port numbers were formed and analysed.
The results for basic sample entropy analysis for the datasets mentioned above are
given in Table 10.3. Additionally the table gives the information entropy of the marginal
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FIGURE 10.38: Multiscale SampEn computed for all the src and dst time series.
distribution for two different discretisations, as well as estimates of the Hurst parameter
and the fractal dimension. Perhaps the most interesting observations are the relatively
low complexity of the backscatter traffic, and the substantial differences in the entropy
values of the traces from the traffic model compared to the actual traces. Such differ-
ences are clearly visible also in the case of multiscale sample entropy analysis, as shown
in Figures 10.37 (for interarrival times) and 10.38 (source and destination port num-
bers). Especially striking is the almost completely different behaviour of the multiscale
entropy of the interarrival times of the Pareto ON/OFF model compared to the actual
network traffic traces. The different nature of the anomalous backscatter traffic from
the typical Internet traffic represented by the DITL trace is also clearly visible in the
port number case.
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10.4 CAPACITY ESTIMATION FOR DSA NETWORKS
In this and the following section we use the models developed above to carry out a
systematic study on the influence of the primary network structure and dynamics on
the expected performance of cognitive wireless networks and more specifically on net-
works utilizing dynamic spectrum access. Our approach extends the work related spe-
cifically to secondary networks operating in TV white spaces (such as those based on
the IEEE 802.22 standard [21, 22]) which have been thoroughly studied during recent
years especially by Sahai et al. [19, 20] towards more general networks. There has
also been limited work towards more general capacity results for CWNs (see, for ex-
ample, [23–25, 427, 428]), but these are often asymptotic in nature, or obtained using
such a high abstraction level that it is difficult to make the connection with particular
deployment scenario. Notable exceptions are [429] and [430] which consider explicitly
secondary access in scenarios in which the primary network is a cellular system, al-
beit using somewhat simplified models for the structure of the primary and secondary
networks.
Within the work described here, we both develop a novel analysis methodology and
provide detailed results for a number of selected case studies. The developed approach
allows to take into account the detailed topological and geometric structure of the in-
volved networks, and it is not based on strong stochastic approximations as most of the
earlier related work in the literature. In terms of structure, we consider both highly
parsimonious random field models of primary network behavior, as well as detailed
models of the deployment of the primary network including network planning related
properties such as the influence of frequency reuse factor on results. We also explore the
influence of the activity patterns of primary network transmitters on the results. In the
case of TV white spaces time domain aspects are usually only relevant in terms of the
dynamics of the secondary network. However, there are several application scenarios for
DSA in which the primary system dynamics would play a significant role. An example of
such a scenario is the use of dynamic spectrum access techniques for femtocells, in which
case both the primary network (the cellular infrastructure) and the secondary network
(femtocells) would often be operated by the same stakeholder. Also, the ability of incor-
porating dynamics is critical for applications of the developed techniques beyond clas-
sical DSA scenarios. We base our analysis on combination of data sets on actual network
deployments with carefully fitted and validated statistical node location models. Using
these techniques and extensive Monte Carlo simulations we explore systematically the
secondary network performance characteristics for different deployment scenarios.
10.4.1 Coexistence Model between Primary and Secondary Networks
In order to evaluate the utility of the spectrum holes arising in our framework we need
to specify the model for primary-secondary coexistence. We adopt a model based on
power control, in which the secondary user transmit power depends on its distance to
the protected zones [431–433]. We first assume that the interference generated by the
secondary user transmitting at power P for a primary network client at distance d away
is given by
I(dBm)= P(dBm)−L(d)+ξ, (10.13)
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FIGURE 10.39: The normal quantile-quantile plots for Channel 26 (left) and Channel
37 (right) of the DVB-T spatial measurement data set.
where L(d) is the large-scale deterministic path loss and ξ is a normal random variable of
mean zero used to model shadowing. Then the probability that this interference exceeds
a threshold Imax becomes
P {I ≥ Imax}=
1
2
[
1−erf
(
Imax+L(d)−P
σs
p
2
)]
, (10.14)
where σs is the standard deviation of ξ. We do not consider explicitly fast fading here,
since usually it either can be averaged out in time domain, or the bandwidths of the
technologies considered are large compared to the coherence bandwidth of the channels.
However, adding it into the formalism is straightforward. We assume that the secondary
nodes are allowed to transmit at a power that results in a bound ε on this probability
with respect to the point closest to them in the protected zones of the active transmit-
ters (transmitting inside the protected zone of an active primary is not allowed as the
interference towards a primary client cannot be bounded then). Equation (10.14) can be
solved for P using this bound, yielding
P(dBm)= Imax+L(d)+σs
p
2erf−1 (2ε−1) (10.15)
for the allowed secondary transmit power.
For the structure of the protected zones, we consider two different modeling frame-
work. First of these will be based on random field models of spectrum use introduced
in Chapter 9, whereas the second will be based on empirical point processes and node
location models in the manner developed in Chapter 8.
10.4.2 Random Field Models of Primary Usage
In our first collection of capacity results and case studies we shall assume that the power
spectral density of the primary transmitter network (measured in dBm) is a realization
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of a Gaussian random field. The actual marginal PSD distributions for large number
of transmitter usually have heavier upper tails than Gaussian random fields, closer to
α-stable distributions [269]. However, for our applications the property that matters is
the lower tail of the marginal distribution which is usually very well approximated by
Gaussian random fields, as shown in Figure 10.39. This assumption is, of course, also
related to the common practice of approximating sums of certain log-normal random
variables by a log-normal random variable [434]. Z(x), with x taking values in some
chosen domain D ⊂R2. Assuming second-order stationarity and isotropy such a model is
defined, as we have seen above, by the mean µZ ≡ E {Z(x)} and the covariance function
C(r)≡Cov
(
Z(x),Z(x′)
)
, (10.16)
where r ≡
∥∥x− x′∥∥. Based on our earlier results on spatial statistics of spectrum use we
shall assume that C(r) is given by the Matérn model, defined by
CMatérn(r)≡σ2
(
1
2κ−1Γ(κ)
(
r
φ
)κ
Kκ
(
r
φ
))
, (10.17)
where κ > 0, φ > 0, σ2 > 0, Γ is the gamma function, and Kκ is the modified Bessel
function of the second kind.
Corresponding to the two canonical approaches to dynamic spectrum access dis-
cussed above, we introduce two threshold parameters that together with Z define further
random sets that will be central for evaluating the secondary network performance. The
energy detection threshold θE defines together with Z the no-talk zone
DNT ≡ {x ∈D |Z(x)≥ θE } (10.18)
inside which secondary use based on energy detection is not allowed. For secondary use
based on power control, we define the primary network sensitivity θS yielding the
potential primary user service area2
DSA ≡ {x ∈D |Z(x)≥ θS } . (10.19)
The service area DSA defines also another random field, given at each point x ∈ D as
the value of (10.15) evaluated at the distance d =miny∈DSA ‖x− y‖. We shall call this
random field of allowed transmit powers. Figure 10.40 shows an example realization of
the different random sets and fields defined until now.
As discussed above, we shall in several instances rely on Monte Carlo estimates in
studying the performance characteristics for the models introduced above. For all the
simulations, we consider a square domain D of 10km×10km, resulting in, on average,
N(D)≈ 1350 secondary user access points being generated following the outdoor Wi-Fi
model introduced above. Unless mentioned otherwise, the parameters of the correlation
model defining Z are set to σ2 = 140dBm2, φ = 480m, κ= 1 and µZ = -90dBm, whereas
the thresholds used are set to ε = 0.05, θE = -105dBm and θS = -85dBm (all given for
fixed but arbitrary channel bandwidth). The interference threshold of the primary and
the transmit power for the energy detection model are fixed at -100dBm and 20dBm,
2Notice that for most actual networks DSA would be slightly larger than the actual service area, with
the difference being dependent on the inter-transmitter interference characteristics of the primary network.
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(c) Allowed transmit powers for power control model. (d) The primary user service area DSA.
FIGURE 10.40: Illustration of the model outcomes with parameters κ = 1, φ = 360m,
σ2 = 140dBm2, µZ =−90dBm, θE = -105dBm and θS = -90dBm.
respectively. The effective correlation range of Z with these parameters is 1920m. The
generated realizations of Z consisted of 250×250 discrete pixels, each 40m×40m in size.
Formal error estimates were used in each case to ensure that simulations were repeated
in sufficient numbers, and wherever possible, we report robust statistics of the obtained
empirical distributions to ensure maximal confidence in obtained results.
10.4.3 Influence of the Primary Network on Secondary Transmit Opportunities
The occurrence of transmit opportunities is dependent solely on the structure of the ran-
dom sets DNT and DSA. While the shapes of those sets can be complicated, depending
on correlation structure of Z, their sizes are very simple to characterize. In fact, since
the marginal distribution of Z is assumed to be normal, the sizes of DNT and DSA and
thereby the numbers of nodes of N in these sets depend only on the standardized dif-
ferences ∆E ≡ (µZ − θE)/σ and ∆S ≡ (µZ − θS)/σ. This simple property is illustrated in
Figure 10.41 for the energy detection model, contrasting the analytical expectation with
simulation results.
Describing DNT and DSA beyond their sizes, and especially their influence on the
distribution of active secondary nodes and their allowed transmit powers does not ap-
pear feasible through analytic means (although the theory of excursion sets [435] would
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FIGURE 10.41: Theoretical (solid line) and simulation results (circles) for the fraction of
active nodes in the energy detection model as a function of θE.
provide some asymptotic results). Accordingly, the following results are obtained from
extensive Monte Carlo simulations based on the models introduced above. We shall first
consider the energy detection model, and the relation of the spatial structure of active
nodes NA ≡N∩ (D−DNT) to that of our Geyer saturation model N.
In the limit of the vanishing effective correlation range (effected by letting φ→ 0)
the local structure of the active secondary network would approach that of N subjec-
ted to independent thinning, with the retention probability dependent on ∆E. However,
for larger effective correlation ranges the situation is more complex. The correlations
in nearby values of Z will cause the set D −DNT to consist of typically several connec-
ted components, with distribution of component sizes being controlled by the correlation
function C(r) and the parameter ∆E. It is intuitively clear that the resulting point pro-
cess NA should be clustered. A simple method for confirming this is to estimate the pair
correlation function ξ(r) of NA. Figure 10.42 shows the estimate of ξ(r) for NA for three
different effective ranges, with the clustering induced by correlations in Z being clearly
visible. These correlations are especially significant in scenarios in which N becomes
very dense, since they will heavily influence the interference and contention statistics
in the secondary network. For a recent interesting asymptotic analysis of this influence,
see [436].
In the power control model the structure of the components of D −DSA influence
mainly the distribution of the allowed transmit powers for the active nodes. We shall
study both the influence of the sensitivity threshold θS as well as the correlation struc-
ture of Z on the results. Notice that since we assume N to be independent of Z, the
marginal distribution of the random field of allowed transmit powers will also closely
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FIGURE 10.42: The influence of the effective correlation range of Z on the pair correla-
tion function of active APs in the energy detection model.
reflect the distribution of allowed transmit powers at the active nodes. Thus we shall
only focus on the latter in the following. We shall also limit our focus on the distribution
of allowed transmit powers of active nodes, as opposed to all the nodes of N.
Figure 10.43 shows the influence of the threshold θS on the distribution of allowed
transmit power. The results clearly show that even with the relatively large effective cor-
relation range of 1920m threshold values below -90dBm will result in very low allowed
transmit powers. On the other hand increase in the effective correlation range rapidly
increases the quality of transmit opportunities as shown in Figure 10.44. Especially for
effective correlation ranges beyond four kilometers, the active secondary nodes would
be able to offer service similar to present-day Wi-Fi hotspots. Of course, the low me-
dian powers are in part due to the extremely conservative way of estimating the allowed
power. Any further information on expected distribution of the primary user receivers
would also significantly increase the resulting transmit powers. A simple illustration
of this is shown in Figure 10.45, corresponding to optimal power control with receiv-
ers, whose locations are assumed to be known, obtained from a Poisson point process
on DSA. Probabilistic models of user distributions could also be used to achieve similar
effect, albeit with reduced gains.
We shall conclude this section by studying the influence of the smoothness parameter
κ on results. Many of the spatial correlationmodels used in the wireless communications
community have assumed a simple parametric correlation model without possibility to
control the smoothness of the arising sample paths. An example of such a model is the
exponential one proposed by Gudmundson as a model for correlated shadowing [373],
roughly corresponding to the Matérn model with κ= 1/2. Because of this, there has been
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FIGURE 10.43: Distribution of the allowed transmit power for the power control model
as a function of θS.
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FIGURE 10.44: Distribution of the allowed transmit power for the power control model
as a function of the effective correlation range and smoothness of Z.
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FIGURE 10.45: Distribution of the allowed transmit power for the power control model
for the case of known primary user receiver positions.
rather few studies on how details, such as the smoothness of the sample paths, influence
the estimates obtained using these models. The results for our application, shown in
Figure 10.44, are quite interesting in this regard. We see that even though the effective
correlation range itself is kept constant at 1920m, small values of κ result in very small
transmit powers for the secondary network. This is because small values of κ allow Z
to have occasional high variations in short scales, resulting in small “islands” in DSA to
occur, causing the degradation in allowed transmit powers. The conclusion to be drawn
from this is that care should be applied to ensure that for any given application also
the sample path behavior of the chosen stochastic model matches that of the phenomena
being modeled, in addition to correlation range and variance.
10.4.4 Achievable Capacities for the Secondary User
We shall now move our focus from allowed transmit powers to capacities. The configura-
tion of the secondary user transmitters can be described in terms of an activation vector
a ∈ {0,1}#(X) for which a i = 1 if the node located at X i active, which in turn depends on
X i and the operation of the selected MAC protocol or scheduling solution. We then as-
sume that conditional on an activation vector a, the capacity C i j of the link from X i to
X j depends on the signal to interference and noise ratio of the link, given by
SINRi j ≡
Pi/L i j
PN +Z(X j)+
∑
k akPk/Lk j
, (10.20)
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FIGURE 10.46: The distribution of achievable downlink capacities for the energy detec-
tion (left) and power control (right) models.
where Pi is the transmit power of X i , L i j is the path loss from X i to X j, PN is noise
power, and the summation is over all the links except the one between X i and X j. Since
we are interested in achievable capacity, we adopt the generalized physical model for
which the capacity is estimated by Shannon’s formula C i j = B log2(1+SINRi j), where
B is the channel bandwidth, and interference is treated as noise. Alternative choices of
capacity metrics are, of course, both possible and straightforward to introduce into the
general framework used here. We report all capacity results in normalized form (bits
per second per Hertz), since for any reasonable choice of B the system never became
dominated by noise.
Our focus will be throughout this section on the secondary network downlink. We
assume that around each point of N there is a Poisson distributed number of clients, with
mean of five clients per node, and their locations are sampled from a symmetric bivariate
normal distribution centered at the points of N with standard deviation of σ = 25m.
This can be thought of as a variant of the Thomas point process occasionally used in
performance studies [269], but with more realistic distribution for cluster locations.
Figure 10.46 shows the distribution of the achievable capacities, taken over the whole
client population. We see that as expected, the power control model in general behaves
better, resulting in fewer users being in near-outage, and enabling overall decent per-
formance. Since the transmit power of the energy detection model is fixed at relatively
high power (20dBm), some of the clients will have very high SINR-values and corres-
pondingly high capacity. However, the small number of active access points leads into
poor overall performance. Figure 10.47 shows the influence of the effective correlation
range of Z on the results. Interestingly, increase in correlation range has opposite ef-
fects on the downlink capacity distributions for the energy detection and power control
models. This is because with the power control model the secondary network can in-
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FIGURE 10.47: The influence of effective correlation range on achievable downlink ca-
pacities for the energy detection and power control models.
crease link capacities by increasing transmit powers as correlation length increases (as
was shown in Figure 10.44), and is also able to offer service in larger proportion of the
overall domain D (since θE < θS).
The results discussed above are upper limits, since they assume only one active link
in the secondary network. In a more realistic scenario multiple secondary transmitters
will be active simultaneously, resulting in increased interference and thereby reduction
in capacity. However, while the distribution of capacities does shift lower as more and
more nodes become active, the performance did not degrade severely in any of our sim-
ulations, and even with all nodes of N transmitting simultaneously the median link
capacity was reduced only by approximately 20% as shown in Figure 10.48. This is be-
cause of the structure of N which is regular enough to ensure that the inter-transmitter
distances are typically quite large. For a denser deployment, or in an ad hoc network-
ing scenario, interference between secondary users would rapidly become an additional
performance bottleneck to the limitations imposed by the primary.
10.5 CAPACITY FOR LOCATION MODELS FOR PU AND SU STRUCTURE
10.5.1 System Model and Assumptions
We shall now consider the scenario with primary user protected area arising directly
from a given collection of n primary user transmitters (usually corresponding to base
stations or access points), the locations of which are represented by the vector X =
{X1, . . . ,Xn} ∈R2n. Focusing on the downlink band, we first approximate the service area
of a transmitter X i ∈ X by its Voronoi polygon
V (X i)≡
{
y ∈R2
∣∣‖y−X i‖≤ ∥∥y−X j∥∥ , j 6= i } , (10.21)
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FIGURE 10.48: The distribution of downlink capacities with ALOHA medium access
control.
which consists of those points that are closer to X i than any other transmitter. Since
with typical radio technologies it is not possible to limit the actual coverage of the trans-
mitter to the somewhat irregular shape of the Voronoi polygon, we consider the protected
zone of an active transmitter X i to consist of a disc centered at X i and completely en-
closing its service area represented by the Voronoi polygon V (X i). The use of Voronoi
polygons is obviously an approximation, although quite reasonable one for many ap-
plications. The system model itself is also general enough to easily incorporate other
definitions of the service areas without changes.
For constructing the set of active transmitters, we consider both the time and fre-
quency domains. We assume that the primary network has been allocated k channels,
and assign the channels to the transmitters to minimize the aggregate downlink in-
terference. Transmit powers are assigned to the primary network to guarantee a 95%
coverage probability at the farthest corner of the service area of each transmitter (cor-
responding to the radius of the protected zone), computed using a chosen propagation
model. In the time domain, we assume that the activity pattern of each transmitter is
represented by a stationary and ergodic ON/OFF process. Due to the diurnal cycle and
daily variations, such processes would not be good approximations of actual transmitter
activities over long time periods. However, they do provide accurate results assuming
the durations of the individual ON and OFF periods and the timescale of temporal cor-
relations between them are shorter than the period of the time the performance of the
system is being analyzed over.
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These assumptions enable approximate modeling of most present-day technologies
that use some variation of time-division multiple access schemes, including, in particu-
lar, common OFDMA-based technologies such as WiMAX and LTE. However, especially
in the latter case the OFF-periods would often have extremely short durations (on the
order of individual time slots), and the actual usage of such spectrum holes might be
very challenging technically. In such cases the results derived with the actual ON/OFF
process will serve as (sometimes very loose) upper bounds on performance of secondary
use. Limitations of the secondary user access mechanism can be incorporated into the
analysis by considering instead a modified version of underlying ON/OFF process, ob-
tained by removing OFF-periods that are shorter than a given threshold which would
depend on the sensing, scheduling and coordination techniques used. For example, OFF-
periods corresponding to individual time slots could be removed, leaving only “session-
level” ON/OFF patterns of the individual transmitters. The reader should also note
that, for example, CDMA based wireless communication systems that tend to transmit
continuously due to the presence of the broadcast channels are not well represented by
this framework. The system model would also lose accuracy if the activity patterns of
the transmitters would be highly correlated over the frequency band in question. Such
additional refinements can, however, be included into the overall approach relatively
easily.
A special case of stationary and ergodic processes is the family of alternating renewal
processes, for which the durations of active and inactive periods are assumed to be inde-
pendent of each other but otherwise follow general distributions with mean values µon
and µoff, respectively. Let us assume that we observe the primary network at a time t
which does not depend on the activity patterns of the transmitters. Then at time t each
of them will be active with probability µon/(µon+µoff). For most of our simulations we
assume this probability to be the same for all transmitters, and call it the duty cycle of
the primary network. In the more general case, the duty cycle would simply correspond
to the probability of finding the transmitter active at any given time. Figure 10.49 illus-
trates the model for service areas as well as the arising protected zones for the primary
network with three channels and duty cycle of 35%.
We again adopt the coexistence model based on power control as was done above.
Figure 10.50 shows how this power depends on the location for the network configur-
ation of Figure 10.49. We do not consider here explicitly the mechanisms secondary
users should use to uncover these spectrum opportunities. Instead, we shall most of the
time focus on studying the maximum, theoretically achievable capacity that assumes
perfectly accurate determination of which transmitters are active. For realistic systems
this would typically require explicit signaling between the primary and secondary net-
works, although mechanisms based on location information and measurements of ag-
gregate transmit power, such as presented in [433], can be used as well provided the
sensing time used is short enough compared to the active and inactive periods of the
primary transmitters. It is clear that the reported results are much higher than what
can be achieved with real systems. In our model the channels are very clean and we
use maximum transmission power in the low duty cycle regions in which distances to
nearest protected zones are large. In reality the expected capacities for secondary users
would be considerably lower (as one would expect from the present day deployed sys-
tems). However, our results provide important capacity bounds and we have left the
detailed study of the performance limitations induced by different implementation ap-
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FIGURE 10.49: Service areas of the transmitters of the primary network modeled as
Voronoi polygons (left) and the corresponding protected zones around active PU trans-
mitters (right).
FIGURE 10.50: Allowed transmit powers measured in dBm for the secondary user as
given by equation (10.15) for the primary configuration shown in Figure 10.49.
proaches for the secondary network for later work. Another property of realistic systems
not explicitly considered here is the use of sectorisation in dense primary network de-
ployments. Including sectors into the modeling framework would somewhat increase the
transmit opportunities for secondary users since the protected areas would further ap-
proach the service areas. Alternatively, one can consider a given duty cycle DCs for each
of the k sectors, and consider the discs enclosing the service areas as protected zones
if any of the sectors is active. If the activity patterns of the sectors are independent,
the resulting overall primary network duty cycle with the above model would become
1− (1−DCs)k.
For the large-scale deterministic path loss we again adopt the Xia-Bertoni propaga-
tion model. We assume the shadowing factor to have zero mean, and standard deviation
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2.3 km
1.45 km
FIGURE 10.51: Node location data set obtained from the Vodafone network in downtown
Barcelona.
of σs = 7dB. As mentioned above, these assumptions are also used to assign powers for
the primary transmitters to yield a 95% coverage probability at the edge of the service
area for a given receiver sensitivity θs. For most of our simulations we assume that
θs = -107.5dBm, a value similar to current cellular network technologies [437], but we
also explore the influence of changes in this parameter on the results.
The system model given above is rather general, enabling the study of metrics such
as the distribution of allowed transmit powers and secondary network capacities over
space, time and frequency for any given primary and secondary network configuration.
In the next section we describe in detail the network configurations used in our study,
together with the values of the different parameters used in simulations. We also note
that this framework can easily be extended towards enabling a full study of temporal
evolution of the saidmetrics by specifying the timemodel of the primary network activity
more closely. However, for the present work, we believe that the focus on duty cycle as
the key measure of the primary system activity enables useful conclusions to be drawn
with significant level of generality.
In order to apply the system model developed above, we need to specify locations of
primary and secondary transmitters as well as the secondary clients. For this, we use
both structures of various deployed networks as well as node location models based on
those. For the primary network we use locations of base stations from cellular networks
since they are a most representative example of a widely deployed non-broadcast system.
Figures 10.51 and 10.52 show parts of the Vodafone network in Barcelona and the T-
Mobile network in Los Angeles, both used extensively in the following. Of these, the
Barcelona data set corresponds to a very dense urban deployment, whereas the Los
Angeles data set is somewhat more sparser corresponding to a large suburb.
For the secondary network we use stochastic node location models originally de-
veloped above, with parameters chosen as given in Table 10.4. For computing capacities,
we also need a model for the secondary user client locations. Assuming a scenario in
which secondary transmitters act as access point or base stations, we distribute client
locations from a bivariate normal distribution, with standard deviation of 15m for urban
scenarios, 85m for suburban scenarios, and 1500m for rural scenarios. The allowed in-
terference probability was set to ε= 0.05, and interference threshold to Imax = -105dBm.
For the latter it is important to observer that the allowed secondary transmit power is
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25 km
21???
FIGURE 10.52: Node location data set obtained from the T-Mobile network in Los
Angeles.
Parameters
System type r ζ β γ
Dense urban secondary 150 2 3.3×10−5 0.4112
Suburban secondary 250 2 6.0×10−7 1.6908
Rural secondary 3000 2 3.0×10−8 1.7995
Rural primary/cellular 24000 2 1.6×10−8 0.5162
TABLE 10.4: Parameters for the instances of the Geyer saturation model used in the
simulations.
linear in Imax, and thus results for other values can often be read from the graphs below
by simply shifting the y-axis. The number of channels available to the primary network
ranged in k ∈ {1,3,5,7} corresponding to frequency reuse factors of 1, 1/3, 1/5 and 1/7,
respectively. The operating central frequency was set to 2GHz, but the results are not
sensitive to small changes in the considered frequency band. For example, increasing the
considered central frequency to 2.5GHz would increase the allowed secondary transmit
power by 2.03dB. However, significant changes in the central frequency do have a major
impact on results. For example, changing the central frequency to 700MHz would reduce
the transmit power of the secondary users by almost 10dB under our system model.
10.5.2 Distribution of Allowed Transmit Powers
We shall begin by studying the influence of the primary network structure and activity
level on the distribution of allowed transmit powers of the secondary users. Left panel of
Figure 10.53 shows the distribution of the allowed transmit power for nodes with trans-
mit opportunities, that is, for nodes outside the protected zones of active transmitters in
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FIGURE 10.53: The distribution of allowed transmit powers for different primary net-
work duty cycles for the Barcelona scenario with frequency reuse factor of 1/3 (left) and
1/5 (right).
the Barcelona scenario, assuming k= 3 channels being used by the primary network. We
see that even in this very dense scenario the combination of frequency reuse and inactive
periods in the primary network do leave residual transmit opportunities for the second-
ary network. However, with the exception of the very lowest duty cycles the allowed
powers are very small, and not really suitable for applications beyond very short range
communications. The right panel of Figure 10.53 illustrates the allowed transmit power
distribution for the case of the primary network for a higher frequency reuse factor of
1/5, showing that even increasing the spatial spectrum opportunities by making the set
of primary transmitters operating on a given channel sparser does not yield significant
increases in allowed powers in this scenario.
The situation is significantly different in the suburban Los Angeles scenario as can
be seen from Figure 10.54. The median of the allowed powers for the generated trans-
mit opportunities is more than 1W for low duty cycles, and even for high duty cycles
around 20dBm. However, as was also seen in the previous case, the variation in the
allowed transmit powers is high, with inter-quartile range being around 20dB for each
of the duty cycles. This is due to the large variation in the distances of the secondary
transmitters to their nearest protected zones. As can be expected, for the rural scen-
ario even higher allowed transmit powers are obtained, as also depicted in Figure 10.54.
Even for 90% duty cycle the spatial opportunities induced by the frequency reuse and
sparse infrastructure result in approximately 45dBm allowed transmit powers with 50%
probability for secondary nodes that are not in the protected zones.
Most of the figures discussed above assumed a frequency reuse factor of 1/3. While
this value is realistic for a number of conceivable application scenarios, it is clearly of in-
terest to study more carefully the effects of higher and lower reuse factors. Figure 10.55
shows the distribution of the allowed transmit power for the Los Angeles scenario but,
in contrast to Figure 10.54, without frequency reuse. For small duty cycles the transmit
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FIGURE 10.54: The distribution of allowed transmit powers for different primary net-
work duty cycles for the Los Angeles (left) and rural (right) scenarios with frequency
reuse factor of 1/3.
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FIGURE 10.55: The distribution of allowed transmit powers for different primary net-
work duty cycles for the Los Angeles scenario with frequency reuse factor of 1.
opportunities continue to be significant, but for higher duty cycle there is a reduction
of approximately 10dB in all the quartiles, as well as slightly increase variability. The
main difficulty induced by high primary network duty cycle combined with the single-
channel operation is, however, the significant reduction in the frequency of transmit
opportunities. This is illustrated in Figure 10.56, showing the fraction of secondary net-
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FIGURE 10.56: Number of nodes with transmit opportunities for different duty cycles
for the Los Angeles scenario. Different graphs correspond to frequency reuse factors of
1 (left), 1/3 (middle) and 1/5 (right).
work nodes that are able to transmit for various duty cycles and frequency reuse factors.
We see that as the duty cycle is above 50% in the single channel case, only few percent of
the secondary network nodes are allowed to transmit at all. For frequency reuse factor
of 1/3, already one third of the secondary nodes can transmit even when the primary
network duty cycle is 90%. Notice that while 70% blocking probability for the secondary
access might sounds prohibitively high, this is for an individual channel. Assuming that
n statistically identical channels in terms of transmit opportunities were available, the
blocking probability of an arbitrarily chosen secondary would decay exponentially in the
number of channels.
10.5.3 Capacity Results
We shall now move on from quantification of transmit opportunities to studying their
utility for the secondary network. Our focus will be throughout this section on the sec-
ondary network downlink capacity, and how it depends on the primary network activity
and structure. Since we are interested in understanding the performance the secondary
network could achieve without focus on a particular technology, we take our metric to be
the Shannon capacity C =B log2(1+SINR). For all of our scenarios the capacity results
are dominated by interference from active primary transmitters, and neither noise or in-
terference from other potentially active secondary transmitters has major influence for
reasonable ranges of the corresponding parameters. This is a direct consequence of the
adopted system model. Because of this we focus mostly on reporting the distribution of
achievable downlink capacities without the contribution of secondary interference and
in a normalized form (bit/s/Hz). However, we do illustrate through selected examples
the influence of secondary network structure on results.
Figure 10.57 shows the influence of the duty cycle on the achievable downlink capa-
city for the Barcelona scenario, assuming a frequency reuse factor of 1/3. For low duty
cycles relatively high capacities can be achieved due to the long distances to nearest act-
ive primary transmitters, resulting in high transmit powers and SINR, but for higher
duty cycles the achieved capacities are very small, despite the primary network per-
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FIGURE 10.57: The achievable downlink capacity in the secondary network for different
primary network duty cycles for the Barcelona scenario with frequency reuse factor of
1/3.
forming frequency reuse. The major reason for this is the increased interference from
the primary network as can be seen by the reduction of capacities even in the upper tail
of corresponding capacity distribution. Slightly smaller contribution comes from down-
links between active secondary transmitters and clients situated nearby a secondary
transmitter that does not have a transmit opportunity. However, this effect would not
influence especially the upper quartile of the results since more than 25% of the second-
ary nodes have transmit opportunities. These results are comparable to those reported
in [430], in particular regarding the scaling of achievable capacity as a function of the
primary duty cycle. The actually capacities given there are lower roughly by a factor
of two due to differences in the propagation model and assumptions on the secondary
network structure, in particular the distances between secondary transmitters and re-
ceivers, but relationships between the capacities and primary network activity levels are
very similar.
Figure 10.58 shows the detailed behaviors of the downlink capacity distribution for
the Barcelona scenario with frequency reuse factor of 1/3 and assuming 30% duty cycle
for the primary network. The concentration of probability around the origin arises from
the problem of “long downlink” discussed above, caused by the lack of transmit oppor-
tunities for nearby secondary nodes. A practical system would in most scenarios again
deal with such an occurrence through multi-channel operation (or simply through buf-
fering if the application latency requirements are lax enough compared to the lengths of
active periods), so the behavior of the upper tail of the capacity distribution is on greater
interest. From the figure we can see that most of the clients with an active nearby sec-
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FIGURE 10.58: The distribution of achievable downlink capacities for the Barcelona
scenario with frequency reuse factor of 1/3 and 30% primary network duty cycle.
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FIGURE 10.59: The distribution of achievable downlink capacities for the Los Angeles
scenario with frequency reuse factor of 1/3. Different graphs correspond to primary
network duty cycles of 10% (left), 30% (middle) and 50% (right).
ondary transmitter benefit from significant downlink capacities, with median being well
above 5bps/Hz.
Figure 10.59 shows similar capacity results with different duty cycles for the Los
Angeles scenario, also for the case of primary network frequency reuse factor of 1/3. We
see that the sparser structure of the primary network resulting the higher allowed trans-
mit powers for the secondary nodes also translates to higher capacities compared to the
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FIGURE 10.60: The achievable downlink capacity in the secondary network for different
primary network duty cycles for the rural scenario with frequency reuse factor of 1/3.
Barcelona scenario. However, the increase is not as dramatic as might be expected. The
key reason for this is the difference in the secondary deployment models. Recall that
we assumed the distribution of secondary clients to be also sparser in the suburban Los
Angeles case than in the Barcelona scenario. The resulting larger distances between the
secondary transmitters and receivers reduce the benefits from higher allowed transmit
powers by increasing the average path loss. This simple example highlights the need to
consider carefully also the secondary user client deployment when estimating the expec-
ted performance of a network based on dynamic spectrum access. Further confirmation
can be seen in Figure 10.60, illustrating the capacity results for the rural scenario. Even
though very high allowed transmit powers were observed, as shown in Figure 10.54, the
actual secondary network performance in terms of capacity is worse than in the Bar-
celona scenario due to the sparsity of the secondary client distribution.
10.5.4 Further Results
All the above results have been for achievable capacity, that is, without considering the
intra-system interference from other secondary transmitters. Figure 10.61 illustrates
the influence of interference from other secondary transmitters on results, assuming a
similar duty cycle model for the secondary transmitters as was done for the primary
case. The results correspond to the lower primary network duty cycle considered, as in
this case the secondary transmitters have most transmit opportunities and thus cause
more intra-system interference. We see from the results that even if most of the second-
ary transmitters would be active simultaneously, the capacity limits would be reduced
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FIGURE 10.61: The impact of intra-system interference for the capacity of the secondary
network in the Barcelona scenario.
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FIGURE 10.62: The impact of intra-system interference for the capacity of the secondary
network in the Barcelona scenario assuming clustered secondary system deployment.
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FIGURE 10.63: The influence of primary user client sensitivity on achievable secondary
network downlink capacity for the Barcelona scenario with frequency reuse factor of 1/3
and primary network duty cycle of 30%.
only by few bits/s/Hz compared to the ideal case. This is in part due to the small al-
lowed transmit powers for the secondary users and the regular deployment model for
the secondary network. If the structure of the secondary network is assumed to be less
uniform, intra-system interference will play a more significant role. This is illustrated
in Figure 10.62, obtained by assuming a clustered model for the secondary network
transmitter locations. More precisely, locations of the clusters were chosen randomly
in the region, and for each cluster the number of secondary transmitters was taken to
follow the Poisson distribution with average of ten nodes. The coordinates of the nodes
were then drawn from a two-dimensional normal distribution with standard deviation
of 100m. We can see from the figure that the performance degradation is more visible
as secondary network duty cycle is increased, but significant opportunities for secondary
use remain.
We conclude this section by studying the influence of the primary user client sensitiv-
ity θs on the results. Figure 10.63 illustrates how changing θs influences the achievable
secondary network capacity for the Barcelona scenario with 1/3 frequency reuse and
primary duty cycle of 30%. We see that the capacity distribution becomes more and
more concentrated on lower values as θs is increased, that is, as the primary client is as-
sumed to have lower and lower sensitivity. The reason for this is, of course, the increase
in the primary network transmit power under our system model. Lower primary client
sensitivity, i.e., higher θs, means that the primary transmitters need to utilize higher
transmit powers to ensure the prescribed outage probability at the edge of the service
area. Even with 30% duty cycle and having the primary network transmitters being dis-
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FIGURE 10.64: The service area (black) and the arising white space of UHF channel 45
in Germany estimated using the Longley-Rice propagation model.
tributed over three frequencies the residual increase in interference suffices to reduce
the secondary capacity significantly. It should be noted that these results were obtained
keeping the value of Imax constant. In most systems the decreased primary client sens-
itivity would also mean higher tolerance to interference. Thus, especially in scenarios
such as the femtocell case in which both primary and secondary network belong to the
same stakeholder, Imax should be increased proportionally to allow also secondaries to
transmit at higher powers and thereby maintain their SINR.
10.6 CHARACTERIZING SECONDARY USE WITH RANDOM SETS
We have seen in the previous section that the distances to the edges of protected zones
play a key role in the utility of a spectrum hole or white space for secondary users. This
indicates that for a wide variety of dynamic spectrum access applications these distances
are of independent interest, and worth of a separate study. We shall demonstrate here
how such a study can be carried out using TV white spaces in Germany as a source of
example data [52], and the theoretical framework of random closed sets (see Section 4.6)
as the methodological foundation.
Following the service area model introduced above, we define white spaces in terms
of a random field Z of field strengths or SINR ratios for a test receiver of particular
configuration by forming the service areas as the supports of excursion sets of Z:
DSA ≡ {x ∈D |Z(x)≥ θS } . (10.22)
The threshold θS depends then on the sensitivity and operating characteristics of the
particular technology, as well as usually includes a further erosion margin to account
for modeling errors in the system. In the following we focus on TV white spaces in
the UHF spectrum of 470–790MHz, and use ITU specified threshold values [52]. The
empirical random fields Zi for the channels i ∈ {21, . . . ,60} have been generated using
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FIGURE 10.65: The number of available TV white spaces over Germany (corresponding
to the integer-valued random field ZN introduced in the text).
the transmitter locations, transmit powers and antenna configurations in conjunction
with ITU-R and Longley-Rice propagation models. Figure 10.64 shows an example of
the arising white spaces for channel number 45.
The typical question studied in the dynamic spectrum access literature has been
the overall availability of white space, corresponding to the mean of the integer-valued
random field
ZN(x)≡
∑
i
[Zi(x)< θS]. (10.23)
Occasionally population-weighted average is sought instead, corresponding to the ex-
pression
NP ≡
1∫
D ZP (x)dx
∫
D
ZN (x)ZP(x)dx, (10.24)
where ZP is the empirical random field of the population density over D. Figure 10.65
illustrates the structure of ZN for our data set.
With these preliminary definitions, we note that there are three alternative ap-
proaches towards characterizing white space availability in more detail compared to the
simple averages 〈ZN〉 and NP . The random field ZN counting available channels can be
characterized in more detail, especially related to its local variability, we can study the
structure of the individual random closed sets [Zi(x)≤ θS], and, finally, we can study the
structure of random fields of the form
ZN, f ,g(x)≡
∑
i
f
(
[g(Zi(x))≤ θS]
)
, (10.25)
where either Zi or the corresponding random set is subjected to a transformation be-
fore included into the count ZN . The first of these approaches results in similar data
analysis as was carried out for spatial spectrum measurement data above. Since ZN
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FIGURE 10.66: Image semivariograms for the random field ZN for the ITU and Longley-
Rice propagation models.
FIGURE 10.67: The set covariances for the white space sets of channel 45 estimated
using the ITU model (left) and the Longley-Rice terrain-aware model (right).
is estimated as a pixel image or a matrix, local variability can be characterised by the
image semivariogram
γ(i, j)≡ 1
2
∑
(k,l){ZN(k+ i, l+ j)−ZN(k, l)}2. (10.26)
Figure 10.66 illustrates the estimated image semivariograms for ZN for the two propaga-
tion models considered. The higher variability in the Longley-Rice case is very clearly
seen.
As an example of statistical characterization of the sets [Zi(x) ≤ θS] we shall study
their set covariance structure and their distance maps, that is, functions f : D → R+
with values f (x) given by the distance between x and the nearest point of [Zi(x)≤ θS].
Figure 10.67 shows the influence of the propagation model choice on the set covariance
of the white space region. The higher degree of irregularity resulting from the use of
the terrain data in the Longley-Rice case is also visible in the set covariances of white
spaces, albeit to a slightly less extent that for the raw power values discussed above.
Figure 10.68 shows examples of the distance maps for the channel 45 considered above
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FIGURE 10.68: Distance maps for the white spaces on channel 45 computed using the
ITU-R (left) and the Longley-Rice (right) propagation models.
for two different propagation models. While clearly having similar large-scale structure,
the higher variability in the terrain-aware Longley-Rice propagation model also results
in more complex local structure of the distance maps.
Figure 10.69 shows the box plots for the marginal distributions of the distance map
values for the different UHF channels for the two different propagation models con-
sidered. It is interesting to note that the usage of the different channels is clearly highly
uneven across the country. While channels such as 22, 27 and 43 have coverage regions
all over Germany, channels such as 38 and 51 are only used in far apart regions. Thus,
secondary use on latter types of channels could take place with much higher transmit
powers and thus capacities compared to the former channels under equal interference
constraints. These distance distributions can, of course, directly be combined with a
suitable propagation model for the secondary-primary interference to yield estimates of
the allowed transmit power distributions and, by assuming a specific service model for
the secondary, on the corresponding capacities of secondary systems. The key conclusion
from these results is that not all white space channels are equal. Under a constant in-
terference constraint, on certain channels much higher transmit powers could be used
by secondary users compared to others. Another key conclusion is that again the choice
of propagation model has major influence on the spatial structure of the estimated white
spaces, even though aggregate statistics might be very similar between the two. In par-
ticular, adoption of the ITU model would lead into much higher estimated allowable
transmit powers for secondary users compared to the Longley-Rice case.
We conclude by studying an example application of the transform formalism defined
by (10.25), letting g remain the identity function, and choosing f to correspond to mor-
phological dilation introduced in Section 2.1.3 with structuring element chosen to be a
ball of radius r. This corresponds the addition of an additional protection distance to
the allowed white space use that must be exceeded before secondary use becomes pos-
sible. The influence of this operation on the available white space and the structure
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FIGURE 10.69: Box plots of the marginal distributions of the distance map values for
the UHF channel white spaces for the two different propagation models considered.
of the corresponding random set is illustrated in Figure 10.70. Table 10.5 summarizes
the area and population averages for the transformed white space data sets for both
propagation models. We see that even relatively conservative addition of 10km signi-
ficantly reduces the available white spaces. Also we note that due to the higher local
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FIGURE 10.70: The influence of additional protection margin on the structure of the
white space shown in Figure 10.64.
Additional protection distance
0km 5km 10km 15km 20km 25km 30km
Longley-Rice propagation model
Available channels per area 19.9 12.1 9.92 8.51 7.40 6.47 5.68
Available channels per population 18.7 11.4 9.17 7.71 6.57 5.69 4.95
ITU propagation model
Available channels per area 19.2 16.9 14.9 12.9 11.3 9.9 8.7
Available channels per population 17.7 15.8 14.0 12.1 10.6 9.3 8.2
TABLE 10.5: The average number of available channels by area and population for
different protection areas.
variability in the Longley-Rice case discussed above, the influence on additional protec-
tion distance on white space availability is much more drastic compared to the situation
with the ITU propagation model. Such differences are especially relevant for policy
applications of these results. In particular, both propagation models result in similar
aggregate channel availability for low-power devices, but for higher power devices for
which additional protection distance is needed, significant differences emerge. The use
of the Longley-Rice model is clearly much more conservative with respect to the protec-
tion of the clients of the TV transmitters, since a small isolated region of high enough
field strength causes a potentially large region to be designed as protected for the given
transmitter.
11
CONCLUSIONS
The focus of this thesis has been on developing new tools and models for studying next
generation wireless communication systems. As we argued in the beginning, applic-
ations of cognitive radio technologies, self-organization techniques, and dynamic spec-
trum access will significantly increase the complexity of these systems. Therefore, new
approaches are needed for characterizing and modelling network deployments, the ways
spectrum is used, and dynamics of these. In this final chapter we shall first summarise
the main contributions made towards developing such methods in Section 11.1 below,
followed by a discussion on possible avenues for future work in Section 11.2.
11.1 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
In the beginning of this thesis we discussed the ongoing fundamental changes in wireless
communication systems, and how these changes are rendering the currently used tech-
niques for modelling and analysing wireless networks insufficient. We then argued that
new methods, enabling accurate characterization of both spatial structure and dynam-
ics of wireless networks are urgently needed. Based on this argument we outlined the
research agenda for the rest of the thesis work, consisting of establishing the theoretical
foundations for such methods based on tools from spatial statistics, statistical physics
and dynamical systems research, followed by concrete applications on wireless networks.
The rest of the first part of the thesis was then used for reviewing the mathematical tools
and concepts needed for such foundations. Most of these are by now well known in the
literature, although parts of the content such as the applications of multiscale entropy
analysis appear to be new in the engineering literature.
The second part of the thesis was then dedicated for the detailed presentation of the
chosen modelling and analysis frameworks. We first introduced the core concepts from
stochastic geometry of point processes, followed by development of statistical tools for
characterising point process models and related empirical data sets. Most of these have
not been used in engineering literature before, and some are not widely known even in
the domain-specific literature. In addition to collecting the methods that we found as
being highly useful for network analysis from a wide variety of fields, several original
contributions were presented in this part of the thesis. These included new types of
modulated point processes suitable for modelling client distributions of users, as well
as numerical results related to impact of node location distributions on, for example,
connectivity properties of their associated geometric graphs. We also gave a detailed
account on various advanced topics in spatial statistics, such as different forms of condi-
tioning on point processes, and models derived from constrained entropy maximization.
These have important applications in reasoning about network behaviour at run-time,
as argued later on in the thesis. Finally, we presented the foundations of random field
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theory, which can be used for statistical reasoning about phenomena that is changing
continuously over space or space-time. Random fields form the foundation for a number
of spatial inference problems in networks, ranging from coverage estimation to interfer-
ence management.
The third and largest part of thesis then consisted of applications and case studies
related to the methods developed in the second part. We first carried out an extens-
ive study of actual wireless network deployments, ranging from user-deployed networks
to carefully planned cellular systems and broadcasting networks. Our aim was to first
study quantitatively whether the commonly used Poisson or uniformly random location
model matches well with the actual deployments, and if not characterize in detail the
differences and similarities between the different network types. Indeed, our results
show convincingly that in none of the cases studied could a Poisson model be considered
viable except perhaps as a very rough approximation. User-deployed networks (occasion-
ally called “chaotic” network deployments in the literature) tend to have a much more
clustered structure than the Poisson case would predict, and planned networks are uni-
versally more regular locally than uniform randomness would indicate. The large-scale
structure of the networks was found to be very rich, in part induced by the complex
spatial structure of the underlying population distribution. In particular, most large-
scale networks featured similar scaling behavior in the pair correlation function, with
substantial similarities even across different countries. Somewhat surprisingly, there
seems to be no satisfactory model for the large-scale population distribution that could
readily explain these findings even in the corresponding dedicated research literature.
It should also be emphasized that the results show that there is substantial amount of
structure in the networks studied that is not explained by the inhomogeneities in the
underlying population distribution alone. Therefore, even if one would like to use pop-
ulation density as a covariate, a simple inhomogeneous Poisson point process models
cannot be expected to yield realistic models across the network types and length scales
of interest.
After a thorough analysis of the spatial structure of networks, we followed by devel-
opment of stochastic models that replicate key features of actual network deployments,
as measured by different point process statistics. In particular, we showed that the
Geyer saturation process, a member of the Gibbs family of point processes and a simple
generalization of the Strauss process, was capable of closely modelling a large number
of different network types. We gave detailed descriptions of the best fitting models for
Wi-Fi networks with different deployment models, for cellular systems, and for a vari-
ety of broadcast networks. Further, we validated the fits obtained using both spatial
statistics relevant to wireless communications (the L-function in particular) as well as
modern point process residuals defined recently by Baddeley et al. We further discussed
alternative location models, especially for the large-scale network structure, highlighted
the connections between common optimization based models and stochastic models, and
finally developed a new category of Gibbs models generalizing Log-Gaussian Cox Pro-
cesses recently introduced in the stochastic geometry literature. In particular, our res-
ults indicate that these Log-Gaussian Gibbs Processes are capable of simultaneously
modelling the large-scale structure of the network in part driven by the population dis-
tribution, as well as the local structure so well captured by the Geyer saturation process.
We believe these types of models to also be of independent mathematical interest in ad-
dition to their relevance for applications.
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Following the presentation of node location models, we moved on to characterization
and modelling of spectrum use both in spatial and temporal domains. We first applied
simple propagation simulations to build understanding on the influence of transmitter
configuration on the spatial statistics of the arising random fields, such as defined by the
mean power spectral density measured at different locations. As an outcome of this part
of the work, we gave semivariogram model fits for commonly used point process models
of transmitter locations. The key contribution of this part of the thesis was, however,
on the analysis and modelling of empirical data sets on spectrum use. Several measure-
ment campaigns were conducted in order to gather accurate measurement data on how
spectrum is used in different environments and on different frequency bands. Analysis
of these data sets confirmed heavy spatial correlations in spectrum use, and resulted in
accurate parametric correlation models for spectrum use of different transmitter tech-
nologies. In particular, our results show that classical semivariogram models can very
closely replicate the spatial characteristics of spectrum use for cellular systems as well
as for DVB-T. These correlation models therefore form a solid basis on which further
applications, such as coverage estimation through kriging, can be reliably developed.
We also showed that Semi-Markov models can be accurately used to characterize spec-
trum use over time and frequency domains, whereas commonly used Markov models
have more limited applicability. Further, we observed that on certain frequency bands
hitherto undocumented temporal correlations occurred, and gave a potential explanation
for them using a concept of aggregated Semi-Markov models. Finally, using multiscale
entropy analysis we showed that there exists a great deal of structure in temporal spec-
trum use of wireless systems, making them in a sense more predictable than expected.
However, these results together with the analysis given in [438] also indicate that this
additional level of structure is highly complicated. Therefore, naïve approaches for, say,
dynamic spectrum access, such as search for periodic patterns in spectrum use, would
almost universally fail.
Finally, in the last major chapter of the third part, we studied the implications of
the above results on wireless networks through different applications and case studies.
Our results showed that node location distributions can play a major role in a number
of metrics commonly used to quantify network performance, such as the distribution
of SINR values or interference power across the network. We also discussed how the
developed models can be used as part of conditional or Bayesian reasoning about the
network state. This includes highly relevant problems such as improving accuracy of
coverage estimation through drive tests, which we are currently pursuing. The use of
conditional simulation based on point process models was also illustrated, together with
the possible ways of applying dynamical systems techniques in wireless network re-
search in conjunction with the models developed in the earlier chapters. The rest of this
chapter was then devoted on a detailed study of the influence of spatial structure and dy-
namics of the primary system on the performance of dynamic spectrum access networks.
Outcomes of this work include first detailed studies of classical white space structures in
Europe, formulated in terms of statistics of random closed sets, as well as of the complex
interplay of primary and secondary network structures regarding performance. The lat-
ter gives a strong indication of the complexity and richness of the interactions between
the two systems should some form of dynamic spectrum access be used.
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11.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The most obvious avenue for future studies is to extend the modelling and analysis work
initiated here. Several of the techniques developed in the course of this thesis work have
already been picked up by other research groups, with applications to even wider variety
of data sets and use cases. Also the implications of the developed models are being
explored further, especially in the context of dynamic spectrum access, cognitive wireless
networks, and future cellular systems. This thesis work additionally motivates several
questions of fundamental nature, with significant potential both from applications point
of view and in terms of inherent mathematical interest. We shall summarize some of
these here.
In the present work Monte Carlo simulations were primarily used to extract inform-
ation on the properties of the developed models. In particular, Gibbs point processes are
challenging to study analytically, and most of the techniques developed for wireless net-
working applications assuming the Poisson model are not applicable. However, Gibbsian
models still have very well defined structure in terms of a concise form of the pseudo-
likelihood or conditional intensity. This should enable more accurate approximation of
performance functionals based on various kinds of series expansions. In particular, it
should be possible to derive formal expressions on approximation errors with respect
to the Poisson case, in a manner similar to the control theory community dealing with
model uncertainties.
The similarities in the second-order statistics of node location distributions for such
diverse network and deployment types indicates that it should be possible to develop
“universal” models of population with only few tunable parameters. The results obtained
using Log-Gaussian random fields as mock population distributions appear promising,
but much more detailed exploration is certainly needed. Further, the basic methodology
can be extended to a variety of network structures beyond communication systems. For
example, tessellations or line processes driven by a Log-Gaussian random field are po-
tentially attractive models for transportation and utility networks. Until now, most of
the work on such models has focused on use of homogeneous Poisson processes as the
driver of randomness, but given a lack of statistical validation, our results cast doubt on
the accuracy of such approximations.
Finally, almost all of our work has been carried out in an off-line fashion. For run-
time applications observations on node locations or random field values would be expec-
ted to arrive as a continuous stream, instead of large batches. This should be reflected
also in the algorithms used to analyze and model such data. In the context of stochastic
processes (which are simply random fields over an interval of the real line) powerful
tools for incremental filtering have been developed. However, very little analogous the-
ory exists for the spatial case. The inference problems of point processes and random
fields can also be combined and studied jointly in various ways. In wireless networks
measurements can often be interpreted as point process samples of a random field, or
as samples of shot noise driven by a Gibbs point process. In each case joint inference
of the probabilistic structure of the processes involved would be of significant practical
interest, but there again seems to be a lack of theoretical foundations.
As a final summary, our results show that the structure and dynamics of wireless
communication systems is a rich subject, much more so than simple models often used
in the literature would indicate. However, we have also seen that the complexity of
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these systems is not excessive. In most cases features of interest to applications can be
accurately captured with relatively simple parametric models, once suitable modelling
frameworks have been found. The avenues of future work opened by these observations
go well beyond what is outlined above, but already this short list should give the reader
a flavour of the problems and the potential involved.
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